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Preface
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Whether or not computers have now attained their infancy, as is
often heard today in this computerized world, their use in the field
of music is still at an embryonic stage. This book documents the
efforts of a number of composers and music researchers who use
the computer in their work, and it illustrates the wide range of pos-
sibilities offered by the computer in music composition and research.
A third area, computer-assisted instruction in music theory, has
emerged too recently to assess its effectiveness or possibilities.
Although the present stage of the computer's contribution to music

is embryonic. it would be a mistake to assume that we know what lies
ahead, nor can it be said that the uses' of the computer in music have
evolved systematically. One is struck, throughout these essays, by the
multiplicity of ideas and procedures and by the diversity of techniques,
terminology, and goals. Those who work with the computer in music
today know both the joys and disappointments of being pioneers, the
excitement of discovery, and the frustration of failure, Only someone
who has prepared programs and data for computer processing can
fully realize how misleading in its suggestion of ease is the phrase
"... and then he fed it to the computer."
The emphasis in several of these essays is on methodology rather

than on results. There is still much to be learned, and for most of his
work the researcher is dependent upon hardware (equipment) and
software (programs) designed for business and the sciences.' De-
velopments in both equipment and programs have come at a dizzying
pace during the past decade, and it is a challenge to the person in
this new area to maintain the flexibility necessary to move with rapid
changes and not become tied to outmoded systems.
The range of opportunities and possibilities enjoyed by the com-

poser is, in some respects, wider than that enjoyed by the researcher.

I Programming languages designed exclusively for music purposes include MIR,
developed by Michael Kassler and described in Chapter XX, and MUSICOMP,
by Lejaren Hiller, described briefly in Chapter IV.
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The composer may use the computer to write music which will ul-
timately be played on standard orchestral instruments by performers
reading from conventional notation. The style of his compositions may
range from a simple counterpoint, based on the so-called rules of an
eighteenth-century theorist, to the most recent serial or aleatory tech-
niques. Efforts to imitate older styles have had limited success, and
there is little interest in this area today.
The composer may choose instead to develop a vast range of sounds

and totally new compositional devices. Some of the sounds may be
generated by the computer itself, or the composer may link his efforts
on the computer with the remarkable devices in the electronic-music
studios found on Illany campuses. Mr. Brun forcefully argues that
"traditional musical procedures have entered the stage where all
further possible permutations will no longer possess an)' new mean-
ing.'" The Widespread use of electronically produced sounds as back-
ground to films and television entertainment as well as in popular
music adds stre~gth to 1\1r. Brun's arguments. Whatever procedures
are chosen, the many possibilities available pose a challenge to the
imagination as well as to the technical skill of the composer. A number
of these composers know mathematics, and their literature, as shown
by Mr. Hiller's survey, is heavily sprinkled with such expressions as
"second order transition probabilities," "random number generators,"
«sets," «permutation scheme," and "binary choice," to name but a few.
In SOme of this work the new composer imitates, Or has the machine
imitate, the thought processes of the traditional composer. But it be-
comes apparent that more and more of the decisions can be left to
the computer, and we find ourselves confronted with basic esthetic
questions-questions that are succinctly summarized by Mr. Strang.J

The researcher, whether in music or some other area, has tended to
use the computer to carry out more effectively, or on much larger
quantities of data, research methods already developed. In music
these include harmonic analysis, various types of indices, and elabo-
rate statistical studies. Among his aims are analysis of harmonic de-
vices, systematic descriptions of the styles of particular composers,
comparisons of different styles, and the development of data banks of
themes to cite bOrrOwings among composers or to collate widely
scattered SOurces.

The music researcher is immediately confronted with a basic need

:l See Chapter II.
3 See Chapter HI.
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when he looks to the computer as a tool. He must convert either the
sound of music or the printed musical score to machine-readable data.
The first possibility poses complex engineering problems. While it is
theoretically possible to digitalize music, that is, to describe every
tone by a mathematical measurement of the fundamental pitch and
harmonics which comprise the tone, thus far only a limited amount
has been accomplished in this field. Attempts to convert the printed
score itself have been more successful. One can use letters and num-
bers to represent the symbols on the page of printed music, and store
this representation in the' computer memory ready for the various
manipulations requested in the researcher's programs.
As yet there is no agreement among scholars on a single music

representation. Some researchers have dealt only with the elements of
notation of particular relevance to their projects. Others have chosen
to represent all the elements of notation. A choice must be made be-
tween utilizing a limited system which permits rapid encoding of
materials needed for a specific project only or using a broader system
permitting greater flexibility and greater possibility of sharing with
other researchers for their particular needs. It is unlikely that there
will be widespread agreement on a particular representation, and the
need for such a lingua franca is being reduced with the development
of translation programs.
No matter whether one uses a specific or general representation,

the encoding of music is tedious and time consuming. It is also ex-
pensive, since everything that is encoded must be keypunched. Two
hardware developments, long hoped for, would greatly speed this part
of the musicologist's work. One is an optical scanner that could read
music and convert its reading to the representation. Such a machine
is probably farther in the future than was thought a few years ago.
A second development, the automated printing of music from a rep-
resentation, appears to be much nearer. The computer plotter and the
photocomposition machine are two devices now undergoing the neces-
sary programming or engineering to permit them to print music.'

IThe computer plotter has been programmed to draw a staff and music notation
(news article on A. James Cabura's application in Digital Plotting Newsletter,
May/June 1967, and Jeffry Raskin, "A Hardware-Independent Computer Graphics
System," Master's thesis in Computing Science, Pennsylvania State University,
1967). The Ford-Columbia representation, already in use by a number of re-
searchers, was developed by Stefan Bauer-Mengelberg as a graphics-oriented
representation for use in a photocomposition machine known as the Photon. The
editor, in his work in thematic indexing by computer, is currently testing the use
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No one knows what the future holds for computing and music.
Those of us who have worked with the computer have found it both a
willing and a demanding tool-wilUng to do prodigious amounts of
work in little time but demanding precise and well-thought-out in-
structions. It is hoped that this book will summarize. for researchers,
composers, and other interested readers, the present use of the com.
puter in music and will stimulate efforts to make the computer 'work
more effectively in music composition and research.

State University of New York at Binghamton
HARRY B. LINCOLN

of special music characters developed for his project by the IBM Glendale Labo-
ratory at Endicott, N.Y., for use on the high-speed computer printer.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND





by EDMUND A. BOWLES

CHAPTER I

Musicke's Handmaiden:

Or Technology in the

Service of the Arts

The computer is but the latest in a category of scientific hardware
that has been used as a tool by musicians and musicologists alike.' In
any short overview of their history, one may regard such devices as
continuing extensions of man's creative efforts. Indeed, many of them
embodied principles that were to reappear later in the computer itself.
The first monumental attempts to develop a large mechanical com-

puter were made by Charles Babbage (1792-1871), a man who hated
music, particularly the noise of barrel organs, which he said inter-
rupted his train of thought. Very much a child of the Industrial
Revolution, Babbage was obsessed by the idea of harnessing steam
power to mechanical computatiou and of typesetting the lengthy
mathematical tables used, for example, in navigation and astronomy.
It is remarkable that Babbage was able to accomplish anythjng at all
in an age limited to gearwheels. Under a government reluctant to
subsidize such unprofitable research, he was eventually left with two
incomplete machines on his hands, embittered, and without funds.
Babbage's first device, the "DiJference Engine," was able in theory

to compute by successive differences and set type automatically, so
that the output would be in the form of printed tables. The "Analyti-
cal Engine," embodying a principle we now know as programming,

1The computer is perhaps better described as a Logic Engine. "They are called
computers simply because computation is the only significant job that has so far
been given to them. . The name has somewhat obscured the fact that they are
capable of much greater generality .... To describe its potentialities the com-
p~ter needs a new narne-c-perbaps as good as any is information machine." L. N.
Ridenour,"The Role of the Computer," Scientific American, 196 (1952), 1.17·
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depended for its operation upon two sets of punched cards, containing
nine positions and up to a dozen columns, to tell the machine what
manipulations to perform at any stage in the successive calculations.
These instructions were maintained in the "store," an embryonic mem-
ory. The set of operation cards programmed the engine to go through
a set of additions, subtractions, multiplications, and divisions in a
prearranged sequence, while so-called variable cards stored the actual
numbers to be acted upon by these operations. The real computation
was done in what was known as the "mil]," a sort of primitive
mechanical accumulator. The results were both printed on paper tape
and punched on blank cards." Thus, in a very real sense Babbage's
Analytical Engine was what we now call a symbol manipulator which,
a century before the electronic computer, possessed both a stored
program and a means for encoding information.
Neither one of these concepts was new, however, and both had

been, and would continue to be, applied to mechanical devices related
to music. Around 1840, a fellow mathematician, Ada Lovelace, specu-
lating on the musical possibilities of her colleague's machine, wrote
with prophetic insight.

The Computer and Music

[The Engine's] operating mechanism might act upon other things besides
number, were objects found whose mutual fundamental relations could be
expressed by those of the abstract science of operations, and which should
be also susceptible of ada pta bans to the action of the operating notation
and mechanism of the engine. Supposing, for instance, that the funda-
mental relations of pitched sound in the signs of harmony and of musical
composition were susceptible of such expression and adaptations, the engine
might compose elahorate and scientific pieces of music of any degree of
complexity or extent."

On the one hand, Babbage's machines were followed in principle by
those introduced by Herman Hollerith to the United States, then
applied to the Census Bureau, quantitative political research, and from
there (deviously) they entered the field of musicology; on the other
hand the inherent potentialities hinted at by Lady Lovelace led
eventually to computer music."

::! See P. and M. Morrison, Charles Bobbuee and His Calculatinv Eneines NewY k l:>. b b 'or', Dover, 1961, esp. Chap. VIlT; and L. F. Menabrea Sketch of the Analytical
Engine {tr. Ada Lovelace), London, R. and J. E. Taylor: 1843.

: R. :ra~lor, Sc.ientific Memoirs, III, London, 1843, p. 694.
It IS interesting to note that the same generation produced both Frederick

Jackson Turner, pioneer of the quantitative approach to historical research, and



The use of punched holes in cards for the digital storage of informs-
rionhad its origins some fifty years before Babbage in the mechanized
weaving of patterns in cloth. Strings of these prepunched cards were
used to control the proper lifting in various combinations of the
hundreds and hundreds of silk warp threads of the draw-loom. In
1801, J. ~1. Jacquard, capitalizing on the principles applied by Bou-
chon, Falcon, and Vaucanson, developed the first fully successful
automatic loom. It utilized a series of punched cards, held together
like the links of a chain, which programmed the warp and thus the
overallpattern of the tapestry being woven.'
However, the notion of a stored program can he extended even

further backwards in time to mechanical musical instruments. The
basis of these devices was either a barrel or cylinder programmed by
means of a series of appropriately placed pegs or pins, or a punched
paper tape, both of which performed certain mechanical actions when
the barrel revolved by means of levers or jackwork. The earliest device
of this sort was the carillon, apparently Chinese in origin, and brought
to Europe during the Middle Ages. Truly mechanized chimes, de-
pending for their operation upon a large revolving drum provided
with pegs which activated the striking mechanism directly, date from
the fourteenth century-principally the Netherlands-when they were
installed in the belfrys of large cathedrals.' For example, the carillon
in the Abbey-Church of St. Catherine, near Rauen, was programmed
toplay the hymn Condi,tor alme siderum.'
Mechanically driven organs made their appearance around 15°0,

when an instrument with 150 pipes was referred to as one of the
appurtenances in the Schloss Hohensalzburg. The sumptuous parks of
Renaissance princes, lay and ecclesiastic alike, encouraged the instal-
lation of hydraulically operated organs, along with all sorts of me-

Musicke'sHandmaiden 5

~er.manHollerith, inventor of the first data processing machinery. In 18go Holle-
~ths punched cards, tabulator, and sorter were empl?yed by the.l! .S. Census
ureau. Seven years later Turner wrote his study of Midwestern polltlcal culture.
See F. J. Rex, [r., "Herman Hollerith, the First 'Statistical Engineer,'" Computers
~.d Automation, 10 (1g61), 10-13; and F. J. Turner, The Frontier ill American
I~tory, New York, H. Holt Co., 1920, pp 222-242. ,,'
On the history of punched cards, see for example A. P. Usher, The Textile

Industry, 1850-1830," in Technology in \Vestem Civilizatioll (ed. M. K~anzberg
a~d C. W. Pursell, [r.}, I, New York, Oxford, 1967, pp 243 f.; and MorosOn, op,
Cit., pp. xxxiii ff.

6 A.Wins, L'llOrloge d trat;ers les ages Paris, E. Champion, 1924, PP' 154 f.
7 A. Ungerer, L'llOrloge astronomiq[l~ de la catluJdrale de Strasbourg, Paris,

So .. ,creteAstronomique de France, 1922, P: 9·
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chanical automata and water tricks. All these devices were activated
by means of revolving drums programmed with appropriately placed
earns."
A French engineer, Salomon de Caus, was one of the first to deal

with the theory of cylinders and their programming, or "pinning." His
treatise, Noucelleincention de lever l'eau (1644), includes a hydraulic
engine producing musical sounds in which a water wheel was con-
nected directly to a large revolving drum with pegs which activated a
series of keys. These, in turn, opened valves which allowed air to flow
from a windchest through pneumatic tubes connected to correspond-
ing organ pipes. Caus also invented a hydraulic organ. similarly
constructed, with pins placed in a "musical wheel" which depressed
keys, causing air to be transmitted directly to the pipes.' In his
treatise, Caus illustrates, as an example of the pinning, the first six
bars of Alessandro Striggio's madrigal Che [era fed' al cielo for
performance by these hydraulically operated instruments.
Following Caus, a succession of inventors took up the problem of

programming cylinders for mechanical musical instruments, including
Robert Fludd, Athanius Kircher, and Johann Ungerer. The revolving-
barrel concept itself led to a parade of devices in the eighteenth
century, such as musical clocks, barrel organs, and music boxes, all
programmed by means of pegs inserted in revolving cylinders of one
type or another. Indeed, Engramelle's treatise, La. Tonoteclmie
(1775), actually speaks of noter les cylindl·es, and the author himself
invented a combination mechanical organ, dulcimer, carillon, and
flute based upon this principle. J. N. Maelzel produced the "Panhar-
monikon," an animated machine orchestra of no less than 42 robot
musicians. The most famous and lasting device, however, was the
music box (musique a peigne), constructed by Louis Faure. This
combined for the first time a spring-driven revolving cylinder, the pins
of which in logical or prescribed sequence activated a set of thin,
comb like steel strips. A table or mantle often served as an auxiliary
sounding board."
Until the middle of the nineteenth century the barrel organ and

"See A. Protz, Mechanische Musikinstrumellle, Kassel, Barenreiter, 1940, esp.
p. 35·

9 For an English translation, see his New and Rare Invent.ions of Water Works
(IT. J. Leak; and ed.), London, Joseph Moxon 1701 esp. pp 28 and 30 and
Plates XVI and XIX. ' , .

10 A. Chaputs, Histotre de la boue a' . lamuslque et musioue mecamque, Lau-
sanne, Scrtptatr, 1955, pp. 21 IL
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musicbox were the only significant mechanical instruments. In 1852
the Frenchman Corteuil devised a perforated strip of cardboard to
activatea miniature keyboard, and nine years later J. A. Teste con-
structeda pneumatic reed-type instrument, the musical notes of which
were produced by a system of valves and bellows activated by
punched cards." In 1880 the first pneumatic self-playing piano ap-
peared,taking advantage of a perforated sheet of paper which passed
over a reed chamber and permitted air to pass throngh the holes
"programmed"into it, thus activating the keys." Numerous fragmen-
taryand isolated efforts such as these were finally brought to mechani-
calperfection in the "Pianola" invented by E. S. Votey in 1897. In this
instrument,a prepunched, perforated paper roll moved over a capil-
lary bridge. Whenever the holes in the roll coincided with the 88
openings in the board, air was transmitted into the mechanism, acti-
vatingsets of bellows with their corresponding striking linkages. The
Pianolawas rolled up to a piano so that its fingers, or strikers, hovered
directlyover the keyboard, note for note."
The phonograph is yet another musical device embodying both the
storedprogram concept and its retrieval. In 1877 Thomas A. Edison
workedon a telegraph repeater which embossed the Morse code dots
and dashes into a paper tape and later replayed the message any
numberof times, thus providing an electromechanical instrument for
transmitting messages automatically from one station to another.
Whenthe punched tape raced through the device at high speed, the

II A. Buchner, Mechanical Musical lnstruments (tr. I. Urwin), London, Batch-
worthPress, 1959, pp. 2$ and 36.
, 12 The pneumatically operated keyboard attachment seems to have been first
invented by the French engineer Fourneaux in 1863. His "Pianista" was operated
by a hand crank which produced the vacuum to activate a set of mechanical fingers
which in turn played the keyboard of an ordinary piano. An American device
based on similar principles, an automatic organ, was built by John McTammany
and exhibited at the Philadelphia Centennial in 1876.

13 See H. N. Roehl, Player-Piano Treasury, Vestal (N.Y.), Vestal Press, 1~6~,
pp. 3--6.This device is not to be confused with the more complicated and sophisti-
cated reproducing piano, or "Vorsetzer," invented by Edwin Welte, and [noorpo-
ratedinto a regular piano in this country by the Ampico and Duo Art co.mpames.
The recording device cut a roll with the actual key strokes of the artist as he
played,as well as his rhythmic patterns, subtle variations in speed, his rubato and
accelerando, his dynamics and pedaling. Welte's instrument and its successors
would seem to have capitalized on the music-writing machine constructed by Hol-
:ld in 1770. A continuously moving roll of paper was activated by clockwo.rk, a~d
hen a clavichord key was depressed, a corresponding lever with a pencIl at. its
extremitydrew a line on the paper reproducing the duration of the note belOg
played.See Chapuis, op. cit., pp. 109 ft.

I
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indented combinations of dots and dashes actuating the end of a steel
spring gave off what Edison described as a "light musical, rhythmic
sound resembling human talk heard indistinctly." Having just devised
a revolutionary contribution to the telephone art in the form of a
carbon button transmitter applicable to Bell's year-old telephone, the
young inventor reasoned that if he could record a telegraph message,
he might also be able to record a telephone conversation. His first
experimentation led to the utilization of the energy of speech vibra-
tions to indent a moving strip of paraffin-coated paper tape by means
of a diaphragm with an attached needle. This in turn led to a
continuously grooved, revolving metal cylinder wrapped in tin foil. A
recording stylus following the spiral groove indented the sound vi-
brations into the soft foil. The information thus recorded-speech or
music-s-was retrieved by a reversal of this process. The rest, of course,
is history."
Turning now to the principles of encoding and decoding, actually

the earliest experiments in electrical communication foreshadowed in
primitive form the basis of modern information theory. It was Samuel
F. B. Morse who in 1832 developed the first widely successful device
to. transmit intelligence electrically. The telegraph drew long and
short lines on a strip of paper, the sequences of which represented not
the letters of a word but their numerical equivalent assigned in a
dictionary, or code book, Morse wrote. Six years later this somewhat
clumsy system was replaced by the Morse code, which represented the
alphabet by various combinations of dots, dashes, and spaces. By this
means the dots and dashes indicated electric current, and the interven-
ing spaces between the absence thereof. Thus, in a primitive sense,
this "single-current telegraphy" already embodied a two-element
code: current and no current, yes and no, or 1 and O.Hi

Although the nearly limitless possibilities of communication by
electricity were only vaguely appreciated at this time, the significance

14 This ~geni.ous device would seem to have been conceivable only in the mind
of a .pra?tical lOven.tor or tinkerer such as Edison. Despite the epoch-making
contnbution of Fou~ler ~at a complex wave, or periodic function, could be por-
trayed by a harmom~ senes, there was nevertheless nothing to suggest that sound
waves, for example, Just because they could be represented in this manner, could
ther~fore be recorde~ ~nd thus, in reproduction, synthesize both speech and
rnuslcal notes. The biblIography on Edison and the phonograph is too extensive
and accessible to be mentioned here. A good popular account is to be found in
R.l~elatt, The Fabulous Phonograph, Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1954, pp. 17-32.

See for example G. C. Blake, History of Radio Telegraphy and Telephony,
London, Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1928, pp. 7-11.
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of the transformation of infonnation into electrical form now made for
virtuallyinstantaneous transmission of data from point to point, and
-more importantly-the possibility of coupling "engines" of one form
oranother for operating on this information without the mechanical
andpsychologicaldrawbacks of human intervention.
Some80 years after Morse, following improvements in telegraphic

equipment,it became obvious that a more advantageous system would
beone in which all electrical character signals were of equal length.
Withthis in mind, J. M. E. Baudot developed a five-unit, or channel,
code with two-condition Signaling (tllat is, each channel either
puochedor not punched), providing thirty-two character possibilities
(2 ') whichencompassed the entire alphabet.
The next step was a printing telegraph, and this device, too) can be
thoughtof as digitalizing the information being transmitted and re-
corded.In 1859 David E. Hughes, a former professor of music, in-
vented a typewriting telegraph, utilizing a pianolike keyboard to
activatethe mechanism. A paper tape, propelled by a weight-driven
motor, recorded in punched form the coded signals sent over the
telegraphline to a receiving station."
This keyboard mechanism formed the basis of operation for the

earlyoffice calculating machines as well, providing a more than casual'
connection between these devices and the world of music. In the
calculator, a rather complicated series of mechanical linkages fur-
nished the means of easy and efficient operation with human aid, as
well as a convenient input device for both writing and calculating.
D. D. Parmelee patented the first key-driven adding machine in 1850.
However, the numerous technical difficulties encountered by the in-
ventorswho soon followed led to a technological stalemate, and it was
In fact the typewriter which first reached practical fulfillment. Be-
tweenthe introduction of the "literary piano" in 1867 (with an actual
keyboard) and widespread use a decade later, the office typewriter
~volved into virtually its present form. But now the situation reversed
Itself,and the commercial success of the typewriter contributed to the
developmentof a practical accounting machine.
By 1877 a young inventor named Dorr E. Felt had perfected a
calculator with key-driven ratchet wheels which could be moved
automatically by one or more teeth at a time, similar in design to the
roller ratchet of a typewriter. Shortly thereafter these two devices,

16 Ibid., pp. 38 and 45.
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typewriter and calculator, were combined into a machine that printed
the results of computations; and later this fortuitous marriage led to
the tabulating machine and the tabulator-typewriter."
Another important development to consider is the principle of sam-

pling. This has been long familiar in the motion picture, which takes
advantage of the persistence of vision in presenting a series of still
pictures, or samples, which the eye interprets as a continuously mov-
ing image. Similarly, based upon the physiological phenomena in-
volved in the process of hearing, it is possible to sample a speech or
sound wave, and by transmitting these fragments recapture articulate
reproduction by putting the pieces together at the receiving end."
One method of sampling used extensively in telephone communica-

tion is pulse code modulation. This is based upon the fact that a
continuous electrical or acoustical wave, such as is found in speech or
music, can be represented by, and reconstructed from, a sequence of
samples of its amplitudes, made at uniformly spaced points along the
wave-form. By quantizing these successive samples of amplitude, a
representation can be achieved comparable to digitalized text, as in
telegraphy, for example. The ear hears the complete sound without
detecting the missing segments. Pulse code modulation is thus an
economical means of increasing the infonnation-handling capacity of
a communications system by sandwiching or interspersing samples
from many SOurces together, transmitting them and then filtering out
and reassembling the separate voices at the far end." The ultimate
result, of course, is to minimize the amount of information needed to
convey the original message.
From Pythagoras to Descartes, theorists and pedagogues devoted

considerable attention to the study of music. However, the investiga-
tions of Isaac Newton in the late seventeenth century gave such an
impetus to the study of mechanics that the scientific aspect of music
was virtually neglected for some two-hundred years. However, the
development of electricity and telephone stimulated its resumption.

,11 I am ind~bted to Prof. ?,erek DeSolla Price, Chairman of the Department of
History of SCIence and Medicine at Yale University, fOTthis information.

18 It was first demonstrated by Bell System engineers that if, in the transmission
of a complex, continuous musical sound-an organ note, for example-s-the funda-
I~ental com,p~nent ~ssupressed, the ear will supply the missing element and recog-
ruze the original pitch of the note. This experiment is described in H. Fletcher,
Speech and Hearing, New York, Macmillan, 1929, p. 246.

19See J. R. Pierce, Symbols, Signals and Noise, New York, Harper, Ig61, pp.
132 and 250.
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Twoshort-lived inventions typify these attempts to reproduce music
electrically.Alexander Graham Bell, with his early dedication to work
in speechand hearing, had long been interested in the study of sound
reproduction.He not only followed Edison's invention of the phono-
graphbut also in 1880 financed his own laboratory in Washington to
promoteresearch relating to sound and acoustics. Together with
CharlesS. Tainter, Bell devised and patented several means for trans-
mittingand recording sound. At the Philadelphia Centennial in 1876,
ElishaGray (another inventor of a telephone along with Bell) demon-
stratedhis "Electromusical Piano," transmitting musical tones over
wiresto a fascinated audience. In 1906 an engineer named Thaddeus
Cahillintroduced the "Telharmonium," an instrument consisting of a
seriesof alternating-current generators which produced pure tones of
variousfrequencies and intensity. Switches pennitted the synthesis of
tonesinto any specific spectrum, and a volume control supplied dy-
namicvariation. The device was intended to produce music capable
of transmission over telephone lines to household subscribers, but
unfortunatelyCahill's system never passed beyond the demonstration
stage."
However,in spite of an increase in the study of sound, both detailed

scientificanalysis and the invention of more versatile insb·umentalities
were required before sound recording, reproduction, analysis, and
synthesiswere to take place. For example, Prof. Dayton C. Miller
piOneeredin the development of techniques for studying tone quality
In his acoustical laboratory at the Case Institute of Applied Science."
A massive attack on understanding the nature of sound, its measure-
ment,and analysis followed the introduction of the audion by Lee
DeForest.Once the potentialities of this device as an amplifier and
modulatorbecame apparent, the entire communications art under-
wenta revolutionary development. In October 1912 the vacuum tube
washrought directly to the attention of the research laboratories of
the BenSystem, and its demonstration was to become a landmark in

~ "TheGeneration and Distributing of Music by Means of Alternators," Electri-
~ World, 67 (1906), 519ff. This and other later devices are discussed in E. G.
~'Ichardso "Th . 1M" P 0n, e Production and Analysis of Tone by Electrica eens, ro-
Ce~~ingsof the Royal Musical Association, 66 (1940), 53-65.
s . One tangible result of this research was Miller's Anecdotal History of the
i::ce of Sound, New York, Macmillan, 1935. See especially Chap. V ("Sound

f e 19th Century-The Science of Sound") and Chap. VI ("Sound at the End
o the 19th Century-The Theory of Sound").
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communications history. Shortly thereafter these laboratories began a
vast program of research involving a comprehensive analysis of the
electrical qualities of speech and hearing in order to obtain better
articulation over telephone lines.
This large-scale research program began with an examination of the

characteristics of speech. It was followed by a study of the organs of
speech and hearing themselves, and was extended ultimately to music
and thus to sound in general. The realization that better and more
precise instruments had to be developed led in part to the construc-
tion of devices to convert sound waves into electrical form and recon-
stitute them again into sound with a minimum of distortion. The most
noteworthy result of these early efforts (specifically, the study of
electroacoustic networks) from the musical point of view was the
development of electrical, or "Orthophonic," recording in '925 by J. P.
Maxfield and H. C. Harrison."
Electronic musical instruments were an important by-product of

these experiments. Their design was based upon the principle of
vacuum tube (audion) oscillators, planned and controlled by the
experimenter or performer, and combined with amplification and
loudspeaker output. Some devices utilized electrical frequency gener-
ators, while others employed mechanical (rotary or vibrating) genera-
tors to produce the tones."
In 1924 the Russian Leon Theremin invented and demonstrated the

"Aetherophone" (later simply called "Theremm") which employed
two vacuum-tube oscillators to produce beat notes. Resembling an
early radio set, it functioned as a capacitor, deriving musical sounds
by the technique of «heterodyning" from oscillations which varied in
pitch as the circuit (a wire-loop aerial and metal rod held in the
operator's hand) was altered by changing the distance between these
two elements. Four years later, Maurice Martenot brought out his
"andes Musicales" (again, later called the "andes Martenot"), a
similar, but more advanced electronic instrument. Again, two radio-
frequency oscillators were heterodyned or beaten to produce complex
wave-forms. Here, instead of a hand-held rod, a moveable electrode
was used to produce the capacitance variations. Dutilleux, Honegger,

22 See Fletcher, op. cit., pp. v-viii; and J. B. Crandall, Theory of Vibrating Sys-
ten;;s and Sound, New York, D. Van Nostrand, 1926, Appendix B.
. ~3 S. K. Lewer, Electronic Musical [mtrt/mellis, London, Electronic Engineer-
mg, 1948, esp. pp. 21-24; and F. K. Prieberg, Musica ex Machina, Berlin, Ullstein,
1960, pp. 198-233.
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Messiaen, Milhaud, and Varese all wrote music for the instrument at
one time or another."
Probably the most familiar electronic instrument in these categories

is the "Electronic Organ" invented by Laurens Hammond. It em-
ployed a system of 91 rotary electromagnetic disc generators, driven
by a synchronous motor with associated gears and tone wheels. These
tone wheels were shaped so as to generate sinusoidal currents in
their associated coils. The wave-forms thus produced could be synthe-
sized into complex tones. Control and programming were achieved
through two 5-octave manuals and pedal board. In order to produce
all the required fundamental tones and their harmonics, all 91 tone
generatorswere used in various permutations and combinations.
A significant step forward in sound synthesis was achieved in 1955

when Harry Olson of the Radio Corporation of America invented an
"ElectronicMusic Synthesizer." In this device, saw-tooth waves, con-
taining all possible harmonics, are filtered to remove the unwanted
ones. The instructions, or program, is put into the machine by means
of a typewriterlike keyboard, which punches the commands into a
4o-channel paper tape fifteen inches wide, representing binary code
numbers describing the desired musical sounds. The roll of paper in
tum drives a series of tone generators to produce the actual sounds-
the human voice instruments or entirely new varieties of sound, ,
altogether."
The relationship between experimental music and electronic tech-

nology grew not only in commercial scientific laboratories but in
forward-looking broadcasting stations and newly established univer-
sity music studios as well. Profiting by the fortuitous presence of the
computeron many campuses, musicians and technologists used this
new tool which was able to create any desired wave-form "on com-
mand" by means of a sequence of digitalized numerical samples
representing the amplitude of that wave of successive points. Together
with its ability to accomplish statistical routines, this led to a number
of pioneering experiments in computer music. In one type, the ma-
chine "composes" music, selecting notes according to mathematical
rule or numerical sequence (probability). In a second variety, the
computer "plays" music, the wave-form of the notes themselves bemg

N R. Raven-Hart, "The Martenot Instrument," \Vireless World, 27 (1930), 58.
25 H. Olson and H. Bejar, "ElectronicMusic Synthesizer," The Journal of the

~Oustical SOciety Df America, 26 (1955), 595-612. A later ~er~ion.with ~any
rnprovementswas installed in the Columbia-Princeton Electronic MUSIC StudiO.
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expressed mathematically as a sequence of numbers-including fre-
quency, duration, and intensity-and is converted by an analog device
into oscillations which drive a loudspeaker.
Music by chance has captivated composers since the time of Bach.

Many dice compositions were produced as parlor games in the eight.
eenth century, as were puzzle canons in which the solver had to
"realize" the second voice. As early as 1949 John R. Pierce and M. E.
Shannon of the Bell Telephone Laboratories composed elementary
statistical or "chance" music, based upon a repertory of allowable root
chords in the key of C. By throwing three specially made dice, and by
using a table of random numbers, several compositions were pro-
duced. Among their characteristics were eight measures of four
quarter notes each, certain specified repetitions, and common tones in
the same voice of any two succeeding chords." Seven years later
Richard C. Pinkerton wrote simple (or, as he himself put it, "banal")
melodies based upon a statistical analysis of 39 nursery tunes. He first
constructed probability tables showing how frequently any note fol-
lowed any other. He then made chance selections from a deck of cards
prepared according to these tables." Frederick P. Brooks (now at the
University of North Carolina) and his Harvard associates Hopkins,
Neumann, and Wright produced computer music, the basis for which
was an extensive examination of hymn tunes."
Starting in '955, Lejaren A. Hiller, Jr., and Leonard M. Isaacson at

the University of Illinois began a series of experiments to evaluate a
broad spectrum of compositional techniques in terms of their suitabil-
ity to computer programming. They demonstrated that the machine
could either generate musical SCores by conventional means or pro-
duce an output governed by probability distributions. One major
result was the now-famous llliac Suite for St·ring Quartet. For the
production of this four-part experiment the computer stored in its
memory a numerically coded chromatic scale of about two and a half
octaves. It selected notes randomly and rejected them if they violated
the established rules of musical composition, producing sequences of

26 See Pierce, op. cit., pp. 250--261. Mozart himself made up sets of alternative
measures of music, and, by means of throwing dice to determine the sequence of
measures, a person with no musical abilities could make a variety of "do-it-your-
self" compositions.

2; R. C. Pinkerton, "Information Theory and Melody," Scientific American, 194
(1956),77-86.

2~F. P. Brooks, j-, et a, "An Experiment in Musical Composition," Trans-
actions of the Institute of Radio E,1gineers (1957), 175.
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letters and numbers which were stored in the computer un til a short
melodywas derived. This was then transcribed by hand into conven-
tionalmusical notation suitable for human performance."
Max Mathews and his associates at the Bell Laboratories began

generating music by computer in 1958. These experiments answered
two major difficulties facing composers of conventional electronic
music,namely> the generation of complex wave-forms and the precise
assemblyof noise-free, multiple sounds. The computer produced any
varietyof these by sampling given wave-forms at regular and frequent
intervals (in one program, at the rate of 20,000 times per second),
producingthereby series of numbers which approximated the sounds.
In the reverse process, digital-to-acoustic conversion, these numerical
approximations of the original sound waves were put on magnetic
tape, converted into pulses, the amplitudes of which were propor-
tional to the numbers, smoothed out by filtering, and fed to a loud-
speaker." Work on computer sound production, originated at Bell
Laboratories, has been continued and extended at Princeton Univer-
sity,where the entire original program has been rewritten by Godfrey
Winhamand Hubert Howe."
The first use of machine methods for the handling and analysis of
largemasses of quantitative musical data was Bertrand H. Bronson's
comparativestudy of British-American folk songs, which appeared in
'949·Bymeans of punched cards, he coded selected elements of these
tunes, i.ncluding range, meter, modal distinction, phrasal scheme, re-
frainpattern, melodic outline, upbeat, cadence, and final. In addition,
Bronsonwas able to compile a significant corpus of folk song material
with sufficient fullness and accuracy to make comparisons both easy
andreliable."

29See L. A. Hiller, Jr., "Computer Music," Scientific American, 201 (1959),
1°9-120; and L. A. Hiller, JT. and J. Beauchamp, "Research in Music with Elec-
tro' "S· 'rues, crence, 150 (1965), .l61-16g.
30See M. V. Mathews and N. Gutman, "Ceneration of Music by a Digital Com-

puter," in Proceedings of the Third International Congress on Acoustics, Amster-
dam, 1959, pp. 253 ff.; M. V. Mathews, "An Acoustic Compiler for Music and
PsychologicalStimuli," Bell System Technical Journal, 40 (1g61), 677-694; and
M. V. Mathews, "The Digital Computer as a Musical Instrument," Science, 142
(1963),553-557.
31 This has been described by J. K. Randall, "A Report from Princeton," Per-

'PH3~ toes of New Music, 3 (1965), 74-83. "
See B. H. Bronson Mechanical Help in the Study of Folksong, ]oUT1lo1of

~mericaflFolklore, 62 (1949), 81-86. In a letter to the author (June 13, 1967)
ransonwrites, "You ask how I became aware of the possibility of using IBM in
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A good many current computer projects in musicology fall into, the
category of information retrieval-a term perhaps best characterized
as "the selective recall of stored factual knowledge." In the subject at
hand, the information being recovered or regained from a data bank
in machine-readable form is the music itself in one or more of its
several dimensions. A conspicuous example is Harry Lincoln's own
large-scale project of developing a thematic index of sixteenth-century
Italian music. Here, essentially, the computer searches for pattem
matches between the encoded themes, or incipits, stored on discs and
those being investigated. The "hits" are then retrieved and printed out
for purposes of identifying anonymous works, duplications. and bor-
rowings.~3

Owing to the unique problems of musical input-a special vocabu-
lary must be constructed to represent within the computer the multidi-
mensional aspects of each note, including terms of pitch, register,
duration, and timbre-musical research was not readily adaptable to
machine-record equipment, and had to wait for the arrival of the
computer. This necessity of providing data to the machine in its own
characteristic digital speech stimulated the development of several
musical input representations. Messrs. Stefan Bauer-Mengelberg and
Melvin Ferentz, as part of a larger project concerned with automated
music printing, have created what has come to be known as the
Ford-Columbia system. This is essentially a digital alternate represen-
tation of complete musical SCOres in their every dimension for com-
puter input. Barry Brook of Queens College produced, with Murray
Gould, an alphanumeric input called the Plaine and Easie Code
System for Musicke. Utilizing ordinary typewriter characters, it is a
shorthand for musical notation especially useful for incipits and short

comparative tune analysis. My head was full of the practical difficulties of com-
paring melodies in an objective way, and of my attempts to solve the puzzle. When
I discovered that the figures on an IBM card could stand for whatever you chose,
letters or numbers, I thought, Why not notes? and I was off! One thing I'm very
certain of: I'd never heard of anyone else applying IBM to music, and was terribly
pleased with myself for thinking of it!"
33 In 1924 Bela Bartok remarked that only a systematically scientific exami-

nation of the morphological aspects of folk music material would enable one to
determine clearly the types, and to draw various conclusions from the transfer-
ma,tion and migration of these melodies and their connection with foreign ma-
tenals. Bartok s own method in fact lends itself to computerization, namely, the
skeletonization of melodies yielding incipite which can then be encoded on a
single punched card. In this way, the pitch contour can be compared as to melodic
and rhythmic variants.
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excerpts,At Princeton University Hubert Howe, Alexander Jones, and
Michael Kassler developed an Intermediary Musical Language
(IML) as a practical solution to the problem of feeding musical
informationinto a computer. This particular input utilizes only the 48
charactersfound in the older standard keypunch machine,"
A second major area of computer application in music research is

stylisticanalysis. Here the machine operates in quantitative fashion on
themusic itself, identifying, locating, counting, and otherwise codify-
ing the significant components or symbols, For example, program
operationscan be applied to melodic and harmonic analysis or to the
derivationof statistics of frequency distribution, In developing such a
taxonomy,and unitizing the musical components for computer proc-
essing,the musicologist provides himself with a powerful, multidimen-
sionalview of the music itself.
The Princeton project, under the direction of Arthur Mendel and
LewisLockwood, is a prime case in point of the large-scale applica-
tionof computer techniques to musical analysis, By means of IML the
relevantmusical information is translated into machine-readable form,
Or input, which, by means of a symbolic code, preserves the desired
dataof every element A language for Musical Information Retrieval
(MIR) then makes it possible to write programs concerning any
aspects of the music thus represented, and to obtain the desired
results,Oroutput, in intelligible form,
Programshave been written for the analysis of some of the inher-
entlyquantitative problems of style in the music of Josquin Desprez
(c, '450-'52'), Among those aspects under study are the linear and
harmoniccomponents of the style of Josquin' s masses, the relationship
ofmusic and text and the problems of applying and interpreting the
specifiedand unspecified accidentals (musica {icta) that give rise to
alternativereadings of the pitch-structure of the music, The computer
IS also being used to process information about certain elements
withinindividual works, such as the location of every type of tritone
and diminished fifth as linear and harmonic intervals, together with
theirOCCurrencein varying patterns and contexts."

34 See T. Robison, "IML-MIR: A Data Processing System for the Analysis of
Music," in Elektronische Datenverarbeitung in der Musikwissenschaft (ed. H.
Heckmann), Regensburg, G. Bosse, 1967, pp. 103-135.
. 35 See L. Lockwood, "Computer Assistance in the Investigation of Accidentals
In R~naiss~nceMusic," in Proceedings Of the Tenth Congress of the International
MUSIcologIcalSociety, Ljubljana, 1967.
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In the application of computer techniques to the analysis of musical
style an important example is the work of Jan LaRue of New York
University to evolve computer techniques to describe stylistic charac-
teristics of eighteenth century symphonies. Closely paralleling certain
efforts of the literary scholar, he has developed a set of guidelines for
musical analysis, quantifying or breaking down the various musical
elements into sound, form, harmony, rhythm, and melody."
LaRue has concerned himself mainly with the music of Josef

Haydn, and found that the range of the composer's style results from
complex interactions between these elements. The first being investi-
gated is Haydn's phrasing and articulation. Taking so-called time-line
analyses of exposition sections from the first movements in 30 early
symphonies, the thematic functions were keypunched according to
their locations on the time-line of the movement. Computer programs
were written for the input, compilation, and statistical analysis of this
data in order to calculate and display percentile relationships and
paired correlations.
Using these computerized techniques of stylistic analysis, LaRue

found that Haydn's music is extremely low in redundancy, in other
words, has few consistent and repeated conventional patterns. Sec-
ondly, the computer brought to his attention for the first time the fact
that the composer uses more themes in the second part of the exposi-
tion section of his first movements, after modulation to the dominant
key, than he does in the beginning of his symphonies in the tonic
area."

The computer can also be used as a tool for traditional harmonic
analysis. At Roosevelt University, Roland H. Jackson and his associate
Philip Bernzott have devised a program for the input and analysis by
machine of conventional elements of a musical composition, such as
key changes, basic chords, and the measures in which they appear." A
discussion of this program can be found in Chapter VIn below.
Allen Forte, of Yale University, has long been working with the

computer to help solve some of the basic problems of musical theory .

.. 36 This general a~?roach follows the principles outlined previously by J. LaRue,
On Style Analysis, Journal of Mu.sic Theory, 6 (1962), 91-107.
37 S~,e.J. LaRue, "T",:,o Problems in Musical Analysis: The Computer Lends a

Hand, In Computers m Humanistic Research: Readings and Perspectives (ed.
E. A. Bowles), Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, 1967, pp. 194-203 .

.3S This description has been drawn from R. H. Jackson, "Harmonic Analysis
With Computer: A Progress Report," Institute for Computer Research in the Hu-
manities Newsletter, I (lg66), 3-4.
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An early effort on his part was aimed at providing insights regarding
the coherence and structure of atonal music. According to Milton
Babbitt of Princeton the basis of this "has only been partially hypothe-
sized, even less completely tested, and only slightly understood."
Having found the traditional forms of musical analysis lacking, Forte
designed his approach around linguistic and mathematical models for
musical structure, developed a computer program to explore his ideas,
then subjected the results to analysis."
One obvious result of such work is a more systematic and objective

approach to the analysis of musical style, or content. The computer
forces more rigor on the workways of the scholar, at the same time
providing the means for a larger and thus more reliable data sam-
pling. One has the feeling that computerized content analysis will lead
slowly to a more satisfactory answer as to what style really is, at least
in its quantitative sense.
Thus, it is readily seen that the computer has already introduced a

new set of workways into the field of music, affecting both composi-
tion and research, The result has been that composers and scholars
alike are coming to terms with techniques unheard of a short genera-
tion ago. There has been a corresponding change in the pattern of
computer-oriented research, in the number and training of individuals
involved in these projects, and in the time interval between their
original concept and their ultimate fulfillment.
An important and direct result of this technological innovation in

music has been a change in the dimension of academic research. The
individual scholar, working virtually alone for years with small sam-
ples of data gathered slowly and painstakingly (and often jealously
husbanding his material from real or imagined predators) is being
replaced by teams of people; the researcher and his staff (often his
main link with the new world of computers), a programmer or two,
and the computer center personnel. These people represent in sum
several specialties, and each one plays an important role in the chain
of events leading from the initial concept and raw data through the
machine to the finished output.
Secondly, there has been a change of pace in intellectual activity.

The computer allows the scholar to accomplish in a short time what
would have otherwise taken him up to a whole lifetime of drudgery to
accomplish. It is well known that the computer can calculate, sort,

39 An example of Forte's work can be found in his article, "The Domain and
Relationsof Set-Complex Theory," Ioumal of Music Theory, 9 (1965), 173 ff.
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and compare approximately one-hundred million times faster than
hnman beings are able to do. What this means to the musicologist,
with his large files of data, is a dramatic shortening of the time
interval between his original idea or research plan and its ultimate
completion.
Another manifestation of this change of pace has been greater

precision of thinking. The necessity of providing a programmar with
an extremely precise and lucid explanation of what he hopes to
accomplish, and how, compels the scholar to face these issues explic-
itly. Furthermore, the ensuing dialogue between musicologist and
computer specialist in working out an algorithm for his project forces
on the former a higher degree of precision and logic.
An extremely important factor for musicological research is that the

computer permits one to broaden his data basel for the first time
making possible the comprehensive inclusion of all relevant material.
No longer does the scholar have to reduce his sampling or his catego-
ries of data to the practical limits of hand manipulation. In addition,
the machine is far better able to handle in statistical fashion the vast
number of variables in every dimension of the musical score, bringing
all the complex relationships and patterns to the scholar's attention,
thus permitting more reliable generalizations concerning the problem
at hand.

Although it is fashionable to consider the computer as being utterly
unique, it nevertheless forms a consistent element within the historical
context of man's developing technology. Many of its basic operating
principles, such as the concept of a stored program, a system for
encoding information, and electronic circuitry have been employed
before. All these machines, whatever their physiognomy, demonstrate
graphically the adaptation of contemporary technology to the practi-
cal demands of a specific idea or the aspirations of a particular
intellectual discipline. However, whereas these previous devices have
been, so to speak, extensions of the hand, the ccrnputer, with its logic
capabilities endowed with lightning speed, remains uniquely an ex-
tension of the mind.
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by HERBERT BRUN

The link between the computer system and the composer of music is
the program. The composer may think of himself and his mind and his
ideas in any way he pleases, until he decides to use the computer as
an assistant. From that moment on the composer must envisage him-
self, his mind, and his ideas as systems, since only systems can be
translated into that language, the program, which can generate their
analog appearances in the computer. Under control of a program, the
computer system will simulate all the processes in and of the particu-
lar system which the program represents. The main problem thus
appears at the beginning and again at the end of the entire proposi-
tion: Can the composer program musical ideas for a computer, and
will the output of the computer contain musical ideas?
Another problem, especially for the more philosophically inclined

composer, tends to become more acute as his work progresses. If it
should be proven that everything is possible, that every sound, every
constellation, every logical or random process is available-in short, if
everything thinkable can be done-why then go ahead and still do it?
In the following pages an attempt is made to deal with some less

obvious aspects of such problems and to propose some methods for
analyzing them or even solving them.
Musical ideas are defined by composers of music. Not by philoso-

phers, mathematicians, critics, music lovers, and record collectors.
Analysts, commentators, and consumers may occasionally, occasion-
ally even frequently, catch on to what the musical idea of a piece of
music is or was. But their recognition of a musical idea, their way of
calling it names, their behavior and attitude toward their own inter-
pretation of the composer's work do not define the composer's musical
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idea. The reaction to a musical creation is a consequence, a product of
all the factors which are brought to bear on the moment when the
musical idea hits the listener. regardless of this listener's awareness as
to what it was that hit him. For most of these factors the listener may
be assumed to be responsible. He believes he knows what music is and
what music is to be. He is drilled and trained to conceive of certain
concepts, to associate certain associations of ideas, to extract from the
audible event only what he thinks is worth listening to, and to ignore
or even condemn the rest. In theory ODe might claim that the com-
poser, on the other hand, should be held responsible for the musical
idea only. But, as more and more potential listeners have turned
composer, such comfortable distinctions will no longer serve, and the
best one can do is to state that the composer is responsible for
everything and the musical idea, while the listener is responsible for
everything but the musical idea. A composer of music has to be aware
of, and to have a penetrating insight into, all the factors which
converge to an ideology in the cultural make-up of his contemporaries.
He has to come up with an idea, a musical idea, which just passes the
accumulated past by not exactly belonging to it, by not conforming to
its approved laws, by labeling its claim to eternal validity succinctly as
a mere ideology.
Whenever a man finally recognizes and understands the notions and

laws that rule his behavior and standards, he will, usually, honor
himself for his remarkable insight by claiming eternal validity for
these notions and laws, though they be ever so spurious, ever so
limited to but temporary relevance. Ideologies flourish on retroactively
made-up beliefs which are complacently proclaiming to have found
the truth, while skeptics are already busy looking for it again. Under
ideological guidance, the desirability of changes of state or law is
measured by approved criteria. An idea, on the other hand, usually
challenges the adequacy of using approved criteria as standards of
measurement, and expressly demonstrates the irrelevance of the ap-
proved in questions of desirability concerning changes of state or law.
It is for this that ideas come under attack; not for being either good or
bad, but rather for uncovering the impotence of persisting ideologies.
To cover this shame, the ideologically possessed apostle finds himself
frequently provoked to advocate indiHerence, complacency, corrup-
tion, or even murder. Often enough, unfortunately, such a defender of
an expiring ideology, by proclaiming it to be nature's own law, suc-
ceeds in contaminating the more gullible of his opponents, who,
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unaware of their defeat, then begin to retaliate in kind. The most
contagious disease in our human society is the agony of dying ideolo-
gies.
Every man's actions, the reasons for these actions, and the aims he

proposes to reach with them, all reflect, among numerous other fac-
tors, this man's attitude or attitudes toward the ever-present choice
offered: either to cooperate with and affirm ideologies, or to search for
and tryout ideas; either to make already approved criteria his Iaw or
to change the criteria according to the law he makes for himself. The
composer's attitude will appear in the music he offers; the listeners'
choice will influence their concept of, demand for, and participation
in contemporary musical creation.
The criteria by which one thinks and the laws by which one acts

function in interdependence. P.z:ggressing from temporary relevance to
eternal obsolescence, by fits and starts, suspended in state at times, at
others moved through a process of change, criteria and laws critically
reflect each other. As progress in the two areas lacks synchronization,
one is always ahead of, or moving faster than, the other. Their relative
positions with respect to an assumed maximum of contemporary rele-
vance vary constantly and may, occasionally, differ so widely that all
mutual reflection begins to fade. It is in extreme situations like this
that radical changes appear to become necessary. Much depends on
how aware a man wants to be of such situations and of possible
antidotes. The ideologist usually denies, under pressure at most re-
grets, the existence of both, whereas ideas begin to thrive on just the
most drastic analysis of such problems. Musical ideas could be, more
than anything else, seismographic analogies to such fluctuations in
function between thought and action, criteria and laws, states and
changes, elements and the whole.
In order to test the validity of this statement and its assumed

premises, as well as to observe the emergence of unpredieted laws
inherent in and consequent to such a test situation, I began work on a
project which, written down in 1963, has served, and still is serving, as
a general program of procedures, goals, and questions for my research
activities at the University of Illinois. The Experimental Music Studio
of the School of Music and the Department of Computer Science there
offer the opportunity and the equipment, in a combination almost
unique in the world, to follow up this kind of theoretical and practical
investigation. I proposed to do research on the conditions under which
a system of digital and analog computers would assist a composer in
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creating music of contemporary relevance and signi£cance. Two parts
of the project reflect, in a rather concise fashion, my concepts of why
and how work with computers might help toward a temporary im-
munity against the ideological infections of intentions and languages.
There is, to begin with, a list describing some of the experimental
steps to be taken, accompanied by brief comments, and then an essay
on the speculative tendency of the project and the terminology used.

Plan for Work on the Project

1. Analysis and definition of recent and earlier systems of acoustical
elements and events, which were used as musical material.

Mainly an investigation of the statistical properties of ex-
ploited systems for the purpose of comparative studies.

2. Exploration, theoretical and practical, of the acoustical elements
and events which today could be produced, controlled, and organized
according to defined intentions of the human mind.

Experiments in synthetic sound production, with a view to
using the results as a foundation for planning the construc-
tion of a universal sound synthesizer.

3· Development of a code which, based on the scientific analysis of
the physical structure of sound, would allow the programming of
computers and sound synthesizers.

In many a sense the core of the project. This code, in order to
be nseful, has to be capable of expressing in computer lan-
guage not only the structural conditions of sounds that are
demanded, but also the conditions for an organization of
elements or events in time. Considering the fact that what is
generally called sound structure is, to a large extent, actually
also a function of time, first attempts at the solution of the
code problem will have to be made in the direction of a time
code. If found, the application of such a code to fields other
than music should offer possibilities of considerable value. It
will take some time, however, to coordinate the theoretical
concepts, which will create such a code, with the technologi-
cal systems, which will have to understand and to answer it.
On the other hand, it seems fully advisable to start working
on this idea while using such information and such equip-
ment as is already available at computer research centers.
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4. The speculative definition of an assumed new limited and condi-

tioned system of acoustical elements and events in disorder.
The communication potential of such an artificial system in
disorder depends on the condition that its information con-
tent does not at the time of speculative definition surpass
presumable future human insight. In this project the new
factor which has to be considered is that the quantitative
content of the system as well as the presumable power of
future human insight are to be augmented by the capacities
of high-speed digital and analog computers.

5· The gradual organization of a limited and conditioned system of
acoustical elements and events in disorder by way of musical composi-
tion.

A large program of experiments designed to investigate the
following sequence: the composer's musical idea, the com-
puter system's proposals for organization and realization, and
the composer's final selection and choice. The recorded prog-
ress and the results of the experiments will be submitted to
several different methods of analytical and comparative
study.

6. Research on whether and how concepts based on the theory of
informationand communication could be applied to an analysis of the
ways in which communicative creations are perceived, understood,
described, interpreted, and finally evaluated by individuals or groups
of the respective contemporary society.

It is assumed that in the course of such investigations, some
clarification may be redched as to the source, the nature, and
the quantity of standards necessary for the evaluation of
communications which contain a meaning not previously
established. With more knowledge on this subject, it should
become possible to work out the foundations for a theory of
the function of communicative creation in society, which
would at least contribute new aspects of hitherto unsolved
problems to existing concepts of history and sociology, and
especially of the arts. At the most, this new theory would
solve the problems and replace or absorb the existing con-
cepts. All predictions, however, as to the results of these
investigations must needs be kept rather vague until research
is well under way.
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7. The composition, realization, and performance of a musical work
of contemporary relevance and significance with the assistance of a
digital and analog computer system.

No one can possibly say whether any result of this attempt
will correspond to what has, until now, been called a
work of art, or whether it will define what, from then on,
will be called a icork of art, or whether it will miss altogether
that function in society which makes some creative com-
munication a work of art. The contemporary relevance and
significance of the composition should be achieved, not by
appealing to existing means of understanding music, but
rather by creating new means for musical understanding. It
will not only show noticeable changes in the concept of the
acoustical system, not only propose new schemes of organi-
zation, but also provoke the creation of new circuits in the
listener's mind. This provocation is the aim and purpose of all
creative and scientific projects. It is in this sense, that the co-
operation of composer and computer is considered for here
and now to be a natural idea. Whether it will lead to music
or to electronic brains or to a new aspect of both, is a question
fascinating enough to render fascinating all attempts at a
satisfactory answer.

The Speculative Tendency of the Proiect
Man uses the term chaos whenever he wishes to ascribe to a

quantity of elements or events what he believes to be the quality of
disorder. In order to get information out of chaos, the elements and
events have to be submitted to a process of organization, whereby
order increases and chaos decreases. As soon as the chaos has disap-
peared, complete order is installed and no further information can be
expected. The potential of information inherent in a situation of chaos
depends on at least two factors: on the quantity of elements or events
which are assumed to belong to the field of disorder, and on the
number of possible ways in which they can be organized. If the
quantity of elements or events in disorder is a very small one, or if
there exists only a small number of ways to orgartize them, then the
potential of information, in this particular situation of chaos, will be
small too, and soon exhausted. Usually, though not always, the two
factors seem to function in interdependence.
Wherever man observes chaos, he feels tempted, sooner or later) to
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apply his powers of organization in order to get information out of this
chaos. This temptation is not only an expression of man's untiring
curiosity, but also nature's hint at an inevitable necessity. As long as
the power of communication of thought is one of the most important
pillars of human society, it will be necessary from time to time to
renew the sources out of which the means for such communication
can be gained. The means for the communication of thought consist of
a selection of significant information out of a defined field of original
disorder. As soon as this field is fully organized, it cannot yield any
more information and thus becomes useless for the generation of
communicative means. Established means can be used for the re-
peated communication of estahlished thought, hut, for the communi-
cation of a new thought, it is necessary to generate new means. A new
thought is naturally, therefore, always in search of a chaos containing
an information potential which would render a particular choice of
order signiBcant for this particular new thought.

If a system in a situation of total disorder is said to possess a high
information content, this usually means that a great number of differ-
ent possibilities for partial or total organization of the elements or
events, in this system, are offered for choice. By making a choice, man
extracts information from the system. In order that his choice may be
significant and the information carry a meaning, however, the relation-
ship between the chosen and the eliminated possibilities must be
perceived.
When a chaos is first attacked by an attempt at organization, it is

obvious, therefore, that the information gained will carry very little
meaning because too little is known about the other possibilities
inherent in the chaos. The significance of first choices can thus not be
appreciated. This period of first attack may be called the experimen-
tal stage in the process of reducing chaos to order. Though seemingly
uncommunicative, it cannot be avoided if one wishes to attain to
higher degrees of order.
The next period could be called the speculative stage. By this time,

the quantity of information gained allows for a number of statistical
hypotheses as to the direction in which further information and the
decrease of disorder in the system might be expected to move. In
order to attach significance and meaning to the chosen possibilities at
this stage, one has to accept as communicative the relationship be-
tween information which has actually been gained, and the eliminated
possibilities which are only hypothetically assumed.
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In due course the system will find itself in a state of order in which
the quantity of information gained allows for a correct definition of
the whole system, even though not all the possibilities of organization
have been applied. Speculation gradually is replaced by variation.
This period could be called the reflective stage. Communication be-
comes easier while the store of information runs low. Further attempts
at yet untried possibilities of organization tend to result in repeated
significance and meaning, demonstrating, thus, the decline in useful.
ness of the system as a source for the means of communication of new
thought.
The transition to the final, the administrative stage, during which a

system is totally organized, is an almost unnoticeable process. This is
due to the fact that the now wholly communicative system at the same
time becomes wholly uninformative. Therefore, the information that a
system is dead, can only come from another system which is in a
higher state of disorder.
Most systems, as they are found in nature, possess an information

content which is so enormous that it usually takes thousands of years
of human endeavor to show a noticeable decrease of disorder. Thus an
enormous quantity of information must be extracted before the experi-
mental stage is passed and the speculative stage, the first communica-
tive period, may be reached. Out of its need for means of thought
communication, the human mind has invented a very effective short
cut: using its own assumed limits and conditions as a standard, the
human mind conceives of artificially limited and conditioned systems.
An artificially limited system reduces, by a priori definitions, the
quantity of the elements and events that are offered for choice. A
conditioned system reduces, by artificial conditions, the quantity of
possible ways of organizing the elements and events in a system. The
information potential of artificial systems is expected to be lower than
that of natural, physical, or universal systems. The limits and condi-
tions by which the human mind, at a given moment, defines the
artificial system through which communication of thought should
become possible, reflect on the limits and conditions by which the
human mind defines itself at any given moment of its progress from
chaos to order.

The success of every human attempt at the presentation and the
communication of a new thought depends on whether a system is
found in which the nature of the elements or events in disorder has
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some beari.ng on, or affinity with, the nature of the new thought. Not
every system will serve all endeavors. It is, furthermore, of utmost
importance that the information content of the chosen system does not
surpass the limits of presumable future human insight. As a matter of
fact, one can say that an essential part of a new thought is the
specification of the possible systems in which it proposes to become
communicable. Equally, one can deduce from a chosen system some
specifications of the thoughts which might be proposed.
A large-scale investigation of the nature of dependence between

artificial systems and the human mind would throw light on both.
At least two considerations suggest that such investigation should

be conducted with the assistance of computers: (1) limits and condi-
tions are categories which can be expressed in computer programming
-the time-saving capacity of the computers could thus be exploited to
the full; (2) whereas the human mind, conscious of its conceived
purpose, approaches even an artificial system with a selective attitude
and so becomes aware of only the preconceived implications of the
system, the computers would show the total of the available content.
Revealing far more than only the tendencies of the human mind, this
nonselective picture of the mind-created system should prove to be of
significant importance. It should also be of interest to those engaged
in research dealing with the duplication, through electronic devices,
of the functions of the human mind.
The research project, meant as a contribution to the pursuance of

this aim, would consist of numerous experiments, and should allow for
comparative studies of three different but, under the set conditions,
interdependent systems: (a) acoustical elements and events; (b) the
composer's mind; and (c) the organization potential of digital and
analog computers.

If the organization of a system in disorder is attempted with the aim
to know all about the system and to render this information commun-
icable, then it may be considered a scientific l'roiect. Here the system
offers not only the means, but also the contents of communication. It
speaks for and about itself.

If, on the other hand, this attempt is made in order to mobilize
means for the communication of thoughts which transcend the defini-
tion of the system, then it may be considered a creative proiect. Here
the system oilers the means but not the contents of communication. It
speaks for, but not about, itself.
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All the sciences and all the arts progress in time by way of attacking
various systems in various states of disorder with a strategy of interde-
pendence between scientiRc and creative projects.
Both science and philosophy have suggested that the experience of

time as an irreversible dimension of movement might be the sensual
awareness of a continuous and irreversible replacement of chaos by
order, and that, as the beginning of time was total chaos, total order
would then be the end of time.

If one uses the terms previously established in this outline, the
meaning of the word music could be defined as follows:

Music is the result of a continuous attempt to reduce to order the
assumed chaos in the system of acoustical elements and events, with
the purpose of mobilizing means for the communication of thoughts
which transcend the definition of the system [a creative project].
These thoughts, consequently called musical thoughts, are the result

of a continuous attempt to organize a system, called composer's mind,
with the aim to know all about the system, and to render the extracted
information communicable [a scientific project].
In order to conquer, eventually, the vastness of their respective

objects, both attempts have to employ the strategy of probing stepwise
into the disordered unknown, with the help of artificial systems. For
music, the artificial system always consists of a more or less deliber-
ately defined excerpt out of the total mass of possible acoustical
elements and events. For musical thought, the artificial system consists
of a more or less deliberately defined excerpt from the total mass of
possible ideas and idea combinations in the composer's mind.
The history of music and of musical thought is the story of such

artificial systems, their inception, bloom, and decline, their absorption
or replacement by other artificial systems. At the same time, it is a
report on the apparent or real progress in reducing to order the chaos
in the natural universal system of acoustical elements and events as
well as that of the composer's mind.

The idea of composing music, of organizing acoustical events in
time with the intent of giving to this time a meaningful variety of
movements, is only one of the innumerable attempts of the human
mind to repeat, in ever-new ways, the old enjoyable feat of creating
order out of chaos. Recent developments in the field of musical
composition have shown that the limited and conditioned system of
acoustical elements and events, considered musical material for sev-
eral hundred years, has now entered the administrative stage, where
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all further possible permutations will no longer possess any new
meaning. The degree to which contemporary composers are con-
sciously aware of this fact may vary widely. But equally widely varied
are the signs giving evident proof for the growth of at least an
intuitive suspicion that the system of well-tempered pitches, harmonic
spectrums, and harmonic time periodization has had its day, and has
now become so thoroughly organized that nothing unheard and un-
thought of could possibly find, therein, its communicative equivalent.
Research in synthetic sound production by electronic means, as well
as the sudden emancipation of percussive instruments in contempo-
rary music, the experiments with random and statistical score and
interpretation,as well as the rapid modernization of popular music-
all these are phenomena accompanying the decline of an exhausted
system,and indicating the tentative inception of a new one. A further
symptom of this state of affairs may be seen in the fact that the term
new, which was a word of praise in the musical society of the
eighteenth century, now has completely lost its flavor of aesthetical
approval, and has adopted instead a connotation of reserved toler-
ance, implying that the experiment is with the listener, and not with
the music. This metamorphosis (within such a word's meaning and
social function) shows that comfort is found where everything except
a new idea communicates easily, and that fear is felt where a new
thought might destroy that comfort.

It is more than probable that observations of this kind, though made
in the field of music, should also bear witness to certain more general
attitudinal trends in our present-day society. In some way which
ought to be investigated and interpreted with infinite care, such
observations undoubtedly reflect many aspects of the situation in
which the human mind finds itself jnst now. Once the Significance of
observations made in a specific field is understood, information on the
more general system) which made the observations, win have been
gained.
The human mind out of its desire to know itself, creates artificial

systems in order to render this knowledge communicable. If the
artificialsystem in.which music was understood is now to be replaced
by another or larger artificial system, then it shonld be of great
interest to observe how the human mind meets the demands which it
poses. To this end, it is necessary to keep track not only of the results
-that is, the music-but also to analyze, to register, and to store for
further reference each moment of the working composer's mind. If the
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composer would have to program each of his ideas for a computer
system, he would have to define as accurately as possible what he is
looking for. It is to be expected that the computer system will respond
with far greater a quantity of propositions answering the definition
than the composer's mind alone is either conscious of, or able to
imagine. At the same time, it would provide for an exact, step-by-step
record of all the proceedings between initial definition and final
choice. The composer's choice from the computer's propositions would
still remain a highly personal decision, but would be taken in a field
which is not limited by the prejudicial boundaries of the choosing
person's imagination.

My contention is that the understanding of the human mind, which
goes into the creation of music, will sooner or later communicate to
the listener of music. The more valid the initial understanding proves
to be, the more the function of music in society will become of
importance and of consequence. All music that today is called beauti-
ful, moving, or entertaining, once was the acute representation of a
then contemporary vision of truth in the human mind. In order that
the music of Our day may add beauty, emotion, and entertainment to
future times, we should compose it to represent and to be congruent
to our contemporary vision of truth in the human mind. So that
the search for this vision be a conscientious one, all that the human
mind has created up to this day ought to be mobilized. None of its
achievements, be they rational or irrational, be they knowledge or
speculation, theory or practice, fantastic intuition or technological
construction, should be excluded or even neglected, as long as the
search goes on.

Since this project was written down, it has been clearly shown, here
as well as elsewhere, that a system of analog and digital computers
will indeed assist a composer in his attempt at creating music of
contemporary relevance and signiRcance, and also in his research on
the meaning of these words. The more the composer works with
computers, the more he avoids using the equipment as a glorified
typewriter, and the more he has it assist him in mental rather than
menial work. This development is reflected in some of the concepts
through which the composer sees the computer, and by which he is
influenced in his choice of procedures, and in the procedures them-
selves. As soon as the composer recognizes the computer as a very
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large and semantically uncommitted system which can adopt anyone
of the states that its elements and their number allow, he also recog-
nizes how this is an invitation to use this large controllable system as a
pseudouniverse in which smaller, artificially limited and conditioned
subsystems can be simulated, so that their behavior and structural
properties may be registered, recorded, and studied, There are, basi-
cally, two ways in which one can accept the invitation. The compos-
er'sprogram may instruct the computer system to simulate a specified
subsystem, to operate on it according to specified rules, and to print
out (in a convenient, specified code) the resulting states of the
subsystem, It largely depends on the specified rules whether the result
is predictable or not, whether it represents, unmistakably, the stipu-
lated subsystem and not any other one, whether, as a documentary of
the total or implied exploitation of the stipulated subsystem, it shows
all the characteristics significant for the composer's intentions, or
some, Ormore, or none. The other way would be that the composer's
program defines an initial and a final state of the computer system,
and a set of rules, and then instructs the computer system to find and
simulate that subsystem, in which these rules will generate an uninter-
rupted chain of states between the initial and the final state stipulated,
Here it will depend on the specified rules whether more than just one
subsystem can be found, whether the resultant chain will present a
mere record of counting, an exercise in scales, an inventory, or that
highly complex progression, facing which the experience of disorder
happily meets the knowledge of order.
For some time now it has become possible to use a combination of

analog and digital computers and converters for the analysis and
synthesis of sound. As such a system will store or transmit information
at the rate of 4°,000 samples per second, even the most complex
waveforms in the audio-frequency range can be scanned and regis-
tered or be recorded on audio tape, This not only renders possible the
most accurate observation of the nature of sound, but it also allows, at
last, the composition of timbre, instead of with timbre. In a sense, one
may call it the continuation of much which has been done in the
electronicRmusic studio, only on a diHerent scale. The composer has
the possibility of extending his compositional control down to ele-
ments of sound lasting 1/20,000 of a second.
Thus One can say that, potentially, the computer system is a very

close approximation to a universal sound synthesizer. If every sound is
equally available on order, no particular one carries any signi£cance
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by itself. The composer is faced with the problem of how to restrain
the availability of sounds noticeably enough and how to make percep-
tible the range out of which, with various probabilities, a limited
number of constellations may be selected for actual appearance, so
that each choice attaches that signiJicance to the chosen object which
the composer intends it to carry. The composer, having all at his
disposal, has to create and to define the subsystem in which he wants
his musical idea to expand into a musical event. He has to Jearn how
to think in systems, how to translate ideas and thoughts into network
systems of interlocking and mutually conditioning instructions, state-
ments, stipulations and equations. At the same time he will have to
open his eyes and ears to the system ruling his social environment, in
order to become conscious of the role which his artificially created
systems play in that environment. Whether they happen to simulate
by affirmative analogy, and by artistic innocence, those ruling systems
he actually means to oppose and to criticize, or whether they simulate,
still by analogy, and maybe ahead of time, that which he hopes for.
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by GERALD STRANG

Fifty years ago, the advent of the computer in musical composition
wouldhave raised a variety of ethical and esthetic problems. Like any
nontraditional instrument, it would have been considered somehow
illegitimate, and its employment vaguely immoral. The saxophone,
electronic organ, and vibraphone in tum carried the stigmata of
illegitimacy.
Similarly, the innovations of Schoenberg, Stravinsky, and Bartok

raised questions of esthetic legitimacy. A significant break with tradi-
tion was considered both immoral and antiesthetic. The explorers
were excommunicated with the verdict: "But you can't call that
music!"
Bymidcentury, ethical and esthetic judgments on such matters had

almost disappeared among those who kept in touch with the newer
developments. Amplified instruments and synthesizers are being ac-
cepted with little concern, except in the strongholds of conservatism
suchas the symphony orchestras.
We have now witnessed what is very nearly a reversal. Traditional-

ismis looked on as not quite respectable, and employment of the most
recent technological innovations implies, in itself, a degree of merit
regardlessof the musical vehicle.
The computer as a sound synthesizer, as pioneered by John R.

Pierceand Max V. Mathews, offers no unique problems in the permis-
siveatmosphere of the sixties. An enormously complex and versatile
instrument, it can be accepted as readily as other new instruments.
Themathematical basis of its operation, including the use of numbers
instead of notes to communicate the composer's intentions, makes
tnany COmposersuncomfortable. Performers are disturbed (as they
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have been by the entire development of tape music) because they see
the art of interpretation and performance threatened. The composer
(with the aid of engineers and programmers) can now produce a
definitive performance without employing a single union musician.
The union can be forgiven if the elimination of performers appears
immoral to its leaders.
A valid esthetic problem is raised, however, by the "definitive tape"

which is the end product of electronic and computer music. Each
rendition must by definition be an exact duplicate of every other
(except for distortions introduced by the equipment and the acousti-
cal environment). The revitalization of the composition through mani-
fold slight changes in successive "interpretations" is no longer availa-
ble unless live performance is combined with tape reproduction.
We have been partly conditioned to accept this state of affairs by

the ossiBcation of interpretation in recorded music. The Bruno walter
and the Toscanini versions may differ, but the recorded version of
each is just as unchangeable as the electronic composition, Perhaps
the electronic composer should issue a number of differing versions of
his masterpiece to provide grist for the record critics.
Both ethics and esthetics are normative disciplines. They involve

judgments of a comparative nature, and they imply standards on
which judgments can be based. Absolute standards and criteria are
out of fashion these days, but even relativism requires some form of
rating or evaluation such that one phenomenon is judged "better" or
«more Significant" or otherwise superior to another.
Translated into active terms, if the composer accepts any esthetic or

ethical responsibility at all, there should be some "oughts." Such tenns
as good, bad, better, worse, acceptable, unacceptable should have
meaning and should influence behavior.
Computer composition, when it goes beyond the instrumental-

when the computer is allowed to assume some of the compositional
functions and processes-raises some issues calling for the examina-
tion of the "oughts."

Traditionally, the composer is responsible for every note, nuance,
and detail of his composition. It has been considered somehow not
quite proper to allow any other hand to participate. Of course, in the
modern mixed media (radio, television, movies), orchestrators have
been allowed to 611 in detail and arrangers have elaborated other
composers' music. Such delegation of detail work, under the direction
of the principal artist, goes back into the misty past in painting and
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sculpture. But the decisions (at least the main ones) are the responsi-
bility of the artist. And the delegations were always to other men, not
to machines.
The computer differs from other instrumentalities in that it can,

when properly programmed, make choices and decisions at any level
and to aoy degree desired. The ethical question, in its simplest form,
is: What choices and decisions ought the composer to delegate to the
computer?
The corresponding esthetic question is: What elements of decision

making must the composer reserve to make sure that human psycho-
logical and esthetic values prevail? If computers made music for other
computers, who knows what esthetic values might apply?
The computer may take over microprocesses without stirring any

misgivings. It may calculate the shapes of wave-forms and endlessly
repeat them at the desired frequencies for the necessary period of
time. It may add the successive instantaneous values of a number of
interacting lines or sonorities to produce composites. It may impose
sudden or systematic changes (at the composer's dircction) to create
dynamic changes, accents, and tempo changes. It may repeat patterns
at any level with parameter changes which produce variations. It may
carryout the combinations and permutations of a number of interact-
ingpatterns.
In short, the mechanical and repetitive aspects of composition may

be delegated to the computer. No problems arise as long as the
composer makes the determining choices, defines the processes, and
issuesthe instructions.
But inevitably, the composer, with so powerful a tool at his disposal,

is tempted to transfer major choices and decisions to the computer. It
is cwnbersome and complicated to specify all the necessary parame-
ters for each musical event. Composers are accustomed to leaving far
more than they realize to the discretion of the performer. A hint, a
suggestion,or an example is enough to suggest to a talented performer
howhe should execute a whole series of related events. A carry-over
factor can be built into a computer program, but it lacks the taste and
discretion that can be expected from the human performer. Either a
complexsystem of conditional tests and decisions must be provided, or
the computer must be programmed to make an arbitrary, that is,
random, choice. But the completely random choices are contrary to a
fundamental esthetic principal-that art is a planned and organized
preSentation of related stimuli. The concepts of form, structure, and
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unity as esthetic criteria leave very little room for random elements.'
A truly random Occurrence is, of course, scarcely thinkable in

relation to a computer. It will select from a so-called random number
table, or will carry out a simple mathematical process which is un-
likely to produce a repetition in a very long series of numbers, but to
the degree that repetition is suppressed, a nonrandom condition is
imposed.
The composer finds himself in a dilemma with both ethical and

esthetic overtones. Has he the right to leave any musical decision to
chance? May he leave minor matters to chance if he controls the
important ones? If so, what constitutes a minor matter?
Composing includes a good deal of trial and error. Acceptance or

rejection of the result requires an esthetic judgment on the part of the
composer. Sometimes the composer arrives at the solution of a compo-
sitional problem "accidentally," by "inspiration." Nobody knows how
much subconscious logic enters into these cases. That they are chance
occurrences is, however, very doubtful. They are probably inevitable
results of the thought processes of the composer who is immersed in
his material and his hypotheses for using and organizing it.
This semirational, disorderly "stewing over" the material appears to

be an essentially human characteristic. The evaluation of the products
of random processes seems to be a responsibility which the composer
cannot avoid.

But the computer can be programmed to eliminate random events
which the composer knows in advance he will reject. Thus the com-
poser may permit random choices within a set (for example, the
tempered scale or a twelve-tone series). He may further impose
rejection criteria based on previous choices, or introduce controls
based on probabilities (for example, Hiller's stochastic methods).
He may impose limits between which random choices may be made

(for example, pitch choices within a predetermined bandwidth). He
may permit limited random variation within a range about a central
value (for example, irregular variation of a vibrato rate or a tempo).
In all such cases, limits are set and processes determined by the

composer. The computer's «free choice" is narrowly circumscribed.

1I am well aware that these criteria have been and are being challenged and
that the aleatory is being absorbed into art at an increasing rate. I am not in-
terested in arguing for esthetic verities but only in identifying esthetic problems.
The possible abandonment of such criteria is itself a serious problem. In our indi-
vidualistic art world, each composer must seek his own (hopefully consistent)
esthetic system.
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The main esthetic judgments are made by the composer, either in
settingthe conditions, or in evaluating the result. He formulates the
criteria,and he retains the power of rejection.
As the computer becomes a more familiar and more widely used

tool,there will have to be a great deal of experimentation to find out
"whatwould happen if. , , . ?" Acceptance or rejection must remain
theresponsibilityof the composer.
More sophisticated programming may make it possible to set up

hierarchiesof conditions such that the computer may simulate more
closelythe esthetic choices of a particular composer. The composer
thenrecedes a step in the decision-making process. Instead of making
each decision at every level, he specifies the conditions and criteria
whichdetermine the decisions.
No matter how far-reaching the computer's participation in the

compositionalprocess, it remains the agent. The computer does not
compose; it carries out instructions. Though its part in the process
may increase Significantly, the computer as composer must be consid-
ered a mirage. Nevertheless, it may, before the end of the century,
revolutionize music as no previous technological advance has done,
withoutmodifying very much the human responsibility for ethical and
estheticjudgments.
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Music Composed with Computers-

A Historical Survey
by LEJAREN HILLER

This article will review progress in the use of electronic digital com-
puters for composing music, including the preparation not only of
substantial scores, but also of compositional tests and experiments
carried out in conjunction with analytical studies. Detailed explana-
tions, however, or criticism of the various research or compositional
projects described here will not be included, since the primary pur-
pose of this article is documentation.
Computers are basically data-processing devices, even though they

can perfonn certain rather sophisticated operations upon data. In
essence, computers accept instructions and data by means of input
mechanisms; they then do something with these data; and, finally,
they return results to the user of the computer. It is convenient,
therefore, to divide musical applications of computers into four princi-
pal subdivisions as follows: (1) systems for input-output, storage, and
sorting of musical data, (2) musicological and analytical studies, (3)
composition with computers, and (4) sound analysis and synthesis.
The subject here, then, is the third of these, but where overlapping
with other kinds of applications occurs) an effort has been made to be
inclusive rather than exclusive.

Some SOrt of comprehensive survey and bibliography concerned
with the use of computers in the field of music is now urgently
needed. At present, the most ambitious of such projects is being
carried out at Queens College by Barry Brook in collaboration with
Gary Berlind.' Brook and Berlind have programmed a computer to
compile a bibliography of publications on all types of computer

1B. Brook and G. Berlind, "Writings on the Uses of Computers in Music,"
College MIISic, 1 (1967), 143.
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applications to music. It is their purpose to keep this bibliography
updated by constantly augmenting and systematically revising it as
new works are reported.
Other efforts to provide bibliographies or reviews of musical appli-

cations of digital computers have been few in number. For example,
during 1962, Michael Kassler, then a gradnate student at Princeton
University, started to compile such a bibliography, but this collection
of material remains yet to be organized.' William Gale of Stamford,
Connecticut, at one time apparently had the same idea, but it is not
known what he has done with the' materials he collected." Ann Basart's
bibliography of serial music contains some literature references on
computer music.' And two books on experimental music that appeared
some years ago provide substantial surveys of such topics as electronic
music, electronic music instruments, and many related subjects includ-
ing, to some extent, computer music. The first book, by Abraham
Moles, is primarily technically oriented and incorporates some mate-
rial on musical uses of electronic computers, either actual or poten-
rial.' The second book, by F. K. Prieberg,' is a carefully documented
historical survey of experimental music up through about 1960, includ-
ing a few pages on computer music. It is an extension of an earlier
volume by Prieberg concerned with the impact on music of twen-
tieth-century technology.' In 1962 I wrote a technical report describ-
ing progress in experimental music in Europe." One of its chapters was
concerned with music applications of digital computers and was a first
effort to bring up to date portions of a book called Experimental
MU'ic published by Leonard Isaacson and myself in 1959.' Although
this book was primarily an account of our own experiments to produce

2 Letter from M. Kassler, July 20, 1962.
3 Letters from W. Gale, July 23, Ig61, Aug. 29, 1962, Dec. 14, 1962, Sept. 4,

1963.
4 A. P. Basart, Serial Music: A Classified Bibliography of Writings on Twelve-

T0;Wand Electronic Music, Berkeley, Univers~ty of Calif~rnia Press, 1~6L ..
For computer music, see A. A. Moles, Musioues expenmelltales. Pans. Editions

du Cercle d'Art Contemporain, 1960, pp. 78--89.
B 6 ~or computer music, see F. K. Prieberg, Musica ex Machine, Frankfurt and
erho, Ullstein, 1960, pp. 103-106.
: F. K. Prteberg, Musik des Technischen Zeitalters, Zuri~h, Atlantic, .1956. "
1. A. Hiller, Jr., "Report on Contemporary Experimental MU~lC,.1961,

Technical Report No. 4. Experimental Music Studio, University of IllInOIS, June,
1962. Part V of this report is on computers and music .
.91. A. Hiller, Jr., and L. M. Isaacson, Experimental Music. New York, McGraw-
1M Book Co., 1959.
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our llliac Suite for Stri.ng Quartet, it also included some description of
other studies in computer applications in music then known to us.III
Before presenting the material developed since 1959, these earlier
experiments need to be reviewed, together with any significant exten-
sions derived from them.

Older Experiments

The four experiments in computer music composition described in
1959 involved the following propositions: (1) a suggestion by R C.
Pinkerton that computers might be used to write simple melodies
utilizing probability tables; U (2) the generation with a Datatron
computer of a tune called Push-Button Bertha by M. Klein and D.
Bolitho;" (3) the generation of simple hymn tunes by Brooks, Hop-
kins, Neumann, and Wright; ra and (4) a report that Mozart's Dice
Game composition had been programmed for a computer by D. A.
Caplin.
Pinkerton analyzed a sample of 39 nursery tunes for first-order and

second-ordar transition probabilities, taking measure position into ac-
count. He then set up a simple "banal tunemaksr" for the generation
of new nursery tunes by means of binary choices-in effect, by Hip-
ping coins. He did this by reducing the large set of all possible
outcomes for each successive choice to a binary choice between the
two most probable outcomes, with all other possible outcomes being
assigned probabilities equal to zero. Pinkerton found that his "banal
tunemaker" was about 63 per cent redundant because of this binary
choice restriction. This compared rather poorly with the value of 9 per
cent for the first-order redundancy of the analyzed tunes, Pinkerton
showed a typical tune generated by this banal tunemaker in an
illustration in his article. He further suggested that an electronic
computer could be used for tune synthesis more effectively than his
imaginary banal tunemaker. No published evidence has been found
that Pinkerton followed up his initial experiments. However, accord-

10 Ibid., Pp. 55-57.
11R. C. Pinkerton, "Information Theory and Melody," Sci. American, 194 {Feb.,

1956), 77.
12 "Syncopation by Automation," Data from ElecttaData, ElectroData Division

of Burroughs Corp., Pasedena, Calif. (Aug., 1956), pp. 2-3.
13 F. P. Brooks, [r., A. L. Hopkins, Jr., P. G. Neumann, and W. V. Wright, "An

Experiment in Musical Composition," IRE Trans. on Electronic Computers, EC~6
(1957), 175; F. P. Brooks, Jr. "Correction," ibid, EC.7 (1958),60.
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ing to Joel Cohen," J. Sowa " constructed "A Machine to Compose
Music" based on Pinkerton's ideas. He used a somewhat more complex
net than Pinkerton's and based it on his own analysis of simple piano
music. Although working it out on his machine was a slower process
than carrying out the same computations on paper, it did incorporate
at least some notion of computer processing.
Pinkerton's article in Scientific American describing his project pro-

voked several letters to the editor. For example, J. R. Pierce," noted
that "J. J. Coupling has discovered stochastic composition of music in
an article 'Science for Art's Sake' in Astounding Science Fiction, for
November, 1950." (Actually, J. J. Coupling is a pen name used by
Pierce when he writes science fiction.) Pierce, who is at Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories, has himself been interested in compositional
processes involving chance and stochastic sequences (see below).
A much more sophisticated device than the Pinkerton-Sowa type of

"composing machine" was described by Olson and Belar in an article
published in 1961." Actually, Olson and Belar built their machine
about ten years previous to this, so it antedates just about all the work
described in this article. Their machine was not a computer except in
the most limited sense. It might be said to produce a kind of "precorn-
purer" machine-composed music. Since it also incorporated a sound-
generating system, it was in part a simple prototype of the two later
RCAElectronic Music Synthesizers which are described by Olson and
his collaborators in other articles. HI

The Olson-Belar "composing machine," as described, consists first of
two random-number geoerators that employ both free-running and
bistable multi vibrators (square-wave generators) as their sources of
random digits. Since these are operated at quite different orders
of magnitude with respect to frequency, it is essentially a matter of

14J, E. Cohen, "Information Theory and Music," Behavioral Science, 7 (1962),
137,

1~J. Sowa, "A Machine to Compose Music," manufactured by Oliver Gar~eJd
Co" Inc" New York, 1956. I believe that this is the same item that was advertised
as a "special" system realizable with the "Ceniac, the Electronic Brain Construc-
tion Kit" This is a science kit offered for sale to home science enthusiasts.
111I. R. Pierce Letter to the Editor Sci. American, 194 (Apr., 1956), 18,
H H. F. OIso~ and H. Belar, "Aid to Music Composition Employing a Random

Probability System," l. Acoust. Soc. Am., 33 (1961), 1163·
18 H. F. Olson and H. Bejar "Electronic Music Synthesizer," ]. Acoust. So~.

Am.,27 (1955), 595; H. F. Ol~on, H. Belar, and J. Timmens, "Electronic MUSIC
Synthesis,"ibid., 32 (1960), 311.
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chance when the free-running multi vibrator shifts its polarity with
respect to wave form in relation to the bistable rnultivibrator. These
units are then coupled to a master control and read-out system that
permits (a) coded information to be entered into the device, (b)
weighted probabilities to be assigned to the control of pitch and
rhythm components of the "composition" being generated, and (c)
sound output to be produced. The master control system is an electro-
mechanical device, essentially a rotary stepping switch and a set of
relay trees. The stepping switch is controlled by the rhythm generator
and the relay trees by the random-number generators. The relay tree
in turn determines what pitch is chosen. All this is directed to a simple
sound-synthesizing system that produces sawtooth-wave output sounds.
As input information, Olson and Belar obtained Brst-, second-, and

third-order frequency counts of pitches found in eleven Stephen
Foster tunes. All these eleven tunes were transposed to D major, so
that the scale which results covers the diatonic range from Bs to E3,

plus G#a which Occurs several times as an accidental. Relative fre-
quencies of pitch occurrence were thus based on a set of twelve
pitches. Second- and third-order transition probabilities, however,
were reduced to a base-ag system, because the relay trees in the
machine were limited to four bits. In their article Olson and Belar
reproduced one of the synthesized Stephen Foster tunes produced
with this device.

Klein and Bolitho apparently have not initiated any further at-
tempts to compose computer music, so theirs was also no more than a
single effort. Push-Button Bertha is printed in the company publica-
tion referred to above. Other than in newspaper accounts," this work
is mentioned only in an article by Klein himself," which is based on a
speech Klein gave at an A.C.M. Convention in Los Angeles in 1956.
The work of Brooks, Hopkins, Neumann, and Wright is somewhat

more substantial than the above efforts because it was a serious, if
limited, effort to assess the applicability of stochastic models in both
the analysis and synthesis of Simple music. These authors carried out a
statistical analysis of 37 hymn tunes up to an eighth-order approxima-
tion. The various transition frequencies so obtained were then used to
obtain tables of transition probabilities for synthesizing new tunes,

19 For example, The New York Times, June 5, 1956; Anon., "The First Ballad
to be Composed by a Computer," International Musician, 55 (Aug., 1956), 21.

20 M. L. Klein, "Uncommon Uses for Common Digital Computers," Instruments
and Automation, 30 (1957), 251.
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Certain constraints were also imposed such as requiring that all tunes
be in C major and in common meter) that the rhythmic patterns
conform to the patterns of the original tunes, that the note durations
be eighth notes or larger in conformity with the original sample, and
that all tunes end on a dotted half note. These authors used basically
the same generating process that was employed for the [Iliac Suite;
namely, they first generated random integers, then screened these for
acceptance or rejection according to the probabilities in force, and
finally provided a "try-again routine" for permitting the computer to
rewrite unacceptable passages.

These authors predicted three types of results, all of which were
confirmad:

(a) If the order of synthesis is too low, it results in note se-
quences not contained in and not typical of the sample
analyzed.

(b) If the order of synthesis is too hig-h, it results in excessive
duplication, in whole or in part, of the original sample.

( c) Between these two extremes, synthesis results in tunes
which are recognizably members of the class from which the
sample was drawn.

The best level of synthesis seemed to be around sixth order, which is
in general agreement with results of work carried out several years
ago at the University of Illinois by R. A. Baker." Baker's analysis of
selected passages of music by Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven indi-
cates that a somewhat lower (fourth- to fifth-order) order of analysis
and synthesis may be sufficient if a simple enough stochastic model is
employed_
Since the original publication of this experiment, another article

discussing the same work has been published by Neumann and Schap-
pert." This article is based on a lectnre given in Essen in 1958 by
Schappert who is presently located at the Institut fur Pratische Mathe-
matik at the Technische Hochschule in Darmstadt, Germany.

Finally, with regard to the programming of Mozart's Musikalische
Wurfelspiel, K.Anh.294d, D. A. Caplin described his experiments in
some detail in a letter to the author in 1960. This work dates back to
'955, so it ranks among tbe earliest attempts at computer composition.

21R. A. Baker, "A Statistical Analysis of the Harmonic Practice of the a Sth and
19th Centuries,"D.M.A. Dissertation, University of Illinois, 1963.
22 P. G. Neumann and H. Schappert, "Komponieren mit Elektronischen Rechen-

automaten,"Nachrichse Technische Z., 8 (1959), 403·
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From his description, it appears that his experiments were aimed at
something more than a solution to the Mozart Dice Game alone:

The Mozart Dice Game was originally programmed for the Ferranti
Mark computer which had a "hoot" instruction on it. This meant that
we couid write loops corresponding to each note of the chromatic scale
and then play tunes which were "composed." We were then able to make
a tape recording of the computer composing and then playing a tune. ,
We have just rewritten this routine for the Ferranti Mercury which is
about 20 times faster and this has just been debugged. The tunes now
sound quite reasonable. Our first set of experiments bore some resemblance
to the work you have carried out. although our efforts were very much
more primitive. We took a fixed chord sequence as a harmonic base and
using more Or Jess the same kind of rules you quote on page 84 (of Ex-
perimental Music) we generated tunes so that notes falling on the strong
(that is, odd number) beats of the bar were selected from the notes of the
appropriate chord. Even-number crotchet and quaver pairs were selected
from tables using transitional probabilities.

We generated rhythms according to Some fairly simple rules and pro-
duced (when we were lucky) rather dull tunes of the sort which one used
to hear in Victorian hotel lounges. The day after the programme first
worked, Dr. D. G. Prinz, of Ferranti, who was actually doing the detailed
coding for this routine, took some of the output to a computer conference
at Darmstadt with him and one of the tunes was botred up by the dance
band in the hotel where he was staying and was given a warm reception at
its first performance.

This programme was never fully debugged; in particular, your melo-
dic rule No. 5, relating to stepwise motion after a melodic S1..1p was not
always obeyed; this Jed to interesting, if not quite acceptable results."

In this connection, it should be noted that there is now available a
new edition of the SCore of Mozart's Dice Game composition which
contains also a brief discussion of the work by K. H. Taubert, who
edited the new publication." The old edition," however, is still useful
because of the way it provides cardboard squares for each measure
which can be arranged by the dice-throwing into a sequence that is
inserted into slots provided in the perfonnance parts. Mention might
also be made here of an earlier article on this composition written by

23Letter from D. A. Caplin, Sept. 21, 1960.

24 W. A. Mozart, Musikalishe.s WiJrfelspiel, K.Anh.294d, Mainz, B. Schott'sSohne, Edition 4474.

2~A corrected and complete reference for this older publication should read:
Guild Publications of Art and Music, 141 Broadway, New York; Agent: E. E.
Gottlieb, P.O. Box 3274, Olympic Station, Beverly Hills, Calif.
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HermannScherchen." Recently John Cage and the author have also
programmed Mozart's Dice Game Composition, as noted below.

Compf/terMusic Composition at the Unioersitq of Illinois
After completing the experiments that yielded the Illioc Suite,

Leonard Isaacson left the University of Illinois. In 1958, I was asked
by the university to set up an "Experimental Music Studio" that would
providea program of research, composition, and teaching in the areas
of computer music, electronic tape music processes, and acoustics.
Over the years, this has led to the production of a substantial number
of compositions prepared with computers, as well as research in
computer sound analysis and Score preparation.
A complete list of compositions composed with electronic computers

at the University of Illinois up through 1967 is given in Table IV-I.
The published literature concerning each of these pieces is reviewed
below,Ora brief description of them is given so that the reader can
havesome idea of what they are like.

CO;\IPLET'ED COMPOSITIONS

(1) llliac Sf/ite for String Quortet (Hiller and Isaacson). The score
of this piece was published in 1957." After several brief preliminary
reports concerning the experimentation that went into producing it,:.!8
a full account of its preparation appeared in the book, Experimental
Music, referred to earlier and reviewed extensively." An article de-

l!ll H. Scherchen, "Manipulation und Konzeption, 1. Mozarts 'Anleitlll.~g zum
Komponieren von \Valzen vermtttels zwefr Wurfel,'" Craceeaner Blatter, 4
(1956),3.

A Zi.L. A, Hiller, Jr., and L. M. Isaacson, Illioc Suite for String Quartet, New
1~ICEdition, Vol. 30, NO.3, Bryn Mawr, Pa., Theodore Presser Co". 1,?57. Am
L. A. Hiller Jr "Some Structural Principles of Computer MUSIC,]. .

MUSicological S~c. ·'9 (1956) 247· Hiller, "Musique Electronique~" tre-«
Atomique, Encyclo'pedie des S~ience~Modernes, Vol. 8, Geneva, SWItzerland,
Editi "M 'i al Compo-'. OnsRene Kister, pp, 110-11.2.; Hiller and L. M. Issacson, us C
SltionWith a High.Speed Digital Computer," ]. Audio Eng. Soc., 6 (1958), 154·
nth ! I b tati e: G F McKay,e 0 lowing reviews of this book seem to e represen v. . . ( )

1. Research Mu.sic Ed 7 (1959) '32' M. V. Mathews, Proo. IRE, 47 1959,'
" " d ] Musfci92; E. C, Richardson, Nature. 184 (1959), ]754; P. Westergaarl~_" R. w.

I1
heorY'3 (J959) 302' N. Cesonel, Chiffres-France {jan., 1960"5 ;), A£lam . ), M ti ] Acoust- oc. m.,mmg, Computing Reviews, 1 (1g60). 16; D. W. ar n, . 1

~ (1960), 617; W. Meyer-Eppler, Archin der Elektrischen ~~er~~~~~~,Th:
C960), 237;T. H. O'Beime The Computer ]., 3 (1960), .os., . 6 ( 961)tlnadianMusic]. 5 (lg61)' 61· W. P. Livant, Behavioral SCIence, k H'd'--'
'59 B ' " Fu' Slovens '0 II rl{./.,; . Haosen,Neue Z. /fir Musik, '43 (lg6.), 147; M. 'P.
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Table IV-I. Computer music from the University of Illinois

Composer Title

Completed compositions
(I) Lejaren Hiller and Leonard

Isaacson
(2) Lejaren Hiller

Compositions in progress (as of December 1967)
(1) Lejaren Hiller Algorithms I J for nine instruments and

tape
An Avalanche for Piichmam, Prima
Donna, Player Piano, Percussionist
and Prerecorded Tape

H PSCHD, for one to seven harpsichords
and one to fifty-one tapes

Lo Dissa Dante, for orchestra *
I njraudibles, for tape alone

Student compositions
(I) Frank Moore and Michael Ranta Piece for Jazz Set (1966)
(2) Michael Ranta Algol Rhythms (l967)
(3) James Cuomo Zelos 1 through Zetos 5, five composi-

tions for various groups of instru-
ments (I967)

Fantasy [or Ten Winds, Percussion and
Tape (1967) •

(3) Robert Baker
(4) Lejaren Hiller and Robert Baker

(5) Herbert Brun

(6) John Myhill
(7) Herbert Brun

(8) Herbert Brun

(2) Lejaren Hiller

(3) John Cage and Lejaren Hiller

(4) Salvatore l\1artirano
(5) Herbert Brun

(4) Neely Bruce

flliac Suite for String Quartet (1957)
"The Flying Lesson" from Music for
"The Birds" (by Aristophanes) (1958)

CSX-I Study, for tape alone (1963)
Computer Ounuuo, for soprano, eighteen
instruments and tape (J 963)

Sonorijerous Loops, for five instruments
and tape (1965)

Scherzo a Tre Voce, for tape alone (J 965)
Non-Sequitur VI, for six instruments
and tape (1966)

Three Pieces jar Percussionists (1967)

• Only in part a computer-generated score.

rived from the book was published in Scientific American." More
recently, Sayre and Crosson published a condensation of portions of
the same book as a chapter in a book on computers and intelligence."

8 (1964), 128 (also pp. 104 and 112 for photograph and extract from score);
P. A. Evans, Music and Letters, 42 (1961),369; R. L. Jacobs, The Music Review,
22 (1961), 326.

30 L. A. Hiller, Jr., "Computer Music," Sci. American, 201 (Dec., 1959), 109.
31 L. A. Hiller, Jr., and L. M. Isaacson, "Experimental Music:' in K. M. Sayre

and F. J. Crosson, eds., The Modeling of Mind, Computers and Intelligence,
Notre Dame, Ind., University of Notre Dame Press, 1963, pp. 43-72.
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The first three movements of the Illiac Suite were played in Urbana
in 1956. It has since been played a number of times" and twice
recorded. The WQXR String Quintet first recorded it in a recording
session sponsored by Max Mathews of Bell Telephone Laboratories.
One excerpt from this recording appears in a record album issued by
Bell some years ago." Recently, a recording of a complete perform-
ance by the University of Illinois Composition String Quartet was
released by M.G.M. Records."
The existence of the llliac Suite, plus the growth of interest in

musical applications of electronic computers in general, has stimu-
lated the writing of numerous articles on the subject of computer
music in many types of media." Several somewhat more extended
articles have appeared in various periodicals, including articles prima-
rily intended for students," for nontechnical readers 37 or for readers

32 In its Jan. 4, 1960, issue, Newsweek said of the [iliac Suite: "Premiered in
Chicago, the stilted, lifeless performance aroused much curiosity but not much
envy from Besh-and·blood composers," This was, of course, not the first perform-
ance. Unfortunately, just before the concert in question, the quartet engaged to
play the [Wac Suite refused to do so, declaring it unplayable. So a tape recorder
was placed on the stage to playa tape of the 1956 performance for the assembled
audience.

33 "Music from Mathematics," 10" LP, Bell Telephone Laboratories Record
122227, 1960.
34"Computer Music from the University of Illinois," 12" LP, Heliodor H/HS-

25053, 1967·
3!> A large number of these, such as most newspaper articles, are of little intrinsic

interest; a few of the more substantial are: Anon" "By the Numbers," Musical
America, 76 (Sept., 1956), 13; E. Cony, "Canny Computers-Machines Write
Music,Play Checkers, Tackle New Tasks in Industry," Wall Street l-, Sept. 19,
1956,14B, 1, 12; W. E. Hansen, "This is Music," Chicago Tribune, Apr. 12, 1959,
MagazineSection; L. A. Hiller, jr. "Electronic and Computer Music," St. Louis
Post-Dispatch, May 17, 1959, Music Section; Anon., "Will a Machine Compose a
New Symphony?" The School Musician, 31 (Jan., 1960),59 (a synopsis of my
article in Scientific American); B, Brown, "Why 'Thinking Machines' Cannot
Think,"New York Times, Feb. 19, 1961, Magazine Section. Among other things,
Mr. Brown says, "This rather ludicrous extension of the machine-brain equation
to artistic creativity perhaps best illustrates its limitations. No machine is ever
really likely to contain the artist within its electrophyslcs. . , " and so on. See
alsoP. Stadlen, "When Computer Turns Composer," Daily Telegraph (London),
Aug.10, 1963.
36 Anon., "Electronic Brain Composes at University of Illinois," Illinois Music

Educator, 16 (Sept.-Ocr., 1956), 16; L. J. Forys, "Music: Mood or Math," Notre
Dame Tech, Reo., 14 (Jan., 1963), 26; B. Lueck, "Synthesizing a Symphony,"
IUjno~Technograph, 79 (May, 1964),6.
37 Anon" "I. B. Mozart's 4znd Symphony," Review of Research and Reflection,
1 (1960),45 (a review of several articles including mine in the Scientific Ameri-
can and Leonard Meyer's article in f. Aesthetics and Art Criticism on information
theoryand music); B. J. Novak and G. R. Barnett, "Are Music and Science Com-

!
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principally interested in computer apphcations." In addition, there
exist in European journals two rather thorough commentaries on the
work that produced the llliac Suite.J9 Finally, as a consequence of
publicity about the Illiac Suite, in "959, I received from its author a
copy of a short story, "Das Zwolftonwunder" originally published in
Switzerland in 1952:" The plot of the story revolved around the idea
that a professor at an American university programmed a computer to
turn out a piece of music-actually a piece of twelve- tone music-and
won a prize with it.
(2) "The Flying Lesson" from Music [or "The Birds" (Hiller). This

is a short piece of theater music in which phrases of a conventional
minuet in G major are played on a piano and are answered by
equivalent phrases with the same rhythm played 011 eight other instru-
ments. The instrumental group, however, plays random pitches gener-
ated with ILLIAC I, thus providing disorderly answers to highly
organized musical ideas, a musical parallel to the stage action.

(3) CSX-l Study (Baker). In "958, Robert Baker, a graduate stu-
dent at the University of Illinois majoring in music composition and
minoring in mathematics, and I decided to collaborate on writing a
new composition to succeed the Illiac Suite. We first planned to
continue along the same general lines and run a series of experiments
solving specific problems in either traditional or more experimental
composition methods. For example, we worked out a considerable
amount of How charting and even some programming details for
writing fugues. The idea at that time was to produce a second llliac
Suite, After some thought, however, this approach was abandoned in

patible?" Music Educators J., 46 (June-July, 1960),44; A. A. Moles, "Muzyka,
Maszyny, Kompozytor," Ruclv Muzycy;:;;lly, 6 (1962), 1; N. Slonimsky, "Chamber
Music in America," in W. W. Cobbett (ecl.), Cobbett's Encyclopedic Survey of
Chamber Music, and ed., Vol. 3, London, Oxford, 1963, P' 182; Slonimsky, "Mod-
ern Music: Its Styles, Its Techniques," in D. Ewen, The New Book of Modem
Composers, New York, Alfred A. Knopf, 1961, p. 31.
as E. C. Berkeley, The Computer Revolution, Garden City, N.Y., Doubleday,

1962, pp. 170-171; D. C. Halacy, Computers-The Machines 'We Think With,
New York, Harper and Row, 1962, pp. 196-1g8; R. S. Ledley, Programming and
Utilizing Digital Computers, New York, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1962, pp. 371-
375·

3f1~: ..Rakowski, "0 Zastosowaniu Cyfrowich Maszyn Matematycznych do
Mu;,~kJ, Muzyka Kwa~talnik, 7 (1962), 83; J. Hijman, "Elektrontshch Compone.-
r~n. Mens ell Melodle, 16 (1961), 141. The first of these articles, by Rakowski,
discusses computer composition in light of concepts of information theory and is
thus somewhat technically oriented.
"vF. Ascher, "Das Zwolftonwnnder," Inspire (1952),24.
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favor of a more generalized attack on solving problems in computer-
music composition. Progress in this direction was reported in several
successive publications," some of which deal exclusively with compo-
sitional problems while others take up such problems as part of a
general discussion of computer applications in music. With the objec-
tive of separating procedural logic from specific decisions governing
style and structural details, a computer-compiler program was written
in SCATRE for the IBM 70go computer at the University of Illinois.
This compiling program, called MUSICOMP, which is an acronym
derived from MUsic Simulator Interpreter for COMpositional Proce-
dures, accepts subroutines for various compositional problems and
thus serves as a foundation for extended investigations into computer
music compositional processes. Baker wrote a brief instruction manual
on how to use MUSICOMP ra that has been expanded and revised in
loose-leaf form. '" Thus far, published descriptions of MUSICOMP
have been rather limited and presented in connection with discussion
of specific compositions to be described directly below.
The CSX-l Study, written by Robert Baker, is a brief composition

for two-channel tape recorder that was intended to be a test not only
of MUSICOMP but also of a conversion subroutine within MUSI-
COMP that permits sounds to be generated by the CSX-l digital
computer. This latter process, devised by J. L. Divilbiss of the Coordi-
nated Sciences Laboratory at the University of Illinois, has been
described in an article published by its inventor H and in a users'
manual issued as a technical report." The CSX-l Study is a short

41 L. A. Hiller, Jr., "The Electrons Go Round and Round and Come Out Music,"
IRE Student Quarterly, 8 (Sept., 1961),36; Hiller and R. A. Baker, "Computer
Music," in H. Barko, ed., Computer Applications in the Behavioral Sciences, Engle.
wood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall Book Co., 1962, pp. 424-451; Hiller, "Muzyczne
Zastosowanie Elektronowych Maszyn Cyfrowych," Ruch Muzycyzlly, 6 (April
1-15,1962), H; Hiller, "Musical Application of Electronic Digital Computers,"
Gravesaner Blatter, 27128 (1962),62.
4~ R. A. Baker, "MUSICOMP, MUsic~SImulator-for-COMpositional-Procedures

for the IBM 7090 Electronic Digital Computer," Teclmicoi Report NO.9, Univer-
sity of Illinois Experimental Music Studio, Urbana, 1963.
~3L. A. Hiller, Jr., and A. 'Leal, "Revised MUSICOMP Manual," Technical

Report No. 13, University of Illinois Experimental Music Studio, Urbana, 1966.
(Supplements will be issued to this report as circumstances permit.)

H J. L. Divilbiss, "Real-Time Generation of Music with a Digital Computer,"
J. MUSicTheory, 8 (1964), 99.
45 L. A. Hiller, J. L. Divtlbiss, D. Barron, H. Brim, E. Lin, "<?per~tor's Ma.nu~l

for the 'CSX-l Music Machine,''' Technical Report No. 12, University of Illinois
Experimental Music Studio, Urbana, 1966.

,
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atonal work for two-channel tape based on systematic permutations of
twelve-tone material. It has been performed publicly during the
course of lectures by Baker in St. Louis, by me in Darmstadt, and in
concerts given in Buffalo and Cleveland in 1964 by the University of
Illinois Contemporary Chamber Players. The only known published
reference to it appeared in an article in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch."

(4) Computer Cantata (Hiller and Baker). A much more ambi-
tious composition is the Computer Cantata, completed in June 1963-
This composition consists of a series of studies designed to exploita
few features of MUSICOMP and to check it out as far as basic
operation was concerned. As described in detail elsewhere," the prin-
cipal sections of this cantata consist of five "Strophes" that employ in
sequence five successive stochastic approximations to spoken English.
These five samples of "text," which range from zeroth- to fourth-order
approximations, were realized in the ILLIAC I computer and were
prepared by Hnltztin, Allen, and Miron;" Analogous stochastic ap'
proximat.ions to these texts were composed, employing a sample of
music taken from Charles Ives' Three Places in New England as the
reference material.

In addition, the Computer Cantata contains "Prologs" and "Epilogs"
to the various "Strophes" that deal with (a) problems of rhythmic
organization for nonpitched percussion, (b) the generation of total
serial music employing the model of Boulez's Structures for Two
Pianos-Book I, and (c) the generation of music with both linear and
vertical structure in tempered scales ranging from nine to Rfteen notes
per octave. For this last study, computer sound realization with the
CSX-1 computer was again employed. The Computer Cantata was
first performed in December 1963 at the University of Illinois by an
ensemble conducted by Jack McKenzie, with Helen Hamm as soprano

'16 W. F. Woo, "Learning to Appreciate Electronic Music," St. Louis Post-
Dispatch, Dec. 4, Ig63, Music Section.
4.1~. A. Hiller, Jr., "Informationstheorie und Computennusik," Darmstddter

Bel.t'rage zur !Veuen Musik, Vol. 8, Mainz, B. Schott's Sohne, Ig64, 66 pp. A brief
review of this book is contained in F. Winckel, "Computermustk," Musica, 19
(1~65), 45· See ~lso Hiller and R. A. Baker, "Computer Cantata. An Investi-
ga~lOn 0.£ C~mpos~tionalProcedure," Perspectives of New Music, 3 (1964), 62.
ThIS article IS denved from an earlier progress report: Hiller and Baker, "Com-
puter Contam. A St~dy i.n .CompOSition Using the University of Illinois IBM 7090
an~ c.:SX-1 ElectrOnic DIgItal Computers," Technical Report No.8, University of
IIlmols Experimental Music Studio Urbana 1963.48 L "
. . A. H.ultzen, J. Allen, Jr., and M. S. Miron, Tables of Transitional Frequen-

ores of Ellg1lsh Phonemes, Urbana, Jll., University of Illinois Press, 1964.
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soloist, followed by additional perE,ormances soon thereafter in Ann
Arbor, Chicago, and SI. Louis. U do Kasemets briefly reviewed the Ann
Arbor performance;" and Donal J. Henehan, the former music critic
from the Chicago Daily News, has written several fairly extensive
articles based on the Chicago performance." More recently, Peter
Yates has written descriptions of computer music that concentrate on
the Computer Cantata as an example for criticism." The score of this
piece was publisbed in early 1968." A recording of a performance
of tbe work also appears on the disk containing the Illiac Suite
referred to earlier."
The principal critical reaction so far seems to center around the

question of whether the extension of the stochastic process from
zeroth- to fourth-order in the five strophes is really apparent and
whether it is sufficient to sustain musical interest. Baker and I in-
tended to be quite objective in applying the stochastic processes, to
parallel the text closely, and to restrict controls to linear sequences
only. No cross relationships among voices were programmed for the
"Strophes," nor was any attempt made to build up «hierarchical struc-
tures" of the type discussed in an earlier publication." We wished to
examine the musical effect of straightforward increases in order of
stochastic control. It is quite easy to hear this increase in organization
from "Strophe" to "Strophe," and this is an important point, since there
is substantial interest at present in determining just how effective
stochastic processes will be in contributing to new types of musical
communication. It should be emphasized, however, that we had no
illusions that simple stochastic processes would be sufficient in them-
selves for generating a large body of new compositions.
(5) Sonoriferous Loops (Briin). Since Herbert Brun joined the

faculty of the University of JIIinois in September '963, one of his
principal interests has been to write compositions with the aid of

49U. Kasemets, "Report from Ann Arbor," Musical Quarterly, 50 (1964),518.
50 D. J. Henahan "A Punchboard Cantata," Chicago Daily News, Mar. 4, 1964;

"Future Mozart-\Vill He be A.C. or D.C.?" Chicago Daily News, Mar. 8, 1964;
"Commentson Classics," Downbeat, 31 (Apr. 23, 1964), 33·
51 P. Yates, "Travels by Ford, II, The Musical Computers at Urbana," Arts and

ArChitecture,82 (June, 1965), 8; P. Yates, Twentieth Century Music, New York,
PantheonBooks, 1967, pp. ~18--321.
• S2 L. A. Hiller, Jr., and R. A. Baker, Computer Cantata (for soprano, four wind
mstruments, three stringed instruments, theremin, two-channel tape recorder and
ten percussion), Bryn Mawr, Pa., Theodore Presser Co., 1968.
S3"ComputerMusic," Helidor H/HS-25053.
~ "Computer Music," in Barko, ed., Computer Applications.
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MUSICOMP. The first work he completed is called Sonoriietous
Loops, written for Bye instruments and two-channel tape." After
several partial performances in 1964 that omitted its tape-recorder
interludes, this new computer composition was performed in its en-
tirety at the Festival of Contemporary Arts (University of I1Jinois) in
March 1965· It has since been performed a number of times both in
this country and in Europe.
Sonoriferous Loops lasts about 16 minutes and is organized into

alternating sections for instrumental ensemble and tape. In the in-
strumental sections> there are parts for Bute, trumpet, double bass,
percussion I (mallet instruments), and percussion II (unpitched in-
struments). Brun defined four parameters for each part, namely, pitch,
register, rhythmic unit, and rhythmic mode, and wrote macro orders
to govern the choices of each parameter, making lise at the same time
of some of the internal library subroutines already available in MUSI.
COMPo The composition is serial in terms of pitch choices in the sense
that it uses ML.ROW, a subroutine for extracting single elements from
rows and their standard permutations. Brun used this subroutine to
obtain twelve different successive pitches and then used subroutine
SHUFFL to shuffie the row randomly before repeating this whole
process. Brun also defined probability distributions for binary choices
of rest or play and for octave registers. These are different for each
instrument and for different parts of the composition. Rhythmic
modes, that is, basic metrical patterns, and rhythmic units within
these patterns were chosen also in accord with assigned probability
distributions.

There are five successively shorter instrumental sections or "loops"
in Sonoriferous Loops. The "loops" differ from one another principally
in terms of changes in the rest/play probabilities assigned to each
part. Thus, for example, the rest/play proportions for the opening
section are flute, 74 per cent; trumpet, 68 per cent; double bass, So per
cent; percussion I, 32 per cent; and percussion II, 26 per cent, thus
giving the flute the most prominent part. In the second instrumental
section, the trumpet predominates, and so forth. The computer gener-
ated a printout which Brun converted to an ordinary musical score to
which he then added tempi, dynamics, and playing instructions
(pizz., sordino, staccato, and so on).

55 These descriptions of Bruu's pieces are based on notes recently given to me
by the composer and on program notes for the 1965 Festival of Contemporary
Arts at the University of Illinois and for the 1965 Internationale Fenenkuese fur
Neue Musik at Darmstadt.
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Between each of the above loops, there is inserted an interlude for

tape alone employing the method of sound synthesis involving the
CSX-1 computer already mentioned above. Three voices were gener-
ated for each interlude with defined parameters for pitch, register,
intensity, rhythmic mode, and rhythmic unit choices. Each interlude
in tum was made up of three "phases" Or combinations thereof.
Finally, Briin altered the timbres of the sound output on the tapes
produced by CSX-1 with the electronic music equipment in the Exper-
imental Music Studio at Illinois.

(6) Scherzo a Tre Voce (Myhill). John Myhill, a member of the
University of Illinois faculty from 1964 to 1966, is a well-known
mathematician who recently became interested in developing ideas in
musical composition and sound synthesis. His first piece of computer
music was a short composition completed in the summer of 1965. The
SCorewas written with the IBM-7094 computer utilizing FORTRAN
programming (which was carried out with the assistance of Antonio
Leal, a graduate student in mathematics). The output of the IBM-
7094 was then transferred via magnetic tape to the CSX-1 computer,
so that the Rna] result was generated as three square waves. The only
paran'leter of composition that was deterministically controIJed was
intensity. The rest were stochastically generated according to the
following plan.

(a) Theme: Four of eight defined "themes" were designated as "wide,"
four as "narrow." A certain function epl (t) determined the probability that
a Wide rather than a narrow theme might be chosen t seconds after the
beginning of the piece. Narrow themes were favored at the beginning and
end, and wide ones in the middle of the composition. The eight "themes"
consisted of ~ight functions of a real variable. For example, one of the
"themes" had the form, a sin f3t. This meant that t seconds after this
"theme" had begun, the voice which had this "theme" had a pitch a sin (Jt
~emitones above an "axis" chosen for this particular occurrence of the
theme." Likewise, ¢~(t) was read to be "fast" or "slow" just as epJ(t) was
read to be "wide" Or "narrow." Finally, q,~(t) was read to be "complicated"
or "Simple."

(b) Silence, The function ",,(t) gave the probability (for the case that t
was an exact multiple of the measure length of 1.2 seconds) that a rest
would be chosen in any given voice in the time interval from t to t + 1.2
seconds. If such a rest occurred, the theme being generated in the pre-
ceding measure of that voice was resumed after the rest.
(c) Method of Approximation .. The function ",,(t) determined the

prObability that the curve associated with the theme in any particular
measure and voice would be followed strictl rather than a roximated b

. J
I ,.

j,
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the nearest of six randomly chosen equal-tempered pitches. Thus, q,,,(t)
was the probability of a glissando and was so set as to be greatest at the
beginning and at the end of the piece.

(d) Rhythm: ",,(t) was the probabtlny (given that a glissandohad "01
been chosen) that one of 15 periodic rhythms would be used. Again, it
was greatest near the middle of the piece. If one of these 15 was not
used, a random procedure was used to choose note lengths.

(e) Tonality: The random pitch selection method was modified so that
certain pitches would predominate in certain randomly determined sections.
These favored pitches proceeded in their order of appearance according to
the cycle of fifths. 56

(7) Non-Sequitur VI (Brun ). This composition, which lasts about
15 minutes, was commissioned by Radio Bremen and was Erst per-
fanned in that city in May 1966. It is scored for flute, cello, harp,
piano) two percussion, and two-channel tape. It is also the first com-
puter composition produced at Illinois that exploits our provisional
digital-to-analog sound synthesis system." In Non-Sequitur VI, just as
in SonoTifet·ous Loops, choices of musical parameters depend prima-
rily upon various probability distributions entered as data into the
computer. A principal di.fference) however, is that this time, compared
to what was done in programming Sonorijerous Loops, the choices
actually made in each short section of the composition were con-
stantly inspected in order to refine the starting distrihution. When
each new section was reached) this process was repeated starting from
new initial distributions. In effect, this routine consisted of the succes-
sive refinements of the probability distributions according to the ac-
tual environment being generated.
Structurally, Non-Sequitur VI differs from Sonorijerous Loops in

that the tape sections overlap with the instrumental sections rather
than alternate with them. According to information provided by Briiu,
"the programming of this work mainly reflects the continuous search
for answers to two questions: (1) What is the minimal number and
power of restrictive rules that will select from randomly generated
sequences of elements that particular variety of element-concatena-
tions satisfying the conditions for either recognizable or stipulated

~6This description is based on notes given me by John Myhill.
07 G. R. Crossman and J. W. Beauchamp, "A Provisional Sound Generating

Program for the ILLIAC II Computer and D/ A Converter," Technical Report No.
14. University of Illinois Experimental Music Studio, Urbana, ~966; A. B. Otis, jr.,
"An Analog Input/Output System for the lLLIAC II," Technical Report No. 18,
University of Illinois Experimental Music Studio, Urbana, 1967.
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'musical' forms and events? (2) Could a combination of stochastic
choice rules with heuristic, multivalent, decision-taking procedures
contribute all apparent 'musical' coherence to a chain of changes of
state i.na structural system?"
Non-Sequitur VI was performed in April 1967 in Chicago by the

University of Illinois Contemporary Chamber Players with the com-
poser conducting.
(8) Three Pieces for Solo Percussionist (Brun ). In '967, Brun

produced three pieces for three percussionists as follows; (a) Plot,
written for Michael Ranta who has since performed it at Urbana,
Interlochen, Warsaw, and Paris; (b) Touch and Go, written for Allen
O'Conner, and (c) Stalks and Trees and Drops and Clouds, written
for William Yonhass. These last two pieces were scheduled for per-
fonnance in early 1968.
For each of the three pieces, Brun wrote a FORTRAN program

which produced an output tape for the CALCOMP plotter to draw a
SCOreon transparent paper. The "notation" of these scores makes use
of a selected set of symbols already available in the CALCOMP
library (triangles, circles, lines, and so on). The "language" of the
scores is given by the distribution, size, and position of symbols on
each page of the score; in eHect, each page is a plot of dynamic level
versus time. Once the performer is provided with a short introductory
explanation of the notation, he is able to perform directly from the
SCore.The result is a novel and interesting way of using an existing
computer output system for the direct production of a score which can
be used without modification for performance. Brun is now engaged
in developing a system of musical symbols that will be incorporated
into the symbol library of the CALCOMP plotter.

COMPOSITIONS IN PROGRESS

(1) Algorithms I for Nine Instruments and Tape (Hiller). Three
new related compositions are being completed, called Algoritluns I, II
and Ill. These are scored for flute, clarinet, bassoon, trumpet, harp,
two-channel tape, percussion, violin, cello, and double bass. Work on
these pieces was started about two years ago, and three articles have
been written during this time that serve in part as progress reports. 58

58 1. A. Hiller and J. W. Beauchamp. "Research in Music with Electronics,"
SCience,150 (lg6S), 161; Hiller, "Programming a Computer for Musical Compo-
sition."in G. Lefkoff, ed .. Papers from the West Virginia University Conference
on Computer Applications in Music, Morgantown, West Virginia University Li-
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above (the i.z-tone scale being omitted from the set). Programming
up to this stage has been £nished as of end of '967' .

It is proposed next to generate for each of these scales melodic
patterns derived from an analysis of melodic structure in Mozart's
music. Possibly this analysis may be done at least in part by statistical
techniqnes of the type developed by Robert Baker for analyzing the
harmonic practices of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven." In the concert
performance of HPSCHD, harpsichordists will play passages of music
derived by computer programming from Mozart's Musikalisches
Wiirfelspiel while being accompanied by the above-mentioned tapes.
(4) La. Dissi Dante (Martirano). This is a composition for orches-

tra in four movements that will contain computer-generated materials
in its third movement and possibly elsewhere. In preparing the com-
puter materials, Martirano has worked with Joseph Mercer, a graduate
student in mathematics. They have written a FORTRAN program that
has produced pitch choices, and they are considering extending their
work to include control over rhythmic choices."
Martirano chose a particular twelve-note row and broke it up into

four trichords. These trichords, a transposition, and two inversions of
them were then represented in the computer by a four-by-four matrix.
One property of this matrix was that any complete route through the
matrix or any quadrant of the matrix yielded a complete row. Rows
and columns of the matrix were then used to produce «solo" pitch
lines with the remaining three-by-three matrices being used simulta-
neously to produce «accompaniments" for the «solos." This scheme
was used to generate the eighteen sections of score Martirano desired
for tile third movement of the composition. In addition, other con-
straiuts upon pitch choices were programmed, such as, for example, a
routine for minimizing pitch redundancies of adjacent «accompani-
ment" cells. In other words, three-by-three matrices that provide
accompanying materials in successive sections of the score were
searched and internally shuffled in such a way as to spread apart as
much as possible trichord repetitions. This program was completed
during '967, but the complete composition is as yet unfinished.
(5) lntralldibles (Briin). This composition, intended for computer-

synthesized sounds on tape, is being produced by a FORTRAN
program run on the IBM-7094. The computer generates data to be
converted into sounds by the ILLIAC II D / A system referred to

59 See R. A. Baker, "A Statistical Analysis," op. cit.
60 This description is based on notes given me by Salvatore Martirano and

Joseph Mercer.
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earlier." According to notes provided by Brun, by "substituting the
addition of periods for the modulation of frequencies, the composer is
able to extend tbe time and duration control he applies to the macro.
events of his composition also to the infrastructure of the event-forming
sounds. Thus, <pitch' becomes a result of composition instead of func-
tioning as an element. The same holds true for the concept of sound
timbre. To be studied and evaluated remain the differences between
complex wave forms that are the result of instantaneous addition of
amplitudes, on the one hand, and the results of the periodic repetition
of sets containing sequences of different single periods on the other
hand. Both the analysis of available results and corresponding revisions
of tbe composition are in progress at present" (December 1967).
Brun has published lectures and articles which give reasons why he

uses computers for musical purposes." Brun defines creative activity,
such as composing music, as involving the extraction of order out of
chaos. He says that any such processes, in practice, go through four
stages-experimental, speculative, reflective, and administrative-as
information is removed from a given system (that is, a given musical
style). He says that the "history of music and of musical thought is the
story of artificial systems, their inception, bloom and decline,
their absorption or replacement by other artificial systems. At the
same time, it is a report on the apparent or real progress in reducing to
order the chaos in the natural universal system of acoustical elements
and events as well as that of the composer's mind." Brun feels that
,traditional music is now in its "administrative" state and that the
inception of a new system, an "experimental" one, justifies the use of
new devices such as computers. These instruments, in turn, will assist
greatly in providing unbiased definitions of the elements of the new
system.

STUDENT COMPOSITIONS

Since 19S8, courses have been taught at the University of Illinois in
aCousticsand electronic and computer music. A short article written in
1963describes our course of instruction at that time." Since then, we

61 See G. R. Crossman and J. W. Beauchamp, "A Provisional Sound Generating
Program," op. cit., and A. B. Otis, Jr., "An Analog Input/Output System," op. cit.
" 112H.Briin, "Chaos and Organization," ICA Bulletin, No. 166 (1967), 8; Brun,
On the Conditions under Which Computers Would Assist a Composer in Creat-
ing Music of Contemporary Relevance and Significance," Proceedings 1St Ann.
Conference, Amer. Soc. University Composers, Apr. 1.966, pp. 30~37.
63 L. A. Hiller, Jr., "Acoustics and Electronic Music in the University Music

Curriculum," Amer. Music Teacher, 12 (Mar.-Apr., 1963), 24.
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have further expanded the curriculum to include two two-semester
courses offered in alternate years. "Composition with Tape" and
"Composition with Computers." In the latter, student composers
(mostly fairly advanced graduate students) are introduced to
SCATRE, FORTRAN, ALGOL, and MUSICOMP to the extent that
they begin to write programs on their own and to produce computer
music compositions. A number of such pieces have been written to
date as shown in Table IV-I.

(1) Piece for Jazz Set (Moore and Ranta). This is a short study,
written in ALGOL; it contains complex rhythmic combinations and
can be performed by two percussionists on un pitched percussion in-
struments. Frank Moore had extensive programming experience with
Herbert Simon previously at Carnegie Institute of Technology. He
presently is programming MUSIC V with Max Mathews at Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories.

(2) Algol Rhythms (Ranta). Michael Ranta, who is a percussionist
himself used an ALGOL program in writing this extended composi-
tion for solo percussionist. He performed the piece in Urbana in the
Spring of 1967 and again since then in Europe. where he is currently
liVing. He is presently revising the composition.

(3) Zetos 1 through Zetas 5 (Cuomo). This is a series of short
compositions for various instruments as follows: (a) Zetas 1•... ,4,
for trumpet. violin, cello, and trombone; (b) Zetas 2. • 2<1, for
flute, tuba, and two-channel tape; (c) Zetas 3,.. ,5·, for five double
basses and tape, subtitled, "A Garden of Glissandi Flowers"; (d)
Zetas 4, . •0. for two-channel tape. incidental music for "Waiting
for Codot", and (e) Zetas 5.. .• 3, for a trio of diverse instruments.
Cuomo programmed all of these pieces in SCA TRE and MUSI-

COMPo He has also provided the following descriptions of them:
Zetas 1. . .• 4 is a simple experiment in probability control of
density employing a seven-note scale. Zetas 2•...• 2°, based on the
jazz blues form, consists of twelve 12-measure choruses. Probability
changes are substituted for harmonic changes. Parameters so controlled
include rhythm, octave choices, timbre, density, and instrumen-
tation. The tape part was written to conform with the instrumen-
tal parts, and was prepared with our ILLIAC II system. Zetas
3,· '. 5° is a short experiment with the use of «beats" in a very low
register. It consists of glissandi in the five parts that move from a
closely voiced microtonal structure to an open texture. Zetos 4.. . . ,0
is a four-minurs, tape piece that can he used on an overture for Beck·
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ett's play. The tape is entirely computer sound. Finally, Zetas
5, ... J 4 is «an experiment in phrase generation" for string quartet
thatis not completed at this time.
(4) Fantasy for 10 Winds, Percussion and Tape (Bruce). This is

not a computer composition in its entirety, but rather makes substan-
tialuse of computer-composed materials as well as computer-gener-
atedsounds.The piece, not entirely finished at this writing, is in three
movements. Two sections of the second movement are being produced
bymeansof standard MUSICOMP subroutines. Pitches in these sec-
tionsare being chosen according to probabilities of occurrence of the
twelvetonesin the chorales "Old Hundredth" and "Now thank we all
ourGod"played in Bb and E, respectively. Rhythms are chosen from
a setcomprisedof whole notes, half notes, quarter notes and quarter-
notetripletswith emphasis on the latter values to give the effect of a
marchin: time. Probabilities of rest and play are also varied.
Also,in the third movement, tape cues are heard, prepared by the

ILLIACII digital-to-analog conversion process. One channel of the
tapebeginswith the pitches of "Old Hundredth" played rapidly and
spreadover six octaves. The tape gradually becomes more ordered
untilit ends with the tune in its correct rhythm. The other channel of
thetapedoes the same thing with the other chorale tune.

OtherAmerican Experiments
rmportantexperiments in computer music composition have been

carriedout at Bell Telephone Laboratories, where John Pierce and
MaxMathews have directed a program of experimentation with com-
puterapplications in speech and music for a period now of about ten
years.Mathews has pioneered the use of computers for the direct
generationof speech and musical timbres by means of digital-to-ana-
logconverters,a research activity that has culminated with the writ-
Ingof theprogram MUSIC IV for sound synthesis designed to operate
Inan IBM-7094computer, and a new program MUSIC V, now bemg
wri~ten for a more modern computer. This work, of course, is not the
sublectof the present review, although it is obvious that it is a parallel
and equally important development. An article published several
yearsagoby James Tenney" provides a clear description of MUSIC
IVaswellas references to earlier publications.
P d" uWterce and Mathews have also been quite intereste ll1 camp
~J . . " ] MusicTh . C. Tenney, "Sound-Generation by Means of a DigItal Computer, .
'DrY,7 (1963), 24.

,
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music composition as well as sound synthesis. Pierce. because of his
interest in information theory, has considered its applicability in the
arts as well as other fields. This has led him to investigate methods for
stochastic composition and, in turn, for composition with computers.
For this reason, Pierce and his colleagues at Bell Laboratories devised
several simple techniques for the generation of various types of ele-
mentary stochastic music. These experiments are described by Pierce
in two publications.'" The second of these, in particular, should be
singled out as a substantial discussion of information theory applied to
art. Most of the results of these experiments in stochastic composition
are recorded on an LP disk referred to earlier." None of these experi-
ments, however. are computer music. Some of the experiments with
MUSIC IV and with other processes developed at Bell Laboratories,
however, are of such a nature that they can be said to incorporate at
least some aspects of computer composition. For example, Mathews
and MilIer" have written a short paper describing a process they cail
"pitch quantizing." This paper discusses the question of whether it is
useful to examine a computationally simple algorithm to see if it has
any musical sense, as opposed to programming some set of algorithms
corresponding to a successful but traditional musical routine. Ma-
thews and Miller suggest that an approach such as theirs might be the
starting point in the development of new musical styles. "Pitch quan-
tizing," speCifically, generates not only well-known chords and inter-
vals contained in tonal and .rz-tcne music, but also Structures built
upon arbitrary numbers of steps in the octave or on no scale at all At
the same time, Mathews and Miller have also devised a new graphical
notation not unlike that used by Stockhausen for his Studie II for
handling Successions of pitches of any frequencies and not just those
employing the ordinary chromatic scale. Four plots against time are
reqUired for any voice, namely, 2621og, frequency, loudness, duration
in beats, and duty factor (that is, staccato and legato).
Mathews and Miller wrote a "quantizing algorithm" in order to

obtain some control of intervals between voices. For example, a "Voice
2" might be quantized against a "Voice 1," such that "Voice 2" is
caused to shift to the nearest 3rd, 4th, 5th, Or 6th away from "Voice 1."

65 J. R. Pierce, Electrons, Waves and Messages, Carden City, N.Y., Hanover
House, '956, pp. 271-274; and Pierce, Symbols, S;gna/s and Noise, New Yark,N.Y., Harper and Bros., 1961, pp. 250-267.
66 "Music from Mathematics," Bell 122227.

"M. V. Mathews and J. E. Miller, "Pitch Quanoz;ng lor Computer Music,"]. Acoust. Soc. Am., 38 (1965), 9
1
3A.



Then "Voice 1" shifts to its next pitch and the process repeats. More
generally, a voice may be quantized against several other voices using
logical"and" or "or" operations to build up tables of allowable fre-
quencies. In general, this program is somewhat like counterpoint in
that the algorithm takes two or more separate voices and makes
minimaladjustments in their frequencies in order to satisfy prescribed
quantizingrules. On the other hand, it is limited in that there are no
sequential constraints.
Mathews and Miller used three methods for evaluating this algo-

rithm: (a) generating a polyphonic musical example (this, however,
prevented them from separating the effect of polyphony from the
effectof the algorithm); (b) generating an orderly sequence of as-'
cendingchords; (c) generating a sequence of random chords.
They then "composed" a piece for two voices, the score of which is

shown in the article in graphical form. The frequency lines were
chosen to fall on no known scale, and the melodic intervals were also
forced to be unique. Two arbitrary timbres were chosen to distinguish
the intervals. The following versions of this composition were then
generated: (1) original composition; (2) "Voice 2" quantized against
"Voice 1," allowing only major 3rds, 4ths, sths, or 6ths as vertical
intervals; (3) "Voice 1" quantized into ordinary i z-tone scale; (4)
"Voice1" quantized into a "Key of C"; (5) both voices quantized into
a "Key of C." Their reaction was that the greatest change toward
"harmoniousness" seemed to OCCUI between the third and fourth ver-
sions.
Mathews and Miller finally generated a series of random three-note

chords following a similar logic starting with a uniform distribution
over a two-octave range. They found that quantizing logic had less
effecthere than other changes. Nevertheless, they felt that a quantiz-
ing algorithm can exert a strong control over dissonances and can
even he used to generate standard triads. The advantage is that
''harmonizations'' can be achieved even if a melodic line follows no
scale at all. For example, with an equal-interval scale of 34-notes in
twooctaves, this gave a quite interesting result that almost seemed to
definea timbre rather than a chord.
More recently, Mathews and RosIer 68 have devised a graphical

method of input to the MUSIC IV program employing a light pen on
a cathode ray tube attached to a small computer that in tum serves as

68 M. V. Mathews and L. Hosler, "Graphical Language for the Scores of Com-
puter-Generated Sounds," unpublished manuscript.
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a satellite to the IBM-709+ Mathews and Hesler were interested in
doing this in order to eliminate the tedious business of having to
prepare large numbers of data cards representing a composition to be
converted into sound. In addition to providing merely a new form of
input, Mathews and Hosler also wrote some algorithms among the
new routines "by means of which the computer generates parts of the
music." This is accomplished by "an algebra for combining graphical
functions, which is especially useful for compurer-alded composing."
For example, the computer can "average between two melodic or
rhythmic lines Or gradually convert one rhythm or meJodic pattern to
another." This was actually done with The British Grenadiers and
Johnny Comes Marching Home to produce a curious result in which
One tune slowly converts to the other and back again. Other functions
include such things as self-synchronizing functions for altering rhyrh-
mie patterns and the pitch quantizing function already described.
Mathews and Resler raise the question as to whether the computer is
being used to compose music. They point out that their algorithms are
"deterministic, simple and understandable, no 'learning' programs are
used; no random processes Occur." Nevertheless, the results are un-
planned in nne detail by the composer, so it is clearly apparent that the
computer is aiding the composer in writing music in much the same
way it does when details are left to chance to a greater degree.
James Tenney, Associate Professor of EJectrkaI Engineering at the

Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, has been very much involved with
sound synthesis via digitaI-to-analog conversion. A number of his
compositions involve a greater or lesser degree of decision making and
specification of details by the computer. A Jist of his computer compo-
sitions (including some also for instruments) is shown in Table IV-2.
All save the last one were composed when he was at Bell Telephone
Laboratories, 1961-1963. Tenney has written a full account of his
experience at Bell Laboratories. This report provides a systematic
record of his compositional ideas as he refined them from composition
to composition as listed in Table IV_2.119

In brief, Tenney sought more and more to incorporate into his
compositions an increasingly greater degree of "variety" that would be
realizable in the tape medium. By variety l1e meant measurable pa.
rarneters that could be expressed in terms of the concept of entropy as
employed in information theory. In practical terms, this meant that

G!lThe list of J. C. Tenney's pieces in Table IV-2 is based on notes he sent me
and on his unpublished manuscript, "Computer Music Experiences, 1961-

1
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Table IV-B. Computer compositions by James Tenney

69

Title Medium Duration

(I) Four Stochastic Studies (1962) Vlonophonic tape 11 minutes
(2) Stochastic Siring Quartet (1963) Instruments or

monophonic tape 3 minutes
(3) Dialogue (1963) Monophonic tape 4 minutes
(4) Radio Piece (1963) Xfonophonic tape 2 minutes
(5) Ergodos 1 (1963) Two monophonic 10 to 18

tapes minutes
(6) String Complement (1963) Instruments Indeterminate
(7) Phases (1963) Monophonic tape 12 minutes
(8) Ergodas 11 (1964) Stereo tape Up to 18

minutes
(9) lnstrumenlal Responses (1964) Instruments Indeterminate
(10) Music for Player Piano

(unfinished) Player piano roll 3 minutes
(J 1) Fabric jar Cile (1967) Stereo tape 10 minutes

Tenney incorporated into his compositions random sequences gener-
ated by means nf RANDH, nne of the generators of MUSIC IV. He
allowed, within various specified controls of mean values and ranges,
randomgeneration of sequence of note duration, amplitudes, frequen-
cies, and other parameters. The successive refinements of his composi-
tional ideas are embodied in compositional programs entitled PLFz
andPLF3·
The tape compositions listed in Table IV-z are the result of more

and mare complex compositional programs. With the earliest, Four
Stochastic Studies, three parameters (note duration, amplitude, and
frequency) were permitted to vary randomly from note to note, but
meanvalues and ranges were changed after everyone or two seconds.
Various settings for sound duration ("clang" duration in Tenney's
terminology), number of voices, and note probabilities made up the
fourstudies. These studies were written with PLFz.

Dialogue, the first piece written with PLF3, incorporated controls of
more parameters, specifically amplitude modulation rate, amplitude
envelope, and wave-form specification- This in turn gave more control
overtimbre. With Ergodos I, Tenney attempted to explore means for
shapingthe large form of a piece, in other words, how might a broad
Beldof possibilities be defined such that the character of this "field"
might yet be perceptible. In Ergodos I, Tenney shaped only the
beginning and end of the piece, leaving the center section free. This
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work consists of two ten-minute monaural tapes that can be played
either forward or backward, either alone or together. The tapes are
statistically symmetrical front to back and have an average densityof
sound such that the tapes might be interesting played either aloneor
together. With Phases, on the other hand, Tenney imposed a greater
control of parameter choices by imposing a set of slowly oscillating
sinusoidal functions upon some of the parameter choices-specillcally,
amplitude, note duration, and noise parameter. Finally, in the last
tape composition, Ergodos II, that he completed at Bell Laboratories,
Tenney made use of the two-channel stereo output provided by
MUSIC IV. This piece contains a minimum of "shaping." It is similar
to Ergodos I but without the controls imposed at the beginning and
end of Ergodos I. The tape lasts 18 minutes, but Tenney specifiesthat
it may be played in either direction for any length of time and maybe
started and stopped at any point.

As shown in Table IV-2, Tenney also completed several computer
compositions for instruments. In the first of these, Stochastic String
Quartet, Tenney wrote a program specifying metrical and rhythmic
choices and subdivisions thereof. Tenney later experienced the famil-
iar difficulty of having string quartets performers refuse to play his
music,70

The next two instrumental pieces are expressed in much more
indeterminate notation. For example, Responses, performed by the
University of Illinois Contemporary Chamber Players in 1966in con-
junction with Ergodos II, consists of a sheet of score for each instru-
ment divided into quadrants. The performer is instructed to perform
while listening to Ergodos II and to select a notation from a quadrant
of the Score that relates his sound antiphonally to the sonnd on the
tape. The remaining instrumental piece, Music for Player Piano, is
intended to last about three minntes. It is completely composed, but
the player-piano roll is not yet cut. J. L. Divilbiss, at the Universityof
Illinois, currently has this material and intends to record it in four
versions, forward, backward, turned over (inverted around the center
of the roll) and turned Overand backwards to yield four "versions"of
the same piece.

70 It is curious to note how many computer pieces have been written for string
quartet--our own Illiac Suite, Tenney's Stochastic String Quartet, Xenakis' ST4,
and Champernowne's Music from Ed.sac, particularly since string-quartet per-
formers seem to be among the least receptive to newer compositional ideas suchas computer music.



It might be noted also that Tenney emphasizes in his paper the
growinginfluence upon him of many of the concepts of John Cage,
particularlythe idea that sounds should be permitted to happen and
be appreciated for their own sake, rather than be subjected to strin-
gentsubjectivecontrols of the traditional type.
Anothercomposition of a much different sort was produced in 1964
byMotherHarriet Padberg of Maryville College of the Sacred Heart
outsideof St. Louis. The computer work was carried out under the
directionof Professor W. A. Vezeau of the Mathematics Department
oiSt. LouisUniversity."
Her compositionalmethod is based on the idea of first subdividing

theoctave into twenty-four steps. These are not tones in equal temper-
ament,however, but rather the 24th to 47th harmonic partials of a
lundamentalof 18.333cps. It follows, therefore, that the 24th partial is
440cps.The 48th partial is, of course, the octave of this, and the steps
within tile octave are separated by equal numbers of cycles per
second.Consequently, the scale is linear rather than logarithmic with
largescalar steps in its low range and with smaller and smaller steps
asthe pitch increases. Second, Mother Padberg associated a letter of
the alphabet with each note of this scale, doubling up V and Wand
associatingY with either I or Z. Third, she defined a tone row by
meansof any 12-letter meaningful phrase and further defined ways of
developingrhythms from ratios of consonants to vowels. With the
addition of further rows for dynamics and voicing or orchestration,
shewas then ready to write computer programs for generating compo-
sitionsbased On these schemes. Mother Padberg first wrote a com-
puter program in FORTRAN for an IBM-1620 computer to enable
herto write a canon for two or four voices. Later, however, she was
ableto expand and generalize this idea by writing a more generalized
programfor an IBM-7072 computer. This latter program permitted
herto generate canons in two or four voices based on one to three
tonerows with tile further option of producing a "free fugue." The
constructionof this "free fugue" was based on the idea that a tone row
and its transformation constitute a "group" to which transformations
ofgrouptheory are applicable. The result is a Canon and Free Fugue
whichhas since been converted into sound by Max Mathews.
Mother Padberg concludes that while her "computer-composed"

11 ~other H. A. Pad berg, "Computer-Composed Canon and Free Fugue," un-
P~bhsheddoctoral dissertation, St. Louis University, St. Louis, Mc., 1964; and
o er letters and papers (personal correspondence).
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Canon and Free Fugue may be lacking in aesthetic appeal, it never.
theless has qualities traditionally associated with both absolute and
program music. It is "a logically conceived, uniBed composition inte-
grally bound to its 'title' in melody and rhythm and not dependent on
outside connotations for its explanation or development." It might be
noted that, if the project seems willful and arbitrary, it is certainly no
more so than many other compositional schemes being used today. It
is hardly necessary to point out that mathematical permutations of
sets of numbers are considered quite proper when done in the name of
serial composition. Moreover, the association of names of notes with
words or anagrams has long been used to provide musical themes and
mottos. This seems already to be a realization of a way of composing
music based on written messages proposed by Cazden in what are
apparently meant to be satirical essays."

There remain several items to mention in which syntheses of musi-
cal passages were done primarily ill order to check analytical results.
One of the most interesting and important of these was carried out
some years ago by W. R. Heitman, a psychologist, in collaboration
with Marta Sanchez, a composer. This study, described in detail in a
technical report written by Heitman" is an attempt to extend to
musical composition the work 011 general problem-solving of Newell,
Shaw, and Simon.': This is an application of heuristic progrannning,
that Js, an attempt, as Reitman says, "to incorporate in computer
progTams processes analogous to those used by humans in dealing
intelligently with ill-structured problems." ts These include the discov-
ery of theorems in mathematics and logic as Newell, Shaw, and Simon
have done, the formation of scientific hypotheses, the selection of
moves in chess, and the composition of music. Reitman says that "one
can invent a hierachy of complexity which runs from elementary
symbolic logic, to chess, and then to music. The solution of a logic
problem is defined by the theorem to be proved .... Artistic works,

02 N. Cazden, "Staff Notation as a Non-Musical Communication Code," ]. Music
TheorY,5 (1961), 113; and "How to Compose Non-Music," ibid., 5 (1g61), 287;
se~ also Cazden, "The Thirteen-tone System," The Music Review, 22 (1g61), 15

2
.

. '3 ,,~. ~. ~eitman, "~nfonnation Processing Languages and Heuristic Program-
nung, BIOmes SymposIum (\VADD Tech. Report 60-600), Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Ohio, Directorate of Advanced Systems Technology, 1960.

74 A. Newell, J. C. Shaw, and H. A. Simon, "Report on a General Problem-
So~vingProgram," The Rand Corp., P-1S84, Dec., 1958.

.s \V. R. Reitman, op. cit., p. 410.
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however, may well have to satisfy networks of tests which themselves
change as work progresses."

To test his ideas, Reitman then worked with Sanchez to create a
heuristic program simulating the behavior of a composer writing a
fugue. He recorded everything the composer said or did as she de-
scribed her working method over a period of several months. Their
analysis of the data made it evident that the computer would first
have to be taught the elements of music, so they programmed it to
compose simple melody, harmony, and counterpoint. Then, to solve
the problem of original composition, they incorporated into their
program an already existing "General Problem Solver" written by
Newell, Shaw, and Simon in 1958.,6 The successive stages of refine-
ment of the fugue are provided as illustrations in Reitman's technical
report. This work seems interesting for two reasons at least. First, it
provides a prototype for heuristic programming for composing music,
a technique thus far unexplored but very likely a powerful technique
for music composition if it is sufficiently developed. Second, it is the
one study so far that attempts directly to explore the compositional
process itself as people do it. This is, of course, of great interest to
psychologists as well as to musicians.

Another paper which should be mentioned has been written by
Pikler," who defined "musical transfer functions" as processes that
bringabout the transfer of musical signals from one locale or environ,
rnenr to another. Although Pikler is primarily concerned with per-
fOnned music and electronically produced music on tape, he does also
include processes of musical composition as areas to which his "trans-
fer functions" apply. For this reason, he makes reference in his article
to OUrwork with ILLIAC I to produce Illiac Suite.

Finally, a study that involves both analysis and synthesis with
computers has been set up by Jacob T. Evanson. Evanson has not yet
published any of his results, but several years ago he sent me a
number of examples of chorale tunes and a substantial description of
his work up to that time." Evanson's study is reminiscent of that of
Brooks,et al, discussed above in that he was primarily interested in
developing a statistical scheme of analysis of relatively simple musical

~~A. Newell, J. C. Shaw, and H. A. Simon, op. cit. . "
" A. G. Pfkler "Musical Transfer Functions and Processed MUSIC, IRE Trans.

on1~udiO,AU-l~ (1962),47.
Letter from J. T. Evanson, Sept. 8, 1964.
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materials-in this instance, Bach chorales. Evanson wrote a program
in IPL-V to generate matrices of transition probabilities to define
"states," that is, successive choices of pitches, rhythms, and perhaps
most interesting, sequences of notes such as melodic phrases. He felt
that his program was efficient for analyzing "anything that can be
represented as a 'monophonic sequence of symbols'c-e.g., melody,
harmonic progressions, hokku, etc." Although Evanson was primarily
interested in analysis, he also did some "synthesis' from his matrices
and produced a number of zeroth- through third-order approximations
of chorale melodies.

French Experiments in Computer Composition

Considerable interest in computer music composition exists in Paris,
principally because of experiments carried out by composers Pierre
Barbaud and Yannis Xenakis. In addition to the work of these two
composers, there exist publications which deal in greater or lesser
detail with questions raised by this new process of composition.
Since about 1960, Pierre Barbaud, to a substantial degree in collabo-

ration with Roger Blanchard, has worked on processes for computer
music composition. Barbaud is a well-known composer of Elm music,
while Blanchard is best known professionally as a choral conductor,
Their experiments have been carried out at the "Centre de Calcul
Electronique de la Compagnie des Machines Bull," a large manufac-
turer of computers and data processing equipment. In 1961 Barbaud
provided me with some brief publications describing their work" and
explained that his objective was the traditional one of creating order
among "musical objects" such as the twelve tones of the ordinary
chromatic scale. He proposed to use mathematics to eliminate those
arrangements «considered to be without interest." employing a com-
puter for the necessary calculations. Barbaud also cited the historical
precedent of using musical games for their work. 80

79 P. Barbaud, "Avenement de la musique cybernetique," Les lettres nouvelles,
7 (Apr. 22, 1959), 28; Barbaud, "Musique Algorithmique," Esprit, 28 {jan.,
1960),92; Anon., "Sur deux Notes les Mathematiciens de l'averur composent un
symphonie complete," Courrier Bull, 49 (Ocr., 1961), 16; Anon., "La muslque
algOrithmique:' Bulletin Technique de fa Compagnie des Machines Bull, 2. (1g61),ZZ,

80 Including an anonymous eighteenth century work in the Bibliotheque nation.
ale: Ludus melothedicus (sic) Anonym. s.d. (1754), B.N. V8 1137, Dept. de
Musique, which contains calculations "par lesquels toute personne composera dlf-
ferens menuets avec l'accompagnement de basse en jouant avec deux dez memesans scavotr Ia musique."



By the fall of 1961, Barbaud and Blanchard had completed one
basic program for music composition. This generated a species of
twelve-tone music produced, first, by the random generation of a
tone-row and, second, by the synthesis of extended structures from
this tone-row by various combinatorial operations. The various availa-
ble combinatorial operations were also randomly chosen. Thus, the
structure of the resulting music was very much governed by chance.
The)' used a standard textbook on combinatorial mathematics as their
guide to programming.
As revealed in two technical publications from the Compagnie des

MachinesBuU," the actual operation applied by Barbaud and Blan-
chard to obtain pitch choices consists of addition and subtraction
(transposition musically), multiplication (interval expansion), sign
change around a chosen point (inversion), and other more complex
operations such as recurrence and circular permutation. Rhythms and
octave displacements were randomly chosen at the same time. The
results were printed out in a simple alphanumeric notation and then
scored by the composers. The finished music was used for several
purposes, principally a film score and a computer piece. This latter
composition has been recorded on a ro' LP disk." A review of this
recordinghas also appeared."
Barbaud and Blanchard subsequently worked on a computer pro-

gram for tonal music. They completed a logical scheme for program-
mingfor this admittedly much more complex problem, but in 1961 the
actual programming and generation of the music resulting therefrom
had been held up pending completion of a new arraugement with the
COmpagniedes Machines Bull. In the meanwhile, they tested their
schemeby throwing dice to obtain chance sequences to insert into the
scheme.Subsequently, they succeeded in programming this or some
similar scheme to produce a computer program that generated a
popular song. This achievement has been reported in the popular
press.84

In 1966,Pierre Barbaud published in book form a full account of his
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~lSee footnote no. 79 above.
S2 P. Barbaud and R. Blanchard, Imprevisibles Nouveautes-Algorithme I. per-

fanned by an orchestra directed by R. Blanchard, 10" LP, Crttere Productions
It Douatte, CRD 430A.

83 A. A. Moles, "La Musique AIgorithmique, Premiere Musique Calculee,'
Revue du Son, 93 (1961),28.

MAoon., "The Machine Closes In," Time. 79 (Feb. 16, 1962).65.
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work to that time." This book is divided into three sections concerned
with (a) general considerations regarding musical automata, that is,
computer programs for composition, (b) a detailed description of two
types of compositional programs, and (c) reprints of actual programs
completed by Barbaud.

In the section on general considerations, Barbaud is concerned first
with presenting a method of encoding musical parameters such as
pitch and rhythm and with setting lip matrices that permit combina-
torial operations to be carried out on the elements of these matrices.
He then points out that the Iormulation of these matrices permitted
him to write the three ALGOL computer programs reproduced later
in the book, namely ALGOM 3, ALGOM 4, and ALGOM 5. The
central part of the book gives a detailed description of these programs.
ALGOM 3 and ALGOM 4 are concerned with "chromatic music."
Obviously, these represent further development of the two types of
investigations started by Barbaud some years earlier. Barbaud's de.
scription of his work is detailed, specific, and clear. At the time of
writing this article, I have not yet seen or heard examples of music
prepared with these programs.

The second set of experiments to be discussed here involves the
stochastic music of Yannis Xenakis, a composer whose background
includes architecture and mathematics as well as music. Of interest for
Our present discussion is Xenakis' use of mathematical computations
for writing some of his musical Scores. Xenakis employs statistical
calculations that incorporate, among other things, elements of the
theory of probability, the use of Poisson distributions, and elements of
the theory of games.

Xenakis has described these processes in a series of articles pub-
lished in the GTavesaner Blatter.s6 He calls his work stochastic music
because it is derived from choice processes governed by probability
diStributions. The earliest and one of the best known of these is
Ac1wrripsis, the SCOre of which has been published for some time."
The mathematical basis for the structure of the composition depends

85 P. Barbaud, "Initiation it la composition musicale automatique," Paris, Dunod,1966.

1'16Y. Xenakis, "La Crise de la musique serielle." Crovesaner Blatter 1 (1955),
15; "Manipulation und Konzeption, II," ibid., 6 (1956),28; "In Sear~h of a Sto-
chastic Music," tbid., 11/12 (1958), 112; "Elements of a Stochastic Music-I to
IV," inclusive, tbid., 18 (1960), 84; 19/20 (lg60), 140; 21 (lg61), 113; 22
( 19.61), 144; "Stochastic Music," ibid., 23/24 (1962), 156.

6, Y.Xenakis, Achorripsis, Berlin, Bote lind Bock, 1959.
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on the use of Poisson distribution to scatter the controlled musical
elements uniformly over each of the sections of the composition. A
more precise description would be the generation of a matrices de.
finedto represent timbre choices versus time that conform to a Poisson
distributionof statistically chosen elements.
Recently, Xenakis recast his theoretical writings in the form nf a

monograph entitled Musiques Formelles:" The critical reaction to this
book,not surprisingly, is quite mixed. For example, Daniel Charles, in
a recent essay 89 considers Xenakis' work, including his theoretical
writings, to be of central importance to current developments in
Europeanmusic, while Michael Kassler 00 reviews the book in a manner
that is highly critical of its content, particularly of terminology.
In ]96] Xenakis worked out an arrangement with IBM in Paris to

USe an IBM·7090 computer to compose music according to his stochas-
tic schemes. He learned FORTRAN programming for this purpose. By
early 1962 he completed this program and then employed it to gener-
ate stochastic choices for musical parameters such as pitch, rhythm,
playing styles, and so forth.
In Chapter 4 of Musiques Formelles, Xenakis describes how he

recast the mathematical basis for Achorripsis into FORTRAN pro-
gramming and then allowed the computer to produce a series of
compositions in which variations in structure, duration, and orchestra-
tionwere accomplished by means of data input cards. Xenakis' logical
Howcharts and portions of his FORTRAN program are also repro-
duced in Musiques Formelles. It should be noted also that German and
English translations of this same chapter of Musiques Formelles have
recently appeared in Cracesaner Bliitter along with a disk recording
of ST/4-1,o8026z performed by the Bemede String Quartet."
Because various publications (including Xenakis' ~wn) have not

made it clear just which of his compositions have been obtained by
computer programming and which have not, Xenakis was asked to
clarify this when he visited Urbana in March 1967. Xenakis remarked
that the only program he has thus far completed is indeed the pub-

~.Y. Xenakis, "Musrques Formelles," La Revue Musicale, vols. 253-254, Paris,
Editions Richard Masse, 1963.
59 D. Charles, "Entmcte: 'Formal or 'Informal' Music?" Musical Quarterly.

S1(196S), '44.
90 M. Kassler, "Review of 'Mustques Fcrmelles' by Y. Xenakis,' Perspectives of

New Music, 3 (1964), 115. ..
91 Y. Xenakis, "Free Stochastic Music from the Computer," Craoesaner Blatter,

26 (1965), 79.
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Iished one. He would like to continue along this line, but the chance
for further extensions of this work have not yet arisen. In any event,
Xenakis went through the list of his music given in a booklet prepared
by his present music publisher'" and checked off the pieces composed
entirely Or in part by means of the computer program (see Table
IV-3)· As seen, this list is substantial. A few words of explanation are
in order.

Table lV-So Computer compositions by Yannis Xenakis

Title Date
I nstl'umentation Completed

STI48-1,240162
ST 110-1,080262
STI4-1,080262
Amorsima_~~forsima
Morsima-Amorsima

48 instruments 1962
to instruments 1962
String quartet 1962
JO instruments 1962

Piano, violin,
cello, double bass 1962

10 instruments 1962
A trees
Strategie, Jeu.pour deux
orchestres

Eonta '" 1962
Piano und five

brass instruments 1964

'"Only in part a computer-generated Score.

First, several of the works, namely ST /10-1,080262, for ten instru-
ments, ST 14-1,°3°762 for string quartet, and ST 148-1,240162 for
forty-eight instruments, have coded titles. The titles are systematic in
that ST stands for "stochastic"; 10-, 4-, 48-, and so on, stand for the
number of instruments scored; 1, 2, and so on, stand for the first
composition, the second composition, and so on, written for the num-
ber of instruments previously specified, while a number like 080262,
for example, stands for 8 February 1962. Incidentally, Alrees is
apparently also called ST 110-3,060962.

In any event, the first of all these works to be performed is ST /10-
1,080262. This was presented at a special concert in May 1962 at IBM
headquarters in Paris by an instrumental group conducted by KOI1-
stantin Sirnonovic. Thus this concert precedes by some seven months a
concert in Athens containing the two computer compositions de.
scribed by Slonimsky in his recent survey of contemporary Greek

92 M. Bois, Larinis Xenakis, The Man and His Music, London, Boosey & Hawkes,J.967_
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music." At least one report of the Paris concert has appeared in the
Americanpopular press."
Second, a different aspect of Xenakis' interest in the use of mathe-

matics for music composition is exemplified by his two compositions
for two orchestras, Duel, completed in '959, and Strategie, completed
in 1961. In both these compositions, Xenakis employs the theory of
games to set up a competition in performance. He proposes that the
twoorchestras face one another with their conductors back to back.
Each conductor can choose from one or more of the sections of the
composition and play it for an indeterminate time (greater than 15
secondsin StraMgie). At each successive choice by either conductor, a
SCoreis computed and added to a total on a scoreboard visible to the
audience. At the end of the performance the conductor with the
greatestnumber of points is declared the winner of the contest. Scores
are achieved by consulting matrices constructed by Xenakis which
assignweights to six basic «tactics," to silence, and to combinations· of
tactics.Each conductor chooses, whenever he can, a tactic which he
thinkswill accrue points to his score. In Straiegie, the basic tactics
are; I. "Wind instruments," II. "Percussion," III. "String instruments
struck by hand," IV. "Pointillistic playing of stringed instruments," V.
"Striugglissandi," and VI. "Sustained string harmonics."
Each of the tactics therefore is a section of musical score and in
the case of Stmtegie: each was compiled from materials generated
with the IBM-lOgo computer.
Duel, the earlier piece, was not composed with a computer but

seems otherwise to be rather similar. It has apparently not yet been
performed.

Third, Eonta, the most recent composition on the list, according to
Xenakis,was composed only partially with materials produced by the
FORTRAN computer program.
Disk recordings of some of these works are available. Already listed

is the recording of ST / 4- Eonta is available on a French disk along
with Metastasis and Pithoprakta." Tape recordings of most of the
otherpieces also exist.
Interest in computer applications to music has caught the attention

of other musicians in Paris as well. In substantial part, I believe, this

I •
P
I

I·"

9;J N. Slonimsky "New Music in Greece" Musical Quarterly, 51 (1965), 225·Si' ,
asAnon., "Inside Stuff-Music," Variety, 227 (July 11, 1962),65. 1

LD Y. Xenakis, "Metastatis, Pithoprakta, Eonta," 12" LP, Le Chant du Monc e
X-A8368 (monaural), LDX-A48368 (stereo).
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can be attributed to the efforts of Abraham Moles to investigate the
ways in which cybernetics and information theory might be used to
explain how artistic ideas are communicated. Moles. whose back-
ground includes physics and psychology as well as music, has been
directly involved with developments in experimental music in Paris
for a number of years. His book 96 summarizes much of his theoretical
thinking and speculation about acoustics, aesthetics, psychological
perception and information as applied primarily to musical communi-
cation. As noted in the reference, an English language edition of this
same book prepared by Joel Cohen has recently been published. Dr.
Moles' book reviewing developments in experimental music was re-
ferred to earlier. 9,

Dr. Moles' idea, as presented in his monograph, centered upon
defining what he calls "semantic" and "aesthetic" modes of mforma-
tion transmission. More recently he has extended his ideas toward
developing definitions that permit him to write Row charts for various
types of experiments for generating music for computers. Because of
his interest in applying concepts of information theory to music and
its perception. Dr. Moles has continued to be concerned with the
"cybernetic" aspects of musical composition and has thus developed
an interest in computer applications to musical problems. This interest
is reflected in some of his more recent publications."
In addition to Moles' publications, some papers have also appeared

that are based On conferences sponsored by the Service de la Re-
cherche of RTF (the musique concrete group headed by Pierre
Schaeffer in Paris) _ In 1960 the organization published a monograph
on many aspects of experimental music as derived from a conference
sponsored by the Service de la .Recherche in 1960. This volume
includes two articles that deal with aspects of computer music, the
first nf which, by Reynald Giovaninetti sc is a brief historical survey of

1l6,A. A. Moles, Theorie d'blforrnatioll et Perception Esthetioue, Paris, Flam-
marion, 1958; Information Theory and Aesthetic Perception, English edition pre-
pa~~d by J. Cohen, Urbana, University of Illinois Press, 1965.

A. A. Moles, Musiques exper£mentales.
98 A. -!'". Moles, "Perspectives de l'Instrumentation Electronfque," Reuve Belg~

de Ml.lSIColog/~~ 13 (1'959), 11; also "The Prospect of Electronic Instrumentation,
Gravesaner. Blatter, 15116 (1960), 21; A. A. Moles, "The New Relationship be-
tw~en M~S1C a~d ~a~?ematics." Cravesaner Blatter, 23124 (.1962).g8.

R. GlOvamnettl., La, Revolution des Musiques Experlrnentales," Situation tk
la Recherche, Cahiers d £tudes de Radio.TelevisioTl. Nos. 27-28, Paris, Flam-
manon, 1960, pp. 57-62.
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the development of experimental music in the twentieth century.
Towardthe end of this article Giovaninetti refers to computer music
andits composition by means of programming. He describes very
brieHy the work of Barbaud and Blanchard and of Xenakis discussed
above.

Amoresubstantial article on computer topics was prepared for the
samemonograph by Michel Phillipot."" This article in turn is a
synopsisof a symposium in which Francois Le Lionnais led the
discussion.Le Lionnais' remarks can be summarized as follows.
Afteraskingwhether the idea of music composed with a machine is

goodor bad, he proposed to inspect the results thus far available (in
1960).He said that the transfer of compositional responsibility ap-
pearsquite limited; however, there are two major areas in which
usefulresultsmight be achieved: (1) the generation of music, and
(2) the preparation of research results that disclose information re-
gardingthe compositional process. Three major studies were then
reviewed,the work at the University of Illinois involving the [Iliac
Suite, thework of Barbaud and Blanchard, and the stochastic compo-
sitionofXenakis.Later on, the work of Klein and Bolitho, Pinkerton,
andofBrooks,Hopkins, Neumann, and Wright were also mentioned.
Le Lionnaisthen discussed various methods by means of which
Constraintsmight be imposed upon a random musical structure. He
mentionedrules of exclusion such as those used in the [Iliac Suite, but
suggestedthat more general procedures might also be profitably in-
vestigated,namely, procedures based on asking how much informa-
tionmight be removed from a system in order to yield a given
perceptiblemusical structure. He pointed out that many composers
usedstatisticalprocedures, not merely to produce random music, but
alsoto reduce chance by the introduction of constraints. He then
relu~edto a discussion of banality and noted how this is related to
thehIstoricaland sociological conditioning of the listener.
Thesymposiumdiscussion was then turned over to Dr. Moles, who

hroughtup the topic of the composer and the machine and how they
mteract.He pointed out first that the function of the computer de-
pe~dson its property of feedback of both information and controls.
ThISprovidesfor "regulation" either external or internal. When prop-
;dy applied,these function; pennit the computer to operate as an
InteUig ." hbenceamplifier as defined by Ross As y.

'OM.Phill,' I "L hi "'b'd P 274-292.pot, a Musique et les Mac nes, l Z '"' P "
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English Experiments in Computer Composition

Three experiments in computer music composition were carried out
several years ago in England, one at Cambridge University by D. J.
Champernowne, one at London University by tanley Gill, and a
third, a study of change ringing by D. A. Papworth. Since all of these
experiments involve the study of the generation of music according to
speciRed «rules of composition" and si.nce each, at least in part,
employs some rules of serial composition, or equivalents, it is conven-
ient to discuss them together at this point.
D. G. Champernowne of Trinity ColJege, Cambridge, is a member

of the faculty of economics who has used the computer at Cambridge
University to solve problems in his field. In 1961 he became interested
in programming musical composition and in his spare time developed
two programs for musical composition that are quite eHective within
their prescribed limitations. These were first described in a report
written several years ago.lOl Champernowne, apparently, has not yet
written an article for publication describing his programming. This is
too bad, since it would seem that what he did worked out quite
successfully within the specined constra.ints on the compositional
process. The two programs for musical composition are the folJawi.ng:
Synthesis of Victorian Hymn Tunes. After an inspection of typical

hymn tunes, Champernowne developed a set of empirical rules for
composi.ng such music. He then wrote a computer program that
consists of four distinct parts: (a) the generation of random numbers;
(b) the generation of the top melodic line; (c) the generation of
harmonic support; and (d) printout in alphanumeric notation. He
provided for rhythmic variety, passing notes, neighbor notes, and
appoggiaturas. Moreover, the program could be used to harmonize
given tunes, since part (b) of the program could be by-passed, and
independent melodic data could be used instead. With this program,
he could generate only one phrase at a time, so awkward transitions
sometimes occurred between the end of one phrase and the beginning
of the next phrase.

Synthesis of Serial Music. Champernowne also wrote a program for
the synthesis of a species of twelve-tone serial music in which a
systematic permutation scheme permitted the production of a compo-
sition about 200 measures long. He applied some arbitrary rules that

lOl L. A. Hiller, J L, "Report on Contemporary Experimental Music, 1961,"op. cit.
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eliminate, I believe, certain dissonances. It is interesting to note that
this music, superficially at least, bears some resemblance to that of
Barbaud and Blanchard.

Champeruowne then arranged a three-movement "composition" for
string quartet out of these materials consisting of (a) a set of "Vic-
torian humn tunes," (b) the serial piece that serves as a sort of
middle-movement scherzo, and (c) a series of harmonization of well-
known tunes like «Rule Brirtannioa." Because Champernowne was
unable to induce a string quartet at Camhridge to play his music, we
asked him to send LIS a set of performance parts from which we
assembled a score and prepared a tape recording of a performance by
a string quartet at the University of Illinois. I find sections of this
Music from Edsac quite entertaining, particularly the harmonizations
in the last movement.

Stanley Gill is a well-known mathematician and computer specialist
who works at the Digital Computer Laboratory in the Department of
Electrical Engineering of the University of London. His program for
computer music composition was prepared to create a sample of
background music called Variations on a Theme of Alban Berg for a
B.B.C. television program on the subject of "Machines Like Men" that
was broadcast on August 20, 1962. This is a piece of music written
with a simple serial technique and is scored for violin, viola, and
bassoon.Gill has published an account of his work 102 that includes an
illustrationreproducing twelve bars of the score.

Although Gill's composition is simple in concept and is governed by
no overall structural plan-deficiencies Gill clearly recognizes in his
article-the program does contain one very interesting feature, a
featureI believe useful enough to incorporate in a subroutine in our
OWnMUSICOMP. This is his "tree process" that serves as an alternate
procedure to a "try-again routine" for generating sequences of music
that confonn to "rules of composition" and yet permit developing
musical sequences to avoid "dead-ends." What he did was essentially
the folloWing. At any moment, eight competitive versions of a partial
composition, not necessarily of the same length, were stored in the
compnter. These "competitors" represented various trials of the com-
posingprocess carried out as far as some choice, i. When this choice i
Wasthen made, one of the eight branches was selected at random and
the new choice added to it. The result was then evaluated according

102 s. Gill, "A Technic for the Composition of Music in a Computer," The
Computer /., 6 (lg63), 12g.
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to criteria specified by the programmer, and the "weakest" of the nine
sequences then present (the "other seven" plus "parent" and
"offspring") was discarded, and the best eight were stored. The proc·
ess was then repeated over and over until a composition of the desired
length was obtained. A clever way of insuring that the compositional
process went at a reasonable rate was the insertion of a bonus for
length per se of a sequence being evaluated and a penalty for a
sequence that often seemed to lead to blind alleys. Figure 2 in Gill's
article referred to above shows an example of a generated tree struc-
ture.

Gill used some of the standard primitive twelve-tone operations
(transposition, retrogradation, inversion, voice shifting, and so on) to
produce this composition, but it is obvious that it is a perfectly general
logical process suitable for any style of music. The work was also per-
formed on a program of computer music given in Chicago in April
1967-

Professor Gill was instrumental in promoting a competition for
computer music compositions held in conjunction with the Congress
of the International Federation for Information Processing in Edin-
hurgh in August 1968.

The third experiment, reported in a paper by D. A. Papworth."
involves programming a method of composition cal1ed "change ring-
ing," a permutational technique that developed over the centuries in
connection with tile ringing of church bells, particularly in England.
The standard descriptive treatise on change ringing was written by
J. w. Snowden,'> and recent mathematical treatments of the subject
have been published by Rankin ro and Fletcher.'?"
Papworth programmed change ringing for a PEGASUS computer.

As he notes, the problem of change ringing can be described mathe-
matically as follows: Given the numbers, 1, 2, ... , n, representing
church bells of different pitches in descending order, find rules for
generating in some order all n! permutations or "changes" or subsets
thereof. However, the following restrictions must be observed: (1) the

103 D. A. Papworth, "Computers and Change Ringing," The Computer ]., 3(lg60),47.

10.4 J. W. Snowdon, Standard Methods in the Art of Change Ringing, Leeds,
W1:llteheadand Miller, 1940.

~05R. A: Rankin, "A Campanological Problem in Croup Theory," Proc. Cam-
brulge Philosophical Soc., 44 (1948),17.

6 106 T. J. Fletcher, "Campanological Groups," Amer. Math. Monthly, 43 (1956),Ig.
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first and last permutations of any sequence or subsequence must be
the original row, 1,2, ... ,n, which is known as a «round"; otherwise,
no two rows may be the same; (2) in any row, no number may occupy
a position more than one place removed from its position in the pre-
ceding row; (3) no number may remain in the same position in more
than two consecutive rows.
Papworth solved the particular system of change ringing called

"plain bah major." Changes on eight hells are called "major," and
"plain bob" is the simplest kind of change. namely that in which
consecutive rows diller by as many exchanges as possible. Papworth
discusses this method of change ringing in some detail in terms of its
subsequences called "treble lead" and groups of these subsequences
that make up "courses." Papworth was concerned, first, with proving
that "plain bob major" is sufficient to generate all 8! or 40.320 possible
pennutations of eight numbers, and, second, with generating sample
compositions starting with random numbers. Specifically, each succes-
sive "lead-end" (the first row of each treble lead) was tested against
all previous lead-ends and stored if new. Alternately. it was rejected
and a new lead-end generated. Papworth says that his greatest diffi-
culty involved making a composition end with rounds at the correct
point. To achieve this. Papworth found it necessary to write "altera-
tion routines" to have the composition come out right.
As noted above, Papworrh's work stimulated Bernard Waxman and

me at the University of Illinois to write an analysis and generating
program for change ringing for our own use. As we saw it, the basic
problem involved in change ringing is the generation of permutations
of n discrete symhols foHowing some set of given rules. Using this
basic idea and some of the conventional rules of change ringing.
Subroutine RING was written so that it would generate sequences of
numbers that symbolize different permutations on a set of tones. In
Our first experiment the basic rule was followed that each sequence
must be different from all others. with the exception of the first and
last. There are also additional constraints which mayor may not be
used depending on how restricted one wishes the permutational set to
be.

We have used the usual methods of forming new lead-ends and the
sequences between lead-ends as described above, namely. "plain bob,"
and "Singles." The program was written to choose one of the possibili-
ties at random within set constraints. One of the constraints chosen
was that any change must keep the order of the last tone and leading
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tone the .same as "plain bob." The program will produce any number
of sequences of tones on any set of six or more tones, up to the point
where all possible sequences have been generated. For example, with
six tones it is possible to generate at most 6! or 720 sequences.
This program can be used to generate such things as sequence of

rhythmic variations and changes in dynamics as well as sequences of
tones. Waxman and I have prepared a rough draft 01 a short report
and description 01 this project. This report will be put into final form
alter the subroutine has been used in the production of Algorithms II.

Other European Experiments

Other European experiments in computer composition are for the
most part quite recent, and publications concerned with them are few
or nonexistent. Several fragmentary or marginal items need also to be
mentioned for completeness.

G. M. Koenig, formerly with the W.D.R. electronic music studio in
Cologne, several years ago became director of the electronic music
studio in Utrecht, Holland. He has both expanded its electronic music
facilities and instituted a substantial program of computer usage,
principally lor compositional purposes.''' Koenig uses ALGOL lor his
computer programs. Among other things, he has offered a course ill
computer composition.

Koenig has written an essay based on a lecture he gave at several
American universities (including Illinois) in 1965.108 Koenig suggests
that computers provide the essential means for realiZing composition
in which the sound patterns and the rules of composition are closely
linked. He illustrates with Bow charts SOme simple examples of useful
compositional routines such as the generation of a twelve-tone series.
He' compares deterministic and chance means of producing compo-
nents of a score, pointing out that chance is "serviceable" if a process
requires variants Or if minor details are unimportant. Koenig hopes to
build up a basic library of compositional routines that describe "the
context of certain musical parameters and leave it to the composer to
detennine initial values or the limits of statistical distribution," He
also proposes a direct linkage to a digital-to-analog converter for

101 See "Equipment and Working Methods of the Studio for Electronic Music at
the University of Utrecht," multilirhed information sheet obtamed from C. i"r.Koenig.

108 G. M, Koenig, «The Second Phase of Electronic Music" unpublished manu-script, 1965. ,
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sound synthesis. It is interesting to note the resemblance to our own
thinking regarding building up a library of compositional subroutines,
the main difference being perhaps the emphasis Koenig gives to serial
compositional techniques.
Koenig has sent me a more recent unpublished manuscript that is a

quite explicit description of his first major project in computer
composition."? This is an outline of "Project 1" a series of programs
first written in FOHTRAN II at the University of Bonn in 1964 and
later reworked at Utrecht in ALGOL 60. Basically, "Project 1" permits
the production of a number of compositions--.-versions-that vary
from one another within a number of fairly tight constraints that fit
Koenig'scompositional ideas. "Project I" consists of a main program, a
number of subroutines governing parameter choices and two subrou-
tines ALEA and SERIES. ALEA generates random integers (like our
Own ML3DST) and SERIES generates rows of lengths specified by
the user (like our own REIHE). The main program, which is quite
elaborate, provides for the generation of timbre, rhythm, pitch, se-
quences, octave register, and dynamics. Values for these parameters
are generated by subroutines dependent on ALEA and SEIUES. Val-
ues so produced are then used to provide materials for "form sections"
that make up the total composition being generated. Koenig points out
that the users of this program must specify a certain number of input
data concerned with tempi, "entrance delays," the number of points in
time for each form section and a few other items. Beyond this, his
influence on the COurseof the program is rather minimal, so Koenig
prefers to call each piece produced by "Project 1" a "variant" or
"version" rather than an independent composition.

Knut Wiggen, a Norwegian composer recently appointed director of
thenew electronic music studio at Swedish Radio in Stockholm, is also
very much concerned with computer composition. When he visited
Urbana in November 1965, he had the printout of a new computer
composition with him. He provided the following information con-
cerninghis work.

Wiggen started producing computer compositions in 1963 using a
Swedish SAAB computer in Stockholm, writing his programs in a form
of ALGOL. He first wrote Wiggen-l a technical exercise for piano that
he does not consider to be an authentic composition. Wiggen.-2 (not
then otherwise titled) however is a different matter. This is the first, ,

I
Jl
II,

lDOG. M. Koenig, "Project 1," unpublished manuscript, 1967.
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of ten projected computer compositions that will constitute an album
of pieces that mayor may not be played in sequence or in its entirety.
Wiggen-2 is the second piece of the projected set of works. All of these
pieces will be composed with a computer, and most will be realized in
computer sound alone. In 1965 Wiggen apparently still had a few
errors in his program that caused some erratic printout of his results,
but he felt confident that these were quite minor. The first work was
projected to be around 10 to 15 minutes long, and to be based on an
interaction between two more-or-less independent growth-decay pat-
terns. The first of these bears some relationship to biological growth
patterns in the sense that it permits of a continual proliferation of
"rules of composition" that in turn govern probability distributions for
choices of musical parameters. For example, the first rule states that
the first pitch choice can be random because no composition yet exists,
but the succeeding tones can no longer be chosen at random but only
in relation to the now existent first pitch choice. The constant addition
of rules as the composing process develops is thus a kind of composi-
tional method by accretion of presumably significant restrictions of
the information content of the piece. The second pattern, is then
superimposed on this first pattern and seems to be somewhat analo-
gous to the Occurrence of "events," chance Or otherwise, that might
interrupt or otherwise alter this steady process of accretion.
Georg Heike, a composer employed at the Institute for Communica-

tions Research at the University of Bonn has expressed interest in
USing computers for composition especially since he has already writ-
ten other music based on "order-disorder parameters." He has written
an article on information theory and music composition 110 in which he
outlines some of his ideas along this line. For example, he distin-
guishes simple Markoff chains that lead to what he calls "microstruc-
tures" from "structnrs, types" for larger sections of a score, By this he
means parameters relating, for example, to the beginning, middle
sections, and ending of a composition. Heike then presents a very
simple flow diagram of how a compositional process might be pro-
grammed for a computer.

Yehoshua Lakner, an Israeli composer, has developed a generalized
theory of tonal organization which he hopes to evaluate with the help
of a computer. Lakner's theory, as described to me in 1965, rests on
the assumption that one can define a motif for a musical composition

110 G. Heike, "Ynformationstheorie und Musikalische Komposttion," Melos, 28(1961),269.
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which will contain "conditioned objective factors" which in turn will
lead to the subsequent musical treatment of this motif through appli-
cation of many permutational operations (reflection, transposition,
sequencing, and so on). In effect, these motifs seem to be simple
generating structures, and, in fact, Lakner claims that all common-
practice music of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries can be
explained in terms of operations on the motif of the common major
triadand its «reflection," the minor triad. Lakner says this is only one
of many conceivable motifs, and illustrates his ideas by treating the
motif DEF. As I understand it, Lakner claims that his operational
scheme not only is more general than, and inclusive of, the traditional
body of common-practice compositional techniques, but also would
provide a common ground for unifying contemporary compositional
practices. Lakner has published one article ll1 that presents in some
detail a graphic method of representing pitch relationships. The
graphic notation apparently is one by-product of the more generalized
set of ideas embodied in Lakner's complete theory.
As far as I know, Lakner's theory of tonal structures remains still

only a proposal rather than a result. Although there seem to be some
useful procedures embodied in the theory, the claims for the theory
thatLakner sets forth are 'based on the traditional view that presumes
that a composer would automatically wish a tonally coherent composi-
tion. Lakner seems also to be concerned only with pitch relationships,
to the neglect of other components of music such as rhythm, dynam-
ics, and timbre.

Algorithms for Generating Folk Tunes

Another type of computation involving musical-score generation
relates to folk-song analysis and synthesis. All the studies of folk music
that conclude with attempts at synthesis originate thus far in Eastern
Europe. This presumably reflects strong governmental support for
folk-music research in that part of the world. The earliest example
originates in Russia. In 1961 R. Kh. Zaripov i ra published a paper
describing the generation with a URAL computer of "folk melodies"
of the structure:

I
I •
/2
".J

111 Y. Lakner, "A New Method of Hepresentinj, Tonal Relations," l. Music
Theory, 4 (1960), '94.
112 R. Kh. Zartpov, "An Algorithmic Description of the Music Composing

Process,"DOklady Akademiia; Nauk SSSR, 132 (1960), 1283. English translation
appearsin Automation Express, 3 (Nov., 1960), 17.
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where the symbols, a, (3, y, and 8 refer to four-bar melodic phrases 01
differing rhythmic structure. Thus, all as had to have the same
rhythms, likewise aU (3's, and so forth. These rhythms were generated
at random within constraints governed by folk song style, that is, the
rhythms were basically simple and uncomplicated. A random choice
of ~ or : meter was permitted at the beginning of the generating
process. Secondly, the computer was instructed to nssign a pitch to
each note of each rhythmic pattern> but 0.2 was allowed to be different
from ai, and so on. These pitches were first generated at random and
then screened by a series of constraints such as: (1) the piece must
be in an ABA form with B contrasting to A (I interpret this to mean
that A is (J.I(JlaJ{32, that B is YIY2YlYil and that A returns with E{J3);
(2) each phrase must end on I, III, or V; (3) successive large me.
lodic skips in one direction are forbidden; and (4) no more than six
small melodic steps are permitted in one direction; and so on.
These are, of course, easily programmable rules of composition that

did work to produce recognizable melodic lines. An example of Zari-
pov's results is printed in his article. This work, incidentally, has been
severely criticized by Wright.l13

At the time of writing, I have not yet been able to obtain a copy of a
second article written by Zaripov.J1.1 I have been told that Zaripov has
also written a book on the subject of cybernetics and music. In
addition, Brook and Bet-lind have listed one other Russian article on
folk music synthesis.'!"

A second body of work is being carried out at the Computing
Center of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences in Budapest. This
research activity seems to be guite extensive in scope, embracing
folk-song analysis, synthesis of simple musical melodies, the lise of an
accordion as a direct data input device to a computer, and, finally, the
analysis of dance movement and choreographic notation. In 1965 Dr.
E. N. Ferentzy, one of the principal investigators in this research

113H. Wright, Computing Reviews, 2 (1960), 105.

114 R. Kh. Zaripov, "0 Programirovanyii Processza Szocsmyenytja Muziki"
("Programming the Process of Music Composition"), Problem; Kibemetuiki, 7(1962),151-

'ns R. G. Bukharov and M. S. Rytvinsskaya, "Simulating a Probabilistic Process
Connected with Composing a Melody," Kazan Unixersitet Uchenqta Zapiski, 122
(196:),82, referred to in Brook and Berhnd, "\Vritings On Uses of Computers,"op, cu.



program sent me manuscripts and a large monograph on computa-
tional linguistics lit, that contains several articles relating to music
studies described below.
The interest at the Budapest institute in dance movement is rather

outside the present topic even though it has obvious parallels to
studies of music. Ferentzy, as a matter of fact, emphasizes this very
point in the last article in the above citation. He says that the results
of his study of folk dance steps seem to correspond, at least in terms of
mathematical analysis, to some of the operations commonly employed
in the serial composition of music. (Incidentally, in this connection a
similar but much more limited study of dance movement was carried
out several years ago by Joseph Thie, a physicist residing in Chicago,
who sent me a manuscript describing computational ohoreography.}""
He has also written a short article suggesting applications of comput-
ers in all the arts including music, dance, literature, and drama."!
The experiments in music seem to originate with the work of Havass

on folk-music analysis and synthesis.'!" In this paper, Havass outlined
an analysis with a computer of a group of 100 folk tunes contained in
the collection 6tfoku. II assembled by Zoltan Kodaly. Havass felt this
to be valid experimentation, yet he remarks that ", . it cannot be the
primary goal of programmers to have the machine compose pieces of
music because the whole process of composing cannot be formalized
and so the works which a computer can compose are only dilettante
works which fail to have the creative power and depth of a piece
composed.bya composer." Because of this attitude, Havass concluded
that computers are useful only in (1) correlation analysis between
synthesized and real music, (2) the statistical investigation of folk
music, (3) correlations of music to linguistic differences among na-
tioos, and (4) the analysis of music theory.
Havass' work, in actuality, bears close resemblance to the work of

Zaripov discussed above as well as to the earlier work of Brooks et al
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lJ6 F. Kiefer (ed.), Computational LinglListics, Vol. III, Computin~ Centre ~f
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest, 1964. Relevent articles in th~s
~ublication are the following: (a) M. Havass, "A Simulation of Mu~ic Compost-
tion. Synthetically Composed Folkmusic," pp. 107-128; (b) E. N. Ferentzy and
M. Havass, "Human Movement Analysis by Computer: Electronic Choreography
and Music Composition," pp. 129-188; (c) P. Braun, "On a Human Movement
Analyzer,"pp. 189-204. .

117 J. A. Thle, "Computation Choreography," unpublished manuscript.
118J.A. True, "Computers in the Art," Computers and Automation, 10 (lg61),

'3·
11.9 M. Havass, "A Simulation of Music Composition," op. cit.
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discussed above. He adapted the standard Markov model of a musical
composition as his point of departure. He defined "vectors" describing
not only the standard musical parameters such as pitch, rhythm, and
intensity, but also constraints such as rules of composition or statistical
frequencies obtained by analysis.
Havass also had to devise an input language with existing input

equipment because the input accordion mentioned above was not
operational at the time his work was carried out. The format of his
input is described on pp. '17-120 of his article. Finally, he devised
routines to obtain (1) pitch choices, (2) rhythmic choices either in
relation to previous pitch choices or in terms of choosing «bars" or
"bar groups," (3) form, and (4) tonality. Form, of course, is defined
here only in terms of simple four-line folk tune structures. According
to Havass these synthesized results were played at the I.F.M.C. meet-
ing in Budapest in 1964 and have been recorded on tape. I have not
heard these particular examples, but have heard samples of czardas
tunes similarly prepared. Dr. Ferentzy has a tape of these interspersed
with standard cabaret tunes of this type. The purpose of this experi-
ment was to see whether the synthetic tunes can be cUstinguished from
the others.

In July, 1966, Ferentzy moved to the University of Toronto. He left
a progress report of his work at Washington State.!" work he intended
to continue at Toronto. Although Ferentzy's primary interest is music
analysis, a brief statement of his ideas seems useful here because his
programming could easily be adapted to composition as well.
In this report, Ferentzy said that he has developed a generalized

Markov analysis for the stylistic analysis of music that is realized as a
FORTRAN IV program. Ferentzy claimed that this program permits
alternative schemes of analysis to be employed in contrast to other
existing programs all of which are confined to particular schemes of
analysis. Moreover, his program might be used to analyze the relation-
ships of not just pitches but of up to 16 different musical parameters,
and any combrnation of these. Thus far, he had made some test runs
of his programs using a limited set of tunes (about 100) as input data.
Another feature of Ferentzy's program was its capability of being

used to search for "almost identical" musical examples, that is to say,
close variants. Internally, the program stored musical data in a matrix

120 E. N. Fer,entzy, "Progress Report on the Project, Analysis of Musical Styles
~y an Electromc Computer, Sponsored by Washington State University," unpub-
lished report, Pullman, Washington State University, 1966.
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form with rows of the matrix corresponding to musical parameters.
Equivalence relationsbips were then defined so that the model was
used to perform a generalized Markov analysis to any desired depth
and compute transition probabilities among the stored parameters.
Ferentzy bas also published an article'" which discloses much of

the theoretical background of his present method of style analysis.
Moreover, in this article are presented examples of simple nursery
tunes generated from data contained in his analytical matrices. He
was careful to stress that these are extremely primitive results of
scientific rather than aesthetic interest.
A third investigation of the use of computers for folk tune analysis

and synthesis originates in Czechoslovakia. This study was carried out
b),Zdenek Fencl, a programmer at the Computing Center of "Business
Machine Enterprise" in Prague. In 1965 Fencl sent me a description of
his experiments in manuscript form. I;.!;,! Since then he has published a
short account of his work.':"
Fencl has written an algorithm for the synthesis of melodies as a

test of the sufficiency of an analysis of simple Czech folk tunes. He
selected 87 folk tunes possessing an A,A,BA, structure in 16 bars in:
or ~ meter and in major keys. He computed matrices giving second-
order Markov transition probabilities for harmonic structure, rhythmic
duration, and melodic sequences. The matrix for harmonies was sim-
ple, since it was limited to tonic, dominant, and subdominant. The
matrices for rhythms and melodic tones were considerably more
complex, since some seven different rhythmic values and diatonic
melodic tones spanning an eleventh occurred in these tunes.
Fencl tested his results by the synthesis of numerous monodies

employing a four-part algorithm which consisted of: (1) the determi-
nation of the form, (2) the composition of the harmonic line, (3) the
selection of meter and the choice of rhythmic values, and (4) the
composition of the melody. In this algorithm, the programmer could
choose the form and the meter while the computer generated the rest
of the material employing a Monte Carlo method of computation
that uses probability tables derived from the frequency matrices ob-

121 E. N. Ferentzy, "On Formal Music Analysis-Synthesis: Its Application in
MusicEducation" Computational Linguistics, 4 (1965), 107·
122Z.Fencl, "COMA Description of the Computer Music Algorithm," unpub-

Jishedmanuscript dated' June 1965 with "Results of the Computer Music Algorithm
Composinga Monody Containing 16 Bars," dated May 1965_

12.1Z. Fencl, "Komponujicl algoritmus a obsah Informace" ("A Composing
AlgOrithm and Information Contents")' Kybernetica, 2 (1966),243.
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tained from the analysis discussed above. Except for some adjustments
in composing the melodies, second-order Markov values were used
throughout.

He also computed information contents and redundancies by means
of the standard Shannon equation for each measure of the given
structure employing the matrices referred to above. A plot of redun-
dancies versus measure Huctuntes as one might expect with maxima of
100 per cent being obtained in measures SUd1 as bar 8, where a
cadence is required. In general, redundancies were moderate and
were higher for digrarns than for single-parameter choices.
One additional investigation of folk songs also originates from

Czechoslovakia. Sychra ]21 has computed the statistics of interval
usage in 576 Moravian folk songs subdivided according to type. He
has also analyzed rhythmic usages in 378 of these folk songs. The
songs are taken from collections of Polacek, Bartol, Janacek and
Vasa. Sychra's main concern was with analysis including the use of
information theory to interpret the results; however, he also did a
certain amount of synthesis, that is, computer composition, as a check
on his analytical work. The programs for synthesis made use of fre-
quency distributions given in tables of data published with Sychra's
article. He felt that the computer-composed folk tunes were not too
satisfactory and required a certain amount of touching up to be con-
vincing. He attributes this to the incompleteness of the compositionnl
programs in terms of defining all the factors that impart the style
representing the original songs.

Miscellaneous

This survey is concluded by listing miscellaneous publications
which refer but briefly or incidentally to computer music composition.
For example, articles not infrequently appear that are concerned with
the long-established tradition of regarding mathematics and music as
closely related, Articles that mention computers in this context include
publications by Cohen l:!ii and Coexeter.t:w A similar example is con-

124 A. Sychra, '"Hudba a Kybemetika" (<<Musicand Cybemetlcs"), Nove Ces1!J
Hlldby, 1 (1964),234.

125 J. E. Cohen, "Some Relationships between Music and Mathematics," Music
Education J., 48 (Jan., 1961), 104.

126 H. S. M. Coxeter, "Music and Mathematics," Canadian Music J., 6 (1962),'3·
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tained in a recent book by Portnoy 127 in which he considers the
relationship of music to science. Portnoy discusses "Music Machines,"
including under this title electronic music and electronic music syn-
thesizers as well as computer music, and gives a brief account of these
systems for composition and an evaluation of the way in which they
may affect the creation and performance of music in the future.
Sometimes, however, such articles are diatribes against develop-

ments in contemporary music. Examples include recent articles by
Missal !" and Lamb."" Missal denounces developments such as seri-
alism and electronic music as well as computer music. vVritings of this
kind have been criticized by Appelton,':" who at the same time seems
also to take a negative attitude toward most of the experimental music
he discusses. Among numerous other items, the [Wac Suite comes in
for criticism, being characterized as having "a monotonous texture"
and as being "dull because it satisfies neither aesthetic" of predictabil-
ity and personal choice or random choice. The composer is accused of
"wanting to have his cake and eat it too." More recently, Appelton also
took a dim view of an oral report given on computer music."" Short
nontechnical articles that attempt to justify computer applications in
the humanities and music without really going into any details have
also appeared. An example is a recent article in Electronic Age by
J. A. Shaw.':" Reports on current developments intended for an in-
formed musical public have also appeared. For example, Ivor Darreg,
a Los Angeles composer, has prepared rather extensive descriptions
and a useful commentary on many developments which he feels affect
the present state of music.':" Computer music is one topic he treats
among other items such as electronic and concrete music, the Schillin-

127 J. Portnoy, Music ill the Life of Mall, New York, Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1963, pr· 171-181.
I~SJ. Missal, "The Fallacy of Mathematical Compositional Techniques," Ameri-

call Music Teacher, 12 (Nov.-Dec., 1962), 25.
129H. Lamb, "The Avant-Gardist-A Product of Process," Mueta l, 22 (Jan.,

1964), 22 .
. 130 J. Appelton, "Aesthetic Direction in Electronic Music," The Western Humani-
tl~3 Review, 18 (1964), 345. . . "

1 J. Appelton, "Report from Yale: Festival of Contemporary American MUSIC,

CurrentMusicology, 2 (lg6ii), 65. .
112J. A. Shaw, "Computers and the Humanities," Electronic Age, 24 (Sprmg,

1965),26.
1
331. Darreg, "Special Bulletin of 1963 on Electronic Music, with S~lppleme~~:

March, 1966" and "Should Music be Composed with the Aid of Systems.
mimeographed manuscripts available from the author.

>
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ger system, unusual scales and temperaments, and so forth. Another
example is a recent article by Stockhausen;':" who reports to German
readers observations gathered on a prolonged visit to the United
States. He stresses the growing importance of automation to electronic
music processes, mentioning technical developments in Europe and
Japan. Although he is concerned primarily with automated processes
for electronic sound synthesis, he does bnefiy discuss musical autom-
ata and composing machines.
In 1960 at the University of North Carolina computer laboratory in

Chapel Hill, I was gi ven a proposal for programming sixteenth cen-
tury counterpoint by F. N. Young, Jr. Sample compositions were to be
analyzed for their melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic patterns in order
to assemble a set of tables of probabilities from which the computer
would select at random, sifting the selections for coincidence with a
set of basic rules of counterpoint. Thus, the experiment is reminiscent
of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 of the I Iliac Suite except that
weighted choices rather than random choices of parameters would be
screened through the rules of composition. I have not heard since
whether tangible results have been obtained with this program.
Finally, the survey is completed with references to several articles

taken from the bibliography compiled by Brook and BerJind, several
of which seem to be no more than brief news items."" The first two of
these, judging by the title and dates of publication, possibly refer to
Klein and Bolitho's work discussed above among the older experi-
ments. The third and fourth of these articles refer to Barbaud and
Blanchard's work mentioned in the section above on French experi-
ments. Two further listings 13(1 are of perhaps greater interest, espe~
cially Leitner's publication.

134K. Stockhausen, "Elektronische Musik und Automatik," Melos, 32 (1965),
337·

.135 See footnote no. 1, and Anon., "Composer: The Brain," Melody Maker, 31
(July 21, ~956), 2; Anon., "Gulbransen Piano Used as Electronic Brain Writes
1,000 Popular Songs an Hour," Piano Revue, 115 (Sept., 1956),21; Anon., "Les
Principes de Composition de la Musique Algorithmique par des Ensembles a
Traiter l'Information," Electro 'Calcul, 4 (Mar.-Apr., 1962), 19; Anon., "La
Cybernetique et la Musique," Disques (Aug., 1962),58.

136 P. Leitner, "Logrsch Programme fur Autornatlsche Musik," Staatsprufung-
sarbeit 011 der Tech. Hochschule Wein, 1957; K. L. Hartmann, "Versuch eine
Mathematische Musikleh-«," unpublished manuscript, Vienna, K. L. Hartmann,
1962.



Theprogram to be described here represents an attempt to bring
theuse of computers as a tool in musical composition closer to the
realmof established musical thought. The user of this program is
expectedto think in terms of rhythms, pitches, and chord structures
ratherthan mathematical functions of time, frequencies, and fre-
quencycouplingswith no voice-leading control. However, this does
notrestricthis thinking to existing pitch systems, traditional rhythms,
orconvenhonelharmonic forms. As such, the program may be used to
produceresults which conform to any style the user is capable of
denningor to advance musical thought in an evolutionary manner.
Thefirstof two blocks of data used as input to the program contains

stylisticcontrol information. In this data block, the user defines any
pitchsystemdesired, the subset of pitches which may be used for root
~~~ . 'tcnon, a scale of intervals from which root tone contilllll Y
will be established, interval assemblages which define the allowed
harmonic structures, and voice-leading specifications which, besides
~tll ' .ro mg the linear continuity of the voices that serve as accmnpam-
ment,establish the chord structures to be extracted from the total
hanmonicstructures. Interdependent rhythmic and melodic informa-
bontb th"'1o e used for melodization of harmony as well as e nuna
referen I ifi dTh ce root tone, chord structure, and voicing are a so specl e .

e second data block consists of any set of numbers at all-
whetberabstractly chosen or purposely contrived. This block of data
IS Usedby the program to serve as the selector control function. Each
~umberis used by the various algorithms to establish successively
homthe raw material in the first data block the new root tone, the

th
anmonicstructure built on that root the voiced chord selected from
ath ' ht annony,and the rhythmically ordered melody notes whic are
obe playedwith this accompaniment.

~11ll CHAPTER V

MUSPEC
by JACK P. CITRON
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In June 1967 the output of the program was a printed listing of the
notes and time durations in proper sequence (but not in musical
notation). If the necessary hardware were available, the computer
could be programmed to convert this output into digital information
capable of further conversion to analog signals for recording purposes.
Until such hardware is available, the results must be transcribed into
conventional notation for inslnuuental performance-providing such
instruments exist.
Oddly enough, the original justification for developing these meth-

ods grew out of a study on the use of computers in aural pattern
recognition.' In that study> primitive hardware allowed investigation
of complex sounds but not with the complex temporal continuity
which characterizes music. The main feature of that study was to have
the computer convert information into sound according to various
algorithms. The user was then to observe by ear qualitative differences
capable of labeling or differentiating between various kinds of infor-
mation. It is Our contention that the less abstract the sound (the more
musical), the less training an observer would need to carry out routine
observations with such a method, This naturally leads to the question
as to what general musical procedures can be used algorithmically to
convert abstract data into musically sensible sound, allowing of course
for the observer's musical heritage and experience. Experience with
non musicians who have written songs but need assistance putting
them into musical notation shows very clearly that our culture has
developed a subconscious harmonic sense which plays a dominant
role in controlling conscious estimates of sensibility in a piece of
music. This explains the rationale behind Our choice of method, that
is, the composition of a voiced harmonic continuity and its subsequent
melodization,

We have used the program to generate and compare "thematic
motives" characteristic of such things as the persistent lines of chemi-
cal substances, the travel-time entries of the various phases of seismic
disturbances (the same disturbance as recorded at different observato-
ries and different disturbances as recorded at one observatory), and
excerpts from lists of data representative of other phenomenological
recordings such as electrocardiograms, stellar luminosity plots, densi-
tometer tracings from various types of spectroscopic studies, and so
on.

1J. Citron and A, Hurwir-.l, "Use of computers in aural pattern recognition,"
IBM Los Angeles Scientific Center Report 35.017, 1966.
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Although at present, these techniques are being used only for

musicalpurposes, in the near future, when hardware for on-line sound
productionis readily available, practical technological use could also
be made of such methods to perform rapid diagnosis or qualitative
analysisof incoming signals. Incidentally, this projected use of the
programas a "musical spectroscope" suggested the name, MUSPEC.
In the following sections, instructions for using the program are

combined with explanations of what the user might consider state-
mentsin the MUSPEC language. These statements make up the data
for the program. The use made of each statement is described along
withthe input card format.

TOllolSystem

The pitch system in which the music is to be composed is given
symbolicallyin the composer's own notation. At present, he may
specifynp to 24 two-character symbols. We intend to increase this to
at leastone hundred symbols shortly. In the following three examples,
the firstillustrates one way of entering the seven-note scale: C, D, E,
F~,G,A, Bb. The second is the twelve-tone scale, and the third might
representan octave of quarter tones.

TONSYS C D E FS G A BF
TONSYS CDFD EF E F GF G AF A BF B
TONSYS C C' DF 'D D D' EF' E E E' F F' GF 'G G G' AF •A
AA' BF 'B B B' (on a single card)

Theonlyfixedpart of this format is the mnemonic "TONSYS" starting
in columnone of the card.
Thetones named on this card will be referenced on other data cards
and throughout the program by their numerical positions on the
TONSYS card. For example, pitch nnmber four implies the symbol
"FS"fromthe Erst card, "EF" from the second, and "'D" from the last
of the three cards shown above. The program converts all computed
notesback into the symbols read in on the TONSYS card for the
printedoutput.
Note that there is no reason other than convention to order the
pitchesmonotonically according to frequency. Thns the pitch system
itselfcould be a specific tone row or even contain certain notes more
thanonce. It is also possible to enter octave specifications here, and
this is our main reason for increasing the size of the pitch system
whichcan be read in.

I
I •
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Root Tone Scale

The scale of allowed root tones upon which chords may be con-
structed is entered on one card. The mnemonic starting in column one
for this card is the word "ROOTS." The order of the entries following
the mnemonic is of significance whenever root tone cycle continuityis
being selected. The entries themselves are numbers corresponding to
pitches named on the TONSYS card. Examples of the ROOTS card
could be:

ROOTS 111 9 7 632
ROOTS 362 5 14
ROOTS 1 23 4 5 678 9 10 11 12 '3 '4

The highest value entered, however. must correspond to an entry on
the TONSYS card. The first note of the root tone scale is used as a
reference root during the very first calculation of harmonic continuity.
Thus, the Erst chord actually to appear as output is computed as being
some interval away from the Erst root in this scaJe.

The Scale of Root Tone Progressions or Cycles

The numbers punched in the CYCLES card give the allowed root
tone progressions according to the ordered root tone scale. Consider as
an example the following set of three cards.

TONSYS C D E F GAB
ROOTS 3 4 1625
CYCLES 5 2 3 5 2 5

Suppose the first cycle selected by the program from the CYCLES
card is 3· Since the reference root is the first HOOTS entry, 3, the first
calculated root tone is 6 (which is 3 steps away in the root tone scale)
Or the pitch A. If the next cycle selected is 2, the following root will be
5 Or the note G. Now a cycle of 5 would specify the root tone number
2 or D. Notice that in this particular example the choices of cycles are
effectively weighted 3 : 2 : 1 according to the frequency of occur-
rence of the entries 5, 2, 3 in the CYCLES card.

Harmonic Structures

Up to twelve cards may be used, each speCifying a harmonic
structure. Structures are defined by numbers which enumerate the
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intervals (in the TONSYS scale) separating consecutive notes of the
structure.Consider the foJlawing two cases.

1) TONSYSC DF D EF E F GF G AF A BF B
ROOTS 1 4 5 7 9 11
STRCTR 433

This structure card speci..6es a seventh chord of the same type built on
any allowed root tone, for example: (C, E, G, Bb), (Eb, G, Bb, Db),
and so on.

2) TONSYSC D E F GAB
ROOTS 1 2 3 4 5 6
STRCTR 2 2 2

Here the structure depends entirely upon the root tone chosen, for
example: (C, E, G, B), (D, F, A, C), and so on.
The information on these structure cards is used for melodization as

well as harmonic composition. Certain members of each structure can
be referenced on «voicing» cards to constitute actual chords, while
"melody"cards will designate structure entries to fulfill the melodic
function. All structure cards for a given run should have the same
numberof entries. There can be up to eight intervals in any structure.
This limit of eight as well as the limit of twelve structures per fun can
be increased if desired b)' some simple program alterations. In order
to weight the probability of choosing particular structures more heav-
ily,their respective STRCTR cards ma), appear more than once in the
samedata set. A structure such as:

STRCTR4 3 4 3

will control the construction of a harmonic vector with five compo-
nents. The currently selected root tone is structure component one.
Component two is the note which lies an interval of four units away in
the pitch system (TONSYS card). The components numbered 3, 4,
and5 follow, separated b)' intervals of 3, 4, and 3 respectively. Now,
forpurposes of voicing and melodization, the structure will be refer-
enced according to its five components regardless of the actual notes
which the components in turn reference.

VOici1lg the Harmonic Continuity

VOiCing cards, as already pointed out, isolate the structure entries
whichwill actually be used for chords. In addition, the)' control the
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voice leading between chords. The position of an entry on the voicing
card implies the note of the structure in the present chord, while the
entry in that position gives the structure note in the next chord to
which that voice must move. Thus the card:

VOICNG 1342

controls voice movement as shown below.

Old structure component New structure component
1 1
2 3
3 4
4 2

The card shown also implies that chords in this run contain just Iour
notes. All such cards in the same run should have the same number of
entries with a possible maximum of nine. Up to twelve VOreNG cards
may be used in any run. Relative weighting of the various voice
Jeadings can be accomplished as in previous cases by using multiple
copies of certain cards.

It is important to realize that no entry can appear twice on the same
VOICNG card, and no numbers may be skipped as entries. In order to
g~t chords with doubled functions or skipped functions, one must set
up the STRCTR card to provide unique consecutive numbers for each
chord component. For example:

VOICNG 2 1 23
VOICNG 1 345

(invalid because "2" appears twice)
(invalid because "2" is a skipped entry)

STRCTH 4 3 9 - - -

provides a major triad with doubled third as the first four structure
notes in the twelve tone system. Similarly

STHCTH 4 6 4 - - -

provides for a ninth chord in four part harmonv. Thus, one need never
use invalid cards of the following types:

Voicing the Fint Chord

The card used to carry out this function takes on two forms:
i ) CHOHD, 1 3 4 2

2) CHOHDP 1 3 4 2
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The first card simply states that the initial reference chord (used to
calculatethe chord which will actually appear as chord number one in
the output) is ordered: root, third structure tone, fourth tone, second
tone.The second card shown above gives the same voice ordering, but
theP in column 6 of the card also causes structures and root tones to
be "Phased"in all calculations. The most obvious way to employ this
featureis to use as many structure cards as there are root tones and
orderthem so as to correspond in the desired fashion. For example:

ro~~CDFDEFEFGFGAFABFB
ROOTS 1 10 8 6 5 3
STRCTR 4 3
STHCTH 4 3
STHCTH 4 3
STHCTH 3 4
STHCTH 3 4
STHCTH 4 3
CHOHDP 1 3 2

Thesecards assure that whenever a chord is built on C, A, G, or D, it
will be a major triad. Chords built on F and E are similarly gUaI"an-
teed to be minor triads. Had CHORD, been used with the same
structurecards, major and minor triads would be selected with a 2 : 1.
probability in favor of major (regardless of the root tone) because of
theratioof major structure cards to minor structure cards.

BasicRhythmic Groupings

Hliythms are handled in two levels of control. The "basic rhythmic
group"cards outline an overall or "rnacrorhythmic" control.

BSCGHP2,6/-1,4/1,3,2

This card first establishes two units of time (bars or beats or what-
ever the composer has in mind as a unit) which may contain up
to a maximum of six attacks. This is followed by one unit of time
beginning with a chord change (signalled by the minus sign) and
COntainingup to four atta.cks. Another single time unit follows WIth
amaximum of three rhythmic attacks and a minimum of two attacks
specified.

In general then, the first numeric entry on a BSCGRP card always
commands a chord change. Any negative duration entry does a~so.
Maximumattack numbers must be specified following each duratlOn
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entry. Minimum attack numbers come next but are assumed to be one
if omitted. A slash separates consecutive groups of three items-dura-
tion, maximum number of attacks, minimum number of attacks-and
the third item mayor may not appear explicitly in any group. As a
second example,

BSCGRP 4,7,3/-2,5,2/1,2/1,1

provides for four units of time with from three to seven attacks
followed by two units which begin with a change of chord and
contain from two to Eve rhythmic attacks. Next is a single time unit
with one Or two attacks and finally one more unit duration with a
single attack.

Spaces are optional between numeric fields here and may replace
the commas shown. A slash may be replaced by a dollar sign ($) if a
continuation card is required for the next group of three items. Up to
48 entries-16 groups of duration, maximum number of attacks, and
minimum number of attacks-may make up one BSCGRPstatement
and may run over as many cards as are required.

J. J. J J

Relative Durations

"Microrhythmic" attack patterns are specified as relative duration
groups. It is easiest, but not necessary, to break these down or expand
their time values into integers. That is, either series of notes shown
below

n n

can be described by the following card;

RELDUR3122 -1322

Note the use of the minus sign to specify a rest of the given duration
(-1).

In execution, a basic rhythmic group is selected first. Then a relative
duration group is chosen. This choice is checked against the first of
three (or two) fields on the BSCGRP card to see if the number of
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attacks (including rests as attacks) falls within the specified maximum
and minimum. If it does not, another relative duration group is
selected and checked. If none of the RELDUR entries are found to be
satisfactory, a message to this effect is printed, and the job terminates.
Whena group with the necessary qualifications is found, the relative
durations are assigned absolute values to fit within and fill out the
fixedtime span given by the basic group duration entry. For example,
the above RELDUR card would be acceptable for the first field in the
card, as

BSCGRp 1 8 / -2 10 4 / -1 6

The durations would become 3/16, 1/16, 1/8, 1/8, -1/16, 3/16, 1/8,
1/8. The next group of fields on this BSCGRP card then goes into
effect,and a new RELDUR group is selected. For ow' convenience,
suppose exactly the same group used above were selected again. This
time the durations would be set to 3/8, 1/8, 1/4, 1/4, -1/8, 3/8, 1/4,
1/4. Now the next set of BSCGRP entries becomes effective, and, if
thesamerelative duration set were again chosen, it would be rejected,
becausethe maximum number of attacks allowed here is six. Thus
another relative duration group would be selected to complete the
specincations of the basic rhythmic group. When the BSCGRP is
completed,another is chosen, and the entire process is repeated.
One further feature of the RELDUR card allows the composer to

forcecertain microrhythms to apply to particular macrorhythms. To
use this feature, one punches any non blank character other than a
number,minus sign, or decimal point as the last entry on the card.
This card is then restricted in its use to apply only to the previous
BSCCRPcard throughout the program. To apply one rhythm to more
than one basic rhythmic group but not all, the card containing that
rhythm (RELDUR) must be duplicated as many times as required so
as to have one in the data block for each of the BSCGRP cards 111 this
category.

MeWdy

MelOdiesare entered as strings of integers representing notes se-
lectedfrom interval structures.

I
I
I
'"

STRCTR4 3 4 4 3 2
STRCrR4 3 3 3 2 3
MELODY 2 5 4 7 7 3 6
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If the first structure shown were in eHect and built on the note c in the
twelve tone system when the melody shown was selected, the melodic
result would be:

E Eb B Ab Ab G F#

If the first structure shown were in effect and built on the note C in the
melody would be:

Without other speciRcation, a melody once chosen remains in effect
until the relative duration group in eHect has been satisfied. However,
an alphabetic B or C may be punched as the last entry 00 a MELODY
card to signify that this melody, once in eHect, is to remain so until
the current "Basic" rhythmic group Or «Chord" structure is completed.
In any case, the melody is cycled over if necessary until a new choice
must be made because of the macrorhythmic specifications,
The composer can phase the melodic lines punched on cards with

either the macrorhythms Or microrhythms (or both) by using the
same number of melodies as rhythms of the desired type (s) and
ordering the cards of the two (or three) classes in a corresponding
manner.

Lines

The second data block is preceded by a card with the word
"LINES" starting in column one. Hereafter, we'll refer to this block as
"line data." Any comments desired for printing as a heading on the
musical output may be punched after LINES starting in column eight.
Up to ten cards may follow with 14 numbers on each fitted into a

FORTRAN 14IS format. We'll refer to these numbers as "lines." The
last card of this block must have an integer from 1 to 3 punched in
column 72. If a 1 is used, another set of line data must follow
immediately, begining with the card containing the word LINES. A
3 is used to indicate a whole new data deck follows-new musical
information and new lines. A 2 means that no more data follows.
The numbers comprising the line data are taken one at a time and

used to select material from the musical data. The methods used to
choose say a particular structure out of the N structures read in as
data are similar to those which musicians use in decoding chordal
notation into scalar notation. For example, conventionally speaking,
we immediately recognize the ninth chordal tone as the second scale
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step. But the general method used is to compute the scale step as the
residue of the chord tone number (9 here) modulo 7 (the number of
uniquescale tones) with unit index (first scale step is numbered 1 not
D). Thus if 9 chord structures are read in, and the line data entry is
137, Structure number 1 is selected since 1 is the residue of 137 modulo
9 (with unit index).

The actual choice of material starts with the selection of a root tone
cyclefrom the cycle scale (which was read in as data on the CYCLES
card). This cycle is defined as the residue of the first line entry
modulothe number of cyeIe scale entries. This establishes the next
root tone. On this root will be built a structure selected from the
stmcturelist-considering this list as a kind of scale-and using the
sameline in exactly the manner already described. The voicing choice
is madenext by the same method, and thus the chord is specified in
detail.Next, a macroryhthmic selection is made. A microrhythm is
thenchosen and tested against the macrorhythmic specifications as to
maximumand minimum numbers of attacks allowed. If the chosen
microrhythmdoes not satisfy the specifications, the next one in the
microrhythmicscale or list is tested, and so on until an acceptable one
is found (or all are found unsuitable causing the program to stop with
~nexplanatoryerror message printed out). Finally, a melody selection
IS madefrom the list of those entries, and we now have a complete set
of musicalentities in force.
BasicaUy,each line is used to establish a chain of chosen items as

outlinedin the previous paragraph. Situations can arise in the course
of the program execution where the members of the chain are not
quite as outlined above. For example, if an intermediate duration in
t~e Currentmacrorhythm calls for a new chord, the next line in the
line data assumes control, and new root tone cycle, structure, and
VOicing selections are made. The same macrorhythm is still in effect,
andprocessing continues as before. Microrhythms are chosen when
appropriate according to the code (or lack of one) specified when
thecurrentone was read into the computer.
The chain of selections triggered by a given line is uniqu: to a
de~:ee depending on certain "scale" sizes and whether 01' not phas-
Ing is requested on the CHORD 1 card. Phasing keeps each line
COnstantthroughout the time it is in control. When not phased, the
valueof each hne is purposely modified after certain selections in the
cham,in order to prevent such phasings in cases where ~ll1cldental
Scalesizes would cause them. Whereas quite different Imes could

j

I
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reduce to the same residues with phasing control, modifying. these
lines by dividing them by the same number (say the number of entries
on the CYCLES card) and then taking residues will usually give
different results. Now, dividing these numbers by the number of
structures, before taking the next set of residues, makes equal results
still more unlikely for the next calculation in the chain.

Summary

A minimum set of statements has been described which forms the
nucleus for a musical composition language. The statements are col-
lected for reference purposes in Table V-I. The data cards used to

Table V-1. Statements in the l\1USPEC language

Statement type Entries *
(N)

Statements t
(N)

Block 1 !
TONSYS C D EF F
ROOTSI3JJ257.
STRCTR 1 5 12 10 3
VOICNG 1 3 2 4
CYCLES 2 2 3 5
CHORD, § 1 3 2 5
BSCGRP 2,6/ -1,4,2/1,3,2 (8) I

RELDUR 5 2 2 1 I I -4 (x) #
MELODY 1 3 2 5 5 4 (x) ••

Block 2

LINES (comments for printing)
1978 3424 7651 82 8 It

24
24
8
9
12
9
48
16
16

14
1

JO

* Maximum number of entries per statement.
t Maximum number of statements of this type pel' block.
t Order of cards in Block 1 does not matter except where specifically requiredfor

phasing purposes.

§ Here x equals 1 or P for uuphased or phased.
"Dollar sign ($) in place of slash (f) indicates data continues on next card.
# If z (any alphabetic) is used, this rhythm applies only to previous BSCGRP card.
......Here z can be B, 0, R, or blank.
tt Fill fields from beginning with FORTRAN 14115 format. Last card has 1, 2, or

3 in column 72.

produce a short example (actually part of a complete composition)
are listed in Figure V-I. The length of this example is controlled by
the number of "lines" in block 2 (the five numbers on the card
follOWing the LINES card). Each set of data produces five melodized

1
1
12
12
I
1

16
20
20
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TONS'\'S C OF 0 EF E F GF G AF A SF B
ROOTS 12 II 10 q 8 1 6 5 4 3 2 1
(YClES 7 II 7 11 7
STReTl< ":3 3 4 4 3
SlRCTR 343434
SUeTA. 3 4 It 3 ) 4

SiRen ":3" 3 " "3
STReHl. 4 3 3 3 5 3
CHORDP to 1 2 3
vel eNG ) 4 1 2
VOICNf; 1 2 l 4
VOl eNG 3 4 1 2
VOIC'll~ 4 1 2 3
VOl eNG 3" 1 2
dSCGRP 2,3/ -2,4/ -2,31-2,3/-4.6,6/-4,1
3SCGRP 4.6,6/-4.6.6/-4.~.6/-4.1
8SCGIl,p 2,3/-2,4/-2,3/-2,4/- 2.3/- 2.4/-4, I
aStGR!) 4,6,61 -2.3/-2.3/-4,6.6/-4. I
BSCGRP 2.31- 2.4/-2.3/- 2.4/-4,6.6/-4,1
·UlOU~ 1 1 2
REtOUR 1 1 2
lUlOUR 1 1 3 1 1 1
IE10Ull, 1 1 :3 I 1 1
REtOUR L
'1RODY 1 4 6 7 4
~ElOOY 6 2 6 6 4
~ElODY 5 2" 5 2
MELODy 6 3" 5 2
~ELODY 7 6 3 2 7 6
LINES MUSPEC EXAMPLE
2424 3272 /126 11::'8 2755

TONSYS C OF C EF E F GF G AF A SF B
ROOTS 12 lL 1., q 8 1 6 5 4 3 Z 1
CYCLES 1 11 1 11 1
STR(TR 4 3 ] 4 4 3
STROll. :3" 3 4 :3 4
STP(Tll 3 4 4 3 3 4
mCTll, '+ 3 " 3 4 3
ST!l.(Tll, "3 3 3 5 3
(HC1R.np 4 1 2 3
VOl eNG 3 4 1 2
VOl CNG 1 Z 3 4
VOICNG 3412
VOIC'lG 4 I Z 3
VOICIiG 3 4 1 2
',SCGRP 2,1/-2.1/-2,21-2,11-4,5/ -4,2
S(GlI,P 4,2,21-4,2/ -4,2,2/-4,1
~SCGRII Z, 1/-2,1/-2. 3/-2,11-2, 3/-2,1/-4,1
~SCGRP 4,2,21 -2,3/-2.3/-4.2/-4. 1
,8SCGRP 2.1/-Z,1/-2,3/-2.1I-4, 4. 4/-4.1
ElOUR -1 1 2

REtI)UR 1 1 2
lI.El QUR 1 1
lI.HDUll. 1 1
~ElODY 3 5 2
~ElO')y 3 1 3
~ElODY 3 6 3
~HODY 5 3 4
~ElOl)y 5 I 4
LINES COUNTERPOINT FOR ~uSPEC EXAMPLE
1~424 3272 1126 1108 2155

3

I
j
I

2

Figure V-I.
Ure V'4

h . Fig-Data cards used to produce musical example snownm
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chords for output. The second data set was constructed from the first
by replacing certain rhythmic and melodic i.nformation with accepta-
hle contrapuntal values, Thus, the two cases produce individual re-
sults which may be played si.multaneously. Figures V-2 and V-3 show
the two sets of computer output, and Figure V-4 gives the musical
transcription of both showing the common harmony and labeling the
melodies 1 and 2.

We felt such a language was necessary for two somewhat related
reasons; £rst, to provide the majority of professional composers and
arrangers in Our culture with a means of communicating in a natural

LJ~£' 2H-
er-r-r - C (HOIII)" C E (; 1\

4." ee s r s 8.0 SU8DI~ISIONS~HYfH'" O.SU .:1.5) 1.50 O.S"' C.5" 0.50
'~fLOOV " GF G !I C 0 E

POOT . " tHORI) ." , .- , 2.' IlE41 So ,., SUBDIVISIONSQ~iVTH~ 0.50 1).50) LOO"fLnoy . " e "
~r,nT > " (HOllO ." e " " '" 1I£_r So '.' sueD/VISIONS~HVIH'" - :l.5C ).50 1.()O

'~ELnDY . " , c

LINE. 321Z

LlNE. 71Z.

snor ".1 CHORD" II U G~ IIF
1I1'lE' 1l?8

4.0 6~4fS 11.0 SUBOIVISIONS~HVrH/oi~ ,1.50 1.50 1.,<) 1').50 0.5') 0.50
xr i.nuv - OF D '!oF B OF D

~'JnT : F (HO~1) = II 0 e 110'

'HiVTH'1" 4.1)0
"FtOnv : ':10'

LINE a 2155

4.1 BEfiTS 1.0 SUBOIVISIONS

Figure V-2. Computer output from MUSPEC example

way with computers, and second, to speed the day when the average
man can hear a piece of "computer music" and not be forced to agree
with those who hold that technological progress implies the defeat of
the human spirit. Further, we felt these statements formed a sufficient
set for the follOWing reason, Until sound-producing hardware is avail-
able at Our installation, there is little point in constructing routines to
control properties directly associated with the output wave form such
as tim-bm, volume, accents, vibrato, and so on. And since the compos-
er's logical methods for orchestrating the harmonic accompaniment
depend very stroQgly on such matters, we have chosen to leave the
harmonic output in its present primitive form. Various schemes con-
cerning these matters and others (such as basic compositional proce-
dures other than melodization of harmony, and operational methods
involving group theory and matrix representations) have been
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rruNTEKPDHH Fl:IK ~USP~C Elll:~l'lE

l/r<lf 2424
~OllT • CIoIOK) • c , G ,

1l1Vrl'lv .• '., <lfAT s Z.O SU8DIVISIONSl.')O 1.('C;
"Ho!", • n G

liNE 3212
!'1'lJ!. fJF CHOKQ • OF e " ,

~loIn~ • Z.O Bf.o\T S ,., SU8DlVlSIONSr. SO 0.50 I.').,
~ElI}OV • " " " LI NE . HZt.

PI ill • GF (HURD' " E " "~lll\H~• Z. e BEATS -.c SUBDIVISIONS-1.S0 0.51'} 1.':11)
"ELO(}Y • os " U'le ~ IIOR

eonr • 8 (IiORO • , c " "~>tnH" • '., 8e'TS Z .c SUBDIVISIONS2.01) 2.00-'noo, • " E

LINE 2755
~ror • E (H(llll) • , o E "'~Yflol~

.., BEAT S , .o SUBDI V I S I UI<S4.00
'fLnDY • ,
Figure V-3. Computer output from counterpoint for MUSPEC example

, , . • ~ .-."'I # ~

" I - .. ~
_0 • "

v J2 J • J I.

Fi{!,tlre V·4. Musical transcription of computer output for ivrUSPEC ex-
ample (Figure V'2) and of counterpoint for MUSPEC example (Figure
V-3) shOwing Common harmony and labeling the melodies "I" and "2"

planned to some extent in the hope that we will be prepared if the
timeshould arrive when we can direct more attention to this fascinat-
ingfield.
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111111111111CHAPTER VI

Webern's Use of Motive

in thePiano Variations
by MARY E. FIORE

The recently discovered sketches of the Piano Variations, Opus 27,
have established that Anton von Webern composed the first twelve
measures of the third movement as the theme of the composition. In
the first three measures of this theme the motives which constitute the
source of the twelve-tone row and the basis of the entire composition
are stated.' The very first sketch for this composition is of the source
motive and the resultant twelve-tone row. It is reproduced with the
finalversion of the same passage and analytic data (see Figures VI -1,
VI-" and VI-3). The first motive--the first four notes of the third
movement_is used in the completed score as first stated. The other
possibility sketched by Webem, f'q as a replacement for the d'b,
forming tritone with the bq rather than the minor third, does not
reappear in the sketches." The second motive, Eve notes-notes five
through nine of the third movement-was subjected to eleven revi-
sions.The resultant row was revised almost that many times, In each
revision,the motive and then the resultant row is sketched. Again the
minorthird seems to have been a goal, although both the minor third
and the tritone are emphasized in the final version of the second

1The composer's sketches for the Piano Variations were made available for this
studythrough the courtesy of the Moldenhauer Archive and Universal Edition,
A, C, Vienna,

2 Thefollowingsystem of octave' designation is used throughout this article.
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CLASSIFICATION lJF MOTIVES
!NTEkVALS IN SEMI-TONES

(LASS (HOKD TYPE
INTEH.VALS

CHORD
MELODIC MOTIVE

lRITLlNE
M!NuK 3

6,11.14,29.
::..n,lli,
b.ll,14,2Y,
1y. 32.
6111,14,2<,1,

(THE~EIM2) 159l12.53*O.4RL12,4S*B,30*D,
(THEMftMI) I/iR*K,63Lll,55*h.52Lll.
(THcMF (M?) ) 59112. 53*0. 4RL L? ,45*B. 30*0,
(THEME (M3) ) R2*A, 61113,50L 13,
ITHEME(M21159L12,53*O,48L12.45*B.30*D,!:10TH

WEBEKN, PIANO VARIATIONS, III I 1-5. THEME

Figure VI-3. Piano Variations, computer output of theme

motive.The last three notes of the twelve-tone row are not identified
as a third motive in the analysis. New intervallic relationships are not
stated.These notes) measures four and Hve of the movement, were not
the focus of the revision. The motives are delimited by silences and
changes01dynamics.
Analysis of groupings of three or more notes indicate that each of

the ten variations-three in the first movement, one in the second
movement, and theme with Eve variations in the third-with the
exception of the ninth, is delineated by a distinctive use of the char-
acteristic intervals from one or the other of the two motives. The
usage is Summarized in Table VI-I. The three-note groupings defined
are chords and melodic groupings delineated by slurs. The unique
Identityof each of the ten sections, nine variations, and theme, is also
defined by texture and rhythm' and by the composer's labels in the
sketches. Relatively lew defined three-note groupings with neither
tritons nor minor third among the intervals are used in the variations
analyzed.

The use of the minor third in juxtaposition to the major seventh in
COntrastto the tritons is a focus of the composition. The minor third is
emphasized and "sealed off" at the final cadence:' The change in
Webern's late works lrom an emphasis on the preferred tritone, half-
an~octave,5to the minor third in juxtaposition to the major seventh is

I
I
I
I
l~

R. 3;rmin Klammer, "Webem's Piano Variations, Op. 27, 3rd Movement," die
ei e, Vol. II 81-92
"'A ' .nton Webern, The Path to New Music, Bryn Mawr, Pa., Theodore Presser,

1963, p. 52.
n Ibid., p. 55.
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Table VI-I. Summary of Source motive usage by variation

Characteristic
Source Type of interval
motive grouping (in semi tones) Variation Movement Measures

2 Chord Tritone(6) I I 1-18I Slur Minor third(3) I2 Slur 1'ritone(6) 2 I 19-362 Chord 1'ritone(6) 3 I 37-54I Slur Minor third(3) 32 Chord 1'ritone(6) 4 rr 1-22I Melody' Minor third(3) theme III 1-122 1'ritol1e(6)
I Chord Minor third (3) 6 III 13-232 Slur 1'ritolle(6)
2 Chord 1'ritol1e(6) 7 II! 24-332 Chord 1',·itone(6) 8 II! 34-44Not defined in these analysest

9 II! 45-55I Chord Minor third(3) 10 III 56-66Slur
2 Chord 1'ritone(6)

* Silence delimited melodic groupings isolated in the composer's sketches. In th
t The grouping of notes and the relationships among the groupings usedJll t e

ninth variation are based on principles not yet defined in these programs.

demonstrated in this work.' The technique of using two closely related
motives as the theme for a set of variations is completely developed 1D

the later Variations for Orchestra, Opus 30.' The use of intervals as
structural determinants and the change of focus from the tritone to
the minor third are thus interpret~d as part of the meaning of We-
bern's statement to the poetess, Hildegarde Jane, that in the PIOIiO

Variations he had achieved something that he had had in mind for
years."

The advent of high-level, nonnumeric programming languages has
made it possible for the mnsician to use the digital computer to
analyze music using his own analytic techniques. It is no longer
necessary for the researcher to think of his analysis in terms of the
data structures of tangential disciplines. He can now analyze musical

6 Henri Pousseur, <IDa Schoenberg a Webem: Una Mutazione," !llcontriMusicali, Vol. I, 3-39.

7M. E. Fiore, "The Variation Form in Webem's Oeuvre," read at The Fourth
Webern International Festival, August 1968.

8 Fredertch Wildigans, Anton Webem ( tr. Edith Temple Roberts and Humphrey
Searle). London, Calder and Boyars, 1966, pp. 147-

1
48.
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events-chords, motives, dynamic changes-and their interrela-
tionships in terms of only the basic premises of music analysis he has
adopted.
The data structures of mathematics are useful and appropriate for
analysesmaking use of the principles embodied in them. However, to
be forced to use a data structure that does not reflect the intrinsic
structureof the data or the rationale of the analytic procedure being
used is at best inconvenient. In using SNOBOL3 Programming
Language 9 the musician is permitted to work with music on its and
his Own terms; he may use data structures borrowed from mathemat-
ics, define his own structures, or program the compu ter to define
structuresbased on and developed dvnamically by the analytic proc-
essitself.
An analysis of the entire score of the Piano Vo-riotions by Webern
for harmony as a function of the theme and variations form was done
entirelyby digital computer using the SNOBOL3 Programming Lan-
guage." It was possible to program the analysis using only music
analysis techniques and structures. The computerized results con-
finned the noncomputerized analysis 11 as well as the impression of
listener and performer. One would have been alarmed if it had not
been thus. That the results of this SNOBOL analysis of the Piano
Variations reflect the composer's intent is documented by the sketches
whichhave recently been made available.
The analysis consists of three main programs, each of which is
comprised of several smaller units of program. The Erst main program
relates the encoded staff notation l~ to another code to be used in the
analyticprograms, and groups notes according to changes of dynam-

.9 D. J. Farber, R. E. Oriswald, and r. P. Polonsky, "The SNOBOL3 Program-
mmgLanguage," The Bell System Technical Journal, July-August (1966),895-
944·
.loThe author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of Anthony Ralston,
DlTector,and the staff of The Computing Center of State University ~fNe\~ York
at Buffalo.The Center implemented and up-dated SNOBOL3 for this project. It
alsoprovided the use of an ATS terminal for the preparation and editing of the
manuscript.The Computing Center is partially supported by NIH Grant FR 001.26
a~dNSF Grant CP 5675. The project was also partially supported by a grant.m-
aid fromThe Research Foundation of State University of New York.
lIM. E. Fiore, "The Formation and Structural Use of Vertical Constructs in
SelectedSerial Compositions," unpub. dissertation, Indiana University, 1963·
• l~The author is grateful to Stefan Bauer-Mengelberg and Melvin Ferentz for
InS~UCtion in the use of their Ford-Columbia representation and to AIle.n Fo.rte
fo.rlflstruction in the USe of the SNOBOL programming language in conjunction
WIth the music representation.
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ics and tern po. A second code is needed in order to extract pitches
from the staff notation with its unequal whole and halI steps and clef
changes. The originally encoded staff notation is preserved in orderto
refer to the COmposer's spelling of chords and disposition of noteson
the staves. The codes are not translated but only referenced one to the
other. Thus, an exact mapping of the analytic evidence to the original
SCoreis always retrievable.

Each event in the referenced code is read: PITCH(POSI-
TION(DURATION) )ARTICULATION. The referencing of a staff
code into a pitch code associates the effective clef with each note,
assigns a specific pitch code to each note and deletes tile aecidentals.
Identical pitches governed by different clefs are equalized by adding
a constant, 12; idenbcal pitches governed by diHerent staves, upperor
lower of the two-stave system, are equalized by subtracting a con-
stant, So, from the notes written on the lower staff. The octave of the
partially processed staH~notation code is determined by dividing the
code by the number of codes in one octave, 7, and redetermined in
the chromatic scale by multiplying the quotient by the number ofnrtes
in the octave, 12. The remainder in this division process is used as an
indirect reference to a statement assigning the proper number of
half-steps to each interval above the note of reference, g.
A double-digit number is arbitrarily assigned to each note, twelve

diHerent notes and twelve different numbers defined in each octave.
The code, 60, is assigned as g' on the treble staff, thus, 72 as g", 84.
as g'", and 38 as g. Distinctions between enharmonic equivalents:
for example, 68 as e"b or d"~, are retrieved by referencing. Twelve
POSITIONS are defined in each measure of the fifth variation, first
variation in the third movement. The number of POSITIONS in eacb
measure is variable dependent on the configuration of note values
used in the context."

The second main program, which accepts the results of the main
program as input, locates chords, simultaneities, of a specified number
of notes and duration, and groups and names them according to the
constituent intervals. The £guration used is a twelve-note variant of
the seven-note figured bass notation of diatonic music, for example,
the major triad in twelve-note figuration, 7,4, and the same triad in
figured bass notation, 5,3.

The program defines chords resulting from overlapping durations.

13AIlenForte, "A Program for the Analytic Reading of Scores," Ioumal of Music
Theory, Fall 1966, pp. 330-364.
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In addition it deletes notes from chords at the positions at which the
duration is no longer effective. It was not programmed to specify the
chords that are simultaneously articulated. This program also identi-
fies silences throughout the texture, inserts markers, and deletes the
rests.

rit.
65

_ molto

66

115
~

'1&
III

10 Min.

SAMPLES OF EACH OF THE PKOr.RAM$

STA~F NOTATION 1~ FOKO-COLUMHIA REPRESENTATION
INPIIT
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"Il,'4 ( ( 127 ) 21 ,51 ( r 1n )? ) , 2 8 ( { 1? 71 2 ) *OUd , R ( ( 129) 4 ) , R I ! 129 14 I , II
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CLASS1FICATION OF CHI]R!lS AND MOTIVES

CL~SS CHURD TYPE
INTEKVALS

CHORD
MELanIC MOTIVE

TI( I TUNF
MIII/{J,I( 3

{ 10 ( 11'5 ) 1 51:! *0,53,47,
(10( 11 II )nO,57,49*~,
(In! i i s : ) 60, 57 ,44*fi,
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WEHEIi,N. PIANO VARIATIONS, III, oS-for.

FigureVI-4. Piano Variations measures 65 and 66, with samples of each
~fthe programs.Musical excerpt is used by permission of the original pub-
lIsher, Universal Edition A. G., Vienna.
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Melodic motives, identified by slurs in the score, are also retrieved
from the second main program. The Ford-Columbia Code providesfor
the marking of slurred notes with an L, mnemonic for ligature, andan
identifying number. The location of the first and last notes of any
slurred group is trivial. The intervening note in three-note slurred
melodic motives was defined to be a note with a POSITION larger
than that of the first note of the group, smaller than that of the last,or
other tagged note of the same group, and not bearing an L number01
its own.

In the third main program, the grouped notes, chords, and slurred
melodic motives, are classified by intervallic structure, that is, groups
with minor third, with tritone, with both minor third and tritone, and
with neither minor third nor trttone. The figured bassIike notationis
used for CHORD TYPE. Thus, the silence-delimited first motiveofthe
theme is analyzed as 5,13,16, CHORD TYPE, five semitones from the
highest e"b, 68, to b'b, 63, thirteen semi tones from the same e"b to
the diG, 55, and sixteen semi tones from the same e"b to the b, 52.
See Figure VI-4 showing measures 65 and 66 with samples of each
of the programs."
The groups of notes that include a minor third are identified with

the first motive of the theme. and those with either tritone or both
tritone and minor third are identitled with the second motive. Few
groups of notes with neither of the two isolated intervals are used in
the Piano Variations. In the tenth and last variation. only chords
considered to be derived from one of the two motives are used. The
minor third of the first motive is used at the final cadence, to "seal011"
the first idea.
Computerized, nonnumeric analysis is an invaluable aid to both

analytic and historical music research. Any analytic process that can
be de£ned and executed on a music score can be programmed. Ana-
lytic evidence of an entire composition, even an entire oeuvre. can
now be based on explicitly stated criteria, structured and restructured
according to various hypotheses, and mapped or directly related to the
original SCOre.

14 The author's programs in SNOBOL3 for the IBM 7044 are available on re-
quest.
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Toward a Theory of

Webernian Harmony, via Analysis

with a Digital Computer

by RAMON FULLER

Almostall music composed between 1600 and 1900 is described by
classicalharmonic theory in the following way.
First, it consists of a succession of well-defined sets of tones (called

"triads"and often sounded simultaneously as "chords") which succeed
eachother according to fairly well-defined rules and help to establish
a key center. Second, each chord contains or implies a root tone which
partlyabsorbs other tones in the chord into its overtone series (or into
theOvertone series of one of it~lower octaves), and, third, every tone
in the music (with almost no exceptions) is related to such a chord,
eitherby being a fully consonant member or, if dissonant, by resolving
to a chord member. Specific rules were usually followed in preparing
and resolving dissonances.
In the twentieth century, many composers discarded or modified the

oldchordal patterns and rules in favor of other techniques and more
dissonantsonorities. This is especially true of Anton von Webern
(1883-1945), whose music has been much discussed of late, represent-
ing as it does the purest form of serial, or tone- row composition. A
tonerow is a carefully ordered arrangement of the twelve tones of the
chromaticscale, which, together with its mirror forms, is used as the
basisof a piece of music. The twelve-tone technique can be briefly
described as the art of arranging tones of the row in the vertical
(octaveplacement) and horizontal (temporal) dimensions in such a
wayas to achieve musical variety and structure without disrupting the
orderof the row. The way this is accomplished in Webern is not well
understood, except for certain obvious limitations imposed by the
methodof composition: only tones contiguous within the row may be

I
I
I'.,
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sounded simultaneously (with the exception of certain liberties some.
times taken in rearranging subsets within the row); choice of octave
placement for any tone is free, but often crucial to the musicality ofa
passage, as any experienced serial composer will say.'

It is often assumed that the twelve-tone technique as used by
Webern represents a complete break with the older harmonic think-
ing described above. This is correct, as far as compositional technique
is concerned, but is it strictly hue of the music as perceived? For
instance, in listening carefully to Webern compositions one hears
points of harmonic reference which stand out from the dissonant
texture. In Figure VII-I, for example, the C# in bar 2 is heard as a

Sehr rnaBig )l.: ea 40
I 2

Anton Webern, Op. '17

6 7
10

,.
Figure VII-I. Anton Webern, Yariationen (Piano Variations), Opus 27,

Fir~t Movement. This excerpt is used by permission of the original publisher,
UnIversal Edition A. G" Vienna,

consonance with the F#, so that one fleetingly hears the F# as a root,
in spite of the strong dissonance with G. The C# is not sounded
simultaneously with the F#. Thus tones in the neighborhood of a

1The perceptual importance of the vertical dimension can be demonstratedby
a simple example. Take three tones, say C, D, and E, as elements of a chord.Any
of the three tones can be perceived as' the chord root, given the right verticalar-
rangement and assuming a favorable context. whether Or not one agrees that
roots have meaning in Webern, it is evident that the vertical ordering of a set of
to~es is very important perceptually-although it has been studied only super-
Ecially, as far as serial music is concerned. Thus the concept of octave equivalence
needs to be qualified, if not drastically modified.



root, as well as those simultaneous with it, may be part of its har-
monic complex. Several such triadic complexes are intermingled in
bars 1 and 2: F#, q; G, B, F; B, F#; C#, F, B; E, B.

This way of looking at the music immediately raises several gues-
tions: (1) How can one identify the most important (strongest)
TOotS?Or in other words, what conditions in this music will cause a
tone to be perceived as a root? (2) Are such roots important in the
musicalstructure? (3) Are there any significant connections between
the strongest roots, or do they occur at random? Are there rules of
succession? (4) What other phenomena are related to Webern's use
of root complexes?

The answers to questions 2, 3, and 4 naturally depend on the answer
toquestion L As we have seen above, the analyst will have to examine
each tone in its musical context, and identify and measure the condi-
tionsthat work for or against its being a root. Since many conditions
must be considered for each tone, and since these conditions may
interrelatein complicated ways, it is natural to consider the computer
asan analytical tool, and computer language as a medium in which to
formulatethe theory. Further reasons for using the computer are as
follows.

In the first place, writing a computer program forces one to put his
theory into explicit, logical form; the program and its description then
becomeimportant theoretical documents.
Secondly, the analytical theory, being embodied in the computer

program, may be checked and revised very simply-if the basic pro-
gramming logic is flexible and general enough. Revising a good pro-
gram will usually involve only changing the weights of some factors,
Or adding new subroutines to account for newly recognized factors.
The theory may be checked by analyzing special data both with the
computerand by other means, and comparing results.

A third reason is that once the program is running and generalized,
compositionscan be analyzed as fast as they can be transcribed into a
computer-compatible representation. This gives the theorist greater
opportunityto test his theory on a variety of musical examples. .
Having decided to use the computer in this fashion, the theonst

tnust make two further choices before writing the program, how to
represent the musical score to the computer, and in which of the

h .. Iseveral available languages to write the program. Since t e ongma
analytical conception required floating point numbers, FORTRAN

I
I
P
j

I
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was chosen rather than SNOBOL,' of the two languages then' k110".
by the author.

The choice of FORTRAN in turn led to representing the musical
score as a set of arrays, one array for each relevant aspect of the
music. Among these are pitch (identiIied to the computer as thearray,
IP, and represented by the integers from 1 to 88, with the integer91
reserved for those rests actually representing silence); the measureIn
which a tone is attacked (MESA); the measure in which it is released
(MESR); its duration (DUR); the position of its attack (ATT) and
of its release (HEL) within the measure. Other information (such"
musical intervals, structural time spans, and so on) can be calculated
from these arrays by the program, since all the symbols used are
numbers.

At this point, it is desirable to define some words that will be used
in a special way:

Root: the tone currently being examined as a root whether or not it
in fact turns out to be an important root.

Partial: a tone a major third, perfect fifth, or minor seventh (plus
any number of intervening octaves) above, or the harmonic (not
mirror) inversions of these intervals (plus intervening octaves) belo~v
the root. The minor seventh is not considered a partial unless it IS

supported by another partial nearby.
Root interval: the interval between the root and the tone currently

being examined as a partial to the root.
Interfering tone: any tone other than a partial or root that int~r-

venes (in time) between root and partial, or is simultaneous wIth
either or both.

Rest: rest symbols indicating actual silence between tones or sonori-
ties are considered part of the pitch structure; those occurring simulta-
neously with tones or chords are ignored. Each silence is represented
by one number in the pitch array, regardless of how many rest
symbols are printed in the Score to represent it.
Record: used in the computer jargon sense-for our purposes, a set

of data representing a musical score, or section thereof.
Scan: a short section of a record to be examined in the course of the

analysis.

2 SNOBOL arithmetic is ljmited to integers.
a Autumn, 1966.
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Description of the Computer Program.

According to good programming practice, a main program calls
subroutines to do the actual steps of the analysis, as follows:
ISCNI. The first step in the root analysis of a given tone is to fix the

limits of the scan within which partials might reasonably be heard in
reference to the root. It was hypothesized that a tone can have little
root influence beyond five tones in front or five tones in back of itself,
in Webernlan context. This brings the total scan to eleven tones,
except for the following conditions: tones simultaneous with the root
are counted among the five forward tones, and again among the five
rear tones of the scan; the scan is lengthened to include any tones
sounded simultaneously with the fifth tone on either side of the root;
rests are counted as two tones, since in the Webern Variationen
(Piano Variations) they seem to delimit phrases; the scan is appropri-
ately shortened for a root near the beginning or end of the record.
Thus the musical context influences the length of a scan. Once the
scan is fixed, the calling program, using other subroutines, tests each
tone in the scan to determine whether it is a partial. This is accorn-
pHshed by calculating the "mod 12" value of the root inter-val, and
comparing the result with appropriate numbers. If the root interval is
a minor seventh, its scan is searched for other partials; if none are
found, the minor seventh is not considered a partial.
INVERT. This routine is called each time a partial is found. It

assigns a temporary "harmonic field strength» to the root interval,
taking into account whether it is harmonically inverted, whether it is
in "exact partial position" (for example, whether a perfect fifth is
actually a perfect twelfth, corresponding with the third partial of the
overtone series-if so, the root interval is considered stronger than
otherwise), and how many octaves apart the root and partial are.
Inversion weakens a root, as do intervening octaves (except when the
root is below the partial, and the vertical span is less than or equal to
exact partial position). The result is stored in a variable, DINV .
. CONTEX. This routine analyzes the context in which the root
Interval is found, that is, it accounts for the possibility that tones
immediately preceding or following the root interval may weaken the
hamlOnic effect of the root. For instance, a tone preceding the root
interval may tend to absorb the root if it bears a root relationship to
the root; a tone following the root interval may tend to cause the root
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to be perceived as a nonharmonic tone (as when a perfect fourth
resolves to a major third). CONTEX makes the initial definition of a
variable, YNTRFR, which is used in the final calculation of the root
strength of the root interval.
RTINFR. This routine calculates the interference offered by a tone

within the scan of the root interval (including tones simultaneous
with the root or partial, and tones sounded tempurally between root
and partial). This root interval scan has previously been defined by a
routine, KDOPRM. RTINFR caUs another routine, WHST (for ,c1lic1l
set) that tells it which of four possible sets of tones a given tone
belongs to, with respect to the root: (1) partials to the root, (2) roots
to the root, (3) pure dissonances to the root,' or (4) different' roots to
one of the partials, Orpartials to one of the partials.
These sets are weighted according to the amount of interference

one of their members will offer a root interval, for example, set 1, no
interference; set 2, strong interference; set 3, medium interference;
and set 4, weak interference.
A weight corresponding to the set the interfering tone belongs to is

added to YNTRFR (except that if it belongs to set 1, the program
moves on to test the next tone in the root interval scan); then
additional weight is added for each of the following conditions found
as, for example, when: (1) interfering tone is below the root; (2)
interfering tone is between the root and the partial (in the vertical
dimension); (3) interfering tone occurs simultaneously with either
the root or partial or both; (4) root and partial do not overlap each
other, in time; (5) interfering tone lies (temporally) between the root
and partial, the root appears before the partial, and the inteIfering
tone is vertically close to the root. This may cause a shift of the
perceptual level from the root to the interfering tone, making it more
difficult to relate the partial to the root. If the root and partial are
attacked simultaneously, only tones simultaneous with both are con-
sidered interfering tones, conditions 4 and 5 are not considered, and
condition 2 is changed to read, «interfering tone is below the partial."

4 The augmented fourth and minor second (and inversions and octave exten-
sions) are considered pure dissonances because they are neither roots nor partials
to the root or any of its partials (as partials and roots are herein defined). An
exception to this (not allowed for in the present version of the program) is that
the tone an augmented fourth from the root can be a root to the majorthirdof the
origi~<>.l root, if supported by one of its own partials (since the minor seventh
re1Ulres.such add~d support according to Our present theory).

For Instance, if the root is C, its partial, E, has another root, A.
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Whenthe weights of all interfering tones and their conditions have
beenadded to YNTRFR, DINV is divided by YNTRFR, to obtain the
finalharmonic strength of the root interval; the result is stored in
HFST, and added to the dimensioned variable, HFS, which will
containthe total harmon; field strength of the root after all of its root
intervalshave been analyzed. HF , HFST, YNTRFR, DINV, the root,
andthepartials are aU printed out, each time they are finally defined.
Aftereach tone has had its harmonic field strength calculated and

printedout, a search is made for hannonic patterns. A moving scan of
aboutnine tones is set up (more, if either of the end tones is simulta-
neouswith others), from which the three strongest roots are chosen by
a bttle sort routine, RTSORT. The scan bumps along through the
record in six-tone leaps, so that several tones overlap between each
adjacentpair of scans. Thus, about one-third of the tones in the score
areselected as strong roots, tested for the following conditions, and
resultsprinted out.

I. Do the other two strong roots in the scan belong to the harmonic
systemof the present root? The harmonic system of a given root
In:]udesthe roots of those major triads which have a tone in comm~n
withthe major triad of the given root; for example, the harmonic
systemof C includes, besides itself, G, F, E, A, Ab, and Eb·
2. How many tones within the scan of the root belong to the
hamlOnicsystem of the root (regardless of their root strengths)?

.3, Howmany of each type of interfering tone occur simultaneously
Withthe root?
4·Howmany of each type of interfering tone occur within the scan
oftheroot?

,
•

Some AnalyticalResults and Theoretical Discussion
Threestructural phenomena having to do with roots are found in
theWeb V" ( F' VII-l)' directern anat'lOnen first movement see 19ure .
clashesb t ' . f t aUy adj acent,e ween roots; perceptual separatIOn a empor
related . . f of simultane-roots; and complete harmonic fUSIOn 0 a group
ouslysounded tones into rooted sonorities. h
The identity of a given root is probably less important than t. e
fusion ' . iated with It.

Or nonsimultaneous harmonic connection aSSOCI .
Nev rth I . . t hannomce e ess, in locating the roots, one also plnpOln s
COnnect' h t I layers of theIons and disjunctions which define t e struc ura I
!Ilusic d h . d f nn or Gesta t,

I an ence help delineate the overall perceIve 0 ,
01theCOmposition.
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The computer program selected the roots in the passage analyzed
below (see Figure VII-I). This wil1 illustrate the theory as it has
developed so far. Note the role of dissonance in separating harmonic
layers.

In bars 1 and 2 Gq is root to Bq and Fq (with Eq as a supportable
dissonance which also "resolves" to the C#); F# is root to theq in
bar 2 and to the Bb in bar 3. We thus find a direct clash betweenthe
two strongest roots in the neighborhood. The F# strongly interferes
with the rooted complex, Gq, Bq, Fb, Eb, just at the moment whenit
would have become a firmly fused harmony. The appearance of the
C# then transforms the F# (retrospectively) from an interfering tone
to a root, and brings some feeling of resolution from the tensions both
within the Gq complex and between the F# and Gq.

In bar 3, Aq is root to the C# in bar 2 (note that C# is a partial of
both Aq and F#; the author perceives it to be related more stronglyto
the F# than to the Ab, which agrees with the computer analysis).
G# in bar 4 is root to the Cq's and Eb's in bars 3 and 5.

Bars 5, 6, and 7 form the retrograde of bars 1, 2, and 3, in both
notation and harmonic analysis, except that the C# in bar 6 is
strongly perceived in relation to Aq, rather than to F#. This disagrees
with the computer analysis which again makes the F# the stronger
root of the C#. In both places, however, Aq and F# were both selected
as strong roots, so the error here is a fairly subtle one. The two Dq's
in bars 3 and 5 are heard as neighboring tones to the two C#,s.
In bars 3, 4, and 5, there are three structural layers, separated

by dissonance, harmonic inversion, and vertical distance: on the bot-
tom, the two Aq's; the Bb, Eb, Cq, G# complex in the middle; and the
two Dq's and two Crs on top. In bar 6, when the Dq resolves to q
(a partial of Ab ), the top and bottom layers are joined harmonically,
the middle layer remains separated.

Again in bars 8 and 10, there are the three layers, harmonically
separated by dissonance: Ff and Aq on top, and E q and q on the
bottom, separated by the F# and Eb vertical1y between them. The
two outer layers might have fused to form an Fq chord, or at least
registered harmonic motion, were it not for the separating dissonances,
the inversions, and the vertical distances involved. Bar g. in contrast, is
harmonical1y fused: the Db, G#, C# complex is not only coherent in
itself, but is also felt to belong to the follOWing (also coherent)
complex, which has Bb as its root. This is true partly because of the
COmmon tones between the two complexes, and partly because the
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dissonances (C# and Gq) can both be supported by the root, Bb.
In conclusion it may be said that the use of the computer has
affectedmy present harmonic theory in two important ways.
Forexample, the first, simpler version of the analysis program gave

unsatisfactoryresults because it did not account for enough relevant
hannonic factors. This was made dramatically clear by the very literal
mannerin which the computer carried out the analysis; no uncon-
sciousfactorsoperated to rescue the analysis from the inadequacies of
the theory. The author was thus persuaded to take a much closer look
at his assumptions, with profitable results, which were incorporated
intothepresent version of the program.
In the second place, the computer, unlike a human, cannot make an

analysisin terms of whole chords which it recognizes, but instead
must look at each tone and its context to decide whether (really to
what extent) it is a root. This kind of thinking affected the whole
theory-assigning weights to various conditions, setting up a scan for
eachroot, evaluating the context of a root interval-all of these being
aspects of both the program and the theory that grew out of the
mannerof thinking required by the computer.
In its present stage of development, the program (CONHAN, for
CO"textua! Harmonic ANalysis) performs quite satisfactorily in
choosingthe most important roots of a musical passage in Webernian
style.There are a few discrepancies, such as the relationships between
theq, F#, and Aq noted above in the discussion of bars 5 and 6; but
theseare not disastrous, since a good part of the analysis must still be
donewithout the computer, and so minor corrections are easily made.
Perhaps the least satisfactory part of both the program and the
theoryis the attempt to find larger "harmonic systems." This idea was
an early hypothesis made before the concepts of separation were fully
formulated,At this \VTiting, a revision of the program is underway,
which should yield a more complete and accurate description of d
mUSIcal structure in terms of the present harmonic theory, as revise
and expanded with experience. It is fully expected that the computer
willContinue to be important in every stage of the theoretIcal develop-
ment.

•
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Harmony before and after 1910:

A Computer Comparison
by ROLAND JACKSON

The decisive changes that came into music c. 1910 (son~ewhat
earlier among the Viennese composers, somewhat later in Stravmsl}')
affected all aspects of musical style, but none perhaps as drastically as
harmony. Almost overnight the system that had prevailed for centu·
ries, the building up of chords in thirds and the scheme of chord con-
nections that has come to be called "functional," tumbled to the ground.
And in its place there ensued a kind of harmonic anarchy, at least in
the beginning, a style in which harmony was no longer central, as th,e
main organizer of the musical design, but rather surrendered this
position to other elements such as rhythm or texture,
But the nature of the change still needs some clarifying. Are there

remnants of tertian structure abiding in post-tertian pieces? Did some
new form of harmonic logic develop to replace the old functional
connections? These and similar questions are not easily answered,
partly because the chords themselves (both in pre- and post-l9JO
compositions) tend to be so very complicated, partly because the
mind feels itself so very taxed in remembering harmonic details of this
kind. For these reasons the decision was made to enlist the servicesof
the computer, which for problems like this turns out to be an ideal
research tool.' For-after having been programmed to do so-it shows. If b. kWitse capable of analyzing each of the chords, from the most SImp
the most complex, within a given piece.2 And. what seems even more

1This study was initially presented (in more abbreviated form) at the national
meeting of the ~merican Musicological Society in New Orleans on Decembe~:~
1966. I should like to express thanks to my student Philip Bernzott, who aSS1S

me in many ways, especially in the wcrkinc out of the computer programs. .
'Th 0 ] I Jack-ese programs are rather generally described in two abstracts: Ro anc "

son and Philip Bernzott, "Harmonic Analysis with Computer-a ProgressReport,



the three Viennese composers are each represented by an earlier and a
later work, while Scriabin's earlier work is balanced by later pieces by
Stravinskyand Varese.

The comparisons divide themselves into three principal categories:
(1) those involving the chordal or intervallic content of the pieces;--I~RH Newsletter, Vol. I, 9 (1966), 3-4; and Roland Jackson, "The Comput~r as
a S~ldent'of Harmony," in Proceedi1Jgs of the Tenth Congress of the International-
M~8lcological Society> Ljubljana, 1967. . . "

The encoding method is described in Roland Jackson and PhlIJp Bernzott, A
~1usicaIInput Language and a Sample Program for Musical Analysis," to ,appear
In American 'MUSicological Society Greater New York Chapter Symposia Pro-
~eedillg$1965-1966, Musicology a~d the Computer (ed. Barry S. Brook), Flus~-
109, N.Y., 1967. I should like to express gratitude here to two of my students In

particular,Mr. David Goodman who coded all of varese's Integrates (minus the
percussioninstruments) and Mr. Richard Moerschel, who double-checked most
of the coded material

tIhe folloWing abbreviations will be adopted throughout the present article:
~~oenberg, Verklaerte Nacht == VN; Schoenberg, Pterrot Lunaire = PL; Berg,

lano Sonata =::: PS· Berg Lyric Suite = LS' Webern, Quartet, 19°5:::: Q( oS};
Wbe " , ()S·bhlQ e .m, Quartet, 1938== Q(38); Stravinsky, Quartet, 1914 == Q 14; cna ,

!laS!Valse=:::QV; and Varese, Integrales = 1.

I

j
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significant, it can keep these chords "in mind" (better than a human
could) while it makes comparisons of various kinds, pointing out, for
example, some of the differences between one piece and another or
onecomposer and another.

The idea essentially was a simple one: compositions from a little
before and from after the style change were encoded for computer
analysis3 and then subjected to various analytical routines carried out
by the machine. Although only a very few pieces were included, the
resultsalready contain some points of interest-more suggestive, to be
sure, than definitive. Here follows a list of the pieces or excerpts that
becamepart of the survey (see Table VIII-I):' It will be noticed that

Table V Ill-f. Compositions encoded for musical analysis

Composer Tertian Post-tertian

Schoenberg YerkiaerteNad~t, m.1-100
(t 99)

Piano. Sanata (1908)
String Quartet, m.1-80 (1905)

Serenade (from Pierret Irunaire)
(19JJ)

Lyric Suite, l.st mvt. (1926)
String Quartet, Op. 28 (1938)
String Quartet, lst mvt. (1914)

Berg
Webern
StraVinsky
Scriabin
Vurese

Quasi Valse, Op. 4i (1906)
rnieqroles (1923)
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(2) those involving the dissonance content; and finally (3) those
involving what shall be called the "recurrent chord" content. Eachof
these will now be described in greater detail.

Chordal and Interoallio Content

The computer program was designed to find out just whichvertical
combinations (no matter how brief or Heeting) made up a given
musical piece, and for what percentage of its total duration. Each
sonority was, therefore, treated as an isolated entity, but in the end
each of its appearances was totaled together to arrive at the overall
percentage. 'This program leaned heavily upon a chord table and an
interval vector table," against which the successive chord formsoccu~-
ring in a piece were matched. These two tables are purely numenc
(the chords being represented by 12-digit numbers: .100100100010
stands for a diminished-minor seventh chord, while the interval vec-
tors are assigned 6-digit numbers: .001110 stands for a major,or
minor, triad) as are also the chords in the composition (in my scheme
of coding), which greatly facilitates the comparisons. In this waywe
are enabled to see at a glance the harmonic "palette" employedina
particular piece, just how many different sonorities were brought in,to
play, which intervals assumed prominence, and many other detallS
concerning chord color.

A comparison between the tertian and post-tertian works points
immediately to same striking changes (see Table VIII-2). Consider,for
instance, the abrupt cessation or decline in use of a number of
traditional sonorities: triads (of all four types), minor-minor and
diminished-seventh chords, major-minor seventh chords (that is, V7),
and French sixth chords. Only the Lyric Suite movement shows,
significantly, a residue of these "chords-in-thirds."
Now, looking at the total number of different vertical sonorities to

. h ., Iyappear III t ese same compositions, we see, somewhat surpnsmg I

that Schoenberg and Berg, in their post-tertian works, call upon eve~
more kinds of chords than in their earlier pieces (see Table VIII-3)'
The movement from Pierrot Luna'ire seems especially astonishing In

5 A list of interval vectOrs is published by Allen Forte as part of his article "A
Theory of Set-Complexes for Music," in Journal of Music Theory, VIII (1g64),
145-148. This list I have numbered and correlated with my own list of chordsof
0-12 pitch classes. One correction to Mr. Forte's list might be made here: of
the distinct 7-note sets, set no. 8 should read 454422 rather than 45444:2.

67he total number of O-12~note chords is 35:2, and does not include trans-
POSItions, octave displacements, or Rameau-type inversions.



thisregard, since 153 di.fferent sonorities a!'pear within the relatively
b . f .ne timespan of 53 measures. Stravinsky and Webem, on the other
hand,move in the very opposite direction, adopting a more sparse or
asce~cchord vocabulary in their later pieces.
Still another program was designed to take percentages of the

nU~ber of pitch classes sounding simultaneously at various points
durmga composition, that is, the proportion of the total duration
takenup by chords of 0 pitch classes (rests), of 1 pitch class (single
notes),of 2 (intervals), and so on (see Table VIII-4). In this way one
arrivesat an impression of the «relative density" of a composition. We
notice,for example, that the earlier works tended to emphasize four-
note chords (mostly in the form of seventb or incomplete ninth
Chords);although Webern's first quartet, exceptionally, showed a
greaterabundance of three-note sonorities, due mostly to the impor-
tanceof augmented triads in the section that was tested. The later
pieces reveal two opposing tendencies, toward simpler and at the
sam ti h be me towardmore complex chord forms. Webern, as mig t e
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Table VI 1I-2. Comparisons of chord content

Tertian Post-ter-tian
Per cent of VN Q(05) QV PL LS Q(38) Q(14)

Single notes 5 12 18 24 4 27 0Intervals 8 6 19 13 2 36 16
Triads 16 27 9 2 8 3 0
Minor-minor

and dim..
minor 7th 15 3 1 0 7 0 0

Dinl.-7th 9 0 1 0 2 0 0
~Iajor-minor
7th 5 2 0 4 0 0

French sixth 5 8 0 2 0 0

Other sonorities, making up a total of 100%, are not included in this table.

Table·VIII_3. Comparisons of total number of chords used

Tertian Post-tertian

Q(05) QV PL LS Q(38) Q(14)~-:::--~~~_...:..::.-_=----=.:..-.:.------=--
90 68 36 153 99 33 27------~-=--=------=-=-----
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Table V f 1l-4. Number of pitch classes employed

Percentage of total duration of composition
Tertian Post-tertian

VK Q(05) QV PL L Q(38) Q(14)

1.03 4.40 2.95 .78 1.51 9.07
5.76 11.61 17.75 32.15 3.83 26.54
7.90 6.55 18.63 10.77 2.06 39.15 15.86

22.60 44.37 21.00 4.4 22.68 22.56 58.41
48.18 32.40 34.02 9.14 6l.23 2.65 25.24
13.66 .64 4.73 18.63 7.86 .48
.84 .88 23.97 .80

o
I
2
3
4
5
6

expected, displayed an unusually high proportion of rests: nine Fe,
cent in his later quartet (and already four per cent in the early one).
Both Webem and Schoenberg show a significant increase in the useof
single notes (while, Surprisingly, Stravinsky's quartet movement lS
entirely lacking in a and 1 note chords). On the other hand, Schoen
berg's Semnade (tested without Spmchstimme) , revealed an uncom-
monly large number of six-note chords (almost 24 per cent), and
Berg's Lyric Suite movement an even more noteworthy proportionof
four-note chords (61 per cent), no doubt because of the favor ac-
corded seventh-chord formations in this piece.
Turning now to a more detailed consideration of the kinds of chor~s

employed, we End the folloWing sonorities as most prominent within
the total time span of the compositions (see Table VIII-S).
Here one is struck in the Schoenberg excerpt by the rather large

percentage of seventh chords-diminished_minof, major-minor, and
diminished-making up fully a quarter of the total sound duration,
and by the significant proportion of time taken up by the minor triad
(8 per cent). Webern, however, even in Ig0S, seems to have been Jess
inclined to incorporate this voluptuous sounding seventh-chord vocab-
ulary into his work, allowing triads instead-and especially the aug-
mented triad-to assume the central position, Scriabin, aside fro~
emphasizing single notes (18 per cent), allotted about a quarter of bJS

7 The movement from Pierret l-unat-e was tested both with and without the
part for Sprechstimme in an effort to determine whether the Sprechstimme notes
. Ib d hi IeeeatIn any way contn ute to or detracted from the harmonic design, In t IS P'
I hI . II" eelsea~~, t e atter seems to be the case, since the voice part occasiona y can
out recurrent harmonic patterns that are present in the accompaniment.
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Table fIIl-5. Sonorities used most prominently in the early pieces

137

Sonorities
Percentage of total duration of composition

VN Q(05) QV

Rest
Single note
Min.3,-d
Ifaj.3rd
Min. triad
:\Iaj. triad
Aug. triad
.i.ug. -lth + min.
7th

Dim-min. 7 chd,
Maj-min. 7 chd.
Dim. 7 cbd.
Fr.6 chd,
V9 chd.
Aug. kind+
min. 7th

4.40
5.i6 11.61
3.30

4.49
8.09 4.00
4.08 9.18

12.i4

4.08
12.50
4.85
8.8i

4.53

li.i5

9.i6

i.10

i.98

i.98
4.14

12.i2

totalsound duration to three quite closely related sonorities: the
Frenchsixthchord, the "dominant" ninth chord (without a fifth), and
the augmented triad plus minor seventh. A rather special interest
Involvedfinding out how much of the total time was taken lip by
Scriabin'sso-called "mystic" chord (that is, C F# Bb E A D, or its~m .. ) d. '. positrons . Interestingly enough, this chord never once appeare
In Itscompleteform; and yet of the 36 total chord forms, most would
ioon parts of this basic chord. For example, chord number 22

(.100000100010), which makes up 7-98 per cent of the total, represents
lislowerthree notes (and 85 per cent of the time this chord, like the
parentchord,appeared in root position).
A separate routine indicated on which scale degrees the roots of

chords' f . I f. most requently appeared. Here no partIcu ar pattern 0

emphasIsemerged except in Scriabin's piece, which gave striking
eVIdencef I F h· ·tho a strong F-major orientation. For of t re rene SIX

chordstwo-thirdsoccurred on Db of the ninth chords three-sevenths
one '.and of the major triads three-fourths on F.

_d&Theassigningof roots to chords is of course somewhat arbitrary. My pro-
~<:urew h " .. f ti .whi has, w enever possible to arrange the notes Into tertian orma ens, In

c the "bottom"note would' be considered the root.

j

I
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A further program tested the interval vectors in these earlierworks.
Cenerallv the minor second was slighted (and was almost totaU)'
absent in Webern's piece), which points to a less "harsh" sound than
in the later pieces. In Verklaerte Naeht two (of the 64) vectors made
up nearly 30 per cent of the total: .001110 (12.17 per cent) and
.012111 (17·35 per cent). And in Scriabin's Quasi Valse, looking at its
vectors in general, there was an interesting emphasis upon the major
second, major third, and augmented fourth. By adding together the
percentages for each interval within the interval vectors, we arriveat
the following totals (that is, for how much of the total duration chords
contained minor seconds, major seconds, and so on):

Cello
C Db Eb

Second violill
q D# E F#

First violin
GABC

Viola
qD

Interoallic Content of Scriabin's Quasi Valse

Interval Percentage of total duration

Minor 2

Major 2

Minor 3
Major 3
Perfect 4
Augmented 4

Turning our attention now to the later compositions, one IS nn-
pressed most strongly by what seems a deliberate avoidance of the
tertian chord forms (Berg's Lyric Suite movement providing the only
exception). Stravinsky's String Quartet, for example, is a most unusual
movement, in which the entire continuity is made' up of four separate
astinato patterns, One far each instrument. The notes of these patterns
are as follows:

These ostinato notes coincide variously as the composition ~ro-
ceeds. But what at first might seem to be an arbitrary or accidental
congruence of tones is in reality a cleverly calculated organization.
For of the 27 chord forms not a one fits the traditional tertian mould
(despite the fact that tertian chorels could easily have been obtained
from the ostinato notes present), The most prominent of the chor~s
used are the follOWing (some of which can only be indicated by their
decimal form, in which a «I" stands for the position of a note in the
octave) :



1-1% 12% 8%
From this, one draws the conclusion that Stravinsky had something
likea basic sonority in mind, one consisting of a minor second plus
SOmeother note or notes spaced at varying distances. This may be
seenmore clearly by examining the interval vector content, wherein
thefollowing four forms make up over 50 per cent of the piece:

.111000 9.13'7'0

.101100 8.17%

.100110 18.26'7'0

.100011 '5.'4 %
Infact,every one of the interval vectors contains a minor second. And
fu .

IS, along with the persistent ostinato melodic patterns, must contnb-
ute to the general feeling of flatness or lack of dynamic direction that
prevails' th

In e composition.
Webem, in the opening movement of his Opus 28, shows a charac-

ienslIcpreference for simple sonorities. Of a total of 33 different chord
forms,28 correspond with the first, and most simple, chords in the
chord table. These include mostly rests, single notes, and intervals,
Wbicha .ppea- In the following percentages:
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Most Frequent Chord Forms in Stravinsky's String Quartet

Chord forms Percentage of total duration

Min. znd
.1l1000000000

.100000110000

Aug. 4th + rna]. 7th
Perf. 5th + maj. 7th
Min. 3rd + maj. 3rd
Maj. znd + min. 3rd
,100111000000

12.50

7.69
7·45
7.69
14.18
8.'7
7·6g
6-49

Three chords in particular stand out; and one notices also their
stationaryposition tonally, for the first is always based on the note D,
the third on the note B, and the second almost invariably on the note
D (see Example VIII-I).

Example V II T-l.
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Most Frequent Sonorities in Webem's Opus 28 (First Movement)

Sonorities Percentage of total duration

Rest 9.07

Single note 26.54
Minor 2 6-41
Major 2 5.08
Minor 3 10.84

Major 3 11.72

Perfect 4 3.09
Augmented 4 1.99

These constitute, then, about 75 per cent of the composition. Tr~ads
are not altogether excluded, but are relatively unimportant (minor
triad: 1.10 per cent; major triad: .88 per cent; augmented triad: .44
per cent).

In Van,se's Integrate» (of which only the first 38 measures came
under consideration in this particular test) four chord forms madeup
most of the confinuitv, The principal sonority is a seven-note cluster
built on the note A (23 per cent). It appears, at least in this excerpt,
that Varese, like Stravinsky, prefers to keep his chords stationary, that
is, built on particular scale degrees.

Chord Content in Varese's Integrales (m. 1-38)

Chord forms Percentage of total duration

Single note 58.55 (mostly on Bb)
Maj. 3 + min. 7 + maj. 7 7.00 (all on B)
.111110110000 23.33 (all on A)
.111111111110 1.55 (all on Cj )

Once again Berg's Lyric Suite movement represents a more conserv:
ative posture. One notices a de-emphasis of minor seconds and aug-
mented fourths, and (as in the tertian pieces) a stressing of minor and
major thirds, as well as perfect fourths. In all, 6g diHerent interval
vectors were employed; but, of these, 12 accounted for more than 50
per cent of the total continuity, a striking indication that a prevailing
unity of sound exists in this work.

Dissonance Content

One's method of analyzing dissonances reflects, to be sure, some
personal bias. In this project, for example, dissonant intervals were
measured from the lowest note in a chord (rather than from its root),



and rhythmic stress was not included as part of the definition. Briefly,
the machine was instructed to examine each vertical sonority, no
matter how transitory, determine which of its notes were dissonant,
and then, on the basis of voice leading, assign these dissonances to
variouscategories such as escape tone, retardation, and so on. Most
problematical was to tell the machine what to do when it encountered
sonoritiescontaining both a sixth and a fifth, or a major and a minor
third, both of which were consonant in themselves but created a
dissonantclash because of their combination. It was decided to regard
as dissonant whichever note or notes moved melodically from the point
ofdissonance to resolution. In conclusion the computer tabulated the
percentage of each type of dissonance, and added a further break-
downby interval and by pitch class of dissonance.
In comparing the early and late pieces one notices a marked de-

creasein the use of dissonances involving traditional voice leading,
and in their place a greater frequency of what I have called free
dissonances(that is, a dissonant note both leapt to and from, or one
with a rest immediately preceding or following). Since the actual
quantityof dissonances does not noticeably change, one suspects that
the "highly dissonant" effect of much post-tertian music may be due
moreto a greater freedom of voice leading than to dissonance per se.
Adissonance, as Stravinsky says, «is neither required to prepare itself
nor be resolved"; it becomes, as we have noticed with the chord
content as well. «an entity in itself." 9

This change becomes evident when we compare the kinds of disso-
nancesthat assumed most prominence in the earlier works with those
ofthe later works (see Table VIII-6) .
. The distribution of dissonances by pitch classes showed an empha-
SISOn certain pitches in the earlier works, but no noticeable distinction
in the later ones (except in Stravinsky's Quartet, due to its peculiar
ostmatostructure). Thus in the opening of Berg's Piano Sonata most
of the dissonances fell on A, Bb, D, and G; whereas in the Ly1'c Suite
thepitches are about equally represented (each taking between 7 and
ri per cent).

In comparing the actual intervals of dissonance little difference
benveen early and late works could be discerned. Webern's Quartet,
Opus28, second movement however did seem unusual in that of the
47di " . . sevenths.ISSonancesonly 4 were minor seconds and 3 were major .
These h d I· ddt rovide climac-s arper issonances were probab y inten e 0 p

•
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9$ . 6-
ee JusPoetics of Music, New York, Vintage, 1956, pp. 3 37·
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Table V f 11-6. Comparative frequency of dissonances
(only the highest percentages are given)

Dissonances

Percentage of types of dissonances

Tertian Post-tertian
Q(05) 1'8

(M. I-II)

Appoggiatura
Escape tune
Free
Lower uuxiliary
Parallel
Passing tone
Retardation
Suspension
Upper auxiliary

L8 Q(38) Q(li)
(2nd :-Ivl.)

7
2'1
34 8S 35

7
12 5

7
13

19

II
15
17

12
16

13
16

8 26

tic emphasis since they all appear quite close together, about two-
thirds of the way through the piece.
Finally, the computer printout permits an easy scansion of what

might be termed "dissonance rhythm," that is, the rate of dissonant
notes compared with the passage of time. In the Verklaerte Nacht
excerpt, for instance, we notice a highly uneven rate of change, The
opening measures (1-10) fluctuate from few to many (due in part to
voice dou blings) to fewer dissonances.

Rate of Dissonances in Verkleerte Nacht

:-Ieasure I 4 6 8 10 12 H 16 18 20

\/\/\/\/ \/\ /\/\ /\/
No. of dissonances 9 8 24 2 15 15 15 19 26

This stands in marked contrast with the more static dissonance rate in
Webem's Quartet, Opus 28, second movement, wherein nearly every
measure contains the same number of dissonances.

Recurrent Chon! Progressions

An initial step in the programming of more long-range hannonic
relationships may be seen in the testing for recurrent chord succes-·
sions." For the present, a repeated pattern was defined as any se-
quence of 2, 3, 4, Or mare chords, irrespective of their tonal positions
(thus a pattern of a minor triad to half-diminished seventh chord to

10 Tllis, p~?gram owed much of Us initial stimulation to John Selleck's and ~oge,:
Bakeman s Procedures for the Analysis of Form: Two Computer ApplicatiOns,
Jou"!al of Music Theory, IX (1965), 281-293. 1 am grateful to Mr. Selleckfor
sending me a copy of the FORTRAN program described in the article.
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singlenote) and so on, was considered, no matter if the roots or
positionof these sonorities changed).
The program was designed to take each two successive chords in a

piece,then look for a match throughout the remainder of the piece.
The sameis done for three-chord successions, then four, and so on,
until]]omatchis found, at which point the program is terminated.
Onthe basis of this analysis the "harmonic form" of a composition
becomesclearly visible) and might be reconstructed as a diagram) as I
havedone here with Scriabin's Quasi Valse (see Table VIII-7). This
diagramlto be sure) is somewhat disproportionate to the original) since
the chord numbers take up more space than do the chords in the actual
m~sic.In all, fourteen nonexpansible pattenls (some of them very
bnef) werediscovered in the Scriabin piece. It seems significant that
only rarelyare these patterns repeated more than one time, and that
Usually a repetition stands in close proximity to the original statement.
Turningto a general comparison between several pieces, Table

VlII-8indicates: (1) the total number of repeated patterns occurring
m a piece; (2) how often these patterns appeared independently of a
larger pattern (that is, the encircled numbers in Table VlII-7 above),
how often they were repeated once) twice) or more than twice; (3) the
numberof chords making up the patterns; and (4) how often the
patternswere repeated within a measure or two of the original presen-
tation.In the earlier works we observe a greater frequency of patterns
COntainingmare than two chords (45 in VN as opposed to 4 in PL).
BothVerklaelte Nacht and the early Webern Quartet exhibit fairly
lengtl .'y patterns of 16 and 22 chords respectively. It may seem ourrous
thatPierrotLunaire (minus the part for Sprechstirnme) does contain
al9-chord pattern-due to a repeated accompanimental figure hegin-
nmg' S I

. In measurego-cwluch is) however, canceled out by the 11rec 1-

't""me.Both the early and late pieces show a considerable number of
patte th 1 . it torns at are repeated only once, and usually in case prOXIl111y
the original statement. Thus in the Pierret Lunaire example of 28

~atternsin all) 17were repeated once, 13 in consecutive measures; and
m~L'S . uti"ync !lite 82 (of 94) were repeated once, 3' JJ1 consec
measures.

Someof the pattems uncovered by the computer pose an intriguing
~uestion: Is the repetition part of the composer's artistic intention, or
asthemachine simply come across accidental correspondences? I~
;n examplesuch as the following taken from the first part of Weberns
. "artet,Opus 28, the relationship indeed seems fortuitous since It
Involvesd'ff ( E I VIII -2).And I erent chord roots, posi tions, spacings see xamp e a

yet the fact that takes lace immedIately ms y
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Table VIII-B. Repetitions of chord patterns

Tertian Post-tertian
VN Q(05) PL PL' LS Q(38)Repetitions

(2nd M vt.)
(I) Total no. of

repets. 9; 81 28 26 94 10
(2)No. occur.

indep. 29 15 2 6 4No. repeated
once 62 49 17 14 82 tXo.repeated
twice 5 10 5 6 7 2
!'io.repeated
morethan
twice 2 5 4 0 0

(3)2~hd.repets. 4; 60 24 19 85 9
3~hd.repets. 24 12 4 2 5 1
Jlore than 3-
chd.repets, 21 9 0 5 4 0
Longest repet. 16- 22- 3 19 6 3

chd. chd.
(4) .No.ofrepets.

8In Consec.meas. 40 17 13 9 31-
I Not' 1 di

llle U Itlg the part for Spredutimme.

Example V 111-2. ,
•m.5-i

~
~
8~ :§

m.8-9

~
~ I I ~if

JlOinllO·td t has revealed
~ 1 S eliberate use. If this is the case the compu er I
. Us whatmay be an important form of variation technique (pure y
~Iervallicin nature) that we would normally have overlooked.
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The same question arises in the following repetitions from Schoen-
berg's Pierrot Lunaire, but in reference to an even more minute
pattern, consisting of two intervals, a diminished fifth followed by a
major third, which recur each time with different notes, different
rhythms, etc. (see Example VIII-3). Again the pattern is stated ia close
proximity, making its conscious use as such at least plausible.
In summary, we have noticed especially the sudden decline in the

later pieces of the use of traditional, or tertian, types of chords, the
abandoning of smooth or conventional voice Jeading in the resolution
of dissonances, and the general absence of lengthy repeated patterns
of chords. Thus one's initial impression is of a generaJ lack of har-
monic order in the later works (with the Lyric Suite providing the
most notable exception). At the same time, however, a few hints of
possible new kinds of organization suggested themselves. In the use of
dissonance one piece (by Webern) showed a quite calculated place-
ment of more acute intervals at the climax of the continuity. And, as
we have just observed, repetitive intervallic patterns may have been
consciously employed by Webern and Schoenberg. But the most
i.nteresting and tangible new development, observed especially in

Example v u [-3.
Jl1.27 m.29 m.30

.~~~.~
" i''4I

Webern, Stravinsky, and Varese lay in what seems their deliberate
selection of certain harmonic colors within a given composition.
thereby limiting themselves to a few predominant sonorities which do
not return in any set order but are heard frequently enough to provide
a sense of unity within the piece as a whole. And in the discerning of
all these (possibly) new forms of harmonic ordering, the computer
has shown itself to be a most invaluable, if not indeed uldispensahle,
guide.
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Automated Discovery of Similar

Segments in the Forty-eight

Permutations of a Twelve-Tone Row
by GERALD LEFKOFF

In each group of forty-eight permutations of the twelve pitch
classeswhich are derived from a twelve-tone row by the traditional
procedures of inversion, retrogression, retrograde-inversion, and trans-
position, there are segments of various permutations in the group
which are similar to each other in certain ways. This paper is con-
cerned only with permutation segments which are similar in either of
two ways, namely (1) identical unordered pitch-class sets (that is,
segments which have identical pitch classes) and (2) identical or-
dered pitch-class sets (that is, segments which have identical pitch
classes in the identical order). The second type is a subclass of the
first type.
The frequency, size, location, and content of permutation segments

with identical pitch classes (ordered or unordered) is unique to each
permutation group. While the conditions which determine the recur-
rence of such segments within a group can be formalized, the actual
r~currencewithin a group depends upon the particular ordering of the
pitch classes in the row. Hence these recurrent segments must be
searched out independently for each permutation group. Computer
programs which discover all recurrent segments of the type mentioned
are described in this paper. If the discovery of these recurrent seg-
ments is of use, the automated discovery of these patterns by com-
puter is of value in that it is more efficient and often more accurate
and thorough than a manual search.
Three uses are suggested for lists of recurrent permutation seg-

ments. First, they may be used in association with compositional
prOcedures in determining characteristics of the row which may be
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emphasized or avoided and in selecting particular permutations used
in the composition. Secondly, they may be used in association with
analytical operations. These may include the operations of reeon
structing the probable permutation structural scheme used by the
composer, of searching for motives and chordal entities, and of search-
ing for relations of pitch-class sets which produce a kind of "tonabty.'
Thirdly, they may be used in association with the theoretical explora.
tion of permutation groups to answer such questions as the following:
What are the frequency and association limitations on recurrent per-
mutation segments in the forty-eight permutation group? What signif.
icant classifications of tone rows according to recurrent permutation
segments in the pennutation group can be stated?
In the version of the program used to produce the examples, the

twelve pitch classes are represented by the integers 0, 1, 2, . , . , 11.

Zero can represent any pitch class like a movable "do." (Another
version of the programs will use note letter names in which C replaces
zero. )

The input is the twelve integers which represent Po, the prime form
of the row with a transposition value of zero. The program printsout
the forty-eight permutations as shown in Figure IX-I. The prime (PI
and retrograde (R) permutations, and the inversion (l) and retrc-
grade-inversion (RI) permutations are placed side by side respec-
tively. The column headings " 2, 3, ... , 12 following the letters
P, R, I, and Rl indicate the ordinal position of the pitch classes in the
permutations below. The row headings 0, 1, 2, ... , 11 in the columos
below the letters P, R, I, and RI indicate the transposition value 0:
the pennutation which follows. Each row of twelve integers, rea
from left to right, represents one of the permutations in the group.

The individual permutations are designated in the subsequent pro-
gram in the usual manner with the letters P R I and RI followed by. . , , , f
the tranSpOSItIon value of the permutation. A standard arrangement0
the permutations in the group is used in which the P and I forms with
identical transposition values begin with the same pitch class, and the
P and R forms and I and RI forms, respectively, with identical
transposition values exchange their first and last pitch classes. In the
example, the first pitch class of the P and I fonns and the last pitch
class in the Rand R1 forms correspond to the transposition value. TIllS
correspondence is not required however by the program.
The location of a permutation segment in the group is designated
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Figure IX-I. Forty~eight permutations derived from an ordered lz-pitch-
class set

by reference to the pennutation in which it is found, followed by the
IIltegersin parenthesis which indicate the ordinal location of the £rst
and last position occupied by the segment. Hence the designation
RIg(3-7), indicates a permutation segment which is found in the RI
pe~mutation with a transposition value of nine which begins with the
thrrd position and ends with the seventh.
For each permutation segment there are eleven other segments

which are found in the same ordinal position in the same permutation
form which have the identical intervalhc relationship hetween the
pitch classes although the pitch classes themselves differ. In the pro·
gram only one of these segments is given. The rest can be easily calcu-
lated. Hence, if the ordered set {o, 5, I} is found at P3 ( 7-9) then· the
set (I, 6, 2J is found at P4(7-9), the set (2, 7, 3) is found at P5(7-9),
the set (g, 2, lOJ is found at PO(7-9), and so forth. These related seg-
ments are found by adding, in Modulo 12, the same transposition
value to each of the pitch classes in the segment and to the trans-
position value of the permutation fonn. Only the prototype of the

l
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group of twelve is listed in the program for tbe sake of simplicity in
tbe output, since excessive output tends to obscure the elemental reo
lationships.

The choice of prototype of the recurrent segments are as fnllows.
For the ordered sets, that transposition of the permutation is used in
which the first pitch class is zero. The choice of prototype for un-
ordered segments is somewhat more involved. Since these sets are
unordered. the actual pitch classes may OCcur in any order in various
permutation segments. In the prototype the pitch classes are given in
ascending order, and the transposition chosen is such that the first
pitch class is zero, and the smallest interval span between the £rstand
last pitch classes is used. If more than one transposition yields the
same minimum interval span, the transposition which yields the first
lowest number after the zero is selected. This is a standard fonn
which is often used to represent classes of pitch-class sets. However,
in this program the prototype of unordered pitch-class sets represent
actual pitch classes. Hence, if the unordered pitch-class set (0,3,4,8)
is found at Rlz(3-6) then the unordered set (3, 6, 7, 1I) is found at
R1S( 3-6), and so forth.

Some ordered pitch~class sets retain their identity under the oper-
ation of retrogression or retrograde-inversion at one of the twelve
transpositions. When listed in the output, these types are labeled R or
Rl, respectively. The ordered set (0, 1, 7, 6) is an example of the type
which retains its identity upon retrogression and is labeled R. and
(0, 1, 3, 4) is an example of one which retains its identity upon retro-
grade-inversion and is labeled Rl.
Some unordered pitch-class sets retain their identity at several

transpositions. An example is the set {o, I, 3, 6. 7, g}. This set retains
its identity under two transpositions (0 and 6). This includes a trans-
position of zero under which all sets retain their identity. Some un-
ordered pitch-class sets retain their identity upon inversion. An
example is the set (0, 1,3,4). Most unordered pitch-class sets which
retain their identity upon inversion also retain their identity under
several transpositions. The set (0, 4, 8) (the augmented triad) is an
example of such a set. When listed in the output, the unordered sets
are labeled according to the operations under which they retain their
identity, as follows. A set which retains its identity only in the prime
form is labeled P. One which retains its identity in both prime form
and inverted form is labeled Pl. The letters P or Pl are preceded by
the integer which indicates the number of transpositions under which
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it retains its identity. The minimum is one (for transposition of zero),
and P is always present. The set {o, 3, 4) is labeled IP since it retains
its identity only in prime form for transposition zero. The set [o, 6) is
labeled zPI, since it retains its identity as prime under two transpo-
sitions and its identity under I for two transpositions. The set Co, 1,

3, 6, 7, 9) is labeled zP.
The ordered sets which are labeled Rand RI and the unordered sets

which are labeled PI Or which retain their identity under more than
one transposition of necessity are found .in more than one of the
permutations. in the group. Hence the special attention which they
receive in the program.

Figure IX-z is the list of recurrent unordered pitch-class sets (size 2
to 10) with their locations, which OCCur in the permutation group
found in Figure IX-I. Figure IX-3 is the list of recurrent ordered
pitch-class sets (size 2 to 12) with their locations, which occur in the
permutation group found in Figure IX-I. The pennutation group in
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Figure IX-l is that used hy Schoenberg in his Fourth String Quartet,
Opus 37.
The format of the output found in Figure IX-z is as follows. A blank

line appears before the appearance of each recurrent segment. At the
very beginning of the next line the segment type is labeled (lP, zPI,
lPl, etc.). This is followed on the same line by the pitch classes which
occur in the recurrent set. If the set does not retain its identity upon
inversion, two sets appear on this line, the second set being the
inversionof the first, If the set retains its identity upon inversion, only
ODeset is given. Beneath the appearance of each set is a listing of the
locations of its appearance in the permutation group. This list is in
two columns with locations in P and R forms with the same transposi-
tion side by side, and in 1 and RI forms with the same transposition
side hy side.

The format of the output found in Figure IX-3 is as follows. A blank
line appears before the appearance of each recurrent segment. At the
very beginning of the next line the symbols R or Rl appear if the set
retains its identity upon retrogression Or retrograde-inversion. If the
set does not retain its identity upon retrogression or retrograde-inver-
sion, four related ordered pitch classes appear on the one line. Taking
the first set for reference as a prime form, the second set is its
inversion, the third set is its retrograde form, and the last set is its
retrograde~inversion. If the set retains its identity upon retrogression
orretrograde-inversion, only two sets are listed in which the second is
the inversion of the first. Beneath the appearance of each set is a
listingof the locations of its appearance in the permutation group.



CHAPTER X

FORTRAN Music Programs

Involving Numerically

Related Tones

by IAN MORTON and JOHN LOFSTEDT

Three FORTRAN programs coupled to numerical definitions of
tonal material are described in this article. Two programs for compost-
tion and one for the analysis of tonal music are discussed.

Tonal music relies on pitch relationships which can be described
numerically by the first four integral primes (1, 3, 5, 7), the first four
reciprocal primes (1/1, '/3, 1/5, '/7), their multiples (g, '5, 21,25,27,
etc.) and submultiples (I/g, 1/15, 1/21, 1/25, 1/27, etc).
The interval of the perfect fifth, C to G, lor example, may be

described as the function 3 since the frequency of G is 3 times that of
C. Moreover, since musical tones are related logarithmically to the

. . thisbase 2, the musical octave (the power of 2) has no meanmg m
theoretical framework, and G may be said to be related to C by the
function 3 irrespective of the octave in which either may appear.
It is also worth noting here that the relationship between G and C

may also be described as the function 1/3, since C is obviously 1/3 the
frequency of G when G is 3 times the frequency of C. A musical
interval does not care whether it is described from below upward or
from above downward.

The harmonic major third, C to E, for example, may be similarly
described as the function 5 since the frequency of that E is 5 times
that of C. As in the case of the perfect fifth, either or both tones may
be multiplied or divided by any powej- of 2 without doing violence to
their relationship. It should also be noted again that if E is 5 times C
then C is 1/5 E.

As we have seen in the cases of the intervals just described it is not
possible to know which tone of an interval, if either, is derived from
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the other. A tone is said to be «derived" from a «root" when its
frequency is the result of multiplication or division of the root fre-
quency by a prime number. A minimum of three tones is required to
produce a discreet musical unit which contains an identifiable tone of
derivationand tones which are clearly derived from it.
Ambiguity of "roothood" is present, then, with any two isolated

tones. It is also present in a structure of three or more tones when no
one of the tones can be a root (for example, the diminished triad and
the diminished seventh chord), and in any structure in which there
are two or mare possible roots (for example, the augmented triad).
The simplest possible musical construction in which a tone of

derivation is clearly defined is the major or minor triad, which, when
major, may be described as three tones at the 1-3-5 relationship
(C-G-E, respectively).
A major tonal system (key) can be constructed by disposing three

roots at the 3 function from one another (1/3-1-3) and erecting major
triadsupon each. If we take Cr as the root of the tonic triad, the root
of the dominant triad will be G3, and the root of the subdominant
triad will be Fl/3. The tonic triad will then be CI-G3-ES; the domi-
nant triad will contain G3-D9-B1S; the subdominant triad will be
composed of F'/3-G,-AS/3. Since it is more convenient to deal only
with integral numbers we clear the fraction by multiplying all of these
numbersby 3. The tonal components of our major key now become
F" C3, AS, Gg, ElS, D27, and B4S.
The minor triad is symmetrical with the major and is an equally

primitive unit. It can be described most conveniently and powerfully
by the first three reciprocal prime numbers: 1/1-1/3-1/5. This view of
the minor triad defines it as a manifestation of frequency division in
the same manner as the major triad was defined as a manifestation of
frequency multiplication. Thus in describing the traditional A-minor
triad (A-C-E) we take E to be the tone of derivation as 1/1, A then
becomes 1/3, and C becomes 1/5. We will call this triad E minor
insteadof A minor since E, not A, is its tone of derivation (1/1).
A minor tonality (key) may be constructed by taking three roots at

the 3 function as we did with the major mode but dividing the
frequency of each root by 1, 3, and 5, instead of multiplying. Let ns
takeE15 from the major numeric scale as our tonic root (1/1). The
tonic triad will then consist of ElS-AS-C3; the dominant triad will
Contain AS-DS/3-F1; the snbdominant triad will be composed of
B4S-EI5-C9. The numerics of the major and minor systems are seen to
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be the same with the exception of D27 in the major system andD;/3
in the minor. To clear the fraction we again multiply all elementsby 3
and obtain for the combined major-minor system: F3, DS, Cg,AI;,
G27, E45, DBl, and B135. To compare the two D's we multiplyD; by
successive 2'S to place them in the same octave: DS, DlO, D20,D40,
DBo. Their relationship is that of the syntonic comma, 81/80.
lt is well known that the 7th (F) of the dominant seventh chordin

major (GBDF) is not the same frequency as the note F whichactsas
the root of the subdominant triad (FAC). The two tones remain
undifferentiated in our traditional musical notation, however. In order
to achieve a precision not afforded by orthodox notation it is neces-
sery, therefore, to add one more numeric to our series-i-Cez times7
(F18g). To view the nature of the difference between F18g and F3
(the root of the subdominant triad) we multiply F3 by successive2S
to place the two F's in the same octave: F3, F6, F12, F24, F48,Fg6,
Flg2. By dividing F18g and Flg2 by the common divisor 3 we findthe
relation between the two F's to be 64/63.
The 7th of the dominant seventh chord in the minor mode (AFDB)

is the 1/7 function of the dominant tone of derivation AlS. Since it is
obvious that we shall be left with another fraction by such a division
let us multiply all scalar elements by 7 before we divide: F21, D35,
C63, A105, G18g, E315, D567, B945, F1323. The 7th of the minor
dominant seventh chord will then be AlOS/7 or BlS. To compareHI;
with B94S, the root of the minor subdominant chord (B.G-E) we
multiply B15 by successive 2'S to place the two B's in the same octave;
B15, B3°' B60, B120, B240, B480, Bg60. Dividing Bg60 and B945by
the common divisor 15 we find their relationship to be 64-63. .
So that we could be assured of quotients which wouJd remalll

integral in a complete numeric system it became clear that we
required a number for the tonal center that was minimall)'
1 X 3 X 3 X 5 X 7· To provide one additional primitive division we
chose C as 1 x 3 X 3 X 3 X S X 7, Or 945. F then became 31S andG
became 2835. Other notes were derived by multiplicatious and divi'
SIOnsby 31 51 and 7, resulting in the system shown in Table X-I.
The note name assignments need not be fixed. Any note which ac~s

as a tonic may be assigned to 94S. If D is assigned to 945, then G IS

315 and A is 2835, and other note names shift accordingly. Thus tile
numerics stand for common tonal relationships rather than fixed
nam~s of. notes. The interlace of the simplest to the most comp~ex
relatIOnships is contained in the numerics and not in letters With
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attached musical accidentals-sharps, flats, and naturals. This nu-
meric description of relationships pennits both precision and flexibility
in musical analysis and composition, and, of course, such symbolism is
handled with particular felicity by the computer equipped with the
FORTRAN compiler.

Table X-f. Numeric description of tonal relationships

Note name Function Note name Function Note name Function
0 0 0 0 0 0D, 1 C, 7 13" 49A, 3 G, 21 Fb 147
F 5 E, 35 .0(, 24';
E, 9 D, 63 C, 441
C 15 13, 105 A, 7?5
A 25 G 175 F 1225
B, 27 A, 189 G, 1323
G 45 F 315 Eb 2205
E 75 0 525 C 3675
F 81 E, 567 D, 3969
C~ 125 13 875 A 6125
D 135 C 945 n, 6615
13 225 .-\ 157'; G 11025
C 243 13, 1701 A, 11907
G~ 37S F~ 2625 E 18375
A 405 G 2835 F 19845
E# 625 D" 4375 C~ 30625

"F" 675 E 4725 D 33075•
G 729 F 5103 E, 3';721
D" li25 c; 7875 n 55125 ,
rr

jE 1215 D 8505 C 59535
13; 1875 A# 13125 G# 91875
C# 2025 n 14175 A 99225
\" 3375 G# 23625 F# 165375t •

B 3645 A 25';15 G 178605
F,* 5625 E;.> 39375 D; 275625

"G; 6075 F# 42525 E 297675

Before proceeding to the description of our programs it must be
noted that the musician's dearly held concepts of the "Inharmonic"
tone and "chromaticized" chord dissolve in the presence of the
numerical description of tonal relationships. The "passing tones,"
"neighboringtones," "suspensions," "retardations," «anticipations," "ap-
poggiaturas,""added tones," and, God save the mark, "free tones" can
readily be identified numerically. To illustrate, the "passing" or "neigh-
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boring" tone B appearing with the C-E-G triad produces the minortriad
B-G-E along with C-E-G to form a compound triadic structure. TheB
obviously has a specific, identifiable numeric relation with all three
tones of the C-E-G triad. "Cbromatic," "altered," "colored," "clouded,'
and even "corrupted" chords can also be identified with reasonable
ease and precision. The so-called "1 eapolitan Sixth" chord related to
C945 is simply composed of Db63-F315-AbI8g. By eliminating the
fanciful jargon of traditional music theory ann replacing it with a
numeric description of tonal relationships FORTRAN becomes all
eminently useful tool for tonal composinon and analysis.
The more fruitful if not the more interesting of Our composition

programs was the second, which we called Camp II. The first step in
the Camp II program was to read in several tables and two initializing
chords. We provided tables for the determination of the line and
space position of notes on a staff, the selection of new chord roots, and
the choice of rhythm patterns.

Once the tables and initializing data were stored, the com~ute~
selected a rhythm pattern for the first measure. Tlie tables provided
measures of various rhythmic combi.nations from which the computer
chose one measure at random. Several sets of measure tables were
developed to correspond to musical tempi and styles. These included
Adagio in:. Moderato in g} and the like. A set of measures was
selected to be stored for each composition or movement. A complete
measure was selected from the stored table with the aid of an IBM
random-number generator. This complete measure provided the num-
ber of events in the measure and the actual time values. For example,
one measure of four events might consist of four quarter notes. The
computer stored the number foul' (4) in an area called EVENT and
the values Q,Q,Q,Q in NOTE. A new musical incident (chord or rest)
was written for each value in EVENT. and when all the values in
EVENT were computed a new measure was chosen. Since the pro-
gram did not include an examination of earlier measures to determine
the nature of the new measure but relied only upon random selection
of prescribed patterns, the temporal character of the music was not
always logical or conVincing.

After the selection of the new measure individual chords were
chosen. The computer examined the two initializing chords or those
just previously determined and chose the next musical event from
tables. The initializing or previously written chords were first exam-
ined for mode progression (that is, major to major, major to minor,
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minor to major, minor to minor), Four sets of tables were prepared,
and the table to which the computer went depended upon the mode
progression. The tables were set in a three dimensional array. One
dimension of the array contained all possible roots of Chord I; the
second dimension contained all possible roots of Chord II (these two
dimensions were identical, of course); the third dimension contained
the numbers 1 and 2, one of which was randomly selected. Two values
for the new event were at each point of the array. These two values
included: the chords of the major tonalities of C and G, the chords of
the minor tonalities of E and B, and rests. The random selection of 1

Or2 caused the selection of one of the two optional events. Recycling
loopswhich the computer might have generated were defeated by this
random feature.
An illustration of the procedure outlined above follows. Say the

computer found the mode progression of the two previously written
chords to be major to major. The root progression was, say, C945 to
G283S· These conditions will lead the computer to a table which
provides, say, C945 or B 14175 as the optional responses. The random
number generator will select one of the two values.
By using tables, tight control was maintained over the output, but a

measure of freedom was injected by permitting random selection of
oneout of a possible two events in the final decision.
The selection of the new root being complete, the computer next-

determined the position of each voice of the composition-soprano,
alto, tenor, bass. We divided the musical staves into 61 increments,
and assigned a note name to each increment. These notes included the
first four sharps and first four flats. The C below the bass staff was
numbered 1, C# 2, and so on, until we reached the C above the treble
staff which was equal to 61. A rest was given the value 62. We also
divided the ranges of the four voices to conform to commonly ac-
cepted limits .
. The Soprano voice was computed first, followed by the bass, and the
Inner voices, in that order. To determine which note of the new chord
should be given to the soprano the computer first examined the
function of the soprano note in the previous chord and observed its
staff position. It then noted the mode of the previous chord. (If the
previous event was a rest the computer examined the chord before the
rest.) The new soprano note was detennined with a view toward
providing interesting harmonic-melodic relationships by changing the
melodic function in successive chords (a practice which inoidentally

,
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all but eliminated parallel fifths and octaves), and producing a "nor-
mal" musical line. For example, if the mode progression was major to
major. and the previous soprano note was a funtion 3, the tables
provided that the function of the new soprano note would be either1
or 5. The computer then determined which of these values was closer
on the staff to the last soprano note and selected it.
The hass was determined next by conditions set by the new soprano

note. First the mode of the new chord was examined, then the
function of the new soprano note was observed. These two conditions
determined the selection of the new bass voice from one or possibly
two values. In the example given in connection with the soprano
voice. the mode of the new chord "vas major, and the function of the
new soprano note was, say, S. Under these circumstances the bass was
ordered to take the 1 function. Within the range of the bass voice
there exist two staff positions which correspond to the function 1. The
computer selected the staff position of the new note on the "closest
note" basis after considering the staff position of the previous bass
note.

Once the outer voices were determined the inner parts were filled
in. We prepared our program to insure that all three functions of a
chord (1, 3, and 5, or 1/1, 1/3, and 1/5) were included. (In our
composition programs no dominant seventh chords were included,
though, of course, the 7 and 1/7 functions were required for the
analysis program.) If one of the outer voices was at the 1 function and
the other at the 5 function, one of the inner parts took the 3 function.
If both of the outer voices took the same function, the inner voices
took the other two. If after three voices were chosen all functions were
present the fourth voice doubled the 1 or 3 function whichever was
closer on the staff. Our program provided for alternation of priority
between the alto and tenor voices-i-first the alto had first choice and
then the tenor. With this method of inner voice determination neither
alto nor tenor often received a function 5 because the outer parts,
having first choice at the available functions left the inside voices
with a limited selection. I

The computed chord was lastly examined for crossed parts between
the soprano and alto, and tenor and bass. (Crossing of tenor and alto
voices was considered to be musically acceptable.) If the soprano note
was found to lie below that of the alto, it was sent to the staff position
one octave higher; if this action resulted in a note above the range
established for the soprano, it was returned to its original staff posi-
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tion, and the alto note was dropped an octave. An identical procedure
wasconducted for the tenor-bass parts.
An interesting outcome of this last routine was an occasional and
admirableleap in the musical lines. These sudden changes to new
pitchlevels overcame 501'ne of the computer's tendency toward aim-
lessnessand created a pleasant musical surprise from time to time.
In a previously developed composition program called Comp I we

relied more fully upon numeric manipulation and less on prepared
tables.The new root value was found from tables, and the mode of
thechordemanating from that root was found by consulting a table of
mixedmajor-minor progressions, The function of the last soprano note
wasfound by dividing the soprano numeric by the root numeric if the
mode was major, and dividing the root numeric by the soprano
numericif the mode was minor. This calculation set up the conditions
forthe determination of the new soprano, and selection was made by
multiplyingor dividing the new root numeric by the calculated func-
tion,The other voices were found in a similar manner, provision being
made,of course, for inclusion of all functions of the triad and suitable
doubling.
. Oneadvantage to be gained from calculating voices in this manner
15 the ease with which a program may be expanded, since the need for
makingmajor revisions in the table values is greatly reduced. Simple
multiplicationor division permits easy expansion to include advanced
numericalcombinations while the table method limits a program to a,
specificrange of values.
Both Comp I and Comp II contain many powerful features. At

present,to be sure, both programs produce a conventional four-pa~·t
musicnot unlike that achieved by music students at the end of their
firstyear of collegiate study. Both programs, however, like good
students,are capable of a more advanced form of composition,
Our analysis program examined a work of music, recorded. the

numberof chordal roots and the number of times each fell on a gIven
beatof a measure. The chord roots were identified by the numerics of
TableX-I. The computer examined the data given to it and stored the
followingresults: (1) the number of times the root appeared m the
piece;(2) the number of times one root followed another; (3) the
numberof times one root preceded another; and (4) the number of
timesa root fell on a certain beat of a measure.
Becausenumerics can be employed for every instan~<of e~ery meas.~

ure,the detail in this kind of analysis is considerable. Passmg tones,
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and other "inharmonie" tones, can be integrated numerically topro-
vide a detailed harmonic evaluation of any tonal work. The programis
equally useful in statistically evaluating the melodic content of apiece
by "plugging in" melodic numerics instead of roots.
Some integration of root progression with melodic progression,both

stated in numeric terms, may yield new insights into the very natureof
music. The coupling of FORTRAN to numeric tonal descriptions
makes such a study possible.
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Theoretical Possibilities

for Equally Tempered

Musical Systems

by WILLIAM STONEY

Of the many proposals that have been put forward for novel sys~
ternsof tempered tuning over the past four centuries, not one has yet
foundgeneral acceptance among composers or performers as a practi-
cal alternative to the limitations inherent in the conventional i a-semi-
tone system. The purpose of this study is to re-examine the subject of
equal temperament, utilizing the computer as a means of investigating
all of the possibilities within a given set of limitations.' From such a
study we may hope to discover one or more temperaments of interest
to experimental composers; at the very least we may expect to gain
added insight into some of the reasons for the hardy survival of the
conventional12~semitone system.
One of the most ancient and universal notions in the theory of

music is that the ear takes pleasure in those tone combinations whose
frequency ratios can be expressed in small whole numbers. These
ratios can readily be deduced by utilizing instruments of the mono-

IThis project formed a part of the research undertaken by this writer as a
Fel.lowof the Cooperative Program in the Humanities at Duke University and the
Unlversityof North Carolina during the 1966-1967 academic year. We wish to
ack.nowledgegratefully the assistance of Mr. Hamilton Hoyler, Director, Duke
~nlversityDepartment of Data Processing, in making computer time available and
In arranging for the capable assistance of Mr. Dick Pritchard as programmer. Dr.
Frederick P. Brooks Director University of North Carolina Department of In-
fonnar Sci > , • Pr
. IOn crences, and Mrs. Bonnie Bain, Secretary for the Cooperative rogram
in the Humanities, provided helpful suggestions utilized in writing the detailed
~em?randum submitted to Mr. Pritchard as a guide for writing the progran~.
pecmlmnemonic terms coined for this study are explained in the body of this
raper. The computer used was an IBM 360 Operating System, Model 30, and the
anguage used was FORTRAN IV (E level subset).
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chord class and observing the inverse relationship which existsbe.
tween string length and musical pitch for a stretched musical stringof
given length, diameter, and tension,
The laws governing string vibration were known to the ancients,

and it is thus that we find the small number ratios forming tbe
foundation of musical theory in the Hellenic world' and in medieval
Arabic culture." It is from these two SOurces that Western musical
theory descended, but with a pronounced tendency toward the simpli-
fication of the materials used for scale building.
The intonation system of medieval Europe is presumed to have

been Pythagorean," which is a term that has come to mean any system
in which aU intervals are derived from the ratios of the octave (ratio
1:2) and the perfect fifth (ratio 2:3) and various manipulations of
these two ratios. In such a system the major thirds were too wide and
dissonant to permit the development of triadic harmony. The gradual
increase in the significance of rnajor and minor triads, observable from
the middle of the fourteenth century onwards,' led to the development
by the sixteenth century of the system of meantone tunmg for key-
board instruments, thus providing pure thirds in the more common
keys at the cost of perceptibly narrowed fifths.' During that period we
may also infer that the problems of fretting instruments of the lute
and viol class were laying the groundwork for the evolution of equal
temperament.' In this latter system, which has been in general use for
about the past century and a half,' fifths are imperceptibly narrowed,
thirds deviate considerably from their theoretically just intonation,
and the pitch distance covered by a semi tone is the same throughout
the scale. Triads are tolerably well in tune and, indeed, have a
brighter sound than in either meantone or just intonation, and all keys
sound equally well in tune.'

2 See J. Murray Barbour, Tuni11g and Temperament: A Historical Survey, East
Lansing, Mich., Michigan State College Press, 1953, Pp- 15-24.

S See Al-Farahf Bk. I, in Rodolphe d'Erlanger (tr.), La Musique Arabe (6
vols.), Paris, Libraire Orientalists Paul Guenther, 1930, Vol. I, 92-117.

4 Gustave Reese, Music in the Middle Ages, New York, W. W. Norton, 1940,
p. 161.

~A. Tillman Merritt and Willi Ape!, "Harmony," Harvard Dtouonooj of Music
(e~. Willi Apel), Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press, 1950, P' 324.

Alexander Wood, The Physics of Music, 6th ed. revised by J. M. Bowsher,
London, Methuen, 1964, p. 190.
rCf. Barbour, op. cit., p. 57.
8 Cf. Wood, op. cit" pp. 192-93.
9 Cf. William Braid White Piano Tuni11g and Allied Arts, gth ed. revised,

Boston, Tuners Supply, 1946,;. 65.
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The computer program with which this paper is concerned was
designedto explore the intonation characteristics of all of the theoreti-
cally possible equally tempered systems, starting with the couven-
tionaliz-semitone system and carrying the investigation up to a limit
of 144degrees to the octave. For present purposes we shall limit our
discussionto systems of not more than 72 degrees. The assumption
wasmade throughout this study that the interval of the perfect octave
(ratio 1:2) was to retain its just (that is, determined by its theoreti-
calratio) intonation.
The studies of numerous experimenters in this area have been

summarized in Mandelbaum's dissertation "ft.11.l.ltipleDivision of the
Octave alld the Tonal. Resow'ces of iq-Tone Temperament." and it
must be admitted at the outset that the various proposed systems
deSCribedby Mandelbaum have remained on the periphery of musical
evolvementin Western culture. There are, however, two justiRcations
for reinvestigating the question of experimental temperaments. The
firstof these is the facility with which the computer enables one to
exploreall of the possibilities. Second, the use of electronic devices by
experimentalcomposers has removed earlier practical barriers to the
explorationof new temperaments.
The first problem which presented itself was the question: How do

wedetennine what really is true intonation? The studies of Barbour 11

an~Shackford 12 have demonstrated that just intonation has not neces-
sanlybeen a characteristic of Western musical practice. The discipline
of ethnomusico!ogy offers little support for a mathematical theory of
~ntonationbecause in so many isolated communities of the world
mtonationvaries according to local tradition.l"
On the other hand, just intonation is considered to be the ideal in

theory,though flexible in practice, in the writings of Helmholtz ,., and
Lloyd," and the use of pure ratios has been eloquently advocated in

D 10Meyer Joel Mandelbaum, Multiple Division of the
llesOurCe$ of T M· I6 19~ one Temperament. Ann Arbor, rc 1.:
19 1,pp. 134-218.
liB bo
ta ar UT,op. cit., pp. 197-99.

M~.ChariesShackford, "Some Aspects of Perception III: Addenda," [oumal of
13
lC Theory, vi, 295-303. . .

p See, for example: Colin McPhee, Music in Bali, New Haven, Yale Umversity

~~1~W·~5. .
4 Bennann L. F. Helmholtz On the Sensations of Tone as a Physiological Basis

~:r~h~Theory Of Music (tra~s. Alexander J. Ellis; eel. Henry Margenau) New
\:;' Over, 1954, pp. 323-327 et passim. I

LondUewelyn S. Lloyd, Intervals, Scales, and Temperaments, ed. Hugh Boye,
on, Macdonald, 1963, pp. 82-91.

Octave mid the Tonal
University Microfilms,
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both theory and practice by the American experimentalist Harry
Partch." Still further support for just intonation may be foundin the
preoccupation with pure ratios in the musical theory of ancient
Greece, H and of the medieval Arabic world," and (in the observation
of this writer) io the performance practice of the best Hinduand
Carnatic musicians. as vvell as the better Japanese koto players.
Our solution to the dilemma of divergent attitudes about intonation

must therefore be to forego any attempt at prescribing what shouldbe
the practice of musicians; we shall simply investigate and classifythe
theoretical possibilities. The procedure for evolving such a c1assifica·

Ratio Cents value Ratio Cents value
8:9 203.910 10:12 315.641
8:10 386.313 10:13 454.214
8:11 551.318 10:14 582.511
8:12 701.955 10:15 701.954
8:13 840.52i 1I :12 150.637
8:14 968.825 I I :13 289.209
8:]5 1088268 11 :14 4 I7.507
9:10 182.404 11:15 536.950
9:11 347.408 12:13 138.573
9:]2 498.045 12:14 266.870
9:]3 636.617 12:15 386.313
9:14 764.915 13:14 128.298
9:]5 884.358 13:15 247.740

10:1 I 165.004 14:]5 119.443

Figure Xl-L, Printout of the essential ratios

tion may best be c1iscnssed by referring to specific examples of the
computer printout.

The first phase of the program was concerned with computing the
theoretical values for the ratios found in the fourth octave of the
harmonic series, in terms of cyclic cents (see Figure XI-I). Cents
are a kind of system of musician's logarithms-anticipated by
Woolhouse," and usee! extensively by Ellis "-in which the logaricllm
of the octave ratio (1:2) is converted to equal 1200 cents and the

16 Harry Partch, Genesis of a Music, Madison, Wis., University of Wisconsin
Press, 1949.
10 Barbour, op, cit., pp. 15-24.
18D'Erianger, op. cit., Vol. I, Pp- 91-116 and 172 If.
19Wesley S. B. Woolhouse, Essay 011 Musical Intervals, Harmonics, and the

Temperament of the Musical Scale, London, J. Souter, 1835, pp. 12-18.
20 Helmholtz, op. cit., pp. 446-456.
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logarithmsof all other ratios are expressed in terms of this value. Any
intervalin the conventional 12-semitone temperament is an even multi-
pleof 100cents, thus affording an immediate comparison between the
familiartempered scale of the Western world and the intonation of
anyother musical system.

It will be observed, in Figure XI-I, that the ratios used are confined
to those found in the fourth octave of the harmonic series. All lower
ratiosmay be found by using an appropriate multiple. For example,
the perfect fifth (ratio 2:3) may be taken as the ratio 8: 12; the just
major third (ratio 4:5) is taken as 8:10, and so on. As a practical

DEG8YM12
ORDNO Cents value

o 0.000
I 100.000
2 200.000
3 300.000
4 400.000
5 500.000
6 600000
7 700000
8 800.000
9 900.000
10 1000.000
II 1l00.000
12 1200.000

Deviations Summary:
8:12 - 1.955
8:10:12 AVER 10.427 MAX 10:12 -15.641 MIN 8:12 -1.955
8:10:12:14 AVER 18.846 MAX 12:14 33.130 MIN 8:12 -1.955
8 THRU IS AVER 27.111 MAX 9:13 63.383 MIN 8:12 -1.955

Fiqure XI-2. Printout of the analysis of DEGSYM 12

limitationto the present study it was decided that the ratios should go
nohigher than those of the harmonic series fourth octave .
. Figure XI-2 shows the computer printout for analysis of the conven-
tional 12-semitone temperament; since the analyses of higher systems
follow the same procedure and format, this example Will serve to
Illustratethe rest of the program. By way of vocabulary: DEGSYM IS

mnemonicfor degree system, that is, tempered scale system; ORDNO
ISmnemonic for ordinal number, which is the number for a specIfic
degree in a particular system as reckoned upwards in pitch from the
a . cychcssumed starting point. "Cents value" is the pitch distance 10

DeviationHARFAC

8 0.000

9 -3.910

10 13.687

11
12

48.682
-1.955

13
14
15
16

59.473
31.175
11.732
0.000
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cents of a specific ordno as reckoned upwards from ordno zero.
HARFAC (mnemonic for harmonic series factor) is synonymouswith
the word harmonic, HARFAC 8 being the eighth harmonic, HARFAC
9 the ninth harmonic, and so on. A minus sign in the deviation column
indicates that the tempered version of a harmonic is Bat, or lowerthan
its just pitch by the indicated number of cents; absence of a minussign
means that the deviation is sharp, Or higher than its just pitch. Two
additional columns which were in the printout are not included in the
example. One showed frequencies in cycles per second for each
ORDNO, with ORDNO 8 taken as 220 cps. The other column was
reserved for special comments on extent of deviation, and on relative
spacing.

In the data shown under the heading "Deviations Summary" (Fig-
ure XI-z) all deviations were computed with respect to the just cents
values shown in Figure XI-I. In the first line, opposite the ratio 8:12,
is given the deviation for the interval of the fifth. In the second line,
opposite the ratio 8: 10: 12, is shown the average extent of deviation
for all of the essential intervals formed by the major triad (8:10,
8:12, and 10:12), after which follows a listing of the interval with
maximum deviation, and the one with minimum deviation, Line three
applies the same procedure to the intervals contained in the third
octave of the harmonic series (8:10, 8:12, 8:14, 10:12, 10:14,and
12: 14), and line four carries the same procedure into the fourth
octave of the harmonic series.

The data given in the printout for any particular degree system
permits us to examine that system, by inspection, from five different
points of view. First, those systems having the lowest deviation for the
perfect fifth would yield Pythagorean intonation. Second, those sys-
tems showing lowest deviation avel'age for the major' triad would be
suitable for approximating just intonation. Third, systems having low
deviation averages for the intervals contained in the third and fourth
octaves of the harmonic series (and especially the fourth octave)
would enable one to utilize these intervals in experimental muse
Fourth, systems of degrees numbering 24, 36, or any multiple of 12,
would be compatible with the conventional .rz-semitone temperament.
Finally, systems with a high extent of deviation for the simpler inter-
vals of the fifth and third (systems of 13 Or "4 degrees, for example)
would produce highly a1tificial intervals and scales.
One further concept which was written into the program must be

discussed brieRy; this is the concept of relative spacing. When a
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IIARFACrepresents the mean term in a proportion of three integers,
itspitch location in "Cents values" should be nearer to the higher tone
than to the lower. Consider, for example, the location of the fifth
within the octave as conforming to the proportion 2: 3: 4- The fifth
must obviously be nearer in pitch to the upper octave than to the
lower;otherwise the result might be a tritone and not a fifth. Or again,
consideringthe major triad as being the proportion 4:5:6; the third
of the triad is the mean term of this proportion and must be nearer in
pitchto the fifth than to the root in order to avoid producing a neutral
triad.For this spacing, normally used for the fifth within the octave
andthe triad third within the fifth, we may use the term "proportional
spacing."

As we move to higher ratios, the ear becomes satisfied with a lesser
degreeof accuracy. Using the scale of A-major for reference, the first
three tones of the scale-a, b, and c'# "-should conform to the
proportion 8:9: 10; but in this case the ear is satisfied with note b
equidistantin pitch between notes a and c'#. We may call this latter
kindof spacing "neutral spacing."

If, on the other hand, the note b were nearer in pitch to note a than
to ct the result would represent not the ratio 8:g: 10 but the
reciprocalof this ratio, and we may term this "inverse spacing." Since
thisprogram dealt with superparticular ratios rather than scales, the
possiblityof inverse spacing was rejected. The computer was pro-
grammedto require proportional spacing in locating HARFAC 12

Withrespect to HARFACS 8 and 16, and HARFAC 10 with respect to
IIARFACS8 and 12. Either neutral or proportional spacing (depend-
~ . d'upon the nearest match for "Cents values") was perrnrtte 111

locatingRARFAC 14 with respect to HARFACS 12 and 16, HARFAC
9Withrespect to HARFACS 8 and 10, 11 with respect to 10 and 12, 13

~ d6respect to 12and '4, and 15 with respect to '4 an 1.

The procedure for DEGSYM 12, as shown in Figure XI -2, was
appliedto all of the tempered systems falling within the limits of this
stUdy,and the results for each system were printed out. Essential data
foreach system was then copied onto a separate index card to permit
ord:ring the systems according to various criteria. Our conclusions
denved fromthis study may be summarized as follows:

~lI ] . . li-
n Ceslgnating pitch by letter names we have used lower case letters to inc h

~a~the range extending from Jaw c (an ~ctavebelow middle c) upwards thr~l1g
b low middle c; if a prime sign (') follows a letter designation, that note IS to
ereadano t hi . .

caVe igher In pitch. .
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1. The conventional rz-semitone temperament yields greatestpurity
of intonation in the simpler intervals of the fifth and fourth, moderate
deviation for thirds and sixths, and the rather large deviation of 31
Cents for the seventh harmonic. The existence of the eleventh and
thirteenth harmonics is doubtful.
2. Any improvement over the rz-semitone temperament, for pur-

poses of just intonation, would require at least 19 degrees to the
octave.

3· A 17-degree system yields good fifths (705.9 Cents) but toowide
thirds (42.3.5 Cents). A 19-degree system yields nearly just thirds; its
fifths are 7 Cents narrower than just. A 22-degree system yields a
reasonable approximation of just intonation through the twelfth har-
monic, and good relative spacing but roo sharp intonation (by 32
Cents) of the thirteenth harmonic. The fifth is 7 Cents wider than the
just value.

4· A 24-quartertone system yields a highly accurate approximation
of the eleventh harmonic and a satisfactory approximation of the
thirteenth hannonic. Fifths and thirds retain their present intonation,
but the nearest approximation of the seventh harmonic is a quarter
tone lower than in DEGSYM 12, thus making HARFAC 14 (as 950
Cents) neutrally spaced with respect to HARFACS 12 and 16.
5· Systems of equal temperament may conveniently be classified as

positive systems, or systems with wide fifths, and negative systems
having narrow fifths. These may further be listed in roster formin
ascending order of fifth deviation as follows:

Positive systems (wide fifths)
o to 1 Cent fifth deviation: systems of 41 and 70 degrees.
1 to 2 Cents deviation: systems of 29 and 58 degrees.
2 to 4 Cents deviation: systems of 46, 63, 17, 34, 51, and 68 degrees.
4 to 8 Cents deviation: systems of 56, 39, 61, 22, 44, 66, and 71

degrees.

Negative systems (narrow fifths)
o to -1 Cent fifth deviation: systems of 53 and 65 degrees.
-1 to - 2 Cents deviation: systems of 12, 24, 36, 48, 60, and 7').

degrees.

-2 to -4 Cents deviation: systems of 67 and 55 degrees.
-4 to -8 Cents deviation: systems of 43,31,62,50,69,19,38, and 57

degrees.
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6. Systems omitted from the above list have greater than 8 Cents
fifthdeviation.

r Temperaments of '9, 24, 29, 34, and 39 degrees have neutral
spacingof the seventh harmonic, raising the possibility that these
systemsmaybe inferior to some others in relative spacing.
In summary of the above, systems (in ascending order of average

deviationfor HARFACS 8 through 15) of 72, 58, 53, 70, 65, and 41
degreesyield low fifth deviation of 2 Cents or less, very good relative
spacing,and acceptable approximation of harmonics 8 through '5. A
temperamentof 3' degrees has merit, but the fifth deviation of -5
Cents is relatively large. The most promising low-order systems are
thoseof 24, 22, and '9 degrees. For these last three systems practical
experimentationOver an adequate period of time and utilizing suita-
bly designedinstruments would be required in order to assess their
respective de£ciencies and merits.
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Root Progression and

Composer Identification
by JOSEPH YOUNGBLOOD

, .dentityisThis study sought to determine whether a composers 1 . I

revealed through the distribution of root progressions in his mUSIC.

Stated differently, it sought to determine whether the way thatchor~
are connected is a minor encoding habit that would remain falry

did differconstant throughout the works of a single composer an wou .
. iii If·· AI h h tl e hypothesissIgn cant y rom One composer to another." t aug )
b '. . . . I feature wast at root progression distr ibutinn does constitute sue 1 a .

. . d th the planISnot strongly confirmed, nei ther was It flatly rejecte JUS,
. . . . d bt in a clearerto contmue the study with enough additional ata to 0 ai

picture. I
Root progression seemed a particularly good feature to study,partY

because objective procedures for determining roots have beenform~~
Iated," and partly because it is unlikely that a composer would CO
. I ~~serous y manipulate root progression, especially a composer

counterpoint or of allegedly atonal music.
F k . ~~_our WOr s were chosen for analysis: three string quar
I· . . d beforethec arrnet qumtet. Three date from a single five-year peno , f
publication of The Craft; tbese are by three different composers,all0
stature. The fourth work dates from after The Craft; it is by oneofthe
first three composers, who is also the author of The Craft.

I Thi d R arch in theIS stu y was supported in part by a grant for Summer eset the
Humanities by the University of Miami. Computer time was made available (It "ng
U· it f M· . K Manag1~versl y 0 iarm Computing Center, Professor Carl M. romp,Director

'Cf W·ll· . < • • Painting,
. . I Jam J. P~sley, 'Id"en~fYing the Unknown Co~muDlca~or,,1Oourua1 of

LIterature, and MUSIC:The Sfgniflcance of Minor Encoding Habits, ]
Coammunication: IV (.1964), 219-237.

Cf. Paul Htndemith, The Craft of Musical Composition I (trans. by Arthur
Mendel), New York, Associated Music Publishers, 1945, pp. 68-74.
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The first movements of the following compositions were analyzed:
Gmr;"etQuintet, Op. 30, by Paul Hindemith (19Z3), String Quartet,
NumberFour, by Bela Bart6k (1927), String Quartet, Number Three,
byArnold Schoenberg (1928), and String Quartet, Number Six, by
Hindemith( 1943) ."
Therootof every structure that contained representatives of at least

two pitch classes was determined." The constituent interval that was
tbebest according to Hindemith's Series 2 was found; 6 the root of this
intervalbecame the root of the structure. Where the best-and there-
foreonly-interval was the tntone, that member of the tritone form-
ingthesmaller interval with the root of the next structure became the
root;where both members were equidistant from that root, the mem-
berof the tritone lower in pitch became the root. Hindemith treats the
augmentedtriad, the three-note chord in fourths, the diminished triad,
and the diminished seventh chord differently from other structures; in
thisstudy these structures were not treated differently.
All structures were analyzed; immediate repetitions were deleted.

~o attemptwas made to distinguish between essential and nonessen-
tialtones. Trills were assumed tu be measured and were arbitrarily
considered half the value of the smallest measured value sounding at
thesame time. Grace notes were analyzed before the beat, with values
smallenough to place them between the last measured note in any
part and the note the grace notes embellish.
Root progressions were measured upward; movement up a perfect

fifth and down a perfect fourth were grouped together as root progres-
sion of a perfect fifth. The category "No Movement" was withdrawn,
smce it was, in every case, about four times as large as the next largest
category.

Preparationof the Data
The pitches were coded in a modification of the DARMS code.' The

essenceof pitch representation in DARMS is that each staff is treated
alike; the pitch is deduced from the staff location, the clef, and the
aCCidental.In this study the middle line was called '5, the second

4The Hindemith Quartet was analyzed through the first 54 measures, to the
changeofmeter.
5"S Itructure"is used throughout rather than "chord," inasmuch as the atter

usualty' " ' h IImpuesrepresentatives of at least three pitct c asses.
:~ff.Hindemith, The Craft, p. 96.

S ." Stefan Bauer-Mengelberg and Melvin Ferentz, in the ACLS Newsletter,
Peclal Supplement, June 1966, p. 38.
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space '4, the third space 16, and so on. This was possible becauseof
the relationship of the lowest notes of the instruments involved(vio-
lin, viola, cello, clarinet) to the clef in which these notes are normally
written; had a composer written the cello part more than five ledger
lines below the treble staff, a different numbering system wouldhave
had to ha ve been used.

Since at 011e point it was necessary to keep the two violin parts
separate from one another, both S and V were used for the treble clef;
A was used for the alto clef, T for the tenor clef, B for the hass clef,
and C (as in "clari net") for the treble clef, Bb transposition. The
natural was indicated by a blank, the sharp by -t-, the double sharphy
the 0-2-8 punch, the flat by - (11 punch), and the double flat by >.

Silence was indicated by . (period) as the accidental and 99 as the
sta.ff location.

The punching was done by melodic line, ODe measure at a time;in
order to be able to line up the pitches into vertical structures, it was
necessary to space the pitch codes across the cards in such a way asto
reRect their relative rhythmic values. Only as many subdivisions were
used as were needed for all the lines in a smzle measure. A measureof
:. the smallest value an eighth note and all larger values reducibJ~ t.o
eight notes (that is, no quarter-note triplets), would require 8 subdm·
sions. On the other hand a measure of 9 in which all parts played a, 4

dotted whole note tied to a dotted half note would require but one
subdivision. NIost measures required 8 or 16 subdivisions, although~
bars with both eighth-note triplets and sixteenth notes required 7').
subdivisions. A single beat of 7 against 6 required 42 subdivisions.
Each card could handle 24 pitch codes; additional cards were used

for those measures calling for morn than 24 subdivisions. Double- and
triple-stopping doubled and tripled the number of lines and therefore
the number of cards required for a measure. A change of clef in the
middle of a measure was considered the entrance of a new line.
The card format was as follows:

Column 1: collating sequence, necessary when more than one
card is required for a single line in a measure

the measure number
the number of rhythmic subdivisions in this measure
the clef for this card
the first accidental code

9-10: the first staff location
the second accidental

2-5:
5--{):

7:
8:

11:
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12-13: the second staff location

175

the twenty-fourth accidental
the twenty-fourth staff location
a letter indicating the piece: B for Bart6k Quartet,
H for Hindemith Quartet, S for Schoenberg Quar-
tet, and C for Hindemith Clarinet Quintet

RootExtraction

Allthe pitch codes for one measure were read into core. If there
wasonly one line, and therefore no structures as defined above, the
mea~urewas skipped. Otherwise, the pitch codes were rearranged into
verticalstructures. The pitches for the first structure were calculated.
Thestructure was examined for unisons and octave duplications;
thesewere set at pitch zero. The pitches were then sorted into
ascendingorder and the zeros-representing both doublings and rests
-removed. If, as a result of this process, the structure was reduced to
a representativeof a single pitch class, the structure was abandoned
and pitch calculation for the next structure in this measure was
undertaken.Otherwise, it was compared with the structure immedi-
atelypreceding it. If it was the same, it was abandoned; otherwise, it
wasstored for comparison with the next structure. The root counter
wasadvancedafter this step.
The intervals constitnting the structure were then calculated, If the
structure ' d d tlcon tamed only the tritone, a zero root was store ,an re
:wopitcheswere stored for comparison with the next root. If the best
Intervalwas other than the tritone the root of this interval was stored
asthe root of the structure, The p:eceding root was checked: if it was
zero it ' I itl, was replaced by the pitch forming the smaller mterva WI ,

th~CUrrent root or with the lower pitch if the current root was a minor
thUdawa f bY rom oth pitches,
If more structures remained in the measure pitch calculation for
the '
nextstructure was initiated. otherwise the pitch codes for the next

m% "surewere read in.
Afterall the roots were extracted and stored, the root progressions
werecll d ta ell ated, These were all reckoned upward: an upwar roo
p~ogreSSionand its inversion downward were grouped together. In
t osecase h lti g in no

S Were the successive roots were the same, resu n
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motion, the repetitions were deleted. Motion between successive
groups of two roots (1-2, 2-3, 3-4, etc.) was calculated, as was motion
between three successive roots.

Statistical Mal1ipulatialls
The statistical procedures used were frequency and probability.

information (entropy and reduodancy),' and probability of chance
occurrence (chi-square and chi-square probability).' The frequency

Table x u.i Frequency, probability, redundancy, and chi-square prob3bility

H2"' HI t llt S§
F P F I' F I' F J'

~1Il\ 2 16 0065 45 0.067 133 0.12-1 9. 0.06.
i\lAJ 2 25 .101 Ti .115 80 .075 125 .085
~'!IN 3 31 .125 55 .082 82 .077 155 .085
i"IAJ 3 22 .089 5i .085 89 .083 135 .092
PFT 4 32 .129 101 .151 Jl9 .111 138 .09·1
AUG 4 19 .077 40 .060 lO2 .095 147 .100
PFT 5 26 .105 76 .11. lJ5 .lO7 1-10 .095
MIl\'6 22 .089 70 .lOo 81 .076 132 .090
MAJ6 24 .097 5l .076 91 .085 175 .1/9
MIN 7 14 .056 57 .085 79 .on 102 .069
MAJ 7 17 .069 40 .060 99 .093 128 .087
REDU" II ! .2i5 1.695 .6-15 .550
CHI-PROB # 0.128 0.132 X iO-7 0.171 X 10-3 0.372 X JO-

"' H2 = Hilldomith Quartet; t HI = Hindemith Quintet; r B == Bart6k Qllart~;
§ S = Schoenberg Quartet; II REDUN = redundancy; # CHI-PROI3 "" probabIl-
ity of chance OCCurrence.

8 Cf. Claude E. Shannon and Warren Weaver The Mathematical Theory of
Communicatioll, Urbana, University of Illinois Press, 1949, pp. v, ll7. Entropy
(H) is found by Summing the products of the probability of each event or cat.egory
and the logarithm of that probability: -l;PjlogP

I
• Relative entropy (H,) is the

ratio of the entropy to the maximum possible information .l:L where n is the
log"

number of categories. Redundancy is the difference between 1 and the relative
entropy; in this study it is expressed as a percentage R = 100( 1 _ H,? For d
recent study using both information theory and chi-square, d. Lejarcn Hliler an"
Ramon Fuller, "Structure and Information in Webern's Sylnphollie, Op. 21,
Journal of Music Theory XI (1967) 60-llS. .

9 CE. Edward E. Lewis, Methods of Statistical A1Jalysis in Economics alld BuSI-
ness, Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1963, pp. 307-329, especially pp. F3')8-,

"",(F.- •322. The method for calculating the chi-square used in this study is~ -r;-'
in which F" are the observed frequencies and Fe the expected frequencies.
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andprobability of the eleven admissible root movements were calcu-
lated;the redundancy associated with the individual roots was calcu-
lated;and the probability of chance occurrence was calculated, using
n/u as the expected frequency in each case. These data are summa-
rizedinTable XII-1.

The same calculations were carried out with two successive root
progressionsconsidered as a unit. Transition probabilities for each
rawwerealso figured, with the redundancy and the chi-square proba-
bility.These calculations are summarized in Table XII-2, along with

Table X 1/-2. Percentage of redundancy for two and
three root-progressions at a. time

IJ IJK IJ,K *I) ,.,

1'12
HI
Il
8

8An
5.269
5.105
1.662

15.25
9.32
9.14
2.77

26.878
17.302
16.132
8.,18,1

80
53
43
25

• Avcrage. For other abbreviations, cf. the note to
Table XII-I.

the same calculations for three successive roots considered as a unit
and for transitionprobabilities from the first two root progressions to
the third. Table XlI-3 shows the chi-square probabilities of each
saraplehaving been extracted from each other sample.

TobleX r 1-3. Chi-square probabilities *

HI 13 s
H2
HI
n
S

0.228 0.015
.134 X LO-'

.173 X 10-22

.523 X LO-OS .181 X 10-><

• The observed frequencies are on the left; the expected fre-
quenciesare along the top. For the abbreviations, cf. the note to
Table XII-l.

The . b the second. amount of redundancy is quite different etween
Hlildemithexample, the Bartok example, ancl the Schoenberg exam-
ple·th . h th f -st Hinde-.' ere IS, owever, very little difference between e I
m\lhex I ld ., t that as theamp e and the Bartok example. One wou suspec "
'h010Untof data grew and the Hindemith examples were combined,
t esedi . d Th lkelihood ofIVergencIeswould be even more pronounce. e I

0.521
.144 X 10-'
.510 X 10-"
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chance OCcurrence of these frequencies can be ruled out except in the
case of the second Hindemith example, which was also the smallest
sample. Curiously, there is a greater than i-in-roo chance of anyone
of the three having written the second Hindemith example, with the
chances better than 50-50 that Bartok wrote it. Among the pre-1930
pieces, on the other hand, the chances are quite slim-fewer than I in
lOO,OOo,ooo-that one composer wrote another's piece.
All of the programs were run on the IBM 7040/1401 at the Univer-

sity of Miami Computing Center. The entire program was written in
FORTHAN IV. Two routines developed by the Biometric Laboratory
at the University of Miami were used: CHIl'H, which calculates the
probability of the chi-square, and NSORT, which sorts numbers into
ascending sequence.'? The total time for the main program was 8
minutes, S5 seconds, of which 6 minutes, 17 seconds represented ex-
ecution. The chi-squares and chi-square probabilities shown ill Table
XII-3 were run separately, in the WATFOR compiler; the total time
was 5.25 seconds, of which 1.484 seconds was execution. The program
and the operating system of the computer together lISC approximately
29,000 of the 32,000 available core locations.

10 Cf Dean J Clyde, Elliot M Cramer, and Hichnrd J Sherin, MlIltivorio:c
Statistical Programs, Cornl Gables (FJonda), University of Miami Biometnc
Laboratory, 1966, pp. 50, 54-
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Computer-Aided Analysis

ofJavanese Music

111~1II1CHAPTER XIII

by FREDRIC LIEBERMAN

Thispaper is a progress report on one facet of a continuing research
projectat the Institute of Ethnomusicology of the University of Cali-
Iominat LosAngeles, under the direction of Dr. Mantle Hood.' It deals
~n]ywith computing techniques and approaches; results and their
mterpretationwill be published elsewhere.'
The main goal of the project is to clarify the concept of patet

(mode) in Javanese gam.elan music) and to learn how requirements
ofpatet affect and guide group improvisation (an integral element of
gamelanperformance). The first task set for computer-aided analysis
wasto test on a large data base theoretical hypotheses previously pro-
posedby Dr. Hood from examination of a relatively limited corpus.'
Twophases of the job may be treated separately: (a) preparation of
a computer-readable data base; and (b) processing. Before moving
On to this discussion however a brief sketch of gamelan music will
aid thoseu f ·1· ' . h ' I d .n armhar WIt its termino ogy an terram.

The Gamelan and Its Music 4

Gamelan music is organized around a cantus~firmus-like theme here
called"Fixed Melody" (abbreviated FM), performed by a family of
1All cont ib t A .. D·Hood n u ors to this project cannot be acknowledged here. ssistmg I.

are Dr. Leon Knopoff Hardja Susilo Gertrude Robinson and Max Harrell;
researchas··'·f' , , . h dM\1 . B SiS ants or computer analysis include Robert Kauffman, RIC ar eyers,
-axrandtJhC .. thas been ' or n ~rdner, and the present writer. Access to :omputing. equ~pn~~n
and W made possible through the cooperation of V.C.L.A. S Computing faCility
th estern Data Processing Center. Moreover it should be understood that the

au orofth' '. 1 th eof th IS paper presents it not as a principal researcher but SImp y as e on
2 In group of workers to whom has fallen the task of preparing a public report.
hA a forthcomingbook by Dr. Hood.
IVlantieH J I IP t ; J eseAt . DOC, TIe Nuclear Theme as a Determinallt 0 ate U1 avan

U81c, Cronin D' k4Thisbrt -?en, J3 .arta, Wolters, 1954· . . . ..
d nef introductIOn contains only enough mformatioo to clarify the material

uneranalY··F .. J d edTh H SIS. or complete information, see Jaap Kunst, MUSIC In ova,20 eu.,
e ague, Nijhoff, 1949, and works of Mantle Hood cited earlier.
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one-octave metallopbones (saran); a set of gong kettles (bonang
panembung) plays a simpler version of the melody. Interpunctuatieg
gongs provide a colotorruc structure, dividing the FM into regular
phrases; gong, kempul, kenong, and ketuk are the main colotomicin·
struments. Panerusan instruments are those that improvise intricate
elaborations on the FM; these include gender (multioctave metallo-
phone), xylophone, flute, vocalists, and rebab (two-string spikefiddle).
Finally, a pair of drums (kendang) provides agogic accentuation,and
together with the rebab functions to coordinate the ensemble.
Two tuning systems are found: slendro and pelog. Slendro hasfive

pitches arranged in large seconds and small thirds (1 2356); piIog,
with seven available pitches (of which five are used at one time),has
smaller seconds and wider thirds." In each tuning system are three
patet; these are shown, together with typical cadential formulae, in
Figure XIII-I.

Slendro patet nern
SJcnclro patet sanga
Slendro patet mnnyura

653 2
2 I 6 5
321 6

Pelog patet Ii rna
Pelog patet nem
Pelog pa.tet barang

5 3 2 I or 5 -I 2 I
2 165
3 2 i 6

Figure XIII-I. The patet

The traditional notation system makes use of a vertical staff, one
line per pitch. Horizontal lines mark time units. Round notes indicate
the FM, hook-shaped notes the bonang panembung part. Symbolson
the left and right of the staff are colotomic structure and drum
patterns, respectively. Recently a simplified cipher notation has been
adopted. In Figure XIII-2 the same phrase is given in traditional,
CIpher, and Western notations.

P1'eparing the Data

The first data to be encoded were a collection of thirty-eight gender
improvisations, part of a tape-recorded field collection, which were

5 An incomplete definition, barely hinting at the nature of slendrc and pilog;
fur~er, see Mantle Hood, "SIendro and Pelog Redefined," Selected Reports,
Institute of EtJmomusicology I, 1 (1966), 28-48.
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6
6

6
e o 5

5 6 ] 0 1
• I [

b550EOf

................................

5
23 0 2

2 0

Figure XI1l-3. Gender transcription

transcribed into cipher notation, The coding system devised mayo~e
tenned "attributive," that is, each note is guahfied hy attributes (
tave, duration, damping, and so on), and the resulting note grouf;
joined into a string. This procedure soon proved troublesome. A smg .
coding or punching error of duration-attribute would throw every
th

d t t becallseing else out of phase. Code errors were difficult to e ec
f

'j h.~proo reading involved decoding and cross-checking WIt 1 Clp
tion.
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.... , .... . . ... .... . . . . . . . .. . . . ................................
G

B C
Gender transcription, selected events only (see text)

D

Th_~ili .. ..' dwhich e situation, a positional notation was propose in
This [ each card-field space represents a predetermined time unit.
rn k' eads to a card format essentially like cipher notation itself,
a 'lllg for si I f hci h "mp e proo reading and keypunching directly from t e
p er notat> u d'tr on, e Immating costly intermediate codinz. The gen er
anscription h 1 c» d
1
,'th save t iree musical lines: FM, right-hand, and left-han
'0 es (se F'h [ e igure XIII-3)' In cipher notation a dot placed above or
e Ow a not . di ' '
r t

' e In tcates high or low octave and this conventlOn 1$

e atned . 'in the keypunch format, Thus a group of six cards with
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aligned fields is necessary to reproduce cipher-notation fonnat-three
"note cards" and three "dot cards." In core storage the sixfieldsare
arranged as rows of a matrix (6 X n, where n = piece length);there
fore a given column of the matrix wrll contain all informationabout the
selected time unit (in PL/1 the conceptual format is an array01
character strings, but the principle remains identical).
Once this convenient coding system had been established,a see-

and dataset was selected for keypunching, consisting of eight)'"ovo
representative pieces from a large Djogjakarta kraton (palace)music
manuscript.' Keypunching was accomplished directly from traditiono!
notation; each four-card group includes Fixed Melody, bonang
panembung part, and colotomic structure. Finally, the two corrected
datasets, each about 10,000 cards, were transferred to tape foreasein
processing (no processing applications have yet been necessarywhich
would justify the extra expense of disk storage).

Processing: Display

Listing the dataset tapes can normally be accomplished on periph-
eral equipment, with stock programs available at most computmg
centers. However we found it helpful to write a tape-to-print program

. t athat checks for illegal characters and rearranges the output rn 0
mare readable format (adding spaces between card groups, andso
on). With one small modiBcation this basic program becomes a useful
analytical tool. A PRINT/NO PRINT branching network, inserte:at
the appropriate point, establishes a "variable event-display gate, ~I.
I . h h . I ent mowmg t e researc er to concentrate on a particular musrca ev
its rhythmic and structural context by suppressing irrelevant J~ote5.
Figure XIII-3 is a normal page from a gender transcription; FIgtl"
XIII -4 shows the same segment of music with all notes suppressed
except where FM, gender right and left coincide in pitch. The tend-
ency of these octaves to fall on main structural points (quadratiC
subdivisions of the kenong phrase, marked A, B, C, D) is clea;y
apparent. Six event displays have been produced so far from e
gender dataset, two from the FM dataset, mainly dealing with diSSO'
nance treahnent. This technique, of course, generates prodIgal
amounts of output, and might be considered inefficient in terms ~f
" hi ti "H h ur-Itmac me rme. owever, in "people time"-results per man. 0

u M' fit d X . d posit alrcro I m an erox Copies of this multivolume collection are on e
the Ethnomusicology Archive, U.C.L.A.
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is in fact highly efficient and productive, which is, after all, the more
relevantmeasure.

Processing: Statistics

Computerstatistics are facile to the point of glibness, and one must
take care,to avoid being seduced into "statisticulation.''" Statistics
havethe advantage, however, of objectivity; and since ethnomusicol-
ogistsfrequently deal with musical cultures as external observers
ratherthanas native practitioners, objective techniques are welcome
safeguardsagainst unconscious superimposition of alien values, which
seldomapply.

The first statistical programming related to this project was an
e'periment in computer synthesis of Fixed Melodies, by Dr. Leon
Knopaff, based on statistics from Mantle Hood's earlier manual ana-
lyses.' Aset of nine syntactical rules were established; those governing
pitchchoice were programmed using a nearest-neighbor Markoff
process,with transition probabilities derived from the analysis; other
rulesdeterminedform and cadence pattern. The resulting tunes were
not inconsistentwith the literature, but neither were they wholly
satisfactoryimitations, leading to the inference that more refined
anal .YSlswas necessary to define the style adequately.

The FM dataset was then processed to provide more detailed and
extensivestatistics, Frequency counts were obtained for all pitches
(to construct weighted scales), for pitches at selected structural
POInts(gong and kenong tones), and for two-, three-, and four-note
patterns.In Figures XIII-S, XIII-G, and XIII-7 part A in each figure
s~owsnearest.neighbor transition frequencies for sample Fixed Melo-
dies;conjunct intervals are shaded (including unisons). The first line
of part B summarizes the percentages of conjunct intervals (77, 83,
76per cent), which deviate Significantly from the expectation of con-
Junction" d th" then a ran om system (44 per cent). Fur er, exammmg
otherfigures,one discovers marked differences in melodic treatment
of the various pitches, though relatively similar percentages occur
acrossthe three patel. Pitch 8 (high 1) occurs infrequently and must
be examinedseparately. Pitches 1 and G behave consistently with less
conjUnctionthan 2, 3, or 5. This may be explained by thinking of 1

'Th'
to L' IS ,convenient term was aptly coined by Darrell Huff and Irving Ceis, How

re wah St tisii
S L ? a I lCS, New York, Norton, 1954. , "

S I eon Knopofl "A Progress Report on an Experiment in Musical SyntheSIS,
eected Re > ) a

ports, Institute of Ethnomusicology I, 1 (1966 , 49--uo.
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2
A. 1

2
3
5
6
8

Conjunct Per cent
All only conjunct

B. To/al: 883 678 77
I 110 76 69
2 401 299 75
3 482 424 88
5 301 265 88
6 325 171 53
8 72 46 6-1

Figure Xlll-S. Gending Ltmgkeh. Slendro pate: 11em

and 6 as the outer boundaries of the normal melodic compass, hence
more prone to skips (for example, a descending phrase 3 2 1 Ii would
be possible on instruments with a low 6; but the FM-carrying aaron
normally spans only the 1 to i octave, hence a skip up to 6 is forced).
One may also note that these statistics do not violate the prominent

2 5 8A. 1 02 4
3 I
5 I
6
8 2

Conjunct Pel' cent
All only conjunct

B. Total: 726 600 83
1 155 112 722 258 204 793 3/1 281 905 311 280 906 251 169 678 56 44 79

Figure XIII-G. Gending Gendrehkemasan. Slendro patet sanga
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A, 1
2
3
5
6
8

Conjunct Per cent
All only conjunct

Il, Tolal: 713 542 76
J 182 118 65
2 319 269 84
3 347 246 71
5 202 185 92
6 262 164 63
8 50 38 76

Figure XIII-7. Cending Mantra Kendo. Sle11dro -patet manyura

featuresof the patet cadential formulae-sanga and manyura reveal
promment 1-6 skips (z 'l6'5, 3 zli'6'), nem stresses highly conjunct
5-3, (6'33'z)-and hence might reflect some kind of mutual influence
ormteractionbetween cadential formula and overall melodic motion.
More ' ,. positive statements would not be justified at this point, How-
ever, several interesting avenues of exploration have been opened,
and additional effort spent analyzing these statistics would perhaps
be fruitful, surely justifiable,

Proce' pssmg: attern-search
The patet cadential formulae are not frequently sounded in a direct

fashionbt I I hni T
• I U rat ter are varied with complex and subt e tee Diques. 0

mvestigate the various cadence forms a program was developed
which 0' ' f I ld, nee provided with the archetypal four-note ormu a, cou
reco' . ., gmze, Isolate, and label direct or retrograde patterns WIth embel-
lishments ' ' b I I 'Or extensions of any length. The program s voca u ar y in-
c1~des sixteen positive identifications and four negative responses.
FIgureXIII-8 is a summary of all cadence patterns found in the FM
dataset t f itl th, pater sanga, Figure XIII-g is a segment 0 output WIle
relevant d ' "ea ence pitches circled. Most identificatIOnS are unequivo-
callyc ' , ' h d I' ith" onect, admitting of no other jnter-pretatton, w en ea mg wr
ambiguous" situations (insufficiently defined by program logic) the
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SLErJDRO PATEr SAtIGA

DIRECT
8

urnECT,E/otBHLISHED
62

Dr REeT; 1'11£-EXTWS' OIl
a

DIRECT,POST-EXTENSION
6

DIf1rCT,l:::I1BEllISHED,PP.E_EXTENSION
18

D J RECT; E~;nElL I suao. POST-EXTEliS J ON
23

UJRECT,nmElLrSJlED.pr:E AND POST-EXTENSION
8

DIRECT,PRE AND POST-EXTENSION
o

RETHOGflAOE
o

RETROGRADE. E~IGElL J SHED
4

liETfWl.iRADE. PRE -EXTENS I ON
o

flETIlOGRAUE, POST-EXTENS rON
I

RETHOGfJ.AOE, EI·;BEll r SHED, PRE -EXTENS ION
o

nETROGr~A!JE; H\[IEll r SHED, POST -[XTENS r ON
4

HETHOGRAUE, EltBE III SHED, PRE AIW PQST-EXTENS I 011
1

RETrWGflAIJE,PP,E AND POST-EXTENSIONo
/lOT COI~PLETE OR NOT HECOGN r ZAUlE

"PP-[-EXTEtlS I ON nor COt'PlETE
o

NO GONG,
SONG LENGTH EXCEEDS ARRAY ·"iAXII'IU~\o

Figure XIII-B. Summary of sanga cadence types

program's choices are always understandable but often the weakerof
I' maybethe available choices. Further development of program ogw I

guided hy these "wrong" responses. Programming is considerabY
I

Jiliw~more comp ex for even this kind of elementary pattern searc 1 <
h tisti I d di 1 h . . 1 tli d Neverthe-testa Shea an ISP ay tee mques previous y ou me .
less, this area of research promises to be extremely valuable as the
pattern-recognition vocabulary grows larger.

Su.mmary and Perspective

Since the inception of this project in 1964 a great deal has been
I

. fromearned from false starts, setbacks, and occasional successes,
these experiences the following general observations may be drawn.A
research project utilizing computer-aided analysis is a complex system
involving numerous interacting variables and must be treated as such
if efficient production of results is desired. If at all possible, the
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principal researcher should have programming knowledge. If not, it
appears mora satisfactory to train music students in programming
rather than to hire programmers untrained in music; students will
generallymaintain close contact with the project for longer periods of
time,will be more interested in research problems and musical results,
and will be able to capitalize on their new programming ability as a
tool in their own research. It follows that processing methods produc-
ing useful results with simple techniques (such as display programs)
are doubly efficient when used as on-the-job training for apprentice
programmers. Much thought should be given the choice of a music
representation code, whether to use one of the general-purpose codes
now available, or to design a system to meet the special needs of the
data at hand; care taken at this step can dramatically improve Jater
programming efficacy.
This paper has dealt with the nature of the research problem, and

methodologies of data preparation and processing. By means of short
examplesthree processing types were distinguished: display, statistics,
and pattern search-each capable of effective contributions toward
the project's goal, learning more about patet, We will continue to con-
struct statistical models of patet operation and check these by means

G(~~HlG TLlITUL LAl.A IlAHG1S SLEIIlHlO rATET SMIGA

t1UT COI,PLtH on NOT l'ECOLl:llA"l£

CIEECT, EllI~rLLISIlED®cp,
01 RECT, [I BELLI SHEf

C 1 ~ECT, EI.BEL L I SIIE[!, POST- [XTENS I Ol!

G)(j),
r

n o
) ) ),
r

, ,
) 5

5

"
'<jl@

r

RETrOG PAPE, EI/.EE LL I suru, rusT-EXT trlS! ON

0®
s

Figure XIII-g. Some sanga cadence patterns
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of music synthesis programs. The most promising area for futurede-
velopment seems to be pattern recognition, and efforts will be con-
centrated in that direction. Though we have barely scratched the
analytical surface, progress to date can be described as stimulating
and most encouraging.



Computer-Oriented

Comparative Musicology

by BENJAMIN SUCHOFF

.. CHAPTER XIV

Thepublished scientific studies resulting from Bela Bartok's re-
searchesinto f Ikl .. 0 ore contain frequency-of-occurrence statistics upon
~hlChcertain conclusions are based in his description of characteris-
bem . 1
I
USlcaand textual features.' The data were compiled by common

athoughpn iti 'k'h nrni lye means-as can be seen in the facsimile of Barto s
olograph(see Figure XIV -1); his "five-finger" calculations are, of

COurse the d f If, pro uct 0 tedious) time-consuming hand-eye e ort.
.dA,I haveshown elsewhere' use of machine data processing pro-

VI es the ', researcher with a powerful tool in such humanistic enter-
~~c· ··f ... amputer IS useful not only in retrieval of In ormation In
amazingly . k . I .. quic time and with exceptional accuracy but a so m
permlttiage . . . If·. xammatlOI1 of Bartok's folk music materia rom view-
-~fu I·b er an those he chose to survey. In fact, computer app ica-
·~fu f h .hdd IS material have resulted in the disclosure 0 ot erwise
I enva . I d I· tinant re ationships classification discrepancies, an sty IS ic
aspects. '

Thepurposes of this essay are to present more specific details
co""raia . . In . g procedures followed in the com!Jarison of different musICa
-~ d t

P
an to publish the findings obtained from related compu er

rograms_II . . I· f fut·ei,. a as a means of suggesting PoSS!ble gUIde mes or UI
n\estJgation .by mterested researchers.

fl: &ue,B. Bartok and A. B. Lord Serbo-Croauan Folk Songs, New York, Colum-
niv P' dB' inSuchoff)' ress, 1951; and B. Bartok, Rumanian Folk Music (e. eOJam

andillus;V?ls.I-Ill, The Hague, Martinus Nijhoff, 1967. The music example;
~eEstaltation~ appearing in this essay are used by permission of the Trustee 0

IB e of Bela Bartok. "r . SUchoR'"C C ti Material
I?mpo (L ' omputer Applications to Bartok's Serbo- rca an '

ondon), No. 80, ]967.
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~,
133(<.1,., ~H.I"')
3c~(t:.I,c, " 1001.)
. b', " to "9~'J

'k' S b _CroatianFigure XIV-l. Page of statistical jottings from Barto' s er 0 r h
. tr ture 0 t eFolk !l1usic MS. The calculations have to do with section S lie .'

d db permission,melodies and peculiarities of performance. Repro lice y
Estate of Bela Bartok.

PROCEDURES
The first problem is the determination of those parts of a given

, pur-musical material which should be treated for data-processmg TJ
poses. In the case of the Bartok folk song collections used here- ,"
Parry melodies' (see Figure XIV.z) and the Rumanian Colindas~
Bart6k analyzed both materials for their content structure, that is, ,le

determined the form of the individual melodies, tabulating them rn

3 The 75 women's songs contained in Serbo-Croatian Folk Songs. . ed
4 Winter~solstice songs, which include carols and Bethlehem songs, con~l~ )

in Bart6k's Rumanian Folk Music, Vol. IV (454 melodies, including V<1nan s
and Vol. V (27 Colindas, including variants).



'OI6.<,,{;.'r f '>J"6 ~,L.1~,11lD
II'/~' ~ .r f!'<i,. 1'/" !""'i"/
11.(;' v
IIS/..l"Qd~· .: ( , !I 'l>:r,.,..~l l' ° "I' C c-- 1

'JII!.J ,-,1",,< <1,( r ;, I"~
{;(!L~t: ""'''~' .

Figure XIV 'Folk i\1' -2. Sketch of melody No. lZC from Bartok's Serbo-C1'oatian
secti I liSle Ms. See Figure XIV -3 for his skeleton form of the first melody

On of thi , ' SkIS piece. Reproduced by permission. Estate of Bela Barto .

~~ , ' 'I'k capital letter designation (A B A A B B and so on) to indicate
I re Or cliff .) .

g
erent content of the melody sections, (A melody sectIOn

enerall ' h
P

, Y IS t at portion corresponding to one line of underlying
oehe text ) , A to, S a case in point, Figure XIV-3 shows first the skeleton
5Text_line] th .ranging fr eng, moreover, is determined on the basis of syllabic structure,

Om three_ or four-syllable lines to those with fourteen or more. (It
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form, prepared by Bartok himself, of the first melody sectionappear·
ing in Figure XIV-z (the signed digits are editorial additions derived
from the interval sequence extraction program described below.)
The different content structures are considered to be independent

entities, even those which are contained in a single melody, for
«contaminations" (melodies containing sections borrowed from for-
eign or urban sources) are not uncommon, These content structures,
or "strings," are numbered consecutively in order of appearance in the
collection: the Parry melodies from 1-156, the Colindas from ]-1,15°.
Their music notation is then transmuted by means of the Ford-CoJurn-

Serbo-Cr. F.S. No. 1ZC

~~b ~~§~~l ..~tj
+5 -2 +2 -4 -2 +5 -2

Figure XIV-3· Skeleton and encoded forms of first melody section from
Bartok's Serbo-Croatian Folk Music MS.

bia Representation into machine~readable graphics, which are pen-
cilled onto special I11imeographed forms, as in the encoded versionof
Figure XIV-3.

should be mentioned that in certain cases, because of inadvertency or other
reason, omitted [Bartok] analyses had to be provided by the present writer:)
Furthermore, melismata had to be skeletonized-reduced to principal tones-r'"
~cco~dance with underlying text-line syllabic structure (cf. Bartok's procedures
111 this regard in Serbo-CrOatiG/l Folk Songs, p. go).
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TileFord-Columbia Representation
This representation, developed by Stefan Baller-Mengelberg,' was
selectedbecause of its versatility-particularly with regard to its
future use in music printing '_and is only partially illustrated in our
encoding(above). Pitches are indicated by a system of 50 space codes
numberedfrom 10 leger lines below the staff to 10 above. Rhythmic
valuesare indicated by such mnemonics as W for whole note, H for
halfnote,Q for quarter note, and so forth. Note the lise of space code
ahbreviationsfor notes which lie on the staff (that is, 0-9 in place of
20-29). Such abbreviation requires additional programming to later
prefixthe single digits with 2. A duration code need be given only
oncefor successive notes of the same value. Here, too, additional
programmingwill be required to restore omitted graphics. It is possi-
bleto omit space code redundancies, of course, especially with regard
t~tied notes. Indexing programs, unless programmed otherwise, treat
tiednotes as repeated ones. Although abbreviations and truncations
are economical means, their excessive use may complicate reading of
strings.

PuncllCclcant preparation

· Keypunched cards as input medium are perhaps best for musiccloz-
lealpurposes, since they also provide a handy reference file.' Refer-
flng again to Our encoded version of Figure XIV -3, note the use of
~Iankcolumns to separate crraphic sets into "words" which are spaced
m the s b. .. Ob earne manner as they appear 111 actual mUS1C notation. serve,
too,that the bar line (j) is considered to be a word. Columns 1-14 are
Usuallyreserved for encoding clef, key, and meter." The string itself
OCcupiescolumns 15-65 (or 71)," and the remaining fifteen (or nine)

6 r ~m indebted to Mr. Bauer-Mengelberg for permission to quote the repre-
sentationshown in Figure XIV-3. As indicated below, the encoding of clef, key,
andmete d'ff_M r I ers somewhat from his system.
F' essn. Bauer~Mengelberg and M. Ferentz, under a grant from the Ford
oundation,are working on a project at Columbia University to develop a com-
puter-contraild h Ior musl ..8 e p. otocomposition process or mUSIC pnntmg.
de ~articulatly if micro-aperture or Xerox Semi-Micro cards are used. For furthe,~
· talissee H. B. Lincoln "Musicology and the Computer: The Thematic Index
~~Computers in Humafl~tic Research (ed. E. A. Bowles), prentice-Hall. Engle-
0godCliffs, 1967, Chap. 18.
-pecial extended guide lines (columns 8, 15, 66, 68, 72) serve as signals for the

ia en eli
10 co ng procedures explained below. .
· d ~bservance of the col. 15-65 field limitation will permit data processing for
III eXlng . . f New York atpurposes at the Computer Center of State Umvers1ty 0
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are used for serial numbers or similar data. In OUT folk song encoding,
however, clef indication can be omitted, since Bartok transposed all
melody sections to t as tonus {inalis. Replacement of key-signature
code by accidental code throughout the string seems to facilitate
reading as well as simplify programming for certain purposes. Our
example, then, shows Bartok's classification designation 11 in columns
1-7, content structure in column 8 (a' blank indicates A content
structure}, and meter (numerator only) in column g. Change of time
or additive meter is indicated in the following columns by integers
separated by plus sign: 2 + 3, and so forth.
If only one card is needed to encode the melody section-usually

the case in our materials-the record mark (0-2--8 multiple punch) is
placed in column 66 to indicate end of data, otherwise 1, 2 ... are
used to indicate the card serial number of that specific set devoted to
one string. The last card of the set must contain the record mark.
Columns 67-7' are used for melody designation, 72-73 for researcher's
initials, and 74-79 for string or serial number. I:!

After the encoded data are keypunched, the cards are listed for
proofreading purposes (computer printout or IBM 407).

PROGRAMS
In most of his folk music studies Bartok groups the materials

according to «grammatical" rather than "lexicographical" principles.
The former, he sta tes, is of higher importance, since it permits the

h " I di "l~researc er to get a clear idea of the relationship of the me 0 res.
But, as Bartok himself admits, "one must have some previous familiar-
ity with the material and a thorough knowledge of the rather compli-
cated grouping system." H Without such familiarity and knowledge, of

Binghamton. A description of card preparation for this program, which was pre-
pared in FORTRAN by Mrs. Cay Gill, can be obtained by writing to the Center.
A similar indexing program, prepared in PL/I by Professor Jack Heller, Dir:~tor
of the New. York University Institute for Computer Research in the Humamtles,
ca:l1be o~t.~med from th~ ICRH (University Heights, N.Y.). rs

Bartok s morphologICal procedures employ capital and lower-case Jette,
roman and arabic numerals to designate syllabic and rhythmic structures, caesura
(end tone of a melody section), and other musical characteristics.
is All . th d f I ' . ltials- owance IS us rna e or 999,999 cards under anyone researc rer s WI ' ..

Column 80, in the Harpur Incipit Interval Extraction Program, is used for specel
designation (see fn. 10).

13?er~o~GrOatimlFolk SOllgS, p. l-s. The grammatical system, as deveJope~by
Barto~, IS based (in order of importance) On the number of melody sectiOns,
syllabIC structure, rhythmical character, and so forth.

H Loc. cit.
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course,location of variants or of specific melodies is at best a long and
arduoustask. The solution to the foregoing problem is the construc-
tion of an index of melodies based on lexical principles, the most
important one-according to Bartok-having to do with melodic
structurein which "the contour line is entirely or partly similar." l,~H, B.
Lincoln16 has developed a computer-derived thematic index (see
fn. 8) whose program, sUghtly modified, has been successfully applied
toBart6k'sfolk music material."

IllCipit Interval Sequence Extraction Program

Thisis a FORTRAN program which computes the first seven inter-
valsof an incipif ignoring repeated notes, that has been encoded in
the Ford-Columbia music representation, The computation involves
extractionof the string interval sequences in terms of plus or minus
digit.s.l~The derived sequences are then sorted and compared, The
last step is printed output in which the strings are ordered so that
lesserprecedes greater digit and plus precedes minus, and identical
strings are juxtaposed in singlc.spaced vertical format. Figure XIV-4
showsactual computer output, printed as final copy (excepting head-
mgsand ruled lines) for typesetting purposes."
. In terms of frequency of occurrence the Colinda material string
Illterval sequence +2 +2 -2 -2 is met nineteen times, Followed
c~oselyby -2 -2 -2 (eighteen), -2 -2 (sixteen), and +3 -2 -2

(ourteen). The smaller Parry material, about one-eighth the numher
ofColinda strings, shows three occurrences of - 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 and - 3
+3 -3; ~oother matches, involving only two strings, are either identi-
calwith or similar to the above-mentioned Celinda sequences. In fact,
there ~re twenty-nine occurrences of matching strings between the
twocollections. It should be noted that either syllabic structure (dif-

I~Ib'd J' ontain-
, 1 " P: 17. His statement thus 'may be interpreted as contour mes c
>ng sim'l .
16 1ar sets Or subsets.
1- Professorof Music, State University of New York at Binghamton.
, See Fn. 2.
IS lnt II' . . . hI)' Itted from, erva rc quality (major/minor, augmented/dlmmlS ec IS 01111

~~SI~eratiOnin this indexing system, although it can be programmed for more
e ne comparative purposes,
d19This sample page is one of thirty-six similar ones which comprises the Ad-
Denda to Bartok's Rumanian Carols and Christmas Songs (Colinde), Vol. IV,
'lumlHlIQll F lk '1 .

20 , 0, j\ USIC (see fns. I, 4 above). . . kind of
"I ThlS alternation of thirds occurs only in the Parry material as a
Casingfo I" . d ( Y ln Tempo No, 80,o ' rmu a In the last section of a melo y see my essa 1 >

p, CIt" for further details),



Index Melody String Interval String
No. Class No. Sequence No.

" AlII 29 +1+2-2+2+3 774
70 ~ T I I 1000, t 7.+]-2+7-3+3 797
7 I AI I 1JF" +2+2-]-} 56
7? "I I l?N. +7+2-2-7 77
7 I A I I 1 A +2+2-2-2 IIR
74 A I II 2q +2+2-2-7 211
75 A I I I 30A. +]+2-2-} 71R
7' AI II ~l +2+2-2-2 216
77 "I II f> 2( • "'+2-2-2 1<4
7" R II I 670. +2+2-2-2 1<5
N ~ I I I b2H. +7.+2-2-1 401
80 8111 h2J. +2+1-2-1 407
81 "I T I o"ZR. + 2+2-2-2 411
R? R I I I 67\/, +2+2-2-7 429
01 R I II 67 x , +2+2-2-2 431
~4 ~ I I 1 h?OD. +2+2-2-2 444
A5 f,7r F, +2+2-2-2 448
~6 81V ilIA, ..2+2-2-2 970
87 RIV L.?lE, +2+2-2-2 986
~q 81V M3 ..2+2-2-2 IM6
89 AIV ~I~ +2+2-2-2 1144
YO H J V 127A .. +2+2-2-2+2.2 10]1
91 RIV 125 +2+2-2-2+2+2+2 1046
92 A I I f 1044. +2+2-2-7+2+2-2 ~44
Y3 "I I I lO4fh +2+2-2-2+2+2-2 841
94 A I I I 1040. +2+2-2-7+2+2-2 851
95 ~ 1 1 I lOitE. +2+2-2-2+2+2-2 856
Y6 AI" I04F. +2+2-]-2+2+1-2 859
97 81 I T 104H. +2+2-2-2+2+2-7 Rh59R R I II I ()4J. +2+2-2-2+2+2-2 87199 RI II J 041<., +2+2-}-2+2+2-2 874100 RIV 121R. +2+2-2-2+2+2-2 lOll

101 81 I f 67\1. +7+2-2-2+2-3 "0
102 R I I I 7l~ • +7+2-2-J+2-1+1 5hO
103 H I I I b7C. +2+2-2-2+2-4 391
104 ~II 44R. +2+2-2-2-2 273'105 RII 44C. +2+2-2-7-2 275106 C I '0 +2+2-2-2-2 1067
107 81V 1156. +2+2-2-2-2+2 935
108 61 II 924. +2+2-2-2-2+3 715
Figure XIV-4. Actual computer output
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ferentnumber of syllables in the underlying text line of a melody) or
-more frequently-the presence of one or more repeated notes ac-
countfor the different lengths of the various sequences.

FigureXIV·S indicates those types of interval sequences, involving

o 5 10

-2 -2 -2

-2 -2

-2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 + 2

20

Colindas0 Parry ~ Frottole. Cabazon (ill]
Figure XIV-S. Prevalent types of identical interval sequences

merged materials

ten Or more matches, that occur in merged folk and art materia~s:
1,306(combined) Colinda and Parry melody sections, together with
3,977Frattole" incipits indexed by H. B. Lincoln, and 253 incipits
fromthe works of Antonio Cabez6n (1510-1566) prepared by Earle
}[ultberg."

No.

in the

~A .
" Common type of early sixteenth century vocal mUSIC. k I
~-Prof p 1 New Yor r. am. eSSOrof Music State University College at otsc am, '.

lndebte1 t p' 0 from hi F d Columbia repl e-. c 0 rof. Hultberg for permission to quote rom 11S or - I ( bli hed
sentatlOn feb " . T I A /I Vihue a pu ISbOa ezon s Obl0S de Musica para ec 0, rpa sj
y Hernando Cabez6n, Antonio's son, in Madrid in 1578).
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There are fifty-eight other matches in the merged indices; noneof
them involves all four materials either. Interesting similarities turnup
which seem to point toward folk-based or folk-styled characteristicsof
the art melodies: more than half (2,931) of the 5,536 intervalse-
quences begin with plus or minus 2; indeed, conjunct motion by
seconds is by far the most prevalent intervallic progression.

String Interval Sequence Extraction Program

The same index described in the preceding section has been pro-
grammed in PL/I and designated BARSIX (Bartok ARchivesString
Interval Xtraction).'" Strings encoded in the Ford-Columbia represen-
tation are converted to plus or minus digits and stored in separate
files. The "plus" file holds sequences whose first digit is plus, the
"minus" file those whose first digit is minus. Each file is sorted,both
are merged, and the lexicographical index is printed in the desired
format. Features of the program include printing of coded stringsand
other keypunched data for reference and comparative purposes, and
printing of the funning total of occurrence of matches and the subto-
tal of speciRc number of strings in each match. The latter are ex-
pressed as digits (separated by a slash) and printed in the marginof
the index.
Another program is available for printing the index in a different

format from that illustrated in Figure XIV-4 (above). Below each
interval sequence or set of matching sequences arc printed the pertl-
nent Ford-Columbia representation (s) and related data.

Substring Interval Sequence Extraction Program

Recalling Bartok's instruction that a variant relationship occurs
when the contour line of a melody is also partly similar to that of
another me1ody,~" extraction of subsets from melody sections is there-
fore a desirable adjunct program for comparative analysis. BARSUBX
(Bartok ARchives SUBstring Xtracnon ) employs the same format as
BARSIX but with the exception that matches are linked to identical-
ness of a specific number of digit positions in the interval sequence,

23 This and the follOWing programs were developed by Professor Heller (see
fn.l0).

24 SeTbo~CToatiall Folk Songs, p. 17.
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in~gure XIV-6. Prevalent types of identical substring interval sequences
emerged Bart6k materials

Figure XIV 6mat hl - shows the number of occurrences of the most frequent
c mg substri C u dand P ng sequences, positions 2-5, in the merged 0 in a
any melodies,"

Examinar fIon 0 the Frottole and Cabez6n subsets" presents further
tI POsition1identical b ,Occurrences are shown in Table XIV-I. There are three types of
(two0 su strings in Position 6 of which +2 +2 +2 -2 -2 -2 is prevalent

ccurences in each 'ae Th In eac rna terial ),
e punched d f 'grarnrnin . th car s 0 these collections were not available for substring pro-

data. g: e Iollcwtng quotations therefore represent the manual extraction of
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evidence of the kinship of these art music materials to the BartokfoTh
music collections. The prevalent type of Frottole substrings arethe
same as the Bartok ones (Figure XIV-6) in positions 2 and 3. The
other positions involve a series of descending seconds. The CabezOn
melodies are different in terms of subset frequencies: position
2 = -2 +2; 3 = +3 -2 -2; 4 = -2 +2 -2 +2; 5 = -2 +2 +2-2

+2; 6 = -2 +2 +2 -2 +2 +2 (or -2). It should be noted, however,
that there are substring matches among all materials; indeed, a number
of cases show a frequency of occurrence that seems to indicate more
than just accidental matching.

Signed Digit Position Frequency of Occurrence

BARDFO (Bartok ARchives Digit Frequency Occurrence) lists
quantity and percentages of the various types of plus and minusdigits
in each position. The Rumanian (Colindas) and Serbo-Croatian
(Parry) melodies, as Table XIV-l indicates, have a number of com-
man characteristics.

Note that ascending intervals occur most often in position 1, de-
scending intervals in positions 2, 3. The proportion of interval types as
well as frequency of occurrence are also alike in both materials.

TabLe X IV-I. Signed digit position frequency of occurrence in the Celinda and
Parry melodies (Parry statistics are in italics)

Per cent of OCcurrences in each position Total no.
PercentSigned

of occur-digit 2 3 4 5 6 7 rences oftotrl!

+2 2425 2-1 20 20 19 14 13 911 6 7 2 3 1,479200 2i £3
-2 17 13 21 18 10 16 17 18 15 15 8 11 3 8 2,229 369 41 43
+3 33 22 17 20 20 21 18 14 6 /4 4 5 2 3 541 94 10 11
-3 13 12 16 17 19 20 22 15 16 14 8 15 5 7 672 120 12 14
+4 35 29 18 /8 18 7 14 21 8 14 173 28 3 37 4 I 7-4 13 /9 20 6 19 25 15 38 204 16 4 £14 6 13 6 6+5 60 50 16 9 9 8 14 5 /8 93 22 2 SI 9 1-5 12 33 33 21 33 5 19 12 33 43 S 0.78 0.33+6 57 29 14 7 0.12-6 25 25 25 25 4 0.07+7
-7
+8 50 50 2 0.03-8

Total all Occurrences
5,447 852
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TableXIV-2. String interval distribution percentages in the Colinda and
Parry melodies (Parry statistics are in italics)

One type One and two types of digits
Interval ofdigit 2 3 4 5 6

2 9486 27.64 24.89 53.82 6097 10.89 6.50 ,1.38 4.06 033
3 4 11 1.34 8.25 0.78 0.22
4 2 3 0.56 0.81

Length Colindas Parry

I 1.04 064
2 6.80 1.92
3 1300 8.97
4 21.46 12.82

5 23.99 21.79
6 [9.98 22.43
7 13.69 31.41

StringIllterval Distribtttio/l Program

BARSID'[or 2] (Bart6k ARchives String Interval Distribution)
determinesthe number of strings in a given material that contain one
Or two types of digits. Table XlV-2 indicates the percentages in-
volved:note the similarity between the two Bartok collections. In
melodiescomprised of one type of digit the Parry strings contain a
larger proportion of wider intervals (thirds, fourths). The Colinda
melodies,on the other hand, show more variegated intervallic struc-
ture.The particnlar value of BARSID is archeological, that is, it serves
as anindicator of primitiveness or acculturation ,2;

Table XIV-S. Percentage of string length
distribution in the Celinda and

Parry melodies

2j,In Vol. IV, Rumanian Folk Music, pp. 1-2, Bartok describes the Colindas as
a mtxture01 Id di M number of the, 0 er and comparatively recent melc JeS, oreover, a ..ret1ctextsare based on pagan epics that apparently date from pre-Chr~stian

thOles,Bart6kalso mentions possible influence of Serbo~Croatian folk mUSIC on
at of the D • hi h thesis (more can-
t . oumantans. our pmgrams seem to support IS ypo
CUS\Vee 'd' . 1 d ssing of the

VI ence may be forthcoming upon completion a ata prace
Ca. 3,SOoBartok-tabulated Serbo-Croatian melodies now being prepared by the
present writer).
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Distribution of String Lengths Program

BARDSL (Bartok ARchives Distribution String Lengths) specifies
the number and percentages of string lengths (positions 1-7), Thus,
as Table XIV-3 shows, an indication of characteristic syllabic structure
of folk song material can be obtained.
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Numerical Methods of

Comparing Musical Styles

by FREDERICK CRANE and JUDITH FIEHLER

1111111CHAPTER XV

The availability to musicologists of fast, high-capacity computers
hasSlimulated much effort in applying them as aids in analysis of
mUSICalstructures and styles. It is natural that analysts should look to
thec~mputer for assistance, as music lends itself well to alphanumeric
notalion,and because so much of analysis (counting chords and the
hk ) .e lS mechanicaland tedious.
Analysiscan serve to define a style; as an end in itself, but com-

monly It is done in order to compare styles-to show in what ways
theyare similar and in what ways different. The computer promises to
be.a~usefulin comparison as in analysis; if anything, it promises more
stnkmgres It . . I I'U s in comparison applications. A musica stye IS so com-
plexan organism that common-sense methods can hardly deal with it,
exceptone element at a time. The computer's capacity and speed (and
Immunityto tedium) allow it to deal effectively with the intricately
;tructured data. Computer methods are not qualitatively different
ramthose that would be used to do the same job with paper and
pencilodk I . I .co > r es ea culator, For this reason, we will scarce y mention
mputer, in describing some methods by which they can be used for

Styliti
S c comparison.
Nurn . I ib d henoa methods of comparison of the sort to be descn e ere

are well bli I '11esta ished in a number of other fields, althoug 1 sti new
enOughtl . . d drat particular techniques are not universally agree on, an
eventhth . dbate validity of using the methods at all is questione y
some.In biology, numerical methods promise a greatly improved
t"onom f li 1 f tiyo Ivmg organisms. In psychology, the resu ts 0 tes mg are
Usedtog d lit t .roup related tests on one hand, and relate persona I y ypes
On the other. In ecology, homogeneous environments are listed with
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their biological populations, and either the species can be correlated
according to the environments in which they appear, or environment
types can be shown to be more or less closely related accordingto
their species contents.
Three humanistic fields of study, archaeology, linguistics, and liter-

ary history, have made significant use of such numerical methodsof
comparison. Like musicology, archaeology studies products of human
industry, and the archaeologist's purposes are close to those of the
musicologist. Archaeology's interest in the techniques is for the estab-
lishment of artifact types through comparison of features of many
examples, and for the establishment of affinities among sites and
cultures through comparison of what is found in each of them. Ar-
chaeological use of methods essentially the same as those described
below dates back at least to 1925, but only the availability of the
computer promises to make these methods a tool of great power.
Linguistics is particularly interested in the identification of language
families on the basis of selected features of each language, and in
reconstructing the evolutionary history of languages. Numerical meth-
ods have been used for these purposes since about 1908. Recently,a
number of literary studies have used numerical techniques to good
effect, particularly to settle questions of disputed authorship.
Other data units to which similar methods of comparison have been

applied or for which they have been proposed include soils, complex
molecules, human physical types, diseases, geological fOl·matio~s,
coins, legislators (compared as to voting patterns) and library classifi-
cations.

That the relations of such units to each other are not unlike the
interrelations of musical styles a.l1ows the whole apparatus of compa:i-
son techniques developed for use in other fields to be tested for ItS
relevance to the particular problems of musical style. These techniqu.es
are mathematical (belonging to the category of multivariate stalIS-
tics), and operate on any sort of data, indifferent to the phenomena
they represent.

The objectives of such a science of musical styles will be simjlar to
those of the familiar more subjective studies. At-least until the degree
of their effectiveness can be established, these numerical methods can
have rather ambitious goals: (1) to distinguish fully between dillerent
pers?nal styles-to show in what way any given work has more
affinrty for other works of the same composer than for works of ~ther
composers; (2) to distinguish substyles within personal styles, either
as sharply differentiated styles or as a continuum of styles from one
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extremeto the other (these styles may be period styles, or distinct
stylesthat the composer may have consciously adopted for different
worksin any temporal order); (3) to show the affinities of personal
styles,or their relative closeness to each other, and to distinguish
groupsto which they belong, if these supraperscnal styles are suf-
fientiydiscrete, and even to distinguish groups of groups.
The following elementary discussion of comparison techniques is
organizedaccording to the logical sequence of procedure: a discus-
sionof types of raw data and their numerical representation is fol-
lowedby an account of some methods of estimating affinities, and
finallyby some methods of establishing and displaying the mutual
affinities within sets of works.

StylisticDataand Their Numerical Representation.
It seemsself-evident that the more numerous and more varied the
el~ments1 on which stylistic comparisons are based, the more valid
WIll be the results. The structure of even the simplest musical work is
soc~mplex,and yields meaningful data from so many viewpoints, that
no~lmpleformula can comprehend it. For some purposes, it may be
desIrableto base the computation of affinities on certain selected
elc~entsonly, or to give extra weight to selected elements. But any
subjective Or a priori choice of elements should generally be avoided.
F~raCCurateresults, the analysis of each work must yield as many
~:~crete,features as possible, and must be comprehensive in covering
posSlhleaspects of the work.
Ideally, the characters to be processed should be truly clementary

ones,logically self-sufficient, and not subject to subdivision. Where
any other than such elementary "unit characters" are used, redun-
dancymay result, with the effect that a single character may have
m~rethan its due weight in determining affinity. For an example, one
mlghtwish to consider as characters the highest note in a part, the
lowest note in that part, and the range of the part. But the range is
determinedby the highest and lowest notes. Anyone of the three
co.uldbe Omitted for zero redundancy. In practice, some redundancy
wdlp b blro a y be unavoidable.
Data for comparison will normally be arranged in a matrix whose

columnsrepresent the works to be compared, and whose rOWS repre-
Sentthe h . .. b b d Either the

C aracters on which the companson 1$ to ease .
works th . f· ·isonOr e characters may be taken as the units 01 cornpai .

1The te 1 ·11 b sed here inter-"h rrnse ements features aspects and characters WI e u'- angeably. ' ,. ,
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Comparison of characters will show which ones tend to be associated
in different works. Taking the works as the units of comparisonwill
result in grouping them according to their mutual aflinities. The
present paper is oriented toward comparison of works, which proba-
bly will be the COmmoner activity.
With regard to encoding for computations, three classes of oharac-

ters may be distinguished: two-state, multistate, and continuous.
Two-state (or binary) characters may be such as are either present

or absent in a composition (imitation, a tonal center, a ngured bass),
or such as are present in each of the works under study in one of two
states (major or minor, tonal or real answer, exact or varied recapitu-
lation). Normally, the value of a two-state feature will be encodedas
either 1 or 0, 1 indicating presence and 0 absence. In the case of
alternate states, the 1 will be arbitrarily assigned to one, the 0 to the
other.
Multistate characters (meter, in a set of works that show several

different meters) may be encoded as a set of two-stare characters, only
one of which would have the value of 1for any given work.
Continuous characters are those that may have any value withina

certain range. These may be of several types, including counts (I1mn-
ber of measures in the work), fractions (the portion of chords that are
tonic), and those features representable as a mean and a standard
deviation (beats per chord might best be so represented). The ranges
of values will vary greatly among different characters. In one set .of
pieces, the number of measures might vary between 20 and 70, whJie
the fractions of tonic chords varied between .20 and .40. In the
calculation of affinities, the larger figures would give very much more
weight to the characters they represent. For this reason it is necessary
to convert continuous character values to a uniform range. It is also
particularly desirable to give each continuous character the same
weight as each two-state character.
The conversion may take the form of compressing or expanding the

scale of values linearly into the range Oe-L, so that the lowest value L
in the set for a certain character is made equal to 0, and the highest
value H is made equal to 1, according to the formula

s= M-L
H-L'

where 111is the measured value, and S is the standardized value.
When calculating the coefficient of association, as will be seen
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below, only two-state characters can be used. If continuous characters
mustbe considered, they can be converted to binary representation,
but the results are at best not fully satisfactory. Binary encoding of
continuousdata inevitably leads to a combination of disadvantages:
loss of information, distortion of the affinities of works in respect to
the character involved, and undue weight given to each such charac-
ter with respect to authentic two-state characters. Where two-state
representationmust be used exclusively, it seems desirable to seek to
Hnd more characters that are naturally so represented, rather than to
convertcontinuous characters.
When gaps OCcur in the data because of a lack of complete or

reliable Sources, the missing characters for a work should be given a
speciallabel, such as NC, for "no comparison." The NC should also
apply in the case of characters dependent on missing characters. 1£1
forexample,"imitation" is a presence-absence character, accompanied
bysuchqualifying characters as "overlapping subjects," "rhvthmicully
vaned imitation," or "intervallically varied imitation," a work that
lacked imitation would be encoded 0 under "imitation," and NC under
allthe characters that qualify the imitation. If these were encoded 0,

:h? would falsely show affinity in each character with works with
Imitation,but lacking these characters.

Measuresof Affinity

Severalmethods can be used to convert the values of all the
correspondingaspects of two works into a single measure of the
affinityof the works for each other. Robert R. Sokal and Peter H. A.
Sneath' divide the methods by which affinity can be calculated into
t~reeclasses, according to whether they measure association, correla-
bon, Or distance.

Coefficients of association are calculated from data consisting of
two-statefeatures only. Sokal and Sneath" distinguish sixteen for-
mu]aeby which the numbers of features in which the two works do or
do not agree can be reduced to a single coefficient representing the
degreeto which the elements of the works are associated. For the
present,we would suggest adoption of only the simplest formulae,

S 'RFobertR. Sakal and Peter H. A. Sneath Principles of Numerical TaxonOffl
h
Y,

an ranci '. h "0 debt to t e
Pn' . t ISeQ, W. H. Freeman 1963. The present paper IS muc J 1"
nClpes d ' d h d's referrec to lfo f an techniques presented in this book, an t e rea er I

I, urther infonnation
!b'd .

I "pp, 129-130.
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such as that for what Sokal and Sneath' call the "simple matching
coefficient." If it can be shown that some other formula is mare
effective in associating works either according to the best definition of
natural affinities, or according to their known origins, that formula
should be substituted.
Where at least part of the characters have continuous values,the

mean character difference ,. may be easily calculated. The mean
character difference is conceptually the opposite of the simple match-
ing coefficient, as it decreases rather than increases with increasing
affinity. However, the mean character difference is more flexible,in
that it can deal with differences between pairs of continuous values,
rather than only with constant differences of one or zero. 'Vhere there
are n characters in which works i and k are being compared, and the
value of character i in work j is Xii>

dik = ..!=!.-_---- .
n

The mean character difference has the advantage of easy calcu!atio.nl

but a number of disadvantages in comparison to the coefficient of dis-
tance discussed below.

The coefficient of correlation Jllay be used where some or all of the
characters have continuous values. The type called the product-mo-
ment correlation coefficient will normally be preferred. Its value can

be expected to vary between 0 (completely random relation of the
values of corresponding characters in the two works) and 1 (agre~-
ment in all values). Negative correlations as great as -1 are theoreti-
cally possible, but in the present application they are not likely to he
numerous or to have values far from o.
The correlation coefficient has several drawbacks. It is far more

difficult to conceptualize the computation than those of the coeffi-
cients of association and distance, and the calculations are nludl
larger in number-probably no consideration when computers are
used.

The third type of measure of affinity, the coefficient of distance,
depends on conceiving the style of a work as represented by a point J~

It~ . I ~mu 1 imension., Euclidean space. Each character contributes a
mension, and the value for that character is, in effect, the distance

4 lbid., p. 133.
5 Ibid., pp. 146-147.
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fromthe Cartesian zero point on a unique directional axis. As the
Euclideandistance increases with the number of characters whose
valuesare computed, an average distance will normally be preferred."
Thisaverage distance compares to the mean character difference in
just the same way that a standard deviation compares to a mean
deviation. The relative advantages are similar in both cases.

The coefficient of distance and the mean character difference are
unlikethe other coefficients in that their value decreases with increas-
ingaffinity. In order to be able to use the same programs to process all
thetypesof coefficient, the coefficients of distance and mean character
differencesmust be converted to their reciprocals or complements,
particularlyby subtracting them from 1 or 10, depending on the range
of the coefficients' values. .
Calculationof any of the coefficients of affinity is affected by the

presenceof one or more NC's among the character values by which
thetwoworks are to be compared. Characters coded NC in either or
both works must be totally eliminated from the ccmputations. The
~aljdit}'of the affinity coefficient of any pair of works with many
,"applicable characters is reduced. For this reason, NC's should be
keptat a minimum, and works with many NC's should perhaps be
eliminatedfrom the study .
.The result of the affinity computations will be a matrix like a
mileage-between_cities table whose columns and rows are headed by
the identifications of each 'work. At the intersection of row i and
columniwill be entered the affinity between works i and [.

Methodsof Clustering Styles
The concept of a work's style as a unique point in hyperspace is a

veryuseful way of thinking not only of the relative distance of two
"'arks,but of the mutual relations among a set of works. 1£ all the
stylesto be compared in a study are thought of as points scattered
throughhyperspace, objective answers can be sought to a number of
questions about their distribution. Are they scattered at random, or do
theyform clouds or clusters even slightly distinct from each other?
Dothe smallest clusters tend to fonn groups of clusters separate from
eachother? Are the clusters quite distinct from each other; in other
Wordsa II . . h th or to their, re a points III each cluster closer to eac 0 er,
closestneighbors in the cluster or to the cluster's center, than they are
locomp bl' .'ara e points outside the cluster?
61bid., p. 147.
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Much variety is possible in the procedures by which the clusters
may be analyzed. The computer program must begin by hnling the
two works with the highest affinity. The succeeding steps willlink
other pairs, link single works to established clusters, and linkclusters
to each other. The order of joining, and often the membershipofa
cluster, will be the result of the criteria for membership. Thesemay
be; Which point outside the formative cluster is closest to anypointin
the cluster? Which point (or midpoint of a cluster) outside thecluster
is closest to the midpoint of the cluster? Which point outsidethe
cluster has the shortest average distance to all points in the cluster?
Which point (or cluster) outside the cluster has the smallestmaxi-
mum distance to any point in the cluster?
Each of the methods based on one of these criteria begins byjoining

the two closest points, and ends by combining all points into ~ne
cluster. But in between, the clusters established at each successive
stage by different methods will not necessarily azree.' If any choiceis" .to be made among clustering methods, it must be on a pragmatl,c
basis: which method gives the most reliable clustering of a composers
works?

The results of the clustering procedure can be shown most fullyina
reordered matrix of similarity coefficients, in 'which the order of col-
umns and rows keeps together the works that have been linkedat each
stage of the clustering." However, a dendrogram, like that in Figure
XV-I, shows the structure of the clusters more graphically.
Sets of works, each set by a different composer or school, ca~lbe

compared among each other by means like those with which single
works are compared among each other. In comparing groups, eael}
may be represented by its «center of gravity," or the point in spa~
represented by the mean value of each of its features. In the case 0
comparisons based on two-state characters only, each character for the
group can be represented by the fraction of works in which it has the
value of 1.

InterpmtatiOI1 of the Results of Compa7'ison
Ideally, a distinct cluster of styles will include works not only

relatively similar to each other, but also of common origin, part1cU-

7 Three basic clustering methods (single linkage averase linkage, compl~it'
linkage) are well illustrated in Robert R. Sakal, "Nu~erical Taxonomy," Scientr C
A:-eri~an,Vol. 215, No.6 (December, 1966), p. 112.

lbid., P. U3, and illustration, p. i ro.
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larly of a .Proxi' slllgle composer. However, observed affinity and genetic
concem1tymay not coincide in practice, and certainly are separate as
posedP~s.~\vo works are genetically most similar if they were com-
anoth y he same composer, one right after the other. But perhaps

er composer deliberately imitated one of the works, with the
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result that these two works are observably closer than are the works
genetically closest to each other.
Different methods of calculating affinity and of grouping styleswill

undoubtedly have different results. Perhaps the genetic test will
help choose among methods. The methods can best be tested 011 sets
of works whose attributions are certain, and that are accurately
dated.

Can compositions of different types be compared effectively with
each other? The kind of comparison that takes into account 31ly
attribute found in a set of works, without discrimination, will normally
be applied only within a set that is at least fairly coherent in origin,
performance medium, and composition type, such as English madri-
gals, baroque secular solo cantatas, or classical symphonies. But it
may be desired to apply numerical comparison to show the relations
among different functional sets of the same composer, school, or
period, Or among different composers, schools, or periods within a
single functional set. It may be desired to identify the composers of
works of one type on the basis of known attributions of works of
another type. Great care will be necessary to determine whetl1er
certain complexes of features will produce parallel groupings within
functionally different sets of works.

Other Methods of Anolyzing Stylistic Data

Cluster analysis is only one of several statistical techniques that
might be used for processing stylistic data. Seriation analysis, factor
analysis, and discriminant analysis all use a data matrix like that for
cluster analysis, and all promise to have their own uses.
The applicability of seriation analysis to musical style is suggested

by the assumption that a composer's style will change by degrees,
without returning to a state that has been abandoned. If the assump-
tion is correct, it should be possible to establish the order of a
composer's works by listing them in such an order that the most
similar works are side-by-side, and the least similar works are at
opposite ends of tI,e list. One end of the Jist should have the earliest
works, and the other the latest, with at least approximate chronologi-
cal order in between.

Factor analysis can be expected to show which aspects tend to vary
together in the set of works under study. Our first studies show that

thmany of the results are obvious; for example, note lengths var), WI
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meters.But some less obvious relations also turn up, so that factor
analysispromises some insights into what the composers considered
relatedaspects of a work.

When the problem is to decide which of two or some other small
numberof composers wrote a disputed work, discriminant analysis
should be the most useful technique. If, as a basis for comparison,
thereexist some other works known to be by each composer, discrimi-
nant analysis will furnish a probability that each composer produced
thework in question.

All Application to Some Fifteenth-century Chansons
A first test of some of the techniques described above was made on

a group of twenty chansons by three composers of the early fifteenth
century.All the chansons attributed by tbe sources to Pierre Fontaine
(7), Nicolas Grenon (5), and Jacques Vide (8) were chosen for
comparison.The choice of composers as close together as possible in
space and time promises the most exacting test of the methods' effec-
tiveness; if their works can be distinguished effectively, those of
composers mare distant from each other should be still more easily
separated.
Grenon's activities are documented between the years 1385 and

'449· He was in the Burgundian court chapel from 1412 to 1421, and
otherwise was active especially in Cambrai and Bruges. Fontaine
flourished from 1404 to 1447. He was in the Burgundian court chapel
from '404 to 1419 and 1428 to 1447. Vide was active from 1410 to
1433·He was at the Burgundian court from 1423 to 1433 as valet de
chambreand secretaire, but did not belong to the chapel. Thus, the
three were contemporaries (Grenon older than the others), and in the
Burgundian service (Grenon and Vide not simultaneously).
The eleven manuscripts in which the chansons are found are also

quite close to each other, mostly copied between about 1430 and 1440,
or between about 1420 and 1450 at the extremes. Seventeen of the
twenty works are in the Ms. Oxford, Bodleian Library, Canoruci misc.
213, all with composer attributions. There is no particular reason for
questioning any of these attributions, or the three that are unique to
othermanuscripts. However, these manuscripts and others of the time
sometimes attribute the same work to different composers, so there is a
possibility that one or two of the twenty chansons are not by the
composernamed.
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The following list of the chansons studied is in the order of the
identifications assigned to each one for the project.
FL A san plaisir volentiers serviroye (Fontaine)
F2. De bien amer quant ray empris (Fontaine)
F3· I'tujme bien celui qui sen va (Fontaine)
F+ Man euer pleure mes des yeulx me fault rire (Fontaine)
FS· Pastourelle en un vergier (Fontaine) ,
F6. Pour vous tenir en la grace amoureuse-i-Mon doulx amy, tenes

vous tout temps gay (Fontaine)
F7· Sans [aire de vous departie (Fontaine)
GL le ne requier de ma dame et m'amie (Grenon)
G2. le suy defait se vous ne me refaites (Grenon)
G3· La plus belle et doulee figure (Grenon)
G+ La plus [olie et la plus belle (Grenon)
GS· Se je vOus ay bien loyaulment amee (Grenon)
VL Amans, doubles, or doubles vas amO'frs (Vide)
V2. Espoir m'est venu eonforter (Vide)
V3· Et c'est assez pour m'esjouir (Vide)
V4· II 112'est si grief, vostre depart (Vide)
VS· Las, ray perdu man espincei (Vide)
V6. Puisque [e n'ay plus de maystresse (Vide)
V7· Qui san eueur met a dame trap amour (Vide)
V8. Vit encore ce faux Dangier (Vide) f
The chansons were analyzed for a total of 145 aspects each. In 21 0

these aspects 1 either 19 or 20 of the chansons were identical. These21
aspects were not included in the computations, as contributing noth-
ing to the calculation of affinities. Of the 124 aspects used, 23 are
binary and 101 continuous. The attempt was made to cover nearly all
aspects of the work except notation. The aspects chosen fall into the
categories Voices and ranges (20), Scale (7), Diastematics (l~!'
Rhythm and meter (23), Melody (5), Counterpoint (20), Moda Y
(4), Form (r3), and Text and its relations to music (18).
T! . d u~re computer program that processed the resultmg ata w

signed to test a number of techniques to see which yielded the hest
. ' . d·ff.,-results. The nonbmary data were standardized by two slIghtly 1 .

ent methods, one of which brought them precisely, the other approXI-
mately, into the 0-1 range. The data standardized in each way were
used to calculate a mean character difference, a coefficient of correla-
tion, and a coefficient of average distance for each pair of chansons.
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The resulting six affinity matrices were treated by three clustering
methods-singlelinkage and two varieties of average linkage.
Bothstandardizationsand all three affinity measures gave about the

same results, giving each pair of works approximately, but not exactly,
thesamerankingon a scale from high to low affinity. Particularly, the
mutualaffinitiesamong works F" Fz, F4, F6, and V7 are high
accordingto all methods, so that they always cluster together. In
general,the highest of all affinities are between works by the same
composer)and the lowest ones are between works by different com-
posers,but the contrary is true in a large part of the cases.
Theresults01 all the clustering procedures are similar, although

clusteringby average linkage seems to be somewhat superior. In this
procedure,linkage OCCurs when the average affinities of one work or
clusterof works for another work or cluster are «reater than for anyto
otherpair existing at the moment. The dendrogram (Figure XV-1)
showsthe results of the combination of 0-1 standardization of datal

calculationof coefficients of average distance, and clustering by aver-
agelinkage,weighted pair-group method-a combination that pro-
ducedslightlybetter results than any other. Three distinct clusters are
~oduced,with works Vz-V6-V8-VS-FS-Gz-G4, Fz-F6-F4-V7-FI-F7-
3,andG3-V4-G1-GS,It can be seen easily that each of these clusters
containspredominantly the works of one composer, respectively Vide,
Fontaine,and Grenon. Six of the twenty works, however (FS-Gz-G4,
V7-V3, and V4), fall into the wrong groups, as far as authorship is
concerned,and two works (F3 and V1) do not join any cluster.
Thegeneral agreement of the results of various combinations of
techn' ki If ti I oniques suggests that all the techniques are WOf mg e ee lye y
th,egiven data. The program was also run on some sets of partial data,
with ' 'I f t inSimiar results in each case, suggesting that further re nemen s 1
thedatagathered would not substantially change the results, as long
astheattemptis made to include a wide variety of data,
Theresult of the project must be called disappointing, if it was
hopedthatall the works would be grouped according to their compos-
ers. Of COurse, this set of works was chosen to make a difficult test,
andthe outcome encourages the hope that, with composers a little
~ '1 ,Ther apart, clusters will be more in accordance WIt 1 ongu .
smalidOubtabout the reliability of the sources' composer attributions
leavesopenthe possibility that more than twelve out 01 twenty of the
worksareclustered according to their composers. For an ideal test of
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the technigues, it is necessary that the composer of each worlb<
known with certainty. A number of such tests will prove whethel
these numerical comparison methods can be useful in detennining
authorship.



Music Style Analysis

by Computer *

11111111CHAPTER XVI

by A" JAMES GABURA

AI " SIISIC, tyle, and Com.puters

\Iusical style analysis is useful variously to the artificial intelligence
worker as f dvi "a means 0 stu ymg the compos1l1g process, to the composer
as a part of his basic train.ing, to the performer for interpreting scores,
and,to the musicologist for classifying scores, identifying composers,
IraclOgstyl ti " fl. IS rc U1 uences, and reconstructing chronologies. Owing to
lis large ca it f d" " " Ipac: v "Or ata handling the modern dis ita computerH' . , b

o ersexciting new possibilities for style analysis. This aIticle presents
metllOdsfor "I "d I if " bmusrca parameter extraction an c assi catron y com-
pouter,and describes experiments aimed at analyzing and identifying
I 'keyboard styles 01 Haydn Mozart and Beethoven as exhibi ted in
th' , "etr pianoforte sonatas, The first section outlines the problem and
SOmerelev, t k b d " d iban work yother authors. The secon section escn es a
music keyp I d " "d t. uno 1 co e and some techniques for stonng mUSIC a a.
The third s ti d " """" Iec 1011 escribes methods for extracting certam numeuca
parameters f" " I"' tl df rom a musical score. The fourth sectIOn out mes a me 10

res pattern classi.6cation by separating hyperplanes, and discusses the

h
ultsof some experiments in distinguish ina between similar styles on

I e basis I I" " d "I h "o a irmte number of parameters extracted rom t e mUSI-
cal SCore.

Styleis a characteristic method of organizing musical materials, and
COnb'a" 1, ssocJated broadly with a creative epoch. and more narrow y
wllh an " di id I I H d, In IVI uaI within an epoch" For example, the styes 0 ay n,
"Iazart dB" I h t Y, an eethoven are particular instances of mg iteent cen ur
muSical styl [ " " d""d I stylee. n this paper, style will usually refer to III IVI ua .

versi~asedfOn a thesis submitted for M Sc degree in computer science at the Un i-
Ya Toronto.
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If statistics can be found which are related to style, we shall begin
to have an objective measure of an otherwise elusive phenomenon.
The evaluation of statistics depends on an ability to recognize and
Count events, and since traditional techniques for music analysis gen-
erally depend on the identiEcation in the score of musical events
defined hy a complex set of rules, many of these techniques are
capable of being automated, depending on whether the corresponding
classes of musical events can be adequately def ned. It is important to
choose events relevant to the musical style in question; the analyst
must draw on existing knowledge of music theory for guidance in
choosing the pertinent musical parameters. Some trial and error may
be necessary; one possible correction procedure would be to use the
results of a particular analysis to synthesize an excerpt in the style
under consideration and then examine the resuJt. This can be done
using a computer. In theory an analysis based on computer techniques
could be carried out by hand, but in practice the amount of work
involved would be prohibitive. Thus in a statisticaJJy oriented musical
analysis, the computer is a key tool.

Wltbour being overcompJicated, a statistical description of a style
should embrace its important features. Given descriptions of more
than one style, techniques aTe available for sorting out those features
which distinguish one style from another-hence the feasibility of
using a computer to identify the style, or the composer, of a given
musical excerpt. If a certain statistic proves to be a style differentia tor,
we might claim to have found a measurement which is related to style,
even though its musical interpretation may be somewhat obscure.
However it is best to consider only statistics which can be interpreted
musica llv,

Obviously it is impossible to perform all possible analyses of all the
music that has ever been written; a number of restrictions have to be
imposed before an actual experiment can be done. First it must be
decided what styles are to be analyzed, and what composers will
be chosen to represent those styles. Second, excerpts should be selected
having as many common features as possible, to facilitate compari-
sons. Fin\ally it should be decided what statistics are to be computed
and how' they will be related to style. \iVithin this framework, it should
be possible to find a statistical description of a particular style in terms
of the musical features being examined, The problem can be restricted
still further to an investigation of those features which distinguish one
style from another, ignoring all common features. It is chiefly this
restricted problem which is dealt with here.
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Earlymusical applications of information theory sought to model
Ihecomposingprocess by estimating the transition probabilities found
insimple tunes. Analyses of transition probabilities have been success-
lullycarriedout for Western cowboy songs,' nursery songs,' Stephen
Fostertunes," and hymn tunes." Synthesis based on transition proba-
bilitiescan produce three kinds of results," depending on the order of
theanalysis (in an N" order analysis the transition probabilities for
anynoteare conditional on the previous N-l notes) as follows: (1)
rortoo Iowan order of analysis, the results are not typical of the
samplemembers; (2) for too high an order of analysis, the results
duplicatethe sample members; and (3) for an intermediate order of
analysis,the results are typical of, but do not duplicate, the sample
members.

Amore extensive statistical analysis is reported by Fucks," who com-
putedstatisticalparameters related to the first-order skip distributions
(frequencyvs. pitch interval between successive notes) of sample
melodiesfrom 1600 to the present. One such parameter, the excess
(excess",I4/U' - 3), is reported to show a positive correlation with
hIstoricaltime from the baroque to the contemporary nonserial era,
AUlocorrelationgraphs for the sample melodies showed that the Bach
melodieswere less correlated than those of Beethoven, and that the
IVehem I dime0 res were highly uncorrelated.
,In a similar experiment, Bean" made first-order frequency counts of
pllchesin the exposition sections of four sonatas: by Mozart, Bee-
~oven,Berg, and J-lindemith. Results showed a different pattern of
Huctuar f . h J-I' d IthIOn0 note frequency with measure number m t e In em}

IH. Qunstl "S d . ". T f ration Tlieoru-:--Third ,s er, tu ies of Human Channel Capacity, In fl om _ l'

P'36J~0l1don Symposium (E. C. Cherry, ed.), Academic Press, New York, 955,

(1~~6·)C.Pinkerton, "Information Theory and Melody," Scienuiic America11, 194
9,) 177 .
.1H.F 01 .. E I . g a Random
P b b

· son, and H. Belar "Aid to Music ComposItion 'mp aym, 6)
10 a 'l't S' '. 3 (19 1
1163. II Y ystem," lournol of the Acoustical Society of Amenca. 3 '

;F p W· ht "An
Ern " . Brooks, [r., A. L. Hopkins Jr. P. G. Newman, and \IV. V. ng.
·'\,("tJment· ~ , ' El ctronic Computers,EC-6 In Musical Composition," IRE Transactions 011 e
. ('957) '75 .
"These r 'I . I I F' P B ks Jr et al., on. CIt."" esu ts were predicted and connnnec )y . . rooxsv r I· d

I Fuck "\ R 1 Sequencesv b usrc an'~C{"d' 5, 1 Iusical Analysis by Mathematics; anc 0111.' "1 A lysis
01Flent,"Gravesaller Bliitter 6 23/24 (1962), 146, and "Mathell1utt,ca naIT· 8

Or 1 ' , . ' T leOnJ ~
(, 6 mn Stnlcturc of Music," IRE Trollsactions all Irdormatto" .'? 2), 225.
'C B I" f a Particular. ean Jr "I f I Applied to the Ana YSIS a <. • 1 61Fo""I P , " n ormation T leary fIll OIS 9
a races,' T I 'I D d,·s.,.,·"I,·on, University a In, .In ana Music,' P 1.. .,
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sonata than in the other three. Bean, counting each occurrence of a
pitch as a single event, regardless of duration, and treating the indi-
vidual notes as symbols, calculated the rate of information transmis-
sion and found it to be between 21 and 2S bits per second for Mozart,
Beethoven, and Hindemith.

Extending the work of McHose,' who made first and second order
statistical analyses of eighteenth century contrapuntal harmony,
Baker 9 made a statistical study of the chords found in samples drawn
from the Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven string quartets. The samples
chosen were all in major mode, in common meter, and nonmodulatory.
A preanalysis was performed in which aU triads were analyzed in
relation to their tonal centers, thus eliminating the problem af key.
Three main variables were considered: harmony, duration, and
"strike" position within the measure. Harmony was considered to be
the coincidence of three variables. root, inversion, and alteration
status (altered or not altered). Transition probabilities tip to fifth
order were computed, and dependent relations between variables
were investigated using chi~square tests of significance. One interest-
ing observation was that Haydn tends to change his harmony more
frequently than either of the other two composers. Both McHose and
Baker also investigated the distribution of intervals between succes-
sive chord roots, considered by both to be of stylistic importance.

Music Keypu.nch Code

The use of a keypunch nota tion for music is one means of obtaining
a data base for experiments in music style analysis. At present, key-
punching is the simplest, cheapest, and most accurate means of coding
music, although other methods are theoretically possible. One possi-
bility is the lise of an optical scanner which would accept a printed or
handwritten musical Score, but such a device is unfeasible at present.
Data could be obtained through the use of an audio spectrum ana-
lyzer which would accept musk as sound, but even were such an
analyzer perfected, much of the original data would be last. Still
another possibility is the use of an electromechanical music keyboard
which would transmit information directly to -a computer or to <111

off-Lne storage device. This last is a reasonable solution, and would

SA. I. rVfcHose, The Contrapuntal Harmonic Technique of the 181~ Century,
F. S. Crofts, New York, 1947, and Basic Principles of the Technique of 18f~ and
19

th

Century Composition, Appleton~Century~Crofts, New York, 1951-
9 R. A. Baker, "A Statistical Analysis of the Harmonic Practice of the 18'h and

Early 19°' Centuries," D.M.A. dissertation, University of Illinois, 1963.
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provide rapid transcriptions, but is inherently inaccurate and would
necessarilyomit Illany of the details of the original score. Thus the
keypunchcode, using available equipment and manpower, is still the
mostaccurate and inexpensive means of transcribing music into digits.
Asidefromstyle analysis, a keypunch code for music has other uses.
OJ:eof these is in a computer scheme for high-quality note setting
usmga photocomposition device, being developed at Columbia Uni-
~ersit}'.lnAform of music code is also used by composers experiment-
~ngwith a computer scheme for sound synthesis such as the one
""plementedin the BTL "MUSIC4" program."
Heypunch notation should be simple and easily learned. It should
closelyfollolVtraditional notation, for easy coding and verifying. The
codeshouldbe complete, so that the data will be useful for a variety
ofanalyses,and flexible so that it can be adapted easilv to different
musicalstyles and notational conventions. In additi~n, the code
shouldcontain a certain degree of redundancy, so that some auto-
maticcheckingcan be provided. Clearly, a standard code for analysis,
1I0tesetting,and sound generation would be highly desirable as long
~skeypunching remains the primary source of input for these activi-
ties Sev I I' 1 'b I ia, era methods for keypunching have already been (eSCfI ec;
however th t as, ese were not available at the time the present sys em w .
developed.

Described below is a code which, since 1963, has been used to
transcribe id . A 1 of theI\' . a consi erable body of piano mUSIC. cata ogue
arks whIch exist in this coded form is given in the Data Base at the
~,ndof this chapter. Various experiments on analysis of the music
"tedin11 IT l~cata ogue have been carried out.
d he baslCobjective of the music code is to specify the pitch and
Uralian of each note in the musical score. Other data, such as
lOA b "C

put ,n a stract of the project is printed in Edmund Bowles (Compiler), om-

Jllnen(zedResearch in the Humanities I> ACLS Newsletter, Special Supplement,
e 1966) 8 '
11M ,3. . .1"
(mh~~V, Mathews, and Joan E. Miller, "Music IV Programmer s Manua

I~\I graphed), Murray Hill, N.]., Bell Telephone Laboratories, 1965. f
:\'lunay Co II I " Al h leric Languarre or~lu' 11 ( ,am George "V, Logemann An P anun ;:""> I

SIC Analys' (ALi\. " ' > • f C purer Researc 1
inth f IS "fA), New York University, InstJtute or om 'C 1
Syste

e
,Ifumanities,1966; Barry S. Brook "The' Simplified 'Plaine and Ea~le I.

oce

m Or Not f ' I Ad ron" Proceec rngsof /11S a tng i\lusic-A Proposal for Intematlona op 1, [usi
e euentlzI 6 . F tee Artis J\ nsicae,

'2 [ Iltemotio1l0l JAML Congress Dijon 19 5, m on ' . JIg6~) .' ,. C Musics
Xotar ;), 156;Michael Kassler "A Representation of Current, ammon I . t

IOn-~'!a If' p' t N J Depa -tmenof ~I ' . nua or Key-Punchers " Project 295D, rmce on, -. " M'
• liSle, p' . . ' . _ "A Linear j US1C

Tran ' . tmcetcn University June 1963; Eric Regener, . Prt ~
tooUSC~IPtion forComputer Jnl)~t;' Pri~ceton N,r., Department of rvIUSIC, nnce

nlVers't \ ' '.
I y, 1,1arch 23, 1964.
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performance instructions, clef signs, stem directions, and so on, tend
to be either unreliable or redundant and are not included, although
they might be useful in other contexts. TI,e music code is punched on
standard So-column IBM cards. Each voice is coded as a separate
deck, one bar per card, and each card is uniquely identified and
sequenced. To code the pitch of a note, three card columns are
needed: one for the letter name, one for the accidental, and one for
the octave. A two-digit integer codes the duration in terms of some
minimum time unit. Thus five columns altogether are needed to
specify the pitch and duration of one note. If the last 3 columnsof
each card are reserved for identillcation and sequencing, then space
remains for 14 notes of 5 columns each. Thus bars of less than 15 notes
can be coded one per card; bars containing more than 14 notes canbe
continued On the next card. The pitches and durations are coded
separately: the pitches on the left side of the card, and the eorre-
sponding durations on the right. The key signature and title are

Section 1 [ ••
Section 2 [

••
Figure XVI-I. Division of a composition into sections

included on additional cards which precede each voice, and the end
of each section is marked by a special end card.
The various blocks of coding form a hierarchy as follows: (1)

composer, (2) composition within composer, (3) section within com-
position, (4) voice within section, (5) bar within voice, and (6) note
within bar. Each composition is divided into sections, or excerpts,
such that each section has the same key signature throughout. The
end of each section is marked with a double asterisk. The division into
sections is shown schematically in Figure XVI.l.
The sections are coded one voice at a time, as shown schematically

in Figure XVI-2. Each voice begins with an asterisk card, which also
contains the key signature, the title, the composer, and other identifi·
cation.

Two methods for storing music data in numerical form are sug-
gested below.

In unpacked format, the most convenient structure for analysis,
each note is represented by an integer which is replicated n consecu-
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five timesin 11 consecutive words of storage, where n represents the
durationof the note in terms of the minimum time unit. The first of
thesereplicationsbears a minus sign) indicating the strike position of
thenote.Semitones are numbered consecutively. Middle C, the 40th
noteofthe piano keyboard, is represented by the number 40; rests are
representedby zeros. Note that in this system the diatonic letter-name
informationcontained in the original data is not retained.

Anentiresection is stored as an 111. X 11. matrix, where 112 is the
numberof voices in the section and 1'1. is the number of time units. In
~~ fnrmat, the rows represent '''melodies'' and the columns represent
harmonies."From this starting point, a more compact (but Jess
useful)codecan be generated if needed.
Someattention has been given to developing a special, packed

fonnatfor storing music data efficiently. Such a format might be
usefulfor analyzing an extended composition such as a symphony, or

Voice I ['

Voice2 ['

Voice3 ['..

]
] Section 1

]
Figure XVI·2. Division of a section into voices

formo· . b Ik data. A generalre conveOient handling of otherwise u y
outlineof th ki .. Ie pac mg scheme 15 given be ow.
Thepitch and duration of each note are represented by a sequence

~f12 bits: 5 for the duration, and the remaining 7 for the pitch,. as
JiuSlratedin Figure XVI-3a. If the g-bit field is insufficient for coclmg
theduration, the fol1owing rz-bit field is used in addition, and the
IOlald . . I te t of the two'uation IS represented by the sum of t re can en s .'
fieldsIf th ffi . ther 12 bits 1S. ese fields together are still insu cient, ana
useda d ted for The
f -un so on until the entire duration has been accoun .
°l1matf Il but less than

Or COdinga note with a duration greater ian 30
5,126 issh . .own In Figure XVI-3b. .
Each . . d d tl ese stnngs are. . voice IS represented by a string of wor 5, an 1 .

IEOinedtogether in sequence to form the cocle for the entire sectlOn
l
·

achv' . . I . t to the sena
I . OlceIS preceded by a header word Wille 1 pom s f I
ocalton f th TI I der word 0 t leo e header word of the next voice. te lea
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o 4 5 II 12 16 17 23 24 28 29

Duration" + 1 Duration i + 2

Notei Notei + I Notei +2
Figure XVI-3a. IBM-7094-machine-word format for packed notes

o

(Duration j) - 31 Duration i + 1

Notej

FigH'YeXVI-3b. Format of a note with duration greater than 30 and less
than 5,126

Nctei+1

last voice points to the first unused word, which contains both a
pointer of 77777, as an end of file indicator, and also the number of
time units in the section. The entire sequence is preceded by a word
which contains the number of words in the sequence. The resulting
sequence is illustrated in Figure XVI-4 below:

0 I 9/ )lo. of words

I 6/ Pointer

2 1- -/
3 1- -I
1- -I Voice #1

4

5 I- I
6 I 91 Pointer

7 1- -~I- I
Voice #28

9 I NTU 777771 1\0. of time units ; EOF

Figure XVI-4. Word sequence in the packed score

The overall saVing of storage with respect to the unpacked format is at
least an order of magnitude.
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Musical Parameters

Thissection summarizes some experiments in identifying and classi-
f~ngmusical parameters. These parameters are determined from
analysesof scale, melody, and harmony.
Byscale is meant a set of pitches used by the composer as a basis
[Drcomposition,The tonality of an excerpt is related to the scale used,
whichin turn can be determined by analyzing the pitch distribution,
Formusicalpurposes, the frequency range from approximately 16

106,000 Hz, (vibrations per second) is divided into a series of loga-
rithmicallyspaced, discrete pitches, of which there are 12 per octave,
Theseare traditionally grouped into ]2 pitch classes such that two
pllchesbelong to the same pitch class if and only if they are an
mtegralnumber of octaves apart. In the tuning scheme known as
equaltemperament, the pitches are related to frequencies in the
followiogmanner:

Octave, (o, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)
Pitch class £ {o, 1, 2, 3. 4, 5,6,7.8, g, 10, II}

F" " base frequency = middle C frequency /16
Pit I ( , hi) "c'"'·C ~ "I td' dR"HI\~ FC 1 octave, plte c ass = 2 I.

Forconcertwork middle C is tuned to approximately 261 Hz, (C, =
'61.626, A, " 44;),

In theWorkdescribed the distributions were expressed as sets of
~onnalizedfractions Xi, s~ch that ~Xi = lover the sample space i .= ~'
, ' , , , n, where n = 88 for pitch distributions, and 12 for pltc -
ria" dist 'b' ,n utions. In this notation:

Mean = ~xii= q
p" moment = lXj U - q)P = !J-p

Standard deviation = !J-2'/1 = (J

Curtosls = 1J-4/U~ = K
Excess=f=K-3

Otherm ' ibuti e suggested by, f easurements related to pitch distri unons, ar
In ormat' h ' P t rs such asIon t eory but were not computed here. ararne e
rateof inf ' d d have beenormatIon transmission, entropy, and re un ancy
meaSuredb th rayo er workers for similar data. '
"c, Bean )' r. op. cit., R. A. Baker, op. cit.
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The distribution of pitches Or of pitch classes provides elemental)
statistics which characterize certain general features of a musical
SCore. Considering only pitch distributions of keyboard music,we
might expect that the spread or standard deviation would increase
with historical time, due to increasing keyboard ranges. However,
pitch spread is not generally indicative of historical period, sincea

Table XVI-I. Pitch-distribution parameters for excerpts
in Part 1 of the Data Base

Excerpt .. Key Ylenn a

I A- 41.3 11.82 A- 49.7 8.43 A- 42.8 12.24 E,+ 41.7 12.35 E,- 38.9 J 1.96 E,+ 42.1 12.17 E- 41.7 11.88 G- 45.1 10.69 E,+ 39.4 13.110 G- 42.5 13.6
II G+ 43.7 6.212 G+ 44.0 11.013 G+ 3i.5 9.314 G+ 43.7 14.815 G+ 40.3 9.816 13,- 46.6 12.9

...Excerpt numbers are defined in Datu Base at end of thischapter.

given compOser may use different spreads in different compositions,
depending on the musical form and On the instrumentation. For
excerpts in Part 1 of the Data Base (see Data Base at the end of this
chapter), a pitch distribution was tabulated for each section, usingan
88-note basis corresponding to the range of a modern piano. For each
distributioIl, the corresponding mean, standard deviation, and second,
third, and fOurth moments were also tabulated. The parameters for
the various sections are summarized in Table XVI-I. Note that the
means of the pitch distributions do not seem to depend on key.
The pitch-class distributions were computed for the same excerpts,
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ignoring octave duplications. H These distributions have been trans-
posedintotwo standard keys for ease of comparison, C+ for excerpts
"Tittenin major keys, and A- for excerpts in minor keys, and are
presentedin Table XVI-2, below. The excerpts have been rearranged
togroupthe major keys together. The Iirst 10 excerpts are from
Brahms,and the last 6 are from Bartok.

TableXVI.2. Transposedpitch-class distributions for excerpts in Part 1
of the Data Base

Excerpt· .\ A; B C C;r D D~ E F F~ G G#

C+ .023 .163 .023 .080 .015 .068 .24i .Oli .075 .014 .206 .Oil
C+ .08; .000 .082 .25-l .000 .061 .008 .211 .oza .022 .202 .000
C+ .09; .00; .123 .165 .023 .099 .018 .1i3 .059 .063 .149 .030
.\ - .234 000 .112 .131 .022 .Oil .033 .162 .OH .046 .065 .052
A- .157 .021 .095 .083 .033 .161 .033 .161 .116 .029 .050 .062
A- .216 .005 .10 .08i .049 .086 .043 .154 .052 .Oi8 .050 .Oi4
..1- .1;; .051 .00i .10 .034 .125 .023 .109 .059 .042 .Oi6 .044

I .\- .121 0;5 .124 .058 .032 .16i .104 .055 .032 .110.045 .111S A- .208 .008 .083 .128 .008 .108 .Oi9 .121 .113 .068 .025 .051
10 .\- .19; .015 .08 .015 .Oi6 .129 .082 .084 .025 .051.126 .11rII C+ .199 .000 .105 .000 .189 .094 .000 .209 .000.141 .000 .oza12 C+ .2;; .000 .000 .000 .1i2 .022 .032 .194 000.226 .032 .Oi513 C+21; .000 .035 .000 .168 .139 .000 168 .012.231 .000 .03514 C+ .218 .003 .038 .051 .158 .000.000 .249 .032 .058 .000 .19415 C+2;1 000 .250 .000 000 .208 .000.000 .213 .000 .058 .00016 A- .212 .035 .177 .029 .025 .06i---- .025 .114 .161 .0iO .044 .041
• Excer t. .

P /lumbersare defined in Data Base at end of this chapter .

.Thepitch·ciassdistributions were made by accumulating, over all
tuneunitsin the excerpt the distinct pitch classes present for each~ ., d

UOit,and nonnalizing as described. These distributions tume
Out10 be ..
F surpnsmgly useful, as shown below .
. or eachof the excerpts coded it was possible to determine the key
Simpl ' _ t Tod Yon tbe basis of the pitch-class distribution of the excei p .
o th~ th . t f key n"m-

b ,e excerpt distribution is matched agamst a se 0 .
er, whoh d d . h of the' ic enne the diatonic pitch classes containe 10 eac
'4 Possiblekeys." The key is determined using a maximum dot-

11 In lat . . . were nor.
rnally' Ier pItch-class distribution calculations, octave duplicatIOns

me vded t th dil~lt In e istributions hi h de
Gneth Couldbe argued that the members of the pitch-class collections" W rc t ~

e keys should themselves have weights, reAecting their relative impor anc
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product criterion as follows: if K = (I, 2,. ., 24) represents the
set of key indexes, p represents the pitch-class distribution of the ex-
cerpt, and a" i ,K are the key numbers, then the key is assigned hy
Rnding i E K such that ar : p is a maximum." After determining
the key of each excerpt, the computer would transpose its pitch-class
distribution into a standard key, either C+ or A-, for comparison
with other excerpts.

It was shown above how the key of a tonal composition can be
estimated on the basis of its pitch-class distribution. In an excerpt
containing modulations, the key changes with time, and in order to
follow the key changes, yet retain the same analytical approach, the
overall pitch-class distribution over the whole excerpt has to be re-
placed with a series of short-time pitch-class distributions, employing
a time window comparable in duration to the shortest modulatory
passages.17

At a given point in the score, the pitches actually sounding contain
the most pertinent information concerning the presence of a key
change at that point. Thus a reasonable approach to the construction
of a short-time pitch-class distribution at a given point is to give
progressively less weight to the preceding pitches, and no weight to
the following ones." Although other sloping functions could have

as key indicators. However, such weights would necessarily be arbitrary, and
experience has shown that their introduction has a tendency to confuse the key-
determination procedure.

16An alternative method replaces the dot-product by an absolute deviation
function. All distributions are first normalized so that their elements, which must
be nonnegative, sum to unity. The absolute deviation between two normalized
c1istributi?IlSx and y is defined as 0 ::; Xix! - yd s; 2. A similarity index be~."een
x and y rs de£ned as 0 :s; 1 - 1/2 Xix! - y,l S; 1. For key identification, x IS re-
plac~d b~ the pitch-class distribution p, y is replaced by a key number a., and w.e
key 15 assigned by finding i e K such that the similarity index between e., and p IS

a maximum. Results obtained using tJlis method of comparison are very similarto
those obtained using a dot-product. For the Same excerpt, the two methods con-
sistently yield the same predominant key, but occasionally assign a slightly
different ordering to the competing keys.

11An alternative approach, used by Jackson and Bemzott of Roosevelt Univer-
sity, deduces key changes from a functional anaJysis of chord progressions. See
R. Jac~~on and P. B.ernzott, "Harmonic Analysis with a Computer-A Progress
Report, leRR (InstItute for Computer Research in the Humanities), Newsletter,
Vol. 1, 9 (1966) 3.

. 18 ~It~ougll a rectangular time window can produce a short-time pitch-cla.ss
dlstnb~hon more simply, a sloping weigllt function has two advantages for use 10

analyzmg key changes: first, if the pitches at the leading edge of the time window
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beenused (for instance a linear ramp), an exponential weighting
scbemewas adopted in which the weights increase by a factor of 10

overthewidth of the time window, as illustrated in Figure XVI-5.
Theshort-timepitch-class distributions are evaluated at successive

chordpositions, since chords define convenient locations at which to
eslimalethe local key (a chord is defined here as a collection of
pilches,sounding together, and having a duration equal to the nurn-
herof consecutive time units for which all the pitches remain un-

a

WEIGHT
100

50

n'I
CHORD NO.

Figure "Vi E . h I r a short time, A -5. xponenttal weighting of plte c asses ave <

~f d" 'btion(fr~A) Or the construction of a local 'pitch-class istrr U d .
. ames C h " . I S I "ACM Procee JI1gsofh a urn, Computer Analysis of M usrca ty e, C
t e 20th N· I . © 6 A sociation for am-

P . ationa Conference, copynght C 19 5, 5 <
Uting Ma hic mery, Inc., used by permission)

-----~a\'ethe . h r the time win-
dowre hmost weight, it seems reasonable to expect that w eneve I ' diately
'here 'c hesa key change in the score, that change will be registerec I'dmmbe of th~

aste' I 'dowwou eorderf h regrcn of uncertainty using a rectangu ar WlO . I definition
ofasuOb,t e Widthof the window; second, in forming a mathel11ah.~a, desirable
""k J'thchvephenomenon such as the perception of key ch~nges, 1, ISb ·Id into
.., e e d I . t1 s case a U1itana r ,mo e correspond to reality in some sense, In 11 itches actually

SQundi~P oX/mation of the way one hears, acknowledging that t}~~Pthe passage of
One h g make the strongest impression on the listener, that W1t ss (on

e te d I I 0 awarene8rs!h . n s to forget what he has heard, and that ie 13S n
tallng) of pitches not yet sounded.
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changed). Each of these short-time distributions is then used to
determine a key, in the manner described earlier, which is then
associated with its corresponding chord."

Since it is the intention of the composer to produce key ambiguity
during a modulatory passage (as opposed to a transition, which is
characterized by an abrupt key change), an oscillation between the
two keys present might be expected using the algorithm described.
However, with an adequate time window':~o the key c11angeswere
always indicated decisively and at the proper time, with only an
occasional lag of a chord or two. A method of analyzing key ambigu-
ity quantitativelv has been implemented by printing for each chord,
two or more of the highest-rankjng keys, along with their associated
ranking criteria. From this data, the relative abruptness of the various
modulations can be deduced. The chord function in each of the
various keys is computed and printed also, providing a more detailed

133 134 135 I:J() 137 13S 139 140 1.11 1.J2 IH 14.1 145 146 lH
Eb+ Eb+ Eb+ Eb+ Gb+ Gb+ G~+ P+ Eb+ E~+ Eb+ EH E,+ EOt EH

148 H9 150 151 152 153 15-1 155 156 157 158 159 160 IIlI
G- G- F+ c+ C+ A- A- A- A- A- A- 01- G!- G/-

Figure XVI-6. Computer analySis of kev in Mozart's Symphony No. 41,
K.SSl, Movement No.1, Development Section, Bars 133-161 (Excerpt 6,
Part 3 of Data Base appeming at end of this chapter). The key given is the
predominant key at the end of the corresponding bar.

analysis of how the modulations were accomplished. An explanation
of the methods used to determine chord function is provided further
on in connection with the analysis of harmony. An example of a
computer analysis of key is illustrated below in Fizure XVI-G.

b .The methods described for detecting the occurrence of modulations
in a musical SCore are effective for a wide range of styles, since they
depend only on the local pitch-class distributions, rather than on a
detailed analysis of chord function. Due to the nature of the approach,

19 For chords near the beginning, the key estimates are unreliable since there
are too few pitch classes represented in the short+time distributions due to the
shorte.ned time Window. To COrrect this difficulty, an optional modificationhas
b~e~ lInplemented in which the excerpt is considered to be refiected in the t ~ 0

ongtn. Because the short-time pitch-class distributions for chords for the beglO-
ning ar~ by this device allowed to include pitches from future chords, their cor-
respondmg keys have a greater likelihood of being assigned correctly.

2
0It·! . time. n yprca expenments a time Window of ]0 seconds was used; shorter

windows tended to result in Spurious key fluctuations.
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Ihesensitivityto key change can be made greater or less simply by
decreasingor increasing the length of the time window used. Thus the
modelcanbe made to: (1) yield the hierarchical key structure of the
excerpt,in which each successive level corresponds to a shorter time
\llndow,and (2) mirror the overall "sense of key" experienced by the
mleneratoneor more of these levels.

By definition, it is meaningless to analyze an atonal composition
usingthe concept of key. In the following paragraph a useful altern a-
ti'econceptis demonstrated for analyzing atonal excerpts.
Allhoughthe concept of key has no value in describing an atonal
composition,it turns out that often it can be replaced bv the idea of
a~I,1,whichmathematically is nothing more than the most frequent
pilchclass.The method is to compute short-time pitch distributions as
before,and to determine from each the most frequent pitch class." An
flampleofa computer analysis of axis is shown in Figure XVI-T

46 H 48 49 50
F~ F C A; G~

51 52
D~ F

53 5-1
G# E

55
E

56
C#

57
C#

58 59
C# C

60 61 62 63 0-1 65 66 67 68 09 70 71 72 73
j)~ D;. D;.\ :\ 13 F# F .-\# A# G# G# 13 C#

p,FigureXV[~7. Computer ann lysis of axis in Stravinsky's Movements for
Offlnoand Orchestra, Bars 46-73, Movement No.2 (Excerpt 6, Part 3 of

ata Basea . ) TI . . is the pre-d' ,ppearmg at end of this chapter. ie axis gIven I
om"antp't hid' bICC ass at the end of the correspon Ing ar.

It is instructive to analyze both tonal and atonal excerpts with
reSpeclto both key and axis It was found that each method of
analy' e • • I ts

SiS worksbest for its intended application: that IS, tona excerp
analyzed in terms of axis tend to show spurious axis fluctuations, and
alonal . "key"
h excerptsanalyzed in terms of key tend to exhibit spunous
C angesH d . I nge seemlb' llowever, the patterns of key change an aXIS c ra .
oem ti ely ThisOre stahle for tonal and atonal excerpts respec iv .
lIlnclusio. . T ble XVI-3bin IS supported by the typical results shown an a
eowIh I I' t nal and an'1 . e va ues shown were obtained by ana yzang a 0
onalCom '. f Ii di key changes,POSItIon:once using the program or n ang
"I . hn praer th d scribed 1D t epreceed' lee is is accomplished with the same program e b ,. (repre-

sentingl~g subsection, by setting each of the first 12 "key num. ers th pitch
class 01'1.. e major keys) to zero except for the element representing ti: g the

(lie ke "k b 5" (represen inminork Y note, and setting the second 12 'ey DUm er
eys) to all zeros.
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and again with the program for finding axis changes. In each cclumr
the number in italics indicates the more stable mode of analysisfIJI
that excerpt.

These results demonstrate a computer-based analysis technique
which can yield useful data for a wide range of atonal compositions
which are otherwise unapproachable with traditional harmonic, or
specialized atonal decomposition tools. The same approach could be

Table ..-YVI-S. Comparison of the number of key and axis changes in
both a tonal and an atonal excerpt. The excerpts are the same ones

used to produce .Figures XVI-6 and XVI-i.

Number of key changes
Number of nxis changes

Changes
.i\IOZ::ll't tonal
excerpt 2

Stravinekv etonal
excerpt 6

9
20

40
29

used also for the analysis of modal compositions, replacing the "key
numbers" by similarly defined «mode numbers."

In a discussion of melody as a musical parameter, one recognizes
Rrst that historically the application of computers to music analysis
began with statistical investigations of simple tunes, since these were
easily coded and could be modeled by a simple time series with a
Bnite number of states.::?:!The experiments described here are essen-
tially repeats with new data of experiments originally described by
Fucks.> T11e present work supports his values for the excesses of
melody skip distributions representative of the eighteenth century,
and confirms the utility of the autocorrelation graph as a convenient
means of determining the periodicity (or Jack of same) in a given
melodic excerpt.

For the excerpts represented in Part 1of the Data Base appearing at
the end of this chapter the melodies were identified during the coding
process and designated as VOice 1 of the code. After converting to
note number representation, the melodic skips were computed by
subtracting each note number from the note number preceding It.
Thus a repetition was designated by a skip of 0, a downward move-

::!~H. QuastJer, op. cit., R. c. Pinkerton, op. cit.; H. F. Olson and H. Belar,
OP~3cit., and F. P. Brooks, Jr., er al., op. cit.
~ W. Fucks, «Musical Analysis by Mathematics," op. cit. and "Mathematical

AnalYSis of Formal Structure of Music," op, cit.
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menlofonesemitone by a skip of -1, and so on. For the ann lysis of
,lips,thedurations of the notes were not used.
Adistributionof the skips occurring in each of the melody lines
rodedwas tabulated by the computer, as in the example given in
figureXVI·B. Some of the distributions are shown graphically in
figureXVI.g, and the values obtained for the skip distribution paramo
et"foreachsection of the data base are given in Table XVI-4-

.,

I>lloun"" 10/0 ,,~ cv ..~ttUT lVt U"H~A'5
VOlet I

"lJI

,,,
1.000O'::"'E.I: 11"il·QoE". 11 ...."·\!il:10I • • 11.101

~'I!O
l,lli

(~I~111
l.ll;

llUll
I./IQ

." ... .., -H -)' -H -32 -Jl -30

-M -I. ·n 'h -n -1' .n -21 'll -lD -l~ _I~ -IT -10 _l~

-I '~:>'I;~l -, "j '. .J -1 -I 0 l " J • ~
,~1;•• 010•• 00" .3l0> .10.\ .1l1" .oue .1.." .0'" .OJ;' .007N

" II .I~~l I. I. I. 11 II It 10 21 U <3 h 15

)1 II II h n ). n 31 H .0 .J 'J .)

." ." ." ."
.008;

, • . ".008' •00"; .<Jo ••

FigureXVI 8 .
, -c. Skip distributionlJiezzo 0

pe .' p. 117, No. I, Movement
armgat end of this chapter)

for the melody line of Brahms' Inter-
1 (Excerpt 1, Part 1 of Data Base ap-

Themeansof the distributions could be made exactly zero by
~nslderi I . . I I to then ng tle last note of the melody as proceeding circu ar y
r;t.Thehigh excess values reflect the steepness of the distributions
relativeto the normal distribution and confirm the similarly high
vauesobi' d ' . 1 ding sup-ame by Fucks for eighteenth century music, en
port10 h' I' .' 1 indica-
10 11 IS suggestionthat excess rnay be useful as a nstonc»
r. App 0 6 No 5( arent exceptions include the Brahms, P: 11, .
eleess- 6) d I' fly of large,I, - -·5 ,in which the melody is compose cue
"psand' I' d ent of theBrah IS re ahvely un correlated and the secon movem

ms 0 6 ' . I d and down-liard' p.ll, NO.2 (excess = -1.25), in which upwar, ki
OClavek' t f the total s 'Pdist"b S IpS account for over 52 per cen 0 .

" utionH h " I dy" lines wereth . vwever in these two instances, t e me 0 d
oSen in d prod u ceappropriately during the coding process, an
~\V

. Fucks "1.1 . ·t
' I USteal Analysis by Mathematics," op. Cl .
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'"30
0

~ - -- ~

'--- - -- -

h n ~ rf r r r r r
-5 -4 - 3 -2

INTERVAL SKIP - SEMITONES

CJ-
- 1 o 2 3 4 5

20

10

OPUS
OPUS

116,
116,

No.5
No.2, SEC. I

Figure XVI-g. Skip distributions for two Brahms melodies ~
A. James Gabura, "Computer Analysis of Musical Style," AC~r Proceec
of the zoth National Conference, copyright CD 1965, Association (or r
puting Machinery, Jnc., used by permission)

anomalous results also when tested for periodicity, as evpl
below.

By plotting the autocorrelation function of a given melody, OrH
immediately determine the periodicity of the melody by inspecbn
graph to a length corresponding only to the duration of the p"l>
tty. Even if the melody is nonperiodic, some idea of its decn
predictability or randomness can be inferred from the initial port
of the autocorrelation function. If the function decays raprdb
remains near zero, the melody is uncorrelated Or random (til. I
contains many large skips); if it decays slowly, the melody I
behaved and predictable (that is, consists mainly of small skip
latter interpretation of the autocorrelation graph is the one cmpkl
by Fucks, since his samples apparently consisted of too many Sf'

melodies strung together to show a consistent periodicity.
To begin, the note scale is interpreted as a number scale, and





its high percentage of octave skips (01" u6, No.2, Mvt. 2) produc
a correlogram which reflects strikingly the octave skips which appe
on alternate beats in the Score (Figure XVI-lOd).

It is apparent from the above examples that the correlogrnm pn
vides an easily interpreted summary of the periodicity and predietabi
ity of a melody excerpt. Such a correlogram can help characterize th
excerpt: orderly or randOlTIl repetitive or ncnrcpctirive, and togethe
with the skip distribution parameters, could be used as a basis for,
crude classification procedure for melodies. An alternative c1assi6ca.
tfon procedure would involve the identification of melodic themes in
the test sample, and the comparison of these, using a table look-up
procedure, with a dictionary of themes mechanically extracted from a
data base, Or obtained from an independent library source.

In piano music of the style being considered, a great deal of stylistic
information may lie in the ornamentation of melody. The ornaments,
which include turns, mordents, trills, and so Oil, aTC superimposedon
the melody line, and were originally used to prolong the force of the
sustained notes, particularly in early piano and harpsichord music.
The sound of a harpsichord dies away rapidly after the key has been
struck, compared with the tone of a modern piano. Variations in the
way ornaments are used by different composers do assist a trained
listener in recognizing the composer's style. These variations include:
(1) the actual form of the figuring, and (2) the voice in which itOCcurs.

For the present melodk analysis, ornamentation was not given
special attention, although it was coded explicitly into the appropriate
voice wherever it occurred. The analysis of melodic ornamentation
might well be performed as a separate study.

A collection of tones sounding together is here referred to as a
chord, haVing a duration represented in terms of an integral number
of time units. A chord can be described in terms of its original pitches,
or given as a bass note plus the intervals formed above it, or stated as
a collection of pitch classes. The analysis of harmony is much influ-
enced by tlle notation used; described below are several notations
used as bases for classifYing chords, and for summarizing the har-
monic content of a given musical excerpt. It is proposed that harmonic
content embraces style dilferentiators. Some approaches to the prob-
lem of extracting the root tone of a given harmony, which may be
stated III eithc- diatonic Orchromatic notation, are outlined here.
In diatonic harmony, the root of a chord is the diatonic scale po-

The Computer and Music
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1.1001
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F~ureXVI· loa. C Jcrre ogram for the melody line of Brahms' Op. 117, NO.1, Move-
mentr
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Correlogram for the melody line of Bartok's Ten Easy Piano
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B~AHMS INTEIt.HEIW OP 110 "0 5 IN ~ "I'<01l.
17 BARS

COI(Il,HOGUH

N. 2)2

YOICE I
RIN.~ l

c 1.0000
I O.J~92
2 0.3272
J O,~"50
.. 0.4)42
5 0.1720
b O'''1l6
1 0.lZ83
8 0.2522
'1 0.2250
10 0.0488
II -0.0136
12 0.2304
II -0.0949
14 -0.0"89
l~ 0.0127
16 0.0412
17 -0.04<00;
18 0.0'198
19 -O.1I~81
20 0.0255

Figure XVI-loe. Correlogram for the melody line of Brahms' Op. 116, NO.5
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VOICE I

o 1.0000
I 0.1805
2 -C.4301
a 0.1864
.. 0.8202
5 o.a68
I> -0.4682
7 0.1370
B 0.1733
.. 0.1315
10 -0.5242
II 0.0737
12 0.6949
ia o.05n
14 -O.~BI7
15 O.O~lI
Ib 0 ...... 8
17 -0.0452
18 -0.1>155
19 -O.OH3
20 a.HOI

r,,,,
r,,,,,,,,,
rx,. ,,. ,,

Figure XVI-1od. Correlogram for the melody line of Brahms' Op. 116, No.2
1Movement 2

sition (I, II, III, IV, V, VI, or VII) upon which the chord is con-
structed. Above this root, in ascending thirds, are the pitches Pl, P2,
1'3, . . . which form the remaining chord tones. The resulting chord
is said to be in root position: the it" inversion is formed by rearrang-
ing the constituent pitches so that Pi forms the lowest sounding t~ne.
Thus it can be seen that in order to compute the inversion of a given
chord, the root tone must first be identified.
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BothSchilhnger" and McHose" attach a stylistic significance to

root movement, Or interval between successive roots. In particular,
Schillingerdefines six possible root motions. In his terminology, Cycle
3 Or C3 occurs when the root moves down a third (or up a sixth);
Cycle5 or C, OCcurs when the root moves down a fifth (or up a
fourth); and Cycle 7 or C, occurs when the root moves down a
seventh(or up a second). The negative motions-i-Cc.j, C_,,, and C_,
-are in the opposite direction. For example, C_3 occurs when the

Fifth
Second
Third
Prime

58
23
to
9

c, C_~
Gil C_7
C:I, C_3
Co

7'able XV /-5. Distribution of root movements
in typical eighteenth century composition

Hoot movement Per cent
Schillinger
terrninologv

rootmoves up a third (or down a sixth). Together, these exhaust all
possibleroot motions. Schillinger termed these motions cycles since
e~chone produces a unique, repetitive root pattern. He believed it a
VIrtue in composition to use root cycles consistently and systemati-
cally,and thus evolved a theory of cycle styles. He concludes that C,
IS ~redominant in eighteenth and early nineteenth century music, as
typifiedby Mozart and Beethoven. Similarly, he concluded that Bach
showsevidence of C" and that Co appears both in Wagner and in
fifteenth century Gennanic compositions.
MCHose, as a result of a later and presumably more extensive study

of typical works of Bach Handel Graunn and Telemann, estimatedth < ,(, , •

e occurrences of the various root motions as shown In Table XVI-5·
These root motions were further analyzed in terms of upward or

downwardmotion as shown in Table XVI-G.
This data confirms Schillinger's conclusion that C, is the predomi-

nant root motion for eighteenth century music. It was therefore
~~ t51 ered reasonable that a computer tabulation of root rna 1011

frequencieswould be useful as a style-classification parameter.
To aCCumulate statistics on root cycles using the computer, it is

F·~ijJ. Schillinger, The Schtilmser System of Musical Convposiuon, 2 vols., Carl
Ischer 1 N 0
26 > nc., ew York, 1941.
A. r. McHose, Basic Principles, op. cit.
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Table XVI-G. Distribution of root movements, subdivided
by direction of movement

Root movement Relative frequency
Schillinger

cycle

Fifth downward
Second downward
Third downward
Fifth upward
Second upward
Third upward

Frequent
Infrequent
Frequent
Less frequent
Frequent
Infrequent

necessary to have an algorithm by which the computer can find the
root of any given chord. The method evolved here is based on diatomc
spelling, and is independent of accidentals. Thus for a particular
chord, the selection of the root depends upon the spelling used;
however it is known that in the epoch being considered for this type
of analysis, composers were generally quite careful in their delineatIOn
of harmonies.
To begin, the seven diatonic letter names are placed in a cycleof

thirds, clockwise, as in Figure XVI-II.
From any starting point as a root, a chord can be constructedby

proceeding clockwise around the circumference. Conversely, the root
of a chord might be thought of as the note furthest countercloch;se
around that part of the Circumference marked by the notes which
appear in the chord. Using this principle, the root of each of the four
triads shown in Figure XVI-12 can be identified as C, since each triad
is spelled with the same letters: CEG.
However, the principle stated turns out to be ambiguous in practice,
. .. I t clock·smce It IS not a ways clear which is the note «furthest coun er
." dh '·fidwith\VISe aroun t e cycle of thirds. This point can be can e

c
A E

F G

o B

Figure XVI-II. Cycle of thirds, diatonic notation
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C
A E

*F G

Maj. Min. Dim. Aug. o B

FigureXVI-12. Superposition of triads on the cycle of thirds (from
Ai JamesCabura, "Computer Analysis of Musical Style," ACM Proceedings
o ~e zuth National Conference, copyright © 1965, Association for Com-
pUting Machinery, Inc., used by permission)

referenceto the two examples shown in Figures XVI-13a and XVI-13b.
In Figure XVI-13a, one can find the largest unoccupied arc of the
etrcumference,DC, and identify its clockwise extremity, C, as the root
ofthechod H .. . f th I ., r. owever, an identical procedure falls or e examp e In
Figure XVI-13b, since there is more than one unoccupied arc of
maximumsize, namely FC, CG, and GD. However, D is most likely
theroot,since it appears with a third above, viz. F. Hence, if the first

*
c *A E

~
~t * *
Figure XVI JCabura" ·13a. Letter name configuration. type 1 (from, A, ames
20thN' Computer Analysis of Musical Style," ACM Proceedmgs of the
Machin:bonalConference, copyright © 1965, Association for Computing

ry, Inc.; used by permission)

F G

o B

Proceduref '1 f he ci fai S, one can find the largest occupied arc 0 t e circum er-
enceand id . . f thchord I entify ItS counterclockwise extremity as the root 0 e

th . n the event that the letter names all appear simultaneously,
e fOOt·

'S considered undefined.
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*
c

A E

-------=-~Root-
Figure XVI-13b. Letter name configuration, type z (from A lame

I I .. AC~,I Proceeding"! IhCabura, "Computer Analysis of Musica tye, C tin
. ti for ompuz orh National Conference. copyright © 1965, ASSOCJ3Ion

Machinery, Inc.; used by permission}

F G ** o B

d f I mpuler and IhlThe root extraction algorithm was code or t ie co "rt
' , ibuti f h sectionm Pomachme was used to compute distr: uttons or eae h

'I ) showingI Iof the Data Base (appearing at the end of this c iapter
R . les were compercentage use of each of the six root cycles, oot C)C ib ti'

f tb ' distn u orputed at each time unit, and a summary was made 0 elf b I
XVI}b CO"over each individual section. Table XVI-?a and Table ,

. . . exce~)tsmsummanze the root-cycle distributions found In the vanous .
the data base, , '

, " bl XVI·5,,I ISCompanng Tables XVI-?a and XVI-?b with Ta e , b I
. h ). . . t 'th Brahms,uappal ent t at t rere IS some qualitative agreemen WI 's
. h ' ideri that McHo"not WIt Bartok, as would be expected, consi erlllg < T hie

bl . nctice. ata es were based on eighteenth century harmonic pr J '.
. XVI--; 10\\XVI?a averages do not aaree well with those III Table , h e

T bl -c- c» . nt witht osever, a e -''\VI-7b averages are in complete dlsagreeme . '5
' bl f t moliOns ,111 Ta e XVI-S, suggesting that Bartok's pattern a roo nl

' d'lf 11agre"neqlilte I erent from the traditional pattern. The overa, d'ffi.
' h ' 'd in the 'WIt McHose rs better than would be expected, COilS! en g de
It' 'I I d sed foreu lCS ll11crent in the particular computational met 10 u

termining the foot cycles. . the
Th . ~rpliOere IS a great deal of variability from excerpt to ex, ds

dt ib b hlChtenrstr] ution of cycles within Tables XVI-?a and XVI·? ' W ',bl
t k h . fans IDloo mas' t e differences between the two tables. The varta I ec~.
result in part from the fact that the sample excerpts were nOI sPlhe~
cally ch f 'b'l'ty thatoscn Or consistency or from the possl 11 f 001t' I ' , se 0 rpar leu ar compOsers are themselves inconsistent in thClTU suit

' dW·progreSSions. Also, Certain difficulties with the analysis ten
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Table XV/-Tao Root-cycle distributions in Brahms
as determined by the computer

Excerpt C_1 C_. C_, C, C. C,

1 .255 .137 .118 .118 .216 .157
2 .312 .000 .026 .143 .23-1 .286
3 .192 .131 .061 .141 .313 .162
·1 ,165 .132 .176 .154 .242 .132
5 .088 .088 .363 .176 .209 .on
6 .120 .133 .253 .205 .193 .096
i .23g .11 t .176 .103 .154 ,212
8 .049 .159 .134 .390 .085 .183
9 .204 .iu .156 .178 .147 .204
10 .080 .167 .120 .320 .167 .147

Average .. .170 .118 .158 .193 .196 .166

• Avg C~+ C_3 = .351j avg C~+ C_6 = .314; avg C7 +
C., ~ .336.

in the computer-derived cycles being more evenly distributed than
thoseofMcHose,
Onedifficultywith the present technique results from the inability

of the computer to distinguish nonessential tones (passing notes,
sUspensions,anticipations, and so on). When one of these occurs, a
new chord . . d J 1. IS sometimes assumed to be present, an 15 glven equa
weightwith those chords which form the underlying harmonic "skele-
-"n ., us the resulting root cycles are not the same ones obtained by
ordinaryhand analysis, although they are well defined and might be
equallyuseful for the purpose of style classification. The difficulty is
Illustrated' th h . XVI F' tIn e c orale excerpt shown below in FIgure -14· IrS

TableXVl-7b. Root-cycle distributions in Bartok as
determined by the computer

Excerpt C_, C_. C_, C, C. C,

11 .214 .Oil .143 .286 .214 .071

12 .139 .139 .194 .167 .056 .306
]3 .091 .000 .182 .455 .182 .09]

14 .105 .000 .368 .421 026 .079
]5 .250 .071 .179 .286 .107 .107

16 .256 .105 .281 .175 .105 .088

Average * .174 .064 .225 .298 .115 .124

• Avg CJ + C_3 = .523; avg C~+ C_~ = .179; avg C7 + C_7
~ .298.
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Figure XVI-1.4. Traditional analysis of the
cerpt compared with the computer analysis

is given the true "skeleton" analysis, then the analysis which wouldbe
produced by the computer. It is shown how a root cycle is decom-
posed by the computer into two different root cycles.
A second difficulty, also a result of near-sightedness on tbe pa,t of

the computer, arises in the vicinity of a broken chord bass. On certam
beats the root is sometimes implied, rather than stated explicitly, and
the real roo} is not detected on those beats, as shown in the example in

Figure XVI-IS.

G.MatieJli

v •

Figure XVI-15. Illustration of implied root; beats on which the root is
implied are indicated by asterisks

One way to avoid these difficulties might be to analyze chord roots
only on strong beats, ignoring all harmony changes which occur on
weak beats. However, for the purposes of style classification, it migbt
be a disadvantage to restncr the analysis in this way, since less of ~e
given data would be used. The advantage of using the computer 10

perfonning this task lies precisely in its ability to tirelessly execute the
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sameroot extraction procedure for each time element." Preliminary
resultsindicate a different pattern of root cycles in a Bach Chorale,
particularly a predominance of C" as predicted by Schillinger. Thus
theroot cycle distribution test shows some promise as an indicator of
style,and should be investigated in more detail.
The above diatonic method of finding the root of a chord can be

usedonly if the spelling of the chord is known. However, if the only
informationavailable is the chromatic note number of each note in the
chord,a new method for finding the root is needed. In contemporary
music,chords are not, in general, carefully spelled, and the concept of
rootis often meaningless. Even when dealing with tonal composition,
the problem of extracting roots is much more difficult when it is
necessaryto lise a chromatic representation of chords, rather than a
letter-namerepresentation.
Analgorithm is presented which will find roots for a certain class of

chords, namely the major and minor triads and chords formed from
them by adding additional thirds in an alternating major-minor se-
q~ence, This means that the triad may possess an added seventh,
ninth, and so on, requiring only that the complete chord can be
represented as a sequence of alternate major and minor thirds. Tones
maybe omitted from the sequence with no effect on the outcome of
the root.finding algorithm. The algorithm is based on a za-elemenr
tone wheel which has around its circumference an alternating se-
quence of major and minor thirds, as illustrated in Figure XVI-lB.
Each of the 12 chromatic tones appears twice, once on the inner and

once on the outer circumference. The pitches of a given chord are
notedas pairs of positions on the circumference of the tone wheel, and
the initial task is to delete one member of each pair. This is done by
con,sideringeach pair in turn and deleting that member of the pair
whIch is farthest from its closest neighbor. The deletion process is
COntinueduntil one member of each pair has been deleted, or until no
hlrther deletions can be made (in which case no root is produced). If
only One member of each pair remains, then the counterclockwise
extremity of the largest arc formed by unoccupied circumference

~;Sincethe approach described uses an analysis procedure which is simple to
communicate,it seemed of questionable value to attempt to illlitat~ a human
analystmore precisely, as to do so would involve the difficult extraction of con-
textualinformation and the heuristic application of a wide range of ill-defined,
amboiguous, and arbitrary rules.
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positions is the root. By numbered steps, the procedure is as follows:
(I) mark all the different notes appearing in the chord; the notes will
appear in pairs, one in the inner and one on the outer circumference;
(2) with each note thus marked, associate an index which is equal to
the number of positions along the circumference to its nearest marked
neigh bour: (3) consider each pair of notes, and delete the mark from

e
F G

A E

A# D B D

G
D
II

A

e

G#
F G# E

A# D#
ell-

F1I- B

Figure XVI-16. Cycle of major and minor thirds, chromatic notation
(from A. James Gabura, "Computer Analysis of Musical Style," ACM Pro-
ceedings of the eoth National Conference, copyright © 1965, Association
for Computing Machinery, Inc., used by permission)

the member of the pair which has the greatest index, (4) compute
new "proximity indexes" for all members of pairs yet intact, and repeat
step 3; if one member of each pair has been deleted, then proceed to
step 5, otherwise repeat steps 3 and 4 five or six times before conclud-
ing that no root exists by this definition; and (5) compute the lengUls
of the arcs between all adjacent pairs of notes; the note at the
clockwise extremity of the widest arc is the root.
Having extracted the root, the chord inversion may be detemlined

by noting the position of the bass note (lowest sounding note) WiUI
respect to the root on the circumference of the "tone wheel." That is, if
~hebass note is the root, the chord is in root position; if the bass note
IS the first position above the root in the sequence of clochvise
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positions on the "tone wheel," the chord is in first inversion; and so on.
This method will not produce a correct root for the dominant

seventh chord, which has a major third followed by two minor thirds,
or for the diminished or augmented triads, which consist of two minor
and two major thirds respectively. Therefore, the root and inversion
detennination for these chords was implemented by special tests.
There are many possible algorithms besides the one outlined above,

for instance the one suggested by Hindemith." His method is to find
the lowest fifth, or failing that, the lowest fourth, and so on for other
intervals in a predefined sequence, taking either the upper or lower
tone of the interval, also prespeci6ed, as the root. However, some
disagreement with traditional analysis is inevitable whatever root
extraction algorithm is used. It often happens that the root of a chord
remains ambiguous until the chord resolves, that is, until its successor
chord is known. Perhaps an improved algorithm might be found
which can look ahead for clarifying details. However, it is much more
practical, it has been found, simply to list all possible chords and their
roots in a table. Then a simple look-up can be performed whenever a
root is needed. This latter method has been successfully developed
and implemented, and is described in greater detail below with refer-
ence to pitch structures.
The following is a description of experiments in which various

chord notations are used in the process of classifying and identifying
chord types used in music. For the purpose of making chord fre-
quency counts, it was desired to use a technique which would retain
the explicit structure of the chords, believed to contain the important
style-bearing information, in contrast to a technique requiring a
preanalysis of the score into traditional harmonic symbols, which
would be restricted in application to a very small area of music which
can be reduced to such limitations. By retaining the explicit structure,
it was considered plausible that more of the stylistic information
would be retained, since style is conveyed by the specific variations
which occur within the traditional harmonic classification. The chords
could not be retained in their original pitches, since a classification
method was needed which would not depend on the particular key in
which the excerpt was written. Thus chord types were constructed by
retaining the chromatic intervals above the bass, omitting the bass
itseU.

2~P. Hindemith, The Craft of Musical Composition, Vol. I (trans. by Arthur
Mende]), N.Y., Associated Music Publishers, 1941, Chap. 3.
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A table of harmonies was assembled by the computer in which each
diHerent combination of intervals was printed along with the percent-
age of the total time it was used in the excerpt. Each chord structure is
tabulated as a group of integers arranged one above the other, where
each integer denotes an interval, measured in semi tones, above a
common bass note. Thus a major triad in root position and close
structure would be coded ~.
From the table of harmonies a distribution of the intervals above

the bass note was computed and printed, together with the mean and
standard deviation of the distribution. The standard deviation as it

measure of interval range might be useful as a historical style parame-
ter, and should be smaller, for example, for harpsichord music than for
piano music, due to the greater range of the latter instrument.
Distribution parameters for all samples in Part 1 of the Data Base

appearing at the end of this chapter are given in Tahle XVI-B.
The frequency measurements were weighted in two ways: (1) by

duration, and (2) by attack or "strike tone." Little difference was
noted between the results corresponding to the two methods of
weighting, and all subsequent measures were evaluated only by dura-
tiona] weighting.

The results of this particular experiment took the form of a large
numher of tables that proved hard to digest, and it was decided that
in future experiments the computer should be instructed to arrange
the output in such a way that would facilitate a direct comparison of
the results corresponding to the different composers whose works were
being analyzed.

The chief purpose of the experiment on chord comparisons was to
provide information concerning the use of interval structure and
harmony in the music of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. The piano
sonatas were chosen rather than the string quartets since the fonner
were more readily accessible and the latter had already been analyzed
statistically by Baker." The experiment suggested itself as a logical
extension of previous work. It was considered desirable that the
results be easily interpreted, and that a test of machine implementa-
tions of various standard rnusic-analysts techniques be demonstrated.
In comparing composers with respect to frequencies of various chord
types, it was expected that infrequent chord types might be particu-
larly significant as differentia tors of style. It was thus desired to
compare the harmonies used by Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven in

.29 R. A. Baker, op, cit.
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order to discover which were used most frequently, and by which
composer, and also to identify the differences between the three sets
of harmonies which might provide insight into their stylistic individu-
ality. For example, it would be expected that Beethoven would use
intervals spanning a wider range than either Haydn or Mozart, since
he wrote for a physically larger piano. In this experiment, type, root,
inversion, key, bass note, and accent were all recognized as distinct

47
23
11

Table XVI-B. Interval distribution
parameters for excerpts in Part 1 of
the Data Gase

Excerpt Mean a

1 20.8 7.9
2 11.5 7.5
3 18.9 8.9
4 20.6 10.5
5 17.6 10.3
6 19.0 9.6
7 18.0 10.4
8 17.9 9.7
9 20.0 12.1
10 24.1 13.9

11 7.6 4.0
12 11.8 9.7
13 11.1 8.1
14 15.5 15.0
15 13.3 6.4
16 16.9 13.0

parameters of a chord, and chords differing in anyone of these
parameters were classified separately.
The selection of a scheme for coding harmonies was governed by a

desire to retain as much information as possible concerning chord
structure and function. An obvious approach is to divide the musical
Score into a series of vertical slices corresponding in width to the
duration of the smallest time unit used, for example:

Here each column represents the tones sounding during a single time
unit. Each number corresponds to the serial number of a note on the
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piano keyboard. The minus sign indicates that the corresponding note
is struck, and a number without a sign indicates that the tone is to be
held over from a preceding attack. A difficulty arises io attempting a
statistical analysis on the basis of the original pitches. Music of this
style may be in any of 24 different keys, half of which are major, and
half of which are minor. The note number representations of the 12

major scales are identical except for the addition of an integral con.
stant, and the same is true for the minor scales. Hence to compare
compositions written in different keys) it is necessary to obtain them in
the same common key by transposition. But even single excerpts
contain key changes) and so we must either restrict our input to
nonmodulatory passages or devise some system by which the corn-
puter can recognize key changes automatically. Assuming that modu-
lations can be so recognized, the above example could be recoded by
the computer as shown below, in terms of semi tones sounding above
the lowest note. The key to which the chord belongs, and the position
of the bass note with respect to the key note) are indicated below the
numbers specifying the interval structure. (In these examples, col-
umns are coded as single machine words.)

-36 36 -24
-12 12 -12

1 1 1

G+ G+ G+

In the example, the first column specifies a chord consisting of two
intervals, 12 and 36 semi tones above the bass, which are both struck
The ''1'' indicates that the bass note is also the key note G, and the C+
indicates a G major context. The same example may be recoded more
efficiently, in terms of storage space required, as shown below:

-36 -24
-12 -12

1 1

G+ C+
2 1

Here the integers in the bottom row specify the durations of the
conesponding chords {columns}, in terms of the smallest time unit
used .10

30 For the purposes of constructing a nme-senes model of the compositional
process, a symbol set composed of elements such as the above is likely to be awk-
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The coding scheme used for the input data specifies each note of the
musical score in terms of pitch and duration, and is described in detail
under the heading Music Keypunch Code. In order to achieve some
degree of consistency, the sonata excerpts chosen were all in common
meter. A total of 72 excerpts were coded," requiring approximately
'5,500 bar-cards (Part 2 of Data Base appearing at the end of this
chapter). Computer editing of the data as it was being keypunched
proved to be of major importance during this phase of the project. The
excerpts were limited in length so that each could be fitted into the
available active storage area of the computer.
Algorithms were used to detect key changes within an excerpt, to

extract roots and find inversions of chords from their chromatic repre-
sentations, and to identify the chord types: major, minor, diminished,
and dominant seventh. Details of these algorithms have been dis-
cussed earlier. They were coded to demonstrate that a machine could
automatically perform some types of analysis traditionally done by
hand, and to make the computer output more meaningful. However,
since all the information about the chord is implicitly contained in its
interval structure, the classification where possible into traditional
harmonic symbols may have been an unnecessary complication. The
analysis was carried out to first order only; higher order statistics
would have to be obtained by additional programming. The excerpts
were analyzed one at a time, in blocks by composer, and the resulting
chord structures were tagged with their composer, and stored on
magnetic tape. Finally, these structures were combined, sorted, and
tabulated in a form facilitating a direct comparison of the harmonies
used by the three composers studied.
Results of the comparison show that the octave (12) is by far the

most Common chord, and is used nearly twice as much by Haydn as
by either Mozart or Beethoven. Three-note chords were less common
than two-nota structures, since there are more variations possible. The
minor chord (Ji) for example, was used about one tenth as much as
the major third (4), and more often by Beethoven than by Haydn or
Mozart. In general, it was observed that Beethoven used more notes
per chord than did either of the other two composers.-wardlv large, and because of the high ratio of possible different symbols to the
available quantity of data, it is clear that a synthesis based on such a process
would degenerate at a very low order. For an experimental verification of the
principle involved see F. P. Brooks, [r., et al., op. cit .
. 31 This phase of the project was completed by F. E. Braunlich and A. Mudgett
In approximately six weeks.
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One might expect that a limited number of different chord struc-
tures would appear in the works of each composer. That is, a graph of
the number of different chords found plotted against the chord num-
ber analyzed might be expected to rise sharply at first, with a slope
near unity, then eventually decrease in slope, and finally level of!. In
the present analysis, however, chord structure was complicated by
chord function, so that a single interval structure might be found
under several classifications, depending on the degree of the scale on
which it was used, whether it occurred on a strong or weak beat, and
so on. Thus the number of possibilities for different chords was greatly
increased over the number that would be obtained only from differ-
ences in interval structure and discounting secondary classifications
resulting from key and position within the measure. The amount of
this increase was approximately 220 per cent in the experiment de-
scribed. Due to the large number of separately distinguished chords,
the graph of number of different chords versus chord number shows
no sign of leveling off after the initial rapid increase, but appears to
continue rising with constant slope in all three cases corresponding to
the three composers (Figure XVI-17).
The curve for Beethoven is distinctly higher than those for Haydn

and Mozart, and rises with a steeper slope. A relevant measurement is
the number of different harmonies per harmony number, which is
simply the slope of the line joining the origin to a point on the curve.
This measurement decreases with increasing sample size; values are
tabulated as follows for the total available samples: Haydn .22; Mo-
zart .29; Beethoven .40. The limiting values of the slopes of the
straighter portions of the curves (.15, .17, .26) indicate the same
general trend, which reflects the fact that Beethoven's harmonic tex-
ture is thicker than Haydn's or Mozart's. Thus, in general, a greater
harmonic variety is to be found in a sample of Beethoven, compared
with samples of Haydn Or Mozart of similar length.
Another observation of interest is the average number of time units

per harmonic unit. This measurement confirms the observation, pre-
viously verified by Baker, that Haydn tends to change his harmonies
more frequently than either Mozart or Beethoven. The two sets of
results are presented below, for comparison:

Baker
Haydn 3.95 eighth notes per harmonic unit
Mozart . 4.25 eighth notes per harmonic unit
Beethoven _.4.21 eighth notes per harmonic unit
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Haydn ..
Mozart
Beethoven.

Gabura
.1.67 sixteenth notes per harmonic unit
1.73 sixteenth notes per harmonic unit

. 1.73 sixteenth notes per harmonic unit

The discrepancy in the magnitude of the numbers is in part a result of
the fact that in the present analysis, smaller harmonic units are
acknowledged as being distinct. The important thing to observe is that
the figures are smaller for Haydn than for Mozart or Beethoven.
In this experiment, as in the previous one, the quantity of output is

almostoverwhelming, due in this case to the large number of different
chord types recognized. Hence a new method was developed, to he
described next, which was specifically intended to reduce sharply the
numberof different chord classifications.
A technique was desired by which it would be possible to code the

various common chord types, in such a way that the chord type and
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Figure XVI-I? Graph of number of different harmonies versus harmony
number in the Piano Sonatas of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven (from
A. James Gabura, "Computer Analysis of Musical Style," ACM Proceedings
of the eoth National Conference, copyright © 1965, Association for Com-
puting Machinery, Inc., used by permission)
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the inversion of a given chord could be quickly looked up in a table,
thus avoiding the problem of finding a general algorithm for extract-
ing the root of a given chord. The solution arrived at was to code each
common chord type in a normalized fonn (root position) as a se-
quence of 12 ones and zeros (called a pitch structure) corresponding
to the pitch classes the notes would occupy on the chromatic scale
from C to B if the root of the chord were C. Since the chords are
always coded in root position, the first element of the pitch structure is
always "1." Using this table of chord types, the root and inversion of
any chord can he easily determined," provided its root position fonn
is in the table. The list of chord types used in the present analysis is
given in Table XVI-g.

A harmonic analysis of both tonal and atonal composition has been
carried out using the table of chord types to determine both the roots
and the inversions of chords occurring in the given musical scores."
The output format for the tonal harmonic analysis is illustrated below
in Figme XVI-lB.

Four of the highest ranking keys are shown with each chord; the
first of these is the predominant one. At the end of the harmonic
analysis, the ranks of the 24 keys have been determined by averaging
Over the entire excerpt, and were presented in order of decreasing
rank.

The same chord-type table was used also for analyzing atonal
compositions, but in this case the key-determination procedure was
replaced by a simple determination of the predominant local pitch
class, Or axis, as explained above in the section headed Musical
Parameters. The format for the atonal version of the harmonic analysis
is shown below in Figure XVI,"g.

At the end of the harmonic analysis, the 12 pitch classes, averaged
over the entire excerpt, were presented in order of decreasing rank.

The use of a pitch-structure table for finding the root of a chord
coded in chromatic notation is more efficient than the algorithm
described previously, since it treats each chord type as a special case.
A logical extension would be to compile a table of all pitch structures

32 The .pitch structure of the given chord is shifted cyclically until a "1" again
appears In the. first position. The number of times this operation must be ~er-
for~ed to. acluevs, a match with One of the pitch structures in the table g~ves
the mverSlOnof the chord, and the bit number of the root in the originalpItch
structure can be extracted at the same time.
. 33 M~nyof the specifications for these programs were worked out in collabora-
tion With P. Pedersen, a graduate student in the Faculty of Music.
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Table XVI-B. Table of chord types, and their
corresponding pitch structures

Chord type Pitch structure

Rest
Unison
Dominant major 13th
Dominant minor 13th
Dominant minor 9th
Dominant major 9th
French 6th
Diminished diminished 7th
Augmented major 7th
Diminished major 7th
Diminished major 7th *
Xlinor major 7th
Minor major 7th *
Major major 7th
Major major 7th '"
Augmented minor 7th
Diminished minor 7th
Diminished minor 7th '"
Minor minor 7th
Xlinor minor 7th '"
Major minor 7th
Major minor 7th *
Augmented triad
Diminished triad
Minor triad
:\finor triad *
Major triad
:'Ibjor triad '"
Minor 2nd
Major 2nd
Perfect 4th
Diminished 5th

Mnemonic

REST
UNISON
D+13TH
D-13TH
D- 9TH
D+ 9TH
FR 6TH
00 7TH
X+ 7TH
0+ 7TH
0+ 7TH
-+ 7TH
-+.7TH
++ 7TH
++.7TH
X- 7TH
0- 7TH
0-. 7TH
- - 7TH
- -. 7TH
+- 7TH
+-.7TH
X TR1
o TR1
- TRI
-. TRl
+ TRI
+ TR1
- 2ND
+ 2ND
P 4TH
o 5TH

000000000000
100000000000
100010000110
100010001010
110010000010
101010000010
\00010100010
lOOl00100100
100010001001
100100100001
100000100001
100100010001
100100000001
100010010001
100010000001
100010001010
100100100010
100000100010
100100010010
100100000010
100010010010
100010000010
100010001000
100100100000
100100010000
100100000000
100010010000
100010000000
llOOOOOOOOOO
101000000000
100001000000
100000100000

Note: Asterisk indicates that an element is missing.

found in the given excerpt, regardless of whether tbey bad been
previously entered manually into tbe table of chord types. To do this
requiresa technique for normalizing pitch structures, or assigning a
root position arbitrarily, so tbat two pitch structures differing only by
an inversion could be identified as being the same. The procedure
used here is first to reverse the bit sequence in the pitch structure,
then cyclically to rotate the bits to form the smallest possible binary
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Ber nuribe r _
Cho r d type - _
Inversion

Chord root in tJ,etronome cta r kl na
corresponding k~TelllPo note

1
..-----~Smal1est note value

133 t1/~ TrJ SN
... TR I :3 0 8 16o·

I DS+
IV AS+

V GS+
V I G -

no2B}71. 39
700 t s
63.30

Predominant keys
and r a nk l ng
criteria

Ctior d in {OSS
terms of AS3
its original G 3
pitches DS3

Duration + 2

Figure XVI-lB. Output format for tonal harmonic analysis

integer, and finally to reverse the bit sequence again. The result is a
unique rz-bit binary number having a «I" in the first position." Thus
the pitch structure can be identified by a 4-digit octal number repre-
sentation of either the normalized sequence of bits or the reverse
normalized sequence.

Table XVI-lO and Table XVI-ll show the pitch structures, normal-
ized according to the procedure described, contained in SOme typical
excerpts from Mozart and Stravinsky. The tables show both the octal
and binary representations of the pitch stmctures, aud the chord types
according to Table XVI-g are shown where applicable.
Using the data obtained from all the individual excerpts in Part 2 of

the Data Base appearing at the end of this chapter, averages were
obtained for Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. A record was retained of
the percentage of the total duration accounted for by each pitch
structure, and also of the number of times it occurred. Only 7S unique
pitch structures were found in the entire data base, including the null
structure, which was used to represent a rest. With such a small set of
elements, it would be not impractical to make frequency counts of
pitch-structure sequences, without creating an unreasonably large set
of classifications. The pitch stmctures for Haydn, Mozart, and Bee-
thoven are shown in Tables XVI-Iza, XVI-12b, and XVI-12C below. It
is apparent that the most frequent structures are the common chord
types listed in Table XVI-g.

34 A similar representation has been adopted by H. S. Howe, Jr., who giv~s
a FORTRAN program for computing the complete set of pitch structures .10
"Some Combinatorial Properties of Pitch Structures,' Perspectives of New MUSIC,
Vol. 4, 1 (196S) 4S.
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tte t r onon-e fila rk i ngI r enco notet } t Smallest note value

[1.ar nunbe r ---==::!:.Q.02.2 __ J.!Vl,'':..-.lTl'L!JS;]fi!__
eo 4 32

F 34.3(,
AS 2C: 67

Short time
pitch-class
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for the chord

G 8.60
OS G. R 5
A. 6.14
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Cho rr1 i n { E 4 c 1 • 45
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Figure XVI-lg. Output format for atonal harmonic analysis

Table XVI-lO. Pitch structures in Mozart, Symphony No. 41, K.551,
Movement 1, Development Section, Bars 133-161

:10• of Pcr cent
C1;orG OCCLlr- of total

rences_ ..luration
Pl t cn structure
, representations tyne

I 0000 0000 000000000000 REST I 2.586
2 0001 4000 100000000000 Ur.ISQN 18 8.190
3 0005 5000 101000000000 + 2ND I 0.431
4 0011 4400 100100000000 -.TRI 20 8.621
5 0015 5400 101100000000 2 0.862
6 0021 4200 100010000000 +.TRI 4 1.724
7 0025 5200 101010000000 I 0.431
8 0041 4100 100001000000 p 4TH 3 1.293
9 0051 4500 100101000000 6 2.586

10 0055 5500 101101000000 I 0.431
II 0061 4300 100011000000 3 1.293
12 0065 5300 101011000000 I 0.431
13 0101 4040 100000100000 o 5TH 3 1.293
14 0105 5040 101000100000 +-.7TH 3 1.293
15 0111 4440 100100100000 o TRI 21 9.052
16 0211 4420 100100010000 - TR! 30 14.655
17 0221 4220 100010010000 + TRI 27 12.931
16 0245 5120 101001010000 I 0.431
19 0251 4520 100101010000 I 0.431
20 0311 4460 100100110000 12 5.172
21 0431 4610 100110001000 x+ 7TH 2 0.862
22 0443 6110 110001001000 ++ 7TH 5 2.155
23 0445 5110 101001001000 0- 7TH 2 0.862
24 0451 4510 100101001000 7TH I 0.431
25 0511 4450 100100101000 +- 7TH 30 12.931
26 0513 6450 110100101000 b 2.586
27 0531 4650 100110101000 I 0.431
26 0551 4550 100101101000 2 0.862
29 1111 4444 100100100100 00 7TH b 3.448
30 1145 5144 101001100100 I 0.431
31 1225 5224 101010010100 2 0.862
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Computer Identification of Style

Some experiments are described here which make use of a linear
pattern recognition technique for distinguishing between the musical
styles of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven.
In most pattem-recogn.non schemes, a set of measurements is made

on each pattern, and these sets are subsequently classified into groups
or patterns by a processor. A critical question is the selection of
appropriate measurements which adequately describe the patterns.
For the purpose of classifying musical excerpts, for example, any of
the numerical parameters given in the section on Musical Parameters
above, as well as many others, could potentially serve to characterize
the style of the excerpts. Assuming that an adequate set of measure.
ments has been selected, the problem becomes one of classifying sets
of measurements. One method for performing this classification was
originally called the error correction procedure by Rosenblatt, a system
he invented for training his simple three-layer series-coupled Percep-
tron."

The training procedure used in the experiments to be described was
adopted directly from a formulation of Rosenblatt's error correction
procedure presented by Greenberg and Konheim." First, a measure-
ment vector is determined for each musical excerpt, where each vector
contains n values corresponding to a set of n numerical parameters,
plus an n + 1 th element which is given the value «1." The composers
are then treated in pairs. For composer A, there are p measurement
vectors Xi" i =: 1, 2, , p, one for each excerpt, and similarly for
composer B there are q measurement vectors Yi, i =: 1, 2, ... , q. An
n + I-dimensional vector w, called the weight vector, is computed by
an iterative training procedure to be described. The object of the train-
ing procedure is to find a weight vector w such that for an arbitrary
8> 0:

W . Xi > 0, i:::::: 1,2,. I p, and
W . Yi < - e, i =;; 1, 2, . , q.

3:; F. Rosenblatt, Principles of Neurodynamics, Buffalo, N.Y., Cornell Aeronauti-
cal Laboratory, 1961.

36 A .number of less sophisticated classification techniques were tried and aban-
doned In favor of the one described, which is sometimes referred to as the method
of se~arating hyperplanes. See H. J. Greenberg and A. C. Konheim, "Linear and
Nonlinear Methods in Pattern ClaSSification," IBM Journal, Vol. 8, 3 (1964) 299.
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Table XVI-ll. Pitch structures in Stravinsky, M ovemenis for Piano and
Orchestra, Bars 46-73 (Movement 2, complete)

No. of Po r cent
"i t c h structure Chord oc cu r- Q"( to t a 1
3 representations tyne r ence s "u r a tl on

1 0000 0000 000000000000 REST 4 4.478
2 0001 4000 100000000000 UNISON 6 1.276
3 0003 6000 110000000000 - 2ND 6 6.530
4 0005 5000 101000000000 + 2ND 4 3.131
5 0007 7000 111000000000 4 3.358
6 0013 6400 110100000000 1 0.373
7 0015 5400 101100000000 3 1.306
8 0017 7400 1111 00000000 1 1.119
9 0021 4200 100010000000 +'OTRI 2 1.306
10 0023 6200 110010000000 -+.1TH 2 1.&19
11 0025 5200 101010000000 1 0.560
12 0033 6600 110110000000 1 2.239
13 0041 4100 100001000000 P 4TH 9 10.075
14 0043 6100 110001000000 ++.7TH 1 0.746
15 0045 5100 101001000000 --.7TH 4 4.104
16 0047 7100 111001000000 2 0.933
17 0053 6500 110101000000 1 0.746
18 0061 4300 100011000000 4 3.172
19 DOb3 6300 110011000000 1 0.746
20 0065 5300 101011000000 1 0.746
21 0071 4700 100111000000 1 0.187
22 0101 4040 100000100000 o 5TH 1 0.560
23 0103 6040 1100001 00000 2 0.313
24 0105 5040 101000100000 +-.7TH 1 0.560
25 0115 5440 101100100000 0- 9TH 1 0.746
26 0117 7440 1111 00 100000 2 2.239
27 0121 4240 100010100000 0-.7TH 1 0.933
28 0125 5240 101010100000 V+ 9TH 2 5.224
29 0141 4140 100001100000 0.... 7TH 6 3.545
30 0143 6140 11000 1100000 1 0.146
31 0145 5140 101001100000 1 0.746
32 0161 4340 100011100000 1 1.493
33 0205 5020 101000010000 7 4.478
34 0207 7020 111000010000 4 3.131
35 0211 4420 100100010000 - TRI 1 0.560
36 0215 5420 101100010000 1 1.493
37 0223 6220 110010010000 0+ 7TH 1 1.119
38 0243 6120 110001010000 2 0.560
39 0245 5120 101001010000 2 2.052
40 0251 4520 100101010000 1 1.493
41 0253 6520 110101010000 1 2.985
42 0315 5460 101100110000 1 0.746
43 0321 4260 100010110000 1 1.493
44 0345 5160 101001110000 1 0.187
45 0443 6110 110001001000 ++ 7TH 1 0.187
46 0453 6510 110101001000 2 1.679
47 0513 6450 110100101000 1 0.187
48 0523 6250 110010101000 1 0.560
49 0543 6150 110001101000 1 1.493
50 0615 5430 101100011000 1 0.746
51 0617 7430 111100011000 1 0.373
52 0625 5230 101010011000 1 0.933
53 0723 6270 110010111000 1 0.373
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TableXVI-12a. Pitch structures used in the Haydn Piano Sonatas

flo. of Per cent no. of Per cent
Pitch occur- of tot<'tl Pitch occur- of tota 1

structure ranees duration structure rences durat ion
0000 189 3.818 0205 140 O.19B
0001 3490 24.608 0211 485 2.993
0003 215 1.066 0213 8 0.032
0005 696 4.059 0215 14 O.Vbl
0007 2 0.008 0221 1099 9.494
0011 2093 14.542 0223 3 0.020
0013 39 0.205 0225 14 0.057
0015 34 0.176 0243 2 0.012
0021 2122 15.653 0245 21 0.148
0023 10 0.053 0251 18 0.082
0025 82 0.457 0261 7 0.028
0031 23 0.193 0305 1 0.004
0041 1498 9.358 0311 6 0.024
0043 91 0.514 0321 5 0.020
0045 174 1.375 0421 33 0.193
0051 201 1.313 0423 6 0.024
0053 1 0.008 0425 2 a.alb
0055 7 0.032 0431 1 0.004
0061 76 0.432 0443 26 0.148
0101 364 2.264 0445 5 0.020
0103 40 0.263 0451 29 0.123
0105 184 1.218 0511 195 1.284
0111 229 1.877 0513 4 O.Olb
0115 3 0.020 0551 9 0.037
0121 46 0.283 0711 6 0.024
0125 2 0.020 1111 49 0.321
0141 4 0.028 1125 11 0.049
0151 2 0.037

If such a vector w exists, it can be shown that the training procedure
below will eventually terminate. In this case the measurement vectors
are said to be linearly separable. In general, the linear separability of
the measurement vectors cannot be assumed; however, there is no
practical method for deciding whether the vectors are separable other
than by applying the algorithm for determining the weight vector w.
The algorithm for determining the weight vector is as follows. After

initially setting W: = 0, the following four conditions are tested for
the result of the dot-product W . z, where z is replaced in turn by each
of the measurement vectors Xi, i= I, 2, ... «p, and Yi, i == 1, 2, . , , ,
q.

Ifw· z > Bandz, {Xi),W: = W

If W . z <:; Band z e (Xi), W : = W + z
If W • z < - Band z , {y,j, W : = W

If W . z ;::: - Band z , {y.}, W : = W - Z
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Table XVI-12b. Pitch structures used in the Mozart Piano Sonatas

~~o. of Pe r cent ro . o f PC": r- c cn t
Pi tcb occur- nf to te 1 Pi t ct- nccur- of tot"l
s t ruc tur e r ence s c'u r a tl on structure rcnces du r a tl on

0000 273 4.139 0213 11 0.080
0001 3223 23.622 0215 14 0.062
0003 234 1.314 0221 1184 12.451
0005 676 4.032 0223 5 0.022
0007 4 0.035 0225 11 0.075
0011 1778 12.785 0231 4 0.026
0013 35 0.240 0245 14 0.106
0015 28 0.200 0251 17 0.01:19
0021 1833 13.578 0261 4 0.022
0023 31 0.267 0305 3 0.013
0025 74 0.423 0311 10 0.142
0031 18 0.133 0321 6 0.044
OCl41 1377 8.239 0421 32 0.245
0043 107 0.730 0423 2 0.008
0045 152 1.163 0443 5 0.049
0051 209 1.893 0445 7 0.053
0061 58 0.347 0451 10 0.080
0071 2 0.008 0455 4 0.017
0101 332 1.920 0507 1 .0.OU4
0103 47 0.316 0511 97 1.069
0105 220 2.027 0513 5 C.O 53
0107 4 0.017 0551 4 0.017
0111 225 2.241 0655 1 0.004
0113 8 0.146 0711 1 0.008
0121 45 0.360 1111 15 0.427
0125 1 0.035 1113 2 0.017
0131 1 0.004 1125 4 0.017
0141 16 0.102 1133 I 0.008
0147 I 0.004 1145 2 0.008
0205 129 0.967 1325 I 0.004
0211 432 3.458

If the entire set of measurement vectors is tested, and no change in
~vis required, the training procedure terminates; otherwise, the process
IS repeated, again replacing z by each of the measurement vectors in
tum. Each such pass through the set of measurement vectors is termed
an iteration.
Note that after a finite number of iterations, the weight vector w can

be expressed as a linear combination of the measurement vectors,
where measurement vectors corresponding to composer A have non~
negative coefficients, and vectors corresponding to composer B have
nonpositive ones. These coefficients should be accumulated during the
training procedure, since they can indicate which patterns (excerpts)
are relatively more significant for the purpose of separating the
classes.
Having computed a weight vector w, the measurement vector z of a
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Table XVI-11ie. Pitch structures used in the Beethoven Piano Sonatas
i-lo. of Per cent No • of Per cent

Pitch oc cu r-: of total Pitch occur- of totalstructurp. rences du r e t ion structurp. rences du r at ion
·0000 H4 3.316 0211 407 6.1050001 2118 19.896 0213 13 0.139
0003 147 0.957 0215 II 0.1830005 516 3.461 0221 983 14.7200007 5 0.094 0223 5 0.094
001l 1233 9.745 0225 45 0.4340013 32 0.361 0231 6 0.0380015 21 0.150 0245 59 Q.b34
0021 1244 10.184 0251 28 0.2830023 9 0.083 0261 19 0.2830025 '0 0.417 0305 22 0.32B0031 9 0.105 0311 29 0.2610041 1059 7.274 0321 5 0.0610043 42 0.439 0345 2 0.0110045 108 0.929 0421 13 0.1100051 208 2.476 0423 2 0.0110053 3 0.044 0425 6 0.0550055 7 0.044 0431 5 0.039
0061 25 0.167 0443 36 O.3t140065 2 0.016 0445 31 0.2950071 I 0.011 0451 6B 0.7170101 2,7 1.786 0453 2 0.0440103 20 0.205 0455 3 0.1000105 197 2.059 0505 I 0.0050107 1 0.005 0511 313 4.3630111 20B 20103 0513 9 0.2B30113 34 0.417 0551 7 0.0940115 6 0.061 0651 I 0.0050121 45 0.383 0711 4 0.0380125 6 0.033 1111 48 0.9740131 b 0.089 1113 8 0.211
0141 II 0.083 1115 4 0.1160151 11 0.172 1125 2 0.0270205 105 0.940 1315 2 c.cu

new excerpt of unknown classiEcation is identified by forming the
product w . z and noting whether the result is greater or less than
zero. If w . z > 0, the decision win be made that the new excerpt
belongs to composer A. Note that this is eguivalent to asking whether
v . z' is greater or less than c, where

v = (tOI, W2, ... ,tOn),

z' = (Zl, ZZ,. . . ,zn), and
c = - tOn+1.

If there are m classiRcations, m( m _ 1) /2 vectors Vij can be con-
structed, such that Vij distinguishes between class i and class f. If we
choose Vii such that
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vn . b < Gij < Vij . a (a e class iand b e class i).
26g

then the class of an unknown measurement vector z' may be identified
by noting that if z' is a I.e. of the training vectors in class i, then

Vij . z' - Gij < 0 where 1 < i < [,and
Vjl>. . z' - Gjk > 0 where i < k < m.

Therefore, if the measurement vectors for the excerpts of three com-
poserscan be shown to be linearly separable in pairs, the three cor-
responding weight vectors may be used to identify the style of a new
excerptwritten by one of the composers.
In the experiments here described, the relative durations of pitch

structures (chords normalized with respect to transposition, inversion,
and octave displacement), were used as a basis for differentiating
between musical excerpts composed by Haydn, Mozart, and Bee-
thoven. To begin, the percentage of the total duration occupied by
each pitch structure was determined for each excerpt of Part 2 of the
Data Base, as shown in Table XVI-lO for an individual excerpt. For all
excerpts combined, a total of 75 dillerent pitch structures was found,
and these were given in Table XVI-12. A measurement vector is
therefore defined for each excerpt, and contains the percentage dura-
tion of each of the 75 pitch structures in that excerpt. Since the
musical excerpts were all drawn from the general category of eight-
eenth-century pianoforte sonatas, it seems reasonable to assume that
the quantity being classifled is closely related to the composer's indi-
vidual style.
Some difficulty was experienced in applying the iterative training

procedure to the measurement vectors corresponding to excerpts from
the Haydn/Mozart composer pair, in that the weight vector did not, at
first, converge. Since the convergence of the classification algorithm is
an all-or-nothing affair, and since it was not known in advance
whether or not the measurement vectors were in fact linearly separa-
hie, a method was needed for guiding the classification algorithm so
that needless computation could be avoided, and so that intermediate
successes could be achieved.
An essential feature of the training procedure is that the conditions

for convergence arc not affected by the order in which the measure-
ment vectors are presented. Taking note of this, a subset of the
measurement vectors is selected for which the training procedure wal
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converge, and additional excerpts are added one at a time." If the
training procedure does not converge after K iterations with a new
measurement vector, that vector is momentarily set aside and another
substituted. The process terminates when all of the measurement
vectors have been used to form a separating weight vector, otherwise,
at least a linearly separable subset of the measurement vectors will
have been determined.
In the event that all the measurement vectors are linearly separable,

it is natural to ask what is the smallest subset of the original measure.
ments actually needed to produce a separation of the excerpts into
classes. As suggested by Greenberg and Konheim, it seems reasonable
that the weights assigned to the various measurements by the weigbt
vector would give some indication of the relative importance of those
measurements. An obvious method of reducing the number of meas-
urements required would he to delete repeatedly the measurement
corresponding to the smallest weight, reconverging the weight vector
if necessary. The process would terminate when the weight vector
would no longer converge in a reasonable length of time. However, it
has been found that in practice this method does not yield a suffi·
ciently compact subset of the original set of measurements. Appar·
ently, critical measurements tend to be discarded at an early stage,
and the elimination process terminates prematurely.
Several other methods for reducing the number of measurements

needed were tested experimentally. The particular method which was
found to give the smallest subset of the original measurements proved
to be identical to the method described in the above paragraph, with
the exception that the weight vector w is cleared to zero each time the
measurement set is reduced. Although this means retraining each time
from scratch, a more reliable estimate of the least important of the
remaining measurements is thereby obtained.

Assuming that a weight vector w can be found which will correctly
classify all the given measurement vectors, it would be desirable to
determine the error rate for classifying new excerpts. This can be
done using the weight vector w to classify a number of new measure-
ment vectors of known classification. However, since musical ex-
cerpts are expensive to code in large numbers, a random choice of

37 In order to ensure that an excerpt which is difficult to classify will not be in-
cluded in the beginning stages of the process, the initial subset of the measure-
ment vectors is selected by taking those with the smallest coefficients resulting

from a test run of, say, 2,000 iterations.
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approximately 10 per cent of the sample excerpts was used to provide
an independent test, and the remaining go per cent were used for
training. The experiment was repeated several times with different
random choices for the independent test excerpts, and the results were
averaged to produce an estimate of the predictive power of the classi-
fication scheme.
From the above discussion it is evident that there are an infinite

number of weight vectors which will classify a given linearly separa-
ble set of measurement vectors, and that these can be ranked accord-
ing to their ability to correctly classify new patterns. However, the
question of finding the "best" weight vector in this clearly defined
senseis still a difficult unsolved problem.
As indicated in Part 2 of the Data Base appearing at the end of this

chapter, there are 78 excerpts, 29 of which are Haydn, 30 are Mozart,
and '9 are Beethoven. Approximately equal numbers of bars from
each composer are represented. The first experiment was to determine
the three weight vectors corresponding to the three composer pairs.
The convergence of the weight vector for classifying excerpts of the
first composer pair, Haydn/Mozart, came only after much computing,
but, as it turned out, the other two weight vectors converged readily.
Using a value of ()= 10,38 the computer running times for determining
the weight vectors were 20.0 min. for Haydn/Mozart, 1.6 min. for
Haydn/Beethoven, and 0.6 min. for Mozart/Beethoven. These times
confirm the previously known fact that Haydn's work is quite similar
to Mozart's. The training process proceeded at a rate of approximately
1,000 iterations per minute, with the given numbers of excerpts, and
themaximum (75) number of measurements.
An estimate was made of the error rate on independent test data

using randomly chosen test· excerpts, according to the procedure out-
lined in the preceding subsection. The resulting error rates were 51.8
per cent, 29.5 per cent, and 24-2 per cent, for the Haydn/Mozart,
Haydn/Beethoven, and Mozart/Beethoven composer pairs respec-
tively. These percentages are supported by the experimental values
given in Table XVI-13.
Note that in Table XVI-13, when the number of iterations required

as A very large value of I) was found to result in an excessive use of computer
time. R. O. Duda and H. Fossum, in "Pattern Classification by Iteratively Deter-
mined Linear and Piecewise Linear Discriminant Functions," IEEE Transactions
on Electronic Computers, Vol. EC-1S (1966), 220, estimate that 0 should be
near Ix12, where x is a typical pattern value, but that the exact value is not
critical.
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Table XVl-13. Classification error rates on independent test data

Haydn/Mozart Haydn/Beethoven :\ rozart/Beethoven
53 training excerpts 43 training excerpts 44 training excerpts

6 test excerpts 5 test excerpts 5 test excerpts

No. of No. No. of No. ~o. of No.
iterations correct iterations correct iterations correct,

21,221 6 927 4 765 5
22,133 4 1,673 4 5.9 •19,876 3 878 4 926 4
]4,645 2 1,629 4 712 4
9,832 2 1,452 4 772 4
6,867 1 883 3 240 2
17,548 4 796 3 622 3
22,08J 4 1,781 3 640 3
15,700 4 1,374 3 774 5
22,930 5 1,642 3 713 3
12,244 1 2,024 5 704 5
11,634 2 1,749 2 907 •17,212 3 1,441 3 530 4
16,757 3 1,742 3 7.3 3
12,236 2 ],765 4 706 5
7,936 3 1,089 3 533 4
16,627 2 1,370 3 561 4
11,024 2 1,909 4 447 2
]7,827 2 2,030 5 417 4

to generate the weight vector is small, the number of test samples
correctly identified also tends to be small.
The qualitative characteristics of experiments of this kind are aptly

summed up by Duda and Fossum: "When ... the training patterns
were linearly separable, convergence was achieved. When the training
patterns were not linearly separable, the error rate for the training
data dropped rapidly at first and eventually fluctuated about some
limiting value. The error rate for testing data stabilized at a higher
limiting value considerably sooner, the difference between the per-
formance on training and testing data decreasing as the number of
training patterns was increased." 39

Using the method described in the preceding paragraphs, it was
possible to reduce substantially the number of pitch-structure meas-
urements required for classifying the music excerpts by composer. For

soR. O. Duda and H. Fossum, op. cit.
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instance, it was found that to produce a separation of the Haydn/Bee-
thoven excerpts, duration values for only 16 pitch structures were
required. Similarly. the number of pitch-structure measurements re-
quired to separate the Mozart/Beethoven excerpts was reduced to 18.
However, the Haydn/Mozart excerpts provided a problem at first,
since the weight vectors required were initially produced at the rate of
only one every 20 minutes. However, it was noticed that for both the
Haydn/Beethoven and the Mozart/Beethoven pairs, the pitch struc-
tures finally remaining had been among the highest ranking 50 per
cent of those in the corresponding weight vectors determined using all
the measurements. This fact suggested a short-cut procedure by which
the 40 per cent of the pitch structures in the originally determined
weight vector having the lowest weights could be eliminated im-
mediately. Thus it was possible to fun the measurement-elimination
program for the Haydn/Mozart composer pair, which eventually termi-
nated with only 22 measurements remaining. The reduced
pitch-structure sets which are sufficient to distinguish the music ex-
cerpts by composer are given below in Table XVI-14.

In conclusion it is most encouraging to note that convergence was
achieved in each of the three cases, and that the convergence could be
maintained using only a relatively small fraction of the available
numberof measurements. The relatively poor error rates on independ-
ent data can be attributed to the relatively small number of samples
available for excerpts having so much variability, and are typical for
this kind of experiment in which iteratively determined weight vectors
are used for classifying patterns not contained in the training set.
However, the 52 per cent error rate given for the Haydn/Mozart
composer pair on independent test data reflects a real difficulty in
distinguishing between the styles of this particular pair of composers.
The main reason for this difficulty stems from the fact that the two
composers in question were contemporaries, and borrowed freely from
each other's work. Additional uncertainty may have been introduced
by the fact that some of the excerpts have been arranged for piano by
secondary composers. The lower error rates for the other two com-
poser pairs suggest that the weight vectors computed are of some
limited value for the machine recognition of the composer of a test
excerpt.

It has been demonstrated how various nontrivial parameters of a
music SCore (chord type, root, inversion, key, modulation, and so on)
can be extracted by a computer from basic pitch and duration data. It
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Table XVI-14. Reduced pitch-structure sets sufficient to classify the Sonata
excerpts of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven

Haydn/Mozart Haydn/Beethoven Mozart/Beethoven

Pitch Sign of Pitch Sign of Pitch Signof
structure weight structure weight structure weight

0113 0061 + 05lJ
0023 1111 + III I +0141 0451 0043 +0443 + 0045 + 0225
0423 + 1125 + 0443
0261 + 0103 00310231 0141 03ll +0101 + 0423 0111 +0225 + 0151 04510151 + 0205 + 03050125 + 0101 + 01510421 0305 0251 +0031 + 0421 + 0231 +0251 0113 0023 +0107 0511 02ll0455 0261 0061 +II13 00050115 + 04250013 +0055 +1133

1145

has also been shown how measurements of one of the simpler of these,
pitch structures, can be used as a basis for diHerentiating between two
or more musical styles. The basic techniques for discriminating be-
tween similar styles using a computer might be refined in two ways.
First, techniques might be developed for coding additional parameters
such as rhythm and form, a wider range of musical features could be
used to represent the excerpts, and some of the existing parameters,
such as pitch structures, might be extended to higher order to repre-
sent, for example, chord progressions. Second, the classification or
processor algorithm might be improved, possibly by employing some
of the mare promising methods based on statistical decision theory.
Were a high order of Success eventually achieved in the direction of
style recognition by computer, we would expect, through a detailed
knowledge of the methods and weights employed by the machine, to
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have gained insight into some of the essential distinguishing features
of individual musical styles.

Excerpt
1,2,3

4,5,6.

7
8,9, 10

11,12, 13, 14, 15
16

Excerpt
1
2
3

4
5,6,7
8,9
10,11
12, 13, 14
15
16
17
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23
24, 25, 26
27,28
29

Excerpt
30,31, 32
33,34
35, 36, 37, 38, 39
40, 41, 42
43
44,45
46
47,48

49,50
51, 52, 53

DATA BASE

Part 1
Composer and composition

Brahms, Intermezzo in A minor, Op. 116, No.2, Move-
ments 1, 2, 3.

Brahms, intermezzo in E flat major, Op. 117, No.1,
Movements 1, 2, 3.

Brahms, Intermezzo in E minor, Op, 116, No.5.
Brahms, Capriccio in G minor, Op. 116, No.3, Move-
ments 1, 2, 3.

Bartok, Ten Easy Piano Pieces, V.
Bartok, Ten Easy Piano Pieces, VII.

Part 2
Haydn Sonatas

Sonata in D major (Peters), No.7, Mvt. 1
Op 31, No.4, Mvt. 1
Sonatina No.6, Mvt, 2, from Six Sonatinas for Piano
(Schott & Co.)

Op 31, No.2, Mvt. 2
Sonata in C major (Peters), No. 24, Mvt. 2
Sonata in E major (Schirmer), No. 17, Mvt. 1, 3
Sonata in E flat major (Peters), No. 26, Mvt. 1
Sonata in B flat major (Peters), No. 27, Mvt. 2
Sonata in C major (Peters), No. 43, Mvt. 1
Sonata in B minor (Peters), No. 39, Mvt. 3
Sonata in D major (Peters), No. 28, Mvt. 2
Sonata in G major (Schirmer), No. ll, Mvt. 1, 3
Sonata in E major (Peters), No. 30, Mvt. 3
Sonata in E flat major (Peters), No. 35, Mvt. 1
Sonata in F major (Schirmer), No. 20, M vt. 3

M ozart Sonatas
Sonata in A major (K. 300;), 3rd Movement
Sonata in C major (K. 284b), 1st Movement
#1 in C, Movements 1, 3, 4
#2 in A, Movements I, 3, 4
#3 in D, Movement 1
#4 in B flat, Movements 1, 3
#5 in F, Movement 1
#6 in C, Movements 1, 3

(From a set arranged by an unknown composer from
K. 439b, trios for 2 basset horns and bassoon)

Sonata in B flat major (K. Anh. 136), 1st Mvt.
Sonata in D major (K. 284"), 1st & 2nd Movements



54
55
56,57
58,59

Excerpt
60
61
62
63, 64, 65
66, 67
68, 69, 70, 71

72, 73, 74
75
76
77,78

Excerpt
1, 2, 3, 4, 5

6
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Sonata in C major (T<. 545), 3rd Movement
Sonata in G major (T\:. 189h), 2nd Movement
Sonata in C major (K. 300h), 1st Movement
Sonata in E flat major (K. 189'), 1st &: 3rd ~lvts.
(Koechel numbers from the 6th Edition [1964»

Beethoven Sonatas
Op. 13, M vt. 2
Op. 22, Mvt. I
Op. 10,1\0.2, Mvt. 3
Op. 10, No.3, :l\1vt. 1
Op. 14, NO.1, Mvt. ]
Op. 27, No.1, Iat, 6th, and 8th sections
(Andante, Allegro vivace, and Presto)
Op. 26, Mvt. 3
Op. 57, Mvt. 2
Op. 14, No.2, Mvt. 2
Op. 49, NO.1, Mvt. I

Part 3

Composer and composition
Stravinsky, I., Jl{ ooemenle for Piano and Orchestra (1958-

1959; London, Doose)' &: Hawkes c 1960\ Miniature
score (20 pp.) 10 min., 1\1vt, I, II, UI, IV, and V
(complete)

Mozar-t, '\T. A" Symphony No. 41 (K. 551), Movement 1
Development Section, Bars 133-161.

Bach, J. S., Chorale No. 176
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Toward a Comprehensive

French Chanson Catalog

by BARTON HUDSON

A few years ago, during an attempt to locate sources for the
chansons of several Iifteenth-century composers, it was impressed
upon me how difficult an undertaking this can be. One must rely
chiefly either upon published inventories of individual sources or upon
the laborious process of personal examination of many manuscripts
and early prints. (Editions of music and chance references also pro-
vide some help.) In the former case one is confronted by widely
varying degrees of completeness and accuracy, ranging from a simple
listing of titles and composers to detailed listings of concordances,
musical incipits, and textual sources. After constructing as complete
an enumeration of sources of a group of pieces as possible through this
method, one then turns to the sources lacking published inventories.
Assuming the availability of manuscripts and prints, on microfilm or
otherwise, this is not too terribly difficult, so long as composer or text,
or both, are given, though one does need elaborate files with cross
indices, which are time-consuming to construct and to use.
But Suppose that only a textual incipit is given. The presence of the

text of a known piece is no reliable indication of a concordance with
that piece. It may be a different setting of the same text, or even of a
different text that begins in the same way. Or it may be a reworking of
an original piece through addition or substitution of voices. On the
other hand, a piece may occur in the disguise of a contrafactum, with
a translation of text, or with no text at all. In the final analysis, the
only reliable way to discover all concordances for a given piece is
through comparison of musical incipits of each voice of the piece
under study with each piece in every source that contains works of the
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repertory. Discovery of all concordances for even a relatively small
repertory of one hundred pieces can be a formidable untertaking.

Is there no easier way to approach the problem? Perhaps not, but
there is a means whereby the task can be accomplished with a high
degree of completeness once and for all. Suppose that incipits of each
voice of every chanson in every source were indexed in a very large
file provided with a system for locating any melodic contour. Then it
would be a relatively simple matter to look up each of the one
hundred pieces and find complete information. But if all existing
chansons were already in a file, would it not be possible to compare
each with all the others and tabulate chosen items of information
concerning each separate piece and make the results available? Only
if a highly efficient means of making all the comparisons, tabulations,
and cross indices could be found. The computer is the obvious answer,
And it is my hope, by this means, to produce such a catalog for the
entire literature of polyphonic French chansons from its beginning in
the thirteenth century up to about '520.

What must such a catalog contain? As presently envisioned it will
include the following divisions:

A. A complete listing of all manuscript and printed sources (some
three hundred of them) containing pieces from this repertory. After
each should appear a list of the relevant pieces contained in it,
identified by numbers keyed to the listing described under B below.

B. An alphabetized list of all the separate pieces is needed, num-
bered in sequence, with cross entries for those pieces with ditierent
texts in one or more voices and for contrafacta.

(1) Musical incipirs given in same easily deciphered form are re-
quired. Ideally, this would be actual music notation on staff
lines, provided computer hardware is available in time. Other-
wise an acceptable equivalent using only symbols available
on the computer printer must be used. Several systems are
already in existence.

(2) Under each piece should appear a list of the sources, with a
folio or page number, in which the piece occurs, identified by
sigla keyed to the-list of SOurces described under A above.

(3) For each Source there should appear such other information
as composer ascription and text incipit (or lack of either),
any verbal canons, indication of missing voices if the source
is defective, and an indication of the amount of text given in
each voice (whether full text, textual incipit, or no text).
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C. A melodic index, described below, is needed, whereby any de-

siredmelodic contour may be easily located.
D. A composer index should be included, with all necessary var-

iants of each name cross-indexed, facilitating the location of any work
ascribed to a given composer.
To further clarify, we may show some examples of what the entries

in each section would look like. It should be understood that no claim
is made for completeness or accuracy, though the examples are not
fabricated. They have been constructed manually for purposes of
illustration only.
A typical entry in the listing of sources would look as follows:

F1l2 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, MagI. XIX. 112.

(Nos. 141, 657, 876, 2026, 2085, 2270, 2310, 2407, 2415,
2419, 2633, 2687, 3380, 3818, 3853, 4017, 4493)

Four examples, including three related pieces, may show the format
envisioned and some uses for the catalog (see Examples XVII-I,
XVII-2, XVII-3, XVII-4).

Example XVU-1.
185. Berqereue savoyenne
I.

~".990Y'~ ,0°.,~.. ±± ~.II JT
2.

~ •
3.

fl Ii

'.
~

•
FI07
Odh
Seg
SG
Dij
F121
F178

ff. 19v-20r
ff. 12v-13r
ff. 122r-122v
ff. 128v-129r
fl. 6v-7r
fl. 24v-25r
fl. 34v-35r

Anon. Biageretta savoiana. i-i-i-i.
Josquin. BergereUe savoyene. i-i-i-i.
Josquin du pres. Bergironette savosienne. i-i-x-x.
Josquin du pres. Verginorette savosienne. i-i-i-i.
Hayne. De tous biens. t-i-i.
Anon. De tue bem plaine. i-x-x.
Hayne. De tous biem playne. i-x-x.
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Example XV II-2.
619. De tous biens plaine
1.
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~
• " ET ji I> 9 • • " Er !I>

2.

~
l:t • ., P9 y • •• I> •

3.,: f,

~
• I, h I>• •~ • .,

I> • I>

FR ff. 13v-14r
Cop ff. 5v-6r
Cord ff. 25v-26r
L3b ff. 62v-63r
L3 ff. 40v-41 r
MC f. 88v
Mell ff. 42v-43r
PI ff. 105v-106r
Pay ff. 34 bis v-35r
Per ff.70v-711"
QI6 ff. 118v-1I91"
Rl ff. 66v-67r
Vm7, vol. III, no. 16

Example XVll-3.
620. De tous biens plaine
I.

P~8" ¢ ..

Anon.
Anon.
Anon.
Anon.
Anon.
Anon.
Heyne.
Anon.
Heyne.
Anon.
Anon.
Haine.
Anon.

De toue biens. t-x-x.
De taus biens. t-i-x.
De tous bien plaine. t-i-i.
De tous biens. t-i-i.
De toue bien plane. i-x-i.
Textless. x-x-x.
De tous bien. Ct is incomplete. t-i-i.
De tous biens est. t-i-i.
De tous biens. t-i-x.
De tous biens plains est. i-i-i.
De tous biens plen. i-i-i.
De tous biens plaine. i-i-i.
De tous biens. Conly. i.

I' t • I> • " r §!"

• l:t P • " •III I> • l:t

2.

3.

Glar pp.452-453

r r r

ff. 102v-103r

Jodocus Pratensis. De tous bien playne. Ct canon:
Fuga ad minimum. x-x-x.
Index: Josquin. De tous biens playne. Ct canon: Petrus
et Joannes current In puncto. i-i-i.

Odh
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Example XV II-J,.
621. Textlese.
I.

~ •• g •••• g ••

2.

3.

'.

Ql8 if. 51v-521' Anon. Textless. x-x-x-x.

Provided all the necessary data are given the computer, it should be
possible to provide a similar listing of sources for every existing piece.
And in many cases there should be found concordances not heretofore
known.
We tum now to the melodic index. Some means must be found to

locate any melodic contour one may want to identify, A system like
that of Barlow and Morganstern' immediately comes to mind. Here
melodies are represented in letters transposed to the Key of C. There
are several objections, however. For one thing, in music of the early
sixteenth century and before, it is at best anachronistic to speak of
music in a particular key. Thus transposition to another "key" is likely
to lead to difficulty. In addition, chromatic alterations and repeated
notes are carefully accounted for, and, as we shall see, this can pose
serious problems for this particular repertory. Conceivably a system
involving the letter names of the notes of a melody could be used. But
this would make no allowance for possible transpositions. A method
such as that proposed by Nanie Bridgman' seems much more useful.
Here the first note of a voice part is represented by zero, After this the

1 Harold Barlow and Sam Morganstern, A Dictionary of Musical Themes, New
Yo~k,Crown, 1948; A Dictionary of Vocal Themes, New York, Crown, 1950.
~"L'Etebhssement d'un catalogue par Incipit mustcnux," Musica Discipline, IV

(195o), pp. 65-68. See further in N. Bridgman, "Nouvelle visite eux incipit
musicaux,"Acta Musicoiogica, XXXIII (1g61), pp. 193-1g6.
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intervals are represented by 2 for seconds, 3 for thirds, and so on. A
plus sign denotes an ascending interval, minus a descending one. No
distinction is made between major, minor, augmented, and diminished
intervals, as this becomes involved with the appearance or nonappear-
ance of accidentals, and no consistency in this respect can be expected
during the period. Nor are repeated notes taken into account, since a
longer note in one source is often matched by two or more shorter
ones in another. Mme. Bridgman quotes the following example (see
Example XVII-S) a pointed out in a much earlier article by O. Koller.'

Example XV lJ-5.
Trent 89, f. 420, and Paris, Bib!. Nat" ms. Ir. 15123, f. 156.

, 62 • e eo § ~ t:f

Florence, Ilibl. Naz., MagI. XIX. 59, f. 61.

, ()2. e" ET ~ •

Such instances are common. Through ignoring accidentals and re-
peated notes, the difficulty due to many minor nonessential variants is
avoided. Thus the superius of Bergerette satxujenne would be repre-
sented as shown in example XVII-6 (I prefer to regard the initial zero
as understood).

Example XVII-6.

~1I1 ...
+2 +2

.. § rr 1 13 I .' §..
e ! !

-2 -2 -2 -2 +2 +5 -2 +2

Each incipit consists of the first ten pitch changes (not the first ten
notes), so that their numerical representation consists of ten numerals.
If, then, each incipit is represented by a number sequence in an
ordered listing keyed to the alphabetic listing, it would be possible to
locate the beginning of any voice of any piece. This can be useful, for
instance, in discovering borrowed material, the identity of melodies

3 «L'Etablissement," p. 67.
4 "Die beste Methode, Volks- und volksmasslge Lieder nach ihrer melodischen

Beschaffenheit Iexikalisch zu ordnen," Sammelbiinde der ltlternationalen Musik.
gesellschaft, IV (Ig02-Igo3), p. 4.
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with different texts, and the sources of unidentified canius firmi. A
similar procedure, for instance, enabled me to identify the cantus
firmus of a Kyrie and Gloria in a manuscript at Annaberg' as the
Bergerette savoyenne superius, and thereby discover that they belong
toBrumel'sMass based upon it.
The melodic index will be arranged like the following example,

whichis a complete finding index for the four examples cited in Fig-
ures XVII-l-4-

+2 +2 -2 -2 -2 -2 +2 +2 +2 +2 ]85(2,3)
+2 +2 -2 -2 -2 -2 +2 +5 -2 +2 185(l)
+2 +2 -3 +3 +2 +2 -5 +5 -3 +3 620(3)
-2 +2 -3 -2 +4 -2 -2 -2 +2 -2 185(4)
-2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 +2 -2 -2 -2 621(2)
-2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 +2 +3 -2 -2 62l(3)
-2 -2 -2 +4 -2 +2 +2 +2 -2 -2 619(1),620(1)
+3 -2 -2 +3 +2 +2 +2 -2 -3 +2 619(2),620(2),621(1)
-5 +5 +2 +2 +2 +2 -2 -2 -2 -2 621(4)
+8 -4 +2 +3 -2 -3 -2 +2 +4 -5 619(3)

Note that the superius of the textless piece of Bologna Q18 is
correctlyidentified as the tenor of De taus biens plaine.'

It may be objected that this system ignores a very important ele-
ment: rhythm. This is true. And when it is not taken into account,
there will be times when the same number sequence can represent
two very different melodies, which will then be made to look like an
identity. Nevertheless, a system which took rhythm into account
would be cumbersome to use, and the number of misleading instances
willbe small. Moreover, the accompanying voices provide a check.
Certain problems arise which require special programming provi·

sions to assure a match between incipits of two sources of a piece
which contain minor variants. It is not our purpose to describe in
detail the program to be used, but it may be of some value to call
attention to some of the procedures which must be incorporated into
it.
To begin with, the musical incipits are encoded in linear represents-

5 Annaberg (Erzgeb.), Kirchenbibliothek, Ms. 1284 (oUm Mus. Ms. 2), pp. 60-
71.
6 It must be admitted that the piece actually occurs with the words De taus

bien plen. This harmless falsification was perpetrated here only to point up the
possibilities for finding other instances of borrowing which are less easily dls-
covered.
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tion using the Digital Alternate Representation of Music Symbols
(DARMS-also known as the Ford-Columbia Representation), devel-
oped by President Stefan Bauer-Mengelberg of the Mannes Schoolof
Music. Since a detailed description of this system presumably will
soon be available, there is no need to go into it here. Let us merely
remark that it is sufficiently powerful to describe the musical notation
as it appears so that the score could be reproduced from it if desired.'
Once the incipits are introduced and certain abbreviations are

expanded to complete form, the computer derives from them se-
quences of numbers representing melodic motion, which we shall call
pitch positions. These are not the same as intervals, as shown in
Example XVII-7.

Example XV [/-7.
Pierre de la Rue, Pour ung jamais, bassus.

':1:2 • • R r • Et "t "
Intervals: +2 -3 +2 -2 -2 +5 +2 -2 -2 +2Pitch positions: +1 -2 +1 -1 -1 +4 +l -1 -1 +1

Each of the pitch positions represents the interval from the begin-
ning pitch, 2 for a second, 3 for a third, and so on. The plus sign
indicates that the pitch is higher than the beginning pitch; minus, a
lower pitch.

This has important practical applications in discovering matches
when there are minor melodic variants. Suppose, for instance, that one
SOurce has a leap while another has the interval Riled in with scale-
wise motion, as in Example XVII-8.

Example XVll-B.
A. B.

+3 +l +l +1 (= +3)

When the computer compares the interval at A with the first at B it
will not find a match. It can then be instructed to compare it with the

7 Editor's note: The Bauer-Mengelberg system is described briefly in ChapterXIV.
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next note; again no match is found. But when the next note at B is
considered, it will be recognized that it forms the same interval with
the starting pitch as at A. If the two melodic inciplts agree in other
respects, the computer may tentatively assume that the two are the
samemelody with only a minor variant.

This procedure will be particularly useful in cases like that shown
in Example XVII-g, which occur frequently in music of the period
around 1500.

Example XVII-B.
A.

=
1 1. 1~! y

-1 -1 -1 +2 (= -1)
D.

1 y I §

-1 -1 +1 (- -I)

The computer will easily recognize that tl,e first three notes and the
last of each melodic fragment are identical, while in A one additional
pitch has been inserted.
This method would circumvent another type of variant which oc-

Cursoccasionally, shown in Example XVII-lO.

Example XVIl-lO.

gyrI"r"
-2 -6 -3 -4 -3

E T r T §

T
I>

-2 -3 -4 -3

This procedure will also make matches despite scribal errors in the
SOurcesand the inevitable encoding mistakes, provided, of course, that
they are not too serious. On the other hand, it is quite probable that
fortuitous matches will be found where none actually exist. This
should not be serious, however, as there are always the other voices to
use as checks. If the upper voices of two pieces are made to match
only through this kind of manipulation, it may be assumed that the
two are the same, with only minor variants, only if the lower voices of
each match.
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A second problem concerns the choice of pieces to be encoded.
Obviously those with French texts. But if part of the problem is to
identify as many pieces with texts other than an original French one,
other incipits must be included as well. For instance, Caron's Tanto
l'afano is actually the same as Le desporoue iniortune. The Cent mille
escus ascribed to both Busnois and Caron also appears as Cento mille
escute. Most of the motets of Walter Frye turn out to be contrafacta of
his own chansons. !l1yn hertis lust also Occurs as Grant temps and
Beata es; So ys emprentid as Pour uno suis desconjortee, Soyez
aprantiz, and Sancia Maria succurre.8 Clearly much material must be
taken into account which is only suspected to be related to the
chanson repertory. However, if pieces are included which are not
shown to be disguised chansons, false impressions will be created, and
iuelevant and incomplete information will creep in. The solution is to
tag the data for each piece with a text in a language other than
French. If no match with a French piece occurs, a tagged piece can
then be deleted. This still leaves textless pieces. The procedure will be
to include them without the tag unless they are obviously of another
repertory.

At one point it was seriously considered whether ligatures should be
encoded as such, or whether representation as single notes would be
sufficient. The latter course has been followed. While ligatures may
indeed be of interest to the scholar, their appearance in the sources is
far from consistent, and their inclusion would lead to an unacceptably
cumbersome catalog in most cases. On the other hand, chansons of the
thirteenth century, for example those of Adam de la Halle, are written
in pre-Franconian notation. Here the ligatures are so important that
they cannot be omitted.

The best method of dissemination of information contained in a
catalog such as that described here is still an open question. I have
assumed that it should be published in traditional book form, so that it
can be perused at leisure. The cost of publication need not be prohibi-
tive. If a high quality computerized music printer is achieved, and
practical devices of this nature are currently under development, then
the computer output should be ready for offset printing, requiring
only minor touch-up. The expense of typesetting would be eliminated.
There is another possibility, however, which should not be over-

looked, at least in the future. This is the storage of the completed

8 Sylvia W. Kenney, Walter Frye and the Contenance Angloise, New Haven
and London, Yale University Press, 1964, p. 64.
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catalogon tape at a central location so that anyone needing informa-
tion could have access to it. Presumably university computer centers
willbe interconnected by telephone lines within a few years, enabling
a scholar to request information of computer A at his local installation.
ComputerA will then contact computer B at the information center,
perhaps hundreds of miles away. The requested material is quickly
foundand relayed to computer A, which immediately prints it out for
the scholar's use. Whether browsing by telephone, via computer, will
replace browsing in a book in an office or library remains to be seen.
Verymuch more elaborate information retrieval systems are seriously
anticipated within a few decades, systems which would render librar-
ies as we know them obsolete."
The comprehensive index and concordance described here is a vast

project which will require considerable time for completion. It is,
however,quite unlikely that it will be more time-consuming than an
exhaustive inventory of two or three large manuscripts. And if done
successfully, only occasional corrections or refinements should be
required in the future. Moreover, the experience derived from it and
other similar ones currently in progress should serve as models and
springboards for similar, or even more extensive, treatment of other
repertories. Complete bibliographical control of source materials is
nowa possibility. The scholar can be relieved of much of the tedious
workthat is merely preparatory to his main problem.

9J. C. R. Licklider, Libraries of the Future, Cambridge, Mass., M.I.T. Press,
1965·
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Transcription of Tablature

to Standard Notation
by W. EARLE HULTBERG

Research conducted over a span of several years indicates that as
yet only a relatively small portion of Spanish Henaissance musical
literature has been brought to light. Despite the many contributions of
highly qualified scholars, significant gaps still exist in the kaowledge
of this repertoire. In its original form, much of the material is written
in sixteenth century notation; a considerable amount, particularly that
for keyboard, lute, Or vihueb, appears in various kinds of tablatures.
Among Spanish Composers of this period, Antonio de Cabezon is

one of the most prominent. The collected works, published in '578,
were set in tablature by his son, Hernando de Cabezdn, and many of
Cabez6n's compositions are available today in editions suitable for
performance Or study. The long-range goal of the present project is to
make available for these purposes much more of the repertoire of the
Spanish Renaissance.

A microfilm of Cabez6n's collected works as published by his son
was obtained at the Escorinl Library near Madrid, Spain. Most of the
works are orrgtnal compositions of Antonio de Cabez6n; several, how.
ever, are glossed settings by Cabezon of works by other writers such
as Hernando de Cabez6n, Josquin, and VerdeJot.'
Ca bezon works were selected for the project because they offer

ample opportunity to solve various problems of transcript.ion typical of
tablature from this period. Two to six voices are used; hexachord
orientations are indicated at the beginning of most pieces. Time

1Obras de Musica para Tecla, Arpa y Vihuela, de Antonio de Cebecon, Musico
de la Camara y Capilla del Hey Don Philippe nuestro Serior. Iiecopiladas
Y puestas en Cifra por Hernando de Cabccon, Sll hijo.
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signaturesare usually either ~ or ~ ; note values range from whole to
sixteenths, Whenever the composer deems them necessary, rhythmic
valueswhich apply ordinarily to the most active voice are assigned
abovethe appropriate pitch designations.
The research project' has attempted to develop processes designed

to transcribe to standard notation, through utilization of the capahili-
ties of computer programming, tablatnres of the type used by Ca-
bezcn and other writers contemporaneous with him, It is hoped that
similarprocesses will be developed which will aid in the transcription
ofother tablatures.
The focus, intent, and purposes of the project are first, to develop

appropriateprograms designed to transfer tablatnre to the Ford-Col-
umbiamusic representation, and second to encode in Ford-Columbia
representationby this process a large, representative body of material.
The availability of this data offers several further possibilities, as
noted.
(a) A printout eventually can be made of the music in transcription

to standard notation llsing the PHOTON process developed by the
Ford'Columbiaproject.
(b) Because the Ford-Columbia ~epresentation is in essence the

complete musical score, analysis of the music from any of several
standpointsbecomes possible through the use of additional programs.
For such purposes languages such as FORTRAN IVaI' SNOBOL IV
have been found extremely helpful. Important comparisons can be
madeon a large scale between the theory and practices of any given
periodor styles.
(c) Accurate, detailed indexing and comparisons of large numbers

of incipits, glosses and other embellishments, and cadence formulae
comewithin the realm of possibility. As part of the present project, a
complete thematic index in Ford-Columbia representation of Ca-
bezon'sworks has been included.
A third purpose of the project is to establish bases for the develop-

ment of additional computer programs which will in turn provide
meansto transcribe other types of keyboard, lute, and vihuela tabla-
tureto standard notation via intermediate languages.

2 Supported by a Grant-in-Aid from the Research Foundation of th~ St~te
Universityof New York, the project has been developed at the ,State University
COllegeat Potsdam, New York, with the assistance and cooperation of the Com-
puterScience Department, Alan Stillman, Director, and John Short, Programmer.
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Thematic Index

A complete thematic index of Cabezon's works has been prepared in
Ford-Columbia music representation. Pitch and duration codes have
been given for the first ten to twelve notes of each composition; in
each case the voice which seemed most appropriate has been selected
for encoding. Sharps, flats, and natural signs have been included
wherever they appear in the original.

The index, an important reference SOurce for the repertoire of the
Spanish sixteenth century, is part of the collection of computer-reada-
ble thematic indices currently being established.

Computer Programs

The computer programs developed as the principal part of this
project have as their primary objective the transference of a key-
punched form of Cabezon's tablature to standard notation. Necessary
and pertinent procedures include the following.

(l) A linear, key-punched representation of the tablature in a
simple, intermediate input code is required. Basic data (title, clefs,
signatures, number of voices) are stated at the beginning of each
composition. Rhythmic indications (W, H, Q, E, S) and signs for
sharp (#), Bat ( -), and natural (.) are initially encoded as they appear
in Ford-Columbia representation. Pitch designations, ties, and meas-
ure bars are indicated in a manner similar to that in which they
appear in the tablature. In order to provide the necessary information
for each note, four spaces are reserved on the encoding form to show:
Number, Range, Accidental, and Value. Thus, for example, F with the
value of a quarter note appeal's as: 1 Q; a tied quarter note appears
as:, Q. Figure XVIII-l shows bass and treble clef pitches as they are
designated by Cabezon, the intermediate input code, and Ford-Col-
umbia representation. Additional clefs are used when necessary.
(2) Computer programs to transfer the intermediate input code

described above to Ford-Columbia representation are necessary. The
programs (a) transfer each note and rest to the appropriate form in
Ford-Columbia representation (pitch and duration codes are in-
cluded); (b) align all vertical simultaneities; (c) coalesce measure
bars; (d) indicate ties; (e) acId all necessary stems, showing direction
designated for various voices and staff pOSition.

Figures XVIII-2, XVIII-3, XVIII-4, and XVIII-S, based on a short
homophonic piece selected from Cabez6n's works, demonstrate the
process outlined above.



CABflON,FABOROON SEGUNDO TONO LLANO 14 CAB
23IG.71IF IKI- "'2:2 RH.Rti.Rti.RH 22HUol9tiO.79tiU.77tiO I 22HU.20HO.79HU.1SCAB
HD 22HU.2DHO.79HU.75HO I 2210,2010.1910,7510 I 22I1U.20110,79I1U.15+10 22HU,20HOCAB
.79HU.15HO I 23HUJ,20w.80HUJ,78h 230U,aOCu 22,OU.790U I 23HU.20HO,80HU,7CAB
BHD 2I;HUJ.22HOJ.8IHUJ.71HDJ I 2oftHU.2200.8IHU.77HD 2100 230U,20HO.80HU,78CA8
hD 22CU I 2111U.19MO.7S0U.14HO 2211U.190U 2JHUJ.20HOJ.BOHUJ,73HOJ I 230U.2CAB
OQO,SOOU.7300.230U.19C:O.790U.140C 22HUJ.L100.71HU.15HD tSOO I 22HU,191O.1CA8
8W.71;W 21MU I 22W,11W,171O.70h I RH.RH,RH.RH 22HU,20HD.79HU.7SHD I 22HU.2CAB
OHD.19MU.75HO 22HUtl9HO.79HU.77HO I 2IWol9W.78W.74W I 20HUJ,l1w,77HUJ.75CA8
W 200U.710U 19QU.160U I 20+1U,11HO,11+1U.15HO 2IHUJ,19HDJ.78I1U.14HD I 21QUCAB
,t9QD.79HU,72HO 20CU.1800 20HUJ,16to1C.751-1U.7JHO I 20HU,17W.16W,72101 19'HU CAB
I 201l.15nl.75 .....6SIo /I CAB

001
00'
003
00'
00'
OOb
007
00'
00'
010
011
012

Figure XVIII-I. Bass and treble clef pitches as designated by Cabez6n,
by intennediate input code, and by Ford-Columbia representation.

CABElON.FASORDON SECUNDO TONO LLANO II CA' 001
101, !I02./103 ./10oft ,I CA. 00'
23IG,711F IKl- JIl2:2 CA' 003
101 II. HI. HI I. HI. "' I. " I. HI. HI ,. H, OI.'QI ,. H3. HCA8 010
I • H2. cr , 01 7 <l. 0'. HI <l. 01. HI H7 HI I. " CAO 011
it HI. HI I. HI. HI 7 " • H. 0' 01 • H7 HI O. O. HCAB 012
I • H5 'HI 6 W/I CAO 013
102 II. H5 HI 6 H6 HI • " • H' HI • " • HI• HI . OCAB 0"
1 06 HI 5 +16 111 0' 03 ,. " , " 3 " • H' HI CAO 015
6 ti5 HI 5 WI 3 " 3 H' HI " 02 HI 3 " I 111011 CAB 016
103 it HJ HI 3 H] HI 3 " 3 H3 HI • H, Q3 " • H' HCAB 017
I HI; HI 2 OJ " HI . 03 01 HI a " I " • H3 HeAB 010
I 3 H] HI 2 WI I H. "." I H' HI 3 HOi HI " WI CAB 01'
6. 10" CAB 020
101; II. HI HI .. Hbi HI " " " HOi HI a WI a HI HI . HCAB 021a HI " H" HI ".". HI " WI I' WI • HOi HI ea HI HCAII 022
I "

, .. WII CAB 023" "" " H" HI " H" HI aa "
Figu7e JCVIII-3· Intermediate input code

Figure XVIlI-4. Ford-Columbia representation
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~ .. .. fj - i ... r, - rr; .. .~#"
~

i I

"Figure XVIII-So Score in standard notation

The process offers several advantages. First, because of its simplic-
ity. the intermediate input code provides a way for a person of limited
musical training to encode the tablature quickly and accurately; and
second, the initial encoder makes only basic decisions; most other
decisions are made by the program. Ad hoc decisions are made by the
researcher. Third, because of the several steps involved, the process
provides an automatic double-check of data validity; and fourth, with
modification, similar procedures can be applied to transcription prob-
lems involving other tablatures.

This project and the proposed development of future programs
demonstrate the valuable contributions the computer can make to the
needs and demands of contemporary musicological research.



ImlllUIilCHAPTER XIX

ATest for Melodic Borrowings

among Notre Dame Organa Dupla

by THEODORE KARP

The fact that numerous melodic interrelationships, both large and
small,exist among Notre Dame organa dupla has been noted by many
scholars. The large correspondences are undoubtedly deliberate bor-
rowings.The small ones are probably no more than melodic formulae,
building blocks that together furnish an index of melodic style. An
tntimate knowledge of both sorts of borrowings would help us achieve
a more precise understanding of Notre Dame melodic style. It would
alsoenable us to distinguish points of similarity and disparity between
this and other styles of the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries.
Lastly, such knowledge might shed considerable light on both har-
monic and rhythmic problems. A complete command of this material
can be achieved through the use of the computer. Indeed, this author
hasprocessed the entire repertoire toward this end.
In order to compile information on unsuspected borrowings as well

as on those partly identified by human means, a mechanical set of
tests was employed. In this set, the digits 2, 3, 4 represent ascending
tntervals of a secoud, third, and fourth, while the digit 5 represents all
ascendiug intervals of a fifth or more. The digits 6--9 indicate the
des~ending counterparts of the aforementioned, while the digit 1

mdlCates a tonal repetition. The digit 0 signifies the end of a note
graph,whether ligature, can junctura, or nota simplex. From the num-
bers '-999 I first deleted all those that, when translated into musical
equivalents, represented musical impossibilities. Then the decades
representing musical rarities were each consolidated into two-place
numbers, while those representing extremely common patterns were
expanded into either four or five places. In the end, the full series,
representing all possible combinations of musical motion, comprised
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371 numbers. For the purposes contemplated, a more precise interval
code and test series actually would have presented serious musical
disadvantages. Io addition, great increases in both programming com-
plexity and running costs would have resulted.
The dupla were encoded according to the principles just outlined,

the Rrst card of each series indicating source, title, and approximate
length. Proceeding interval by interval, the machine searched the first
piece for the presence of the first test configuration, and then, by
means of a do-loop, moved through the succeeding tests of the series.
The entire repertoire was processed in this fashion, one work at a
time. In all, more than 100,000 citations were located for the 371
conRgurations.

When a test pattern was unearthed, the computer was directed to
perform several operations. The title of the piece. source. and exact lo-
cation of the configuration were noted, together with the 10 preceding
and the 10 follOWing digits. Merely as a by-product, this information
was made available through a printout which furnishes a summary
of the melodic content of each piece. Since a search for a cadential
pattern involves a note-by-note comparison proceeding backwards
from the final tone. the 10 digits preceding the configuration were re-
versed in order. For reasons of handHng speed, the reversed series
as well as the normal series following the conRguration were then
each consolidated into one la-place number-the maximum number
of places pOssible-and all pertinent information was put onto a
pair of tape records that varied only slightly in order and content.
At the end of the testing procedure the tape was put through a
three-way sorting process. First the duplicate pairs were separated
so that one might concentrate either on the melodic context preceding
the configuration or on that following. Then each resultant series was
sorted according to the configuration being tested. Lastly, within each
configuration. the citations were arranged in numerical order, By
means of still a third program, the sorted material was made available
in a format spaced to faCilitate rapid scansion.
Because the test configurations employed are themselves too small to

possess intrinsic musical value. the process described yields chaff as
well as wheat. Fortunately, the two can be separated with little
expenditure of time. Immediately above and below each citation there
appear, in spaced alignment, those passages that resemble it most
c1?sely, either in terms of the context that precedes the test configura-
tion Orin terms of the context that follows. If, in scanning consecutive
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entries,one finds differences in the first two columns of sorted figures,
the likelihood of signiEcant musical resemblance is almost nil. The
dangerof overlooking even this slight possibility is further reduced in
that all signiEcant resemblances are cited more than once. The pres-
enceof weak resemblances may be revealed only in the strongest of
theircitations. As the columns of identical figures increase so does the
likelihoodof signiEcant musical resemblance. Indeed, the fashion in
which certain formulae are capable of varied extension is illustrated
witha high degree of graphic clarity. If one finds complete agreement
notonly between the 10 columns of sorted digits and the 2-5 columns
of the test configuration, but also between successive digits of the
unsorted columns, then one may conclude the likelihood of extensive,
deLber.te borrowing. This may be verified quickly by checking the
piecesinvolved with the aid of the precise citations that accompany.

If one is studying a given piece, it is possible to ascertain quickly
whether or not there exist passages of content similar to any specific
passagethat may be of interest. All patterns are arranged in numerical
order, and one can proceed directly to the citations for the relevant
motionpattern. On the other hand, it is also possible to work in the
opposite sense, by scanning the figures to find out where significant
resemblances OCcur and then returning to the music to observe the
way in which these borrowings are treated. In either case certain
cautions must be observed. It is possible for a pattern to occur in
varied interval forms. The presence of such variations will not be
indicatedby the program. Foreknowledge of the possibility is required,
and a search among different related patterns must be instituted.
Similarly, a significant resemblance may occur in slightly different
notational patterns. Again this will be revealed only by consulting
appropriate notational variants. Modifications of the program-delet-
ing, for example, the notational 0 and adding rhythmic data-may be
appropriate to the investigation of melodic borrowing in many other
repertoires.
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MIR-A Simple

Programming Language for

Musical Information Retrieval *
by MICHAEL KASSLER

There follows a description, in the form of a programmers' manual,
of a special-purpose programming language called MIR-the acro-
nymof the phrase «musical information retrieval." 1

The MIR language was developed in early 1964 as part of a pilot
project concerned with experiencing how digital computers could
assist musicologists in answering internal-evidential questions about a
certain corpus of music-in this project, the Masses of Josquin des
Prez. To this end, the full score of each Mass (and of a few related
pieces) was entered into computer-acceptable form by manual key-
punching according to a system of conventions that preserves all
internal-evidential information; and an IBM-7og4 computer program

e This article describes work done at the Department of Music, Princeton
University, on a project advised by Professors Arthur Mendel and Lewis Lock-
wood and supported in part by the National Science Foundation through an
institutional grant to Princeton University. The article forms part of the author's
Ph.D. dissertation (Princeton University, 1967).

1An unspecialized description of MIR is given with some general remarks on
musical information retrieval in my article, "Toward Musical Information Re-
trieval," in Perspectives of New Music, Vol. 4, no. 2 {Spring-Summer, 1966),
59-67.

2 An incomplete list of these conventions is given in Alexander M. Jones and
Hubert S. Howe, Jr., I.M.L.: An Intermediary Musical Language, (mimeo-
graphed), Princeton, Princeton University Department of Music, 1964. In prin-
ciple, all of these conventions could be followed by automatic machinery-most
likely, by an optical character-recognition machine that recognizes and discrimi-
nates amongst the "primitive symbols" of current common musical notation (some
aspects of such a machine are sketched in my article, "An Essay toward Specifi-
cation of a Music-reading Machine [in preparatroul.) and by a suitably pro-
grammed digital computer. (The Josquin Masses were keypunched from the
critical Vere11iging voor Nederlandse Muziekgeschiedenis edition in which the
music is noted in the current common musical notation.)
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was written to convert the punched-card data, ODe movement at
time, to magnetic-tape data representative not only of the origin:
written music but of some sounded-musical properties cornputabI
therefrom such as pitch and attack-time.' The MIR language wa
fashioned so that any effectively computable music-theorencal propo
sitionaI function-i.e., any predicate whose truth-value is computabf
from the notes, rests, clefs, and other «primitive symbols" of musica
notation that in some order constitute one or another particular com-
position-could be represented as a MIR program. And the "software"
system to carry out automaticaJly any MIR program-i.e., finite or-
dered set of MIR instructions_was designed for the IBM-7094 com-
puter so that any magnetic tape produced by the aforementioned
conversion program could serve as input data to any MIR prograrn,4
That the pilot project might achieve its principal purpose as soon as

possible, certain limitations of the "dialect" of the current corrunon
musical notation in which the critical edition of the Josquin Masses is
noted were accepted as limitations of the entire project and therefore
became limitations of MIR. These limitations include not only trivial
thresholds_e.g., the allowance of triply dotted but not quadruply
dotted notes,' and the aIlowance of groupettes (e.g., duplets, triplets)
but not nested groupettes-but also the salient restriction that all
SCores treated in the project exist in a lynear partition, i.e., in a
partition in which each part is a Iyne."

For the same reason, .MIR was restrained from being as flexible as it
might have been. The writing of MIR as a "macro-language" of YAP,

S Indeed, a linkage from the Conversion program to a version of the MUSIC IV

pr09"ram (described in M. V. Mathews and Joan E. Miller, Music IV ProgT~m-
mer s Manual [mimeographed], Murray Hill, N.J., Bell Telephone Laboratories:
and in Godfrey Winham, The Refere11ce Manual of Music 48 [rmmecgraphed],
Princeton, Princeton University Department of Music (n.d.), in detail and in
M. V. Mathews, "The Digital Computer as a Musical Instrument," Science, Vol.
142 [19

6
3J, 553-557, without detail) has been programmed by Tobias Robison.

This linkage allows automatic generation of a sounded-musical realization of
a composition from the punched cards which represent only its written-musical
properties. Although this realization is neutral with respect to timbre, loudness,
and absolute tempo, and does not reproduce text, it has proved useful in "proof-
hearing" the contents of the punched cards.

4 This "software" system has been written in BE FAP, the Bell Telephone Labo-
ratories' version of FAP, by Tobias Robison with some help from HubertS. Howe, Jr., and me.

5 Throughout this article, the word "note" is used as a generic name for whole-
notes, half-notes, quarter-notes, etc., and also for whole-rests, half-rests, quarter-rests, etc.

6 Roughly speaking, a part is a lyne if it is perfomwble on an instrument that,
at anyone time, can produce at most one pitch.
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the FORra"N Assembly Program, although providing the power to
intercalate FAP instructions at any place in a MIR program, rules out
some machine-independence; the setting of MIR's music-theoretical
primitives at a level far more primitive than is realized customarily in
music-theoretinnl investigations requires the user who would manipu-
late (for example) Neapolitan sixths to construct such a concept from
the MIR primitives; 7 the readily conceivable extensions to permit as
part of a MIR program modification of the input data tape or "compo-
sition" of an output data tape have beyer been implemented."
MIR is, to the best of our knowledge, the only actualized special-

purpose programming language for the expression and evaluation of
music-theoretical propositional functions. But to intimate that it soon
may be wiser to supersede MIR by a system in which considerably
more advantage is taken of those aspects of musical data processing
that can be delegated to machinery than to improve MIR fragmentar-
ily is merely to reflect recent advances in computer technology."
MIR supplements FAP essentially in two ways. MIR reserves a

virtual area of core storage: this consists of 36-bit computer words
named by symbolic addresses suggestive of the types of musical data
the computer words will store. And MIR includes instructions which
provide for the interrogation and alteration of data stored in computer
words,
It is convenient though heterodox to view MIR instructions as direct

commands to a special machine that performs specific operations on
musical data." The most striking aspect of this hypothesized machine
is that its central memory can hold, at anyone instant, data represen-

7 Of course, once such a concept is constructed in the form of a MIR sub-
routine, it may be recalled for use by its name alone, i.e., without reconstruction.

/I The capability to "compose" an output data tape in the same format as the
input data tape is essential to the implementation of a "derivational" musical
analysis: for each stage in a derivational analysis consists of production of a musi-
cal composition whose notes are computed from previously produced cornposi-
tionsby application of specific rules of analysis. Since several important traditional
systemsof musical analysis can be reviewed as systems of derivational musical
analysis,this capability would be significant.

II The notion of delegation is taken from R. A. Fairthome, Towards Informa-
tion Retrieval, London, Butterworths, 1961. For a view of the possible effects of
this new technology-particularly the development of time-shared systems and
~ew graphical input-output devices--on libraries, see J. c. R. Licklider, Libras-
ies of the Future, Cambridge, Mass., The M.I.T. Press, 1965·

10The proper view is that MIR instructions are data that the FORTRAN Assembly
Program assembles into the machine language of some IBM -oo-senes computer
in accordance with the "macro-definitions" that belong to the "software" system
mentioned above.
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tative of at most one note. This note (or rest) is called the currem
note for that instant. Whenever a note of the composition being
processed is made the current note (by MIR instructions described
later), a whole set of data pertinent to that note and to the musical
interval between that note and the immediately previous current note
is stored automatically in the computer words reserved by MIR. The
contents of these computer words immediately after a Dote has been
made current are described next in tabular form: the left-hand column
gives the symbolic address of each computer word; the right-band
column has a description of its contenrs."

Name of computer word Contents

LYNEN0

MEASN0

NiJ'TEN0

The number of the Iyne on which the current note is
located. (By convention, the topmost lyne in each system
of staves in a Iyneer partition is numbered one, the next
lower lyne is numbered two, and so 011.)

The number of the measure in which the ern-rentnote
is located. (By convention, the Ieftmosr measure in each
movement is numbered one." The "dialect" of the
Current common musical notation employed requires
that the ith measure in each part of a Jynear partition
coincide with the ith measure of each other part of that
partition, for each positive integer i not greater than the
number of measures in the movement.)

The number of the Current note on its lyne within its
measure. (Counting is from left to right, starts with one
at the beginning of each new measure, and includes rests
as notes.)

11 The following conventions are used. "0" designates the letter; "0" designates
the Arabic numeral; sequences of (just) Arabic numerals denote according to the
decimal system and are stored in computer words in the usual binary representa-
tion, right-justified with leading zeroes; sequences of six characters which are
capital Roman letters, the character "b" (representing a space), or a few other
signs (including Arabic numerals-but at least one of the six characters must not
be an Arabic numeral), represent data stored in computer words according to the
standard binary-coded data representation which allows six bits for each charac-ter.

12 It is possible to llave the measure counter reset to one other than at the
beginning of a new movement if the keypunched musical data is marked by the
proper keypunched comment at the appropriate place.
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This word contains the note index of the current note-
a unique identifier of the place of the current note in the
composition being processed. CURN is provided for use
with the T0CURN instruction described below; the
exact bit structure need not be known for that applica-
tion and is not detailed here.

CURN

14 if the current note is a rest. Otherwise, the register-
class of the pitch represented by the current note, taking
instrument transposition into account. Following Young,"
Middle C through the next higher B (which may be
noted as Cb ) are assigned to register-class 4; notes in
the next higher octave are assigned to register-class 5;
etc.

14 if the current note is a rest. Otherwise, the note-class
of the current note (Le., the pitch-class of the pitch
represented by the current note), taking instrument
transposition into account. All C's, Bs's, and Dbb's are
assigned to note class 0; all C:l;:'sare assigned to note-
class 1;. .; all B's are assigned to note-class 11.

o if the current note is a rest. Otherwise, taking instru-
ment transposition into account, the number of semi-
tones that the current note is "above" any note whose
register-class and note-class both are 0 (e.g., SEMIT0
would contain 78 if the note just made current is in
register-class 6 and note-class 6).

bbbbbb if the current note is a rest. Otherwise, taking
instrument transposition into account, the diatonic note-
class of the current note, i.e., Abbbbb, Bbbbbb, Cbbbbb,
Dbbbbb, Ebbbbb, Fbbbbb, or Gbbbbb, according as the
current note is an A or an AJ or an A0 or an Ab or an
Abb or an A~, a B or a B:II: or ... , etc.

1 if the current note is tied to the immediately preceding
note on the same Iyne, otherwise o.

o if the current note is not followed directly {i.e., without
any intermediate note or rest) by a barline; 1 if the cur-

REGCL

N0TECL

SEMIT0

DNC

TIEIND

BARLIN

13 Robert W. Young, "Terminology for Logarithmic Frequency Units," Journal
of the Acoustical Society of America, Vol. 11, no. 1, 1939, 134 ff.
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PRECAC

rent note is followed directly by a single barline that does
not end a staff; 2 if the current note is followed directly
by a single bar line that does end a staff; 3 if the current
note is followed directly by a double barline.

o if the current note is not preceded immediately by an
accidental; otherwise, according to the following table;

Contents of
PRECAC Immediately preceding

accidental

1

2
Sharp
Flat
Double-sharp
Natural

"Naturalized" sharp H

"Naturalized" Bat
Double-flat

3
4
5
6
7

STAFP0
55 if the Current note is a rest. Otherwise, the number
of the staff-position of the current note, as depicted in
the following diagram;

5:3 54
51 52
49 50
47 48
45 46
43 44
41 42
39 40
37 38

S5 36
33 34
31 32
29 30
27 28

25 26
23 24
21 22
19 20
17 18
15 16
IS 14
11 12
9 10

8

Upper ledger lines

Lower ledger lines

].I I.e., a sharp preceded immediately by a natural.
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DURAT

DURlNT
DURNUM
DURDEN

D0TIND

GRPN0

DYNMRK

According to the following table:

Contents of
DURAT Current note

1

2
Long
Breve
Semibreve, whole
Minim, half
Crotchet, quarter
Quaver, eighth
Semiquaver, sixteenth
Demiserniquaver, 3znd
Hemidemisemiquaver, 64th
128th
Grace-note

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

'5
By the note-durational value of a note is meant the
rational number of whole-note units that is the ideal dur-
ation of the note. except that, by convention, the note-
dura tiona I value of a grace-note is o. If a note is dotted
or an element of a groupette, this is taken into account
in computing the note's note-durational value; however,
affection by a fermata is not taken into account. The note.
durationaI value of a note may be represented uniquely
as a "mixed number" consisting of an integer plus a
proper fraction in lowest terms so conventionalized that,
if its numerator is 0 then its denominator is 1. The note-
durutional value of the current note is so represented and
stored: integer, numerator, and denominator, in DU-
RINT, DURNUM, and DURDEN, respectively.

0, I, 2, or 3, according as the current note is un dotted,
single-dotted, double-dotted, or triple-dotted. (Reference
here is made to note-durational dots, not staccato dots.)

o if the Current note is not an element of a groupette.
Otherwise, the groupette-number of the groupette con-
taining the current note. (For example, 3 if the current
note is in a triplet.)

o if the current note is affected directly by no dynamic
mark; otherwise, according to the following table:
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Contents

DYNVAL

SPECSN
SPECSN+1

SUGGAC

BRACK

Contents of
DYNMRK

Dynamic mark directly
affecting Current note

1

2
pppp
ppp
pp
p
mp
mf
f
ff
fff
tttt

Beginning of crescendo
End of crescendo
Beginning of decrescendo
End of decrescendo

3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10

11

12

13
14

The contents of DYNV AL will represent the "dynamic-
mark value" pertaining to the current note, even if t~e
current note is not affected directly by any dynamic
mark. Until it is necessary to employ the concept of
dynamic-mark value, the contents of DYNVAL will auto-
matically be set to 0, as the programming necessary to
produce other contents of DYNVAL has not yet been
accomplished.
These two computer words, adjacent in computer mem-
ory, both contain 0 if no special signs affect the CUlTent
note. If the current note is affected by a fermata,
SPECSN contains 12 and SPECSN+1 contains o. Other
special signs will be accommodated as they are needed
for research.

o if the current note is not affected by an editorial or
parenthetic "suggested" accidental. Otherwise, 1, 2, or 3,
according as the suggested accidental affecting the cur-
rent note is a sharp, a flat, or a natural.

o if the Current note is not affected by any ligature-
denoting brackets. Otherwise, 1, 2, or 3, according as
the current note is affected by the beginning, the
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PHRMRK

TEXT

MESINT
MESNUM
MESDEN

SYSINT
SYSNUM
SYSDEN

middle," or the end, of a bracket-i.e., as the current
note is at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end, of
a bracket.

o if the current note is not affected by any phrase-mark
(Le., tie Or slur). Otherwise, 1, 2, 3, Or 4, according as
the current note is affected by the beginning, the middle
(see note ]5). the end, or the "simultaneous" beginning
and end, of some phrase-mark (5) .

bbbbbb if no text accompanies the current note. Other-
wise, that text, six letters maximum, left-justified with
trailing spaces, stored in computer memory according to
the standard binary-coded data representation.

By the measure attack-time of a note is meant the rational
number of whole-note units that separate the beginning
of the measure containing that note from the time at
which the note ideally should be attacked. Similarly, by
the system attack-time of a note is meant the rational
number of whole-note units that separate the beginning
of the system of staves that contains the note from the
time at which the note ideally should be attacked. Both
the measure attack-time and the system attack-time of a
note may be represented uniquely as "mixed numbers,"
each consisting of an integer plus a proper fraction in
lowest terms so conventionalized that if its numerator is
o then its denominator is 1. The measure attack-time of
the current note is so represented and stored; integer,
numerator, and denominator, in MESINT, MESNUM,
and MESDEN, respectively. The system attack-time of
the Current note is so represented and stored: integer,
numerator, and denominator, in SYSINT, SYSNUM, and
SYSDEN, respectively."

15 By "middle," any noninitial and nonterrninal portion is meant.
16 For example, both the measure attack-time and the system attack-time of the

first four notes in the Violin 1 part of the first movement of Beethoven's Fifth
Symphony are, in order, a all, 0 1/8, a 1/4, and 0 3/8. The next note in that
part has measure attack-time a all and system attack-time a 112, presuming that
the first system of staves exends at least through the second measure. Observe
that, of two adjacent notes on the same Iyne in the same system (the notes may
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INSTRU
INSTRU+l

CLEF

KEYSIG
KEYSIG+l
KEYSIG+z
KEYSIG+3
KEYSIG+4
KEYSIG+5

The name of the musical instrument or voice scheduled
to perform the current note is stored in the adjacent
computer words INSTRU and INSTRU+l, left-justified
with trailing spaces. (U the name of the instrument or
voice is longer than 12 letters, only the first 12 letters of
the name are stored.)

According to the following table:

Contents of Clef affecting
CLEF current note

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

1

Z
Treble clef with "8" above
Treble clef with "8" below
Bass clef }

. F-c1efsBantone clef

Tenor clef }
Alto clef I I

C-c e sMezzo-soprano clef
Soprano clef
G-clef located on first staff line ("French
violin" clef)

Treble clef

The keypuncher of the music is given, in the LM.L. sys-
tem of conventions/' the option of represelltin~ a key-
signature either by naming the major key which the
key~signature is a key-signature of, or by listing each

. ereelement of the key-signature. If the former option w

taken, each of KEYSIG through KEYSIG+6 would con-

have a barline between them but there is no intermediate note), the difference
of the system attack-time of the left note from the system attack-time of ~e
right note is the note-durationaI value of the left note, except if the left note .JS
a whole-rest Or a breve-rest and is the only note on its Iyne in its measure .(In
which case its note-durational value is the value of the time-signature affecting
that measure). Observe too that, on any lyne, the sum of the note-duratio~al
values of each note in a measure equals the value of the time-signature affecting
this measure. For mere detail, see Chapter 5 of my article, "A System for ~e
Automatic Reduction of Musical Scores" in Papers Presented at the Seminar JO
Mathematical Linguistics, Vol. 6, 1960 (on deposit at Widener Library, Harvard
University, Cambridge, Mass.).
11 Jones and Howe, op. cit.
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tain 0 and KEYREP would contain a binary-coded data
representation of the key "of" the current note, e.g.,
FSHARP. If the latter option were taken, KEYREP
would contain bbbbbb and each computer word from
KEYSIG to KEYSIG+6 would correspond to one key-
signature sharp Or Hat (key-signature naturals are dis-
counted), as follows: for each natural number n less than
7, KEYSIG+n contains 0 if the (n+l)th (from left to
right) key-signature element (Le., sharp or flat) does not
exist, or otherwise KEYSIG+n contains an eight-bfr
"byte" right-justified with leading zeroes-the "byte"
consisting of a two-bit prefix, that is 1 or 2 according as
the (n+r)th key-signature element is a sharp or a flat,
catenated to a six-bit suffix that is the binary represen-
tation of the number of the staff-position on which the
(n+l) th key-signature element is. (The numbers of
staff-positions have been given above in describing the
contents of the computer word addressed by STAFP0.)

KEYSIG+6
KEYREP

TSNUM
TSDEN

The time-signature affecting the current note is stored in
TSNUM and TSDEN as follows. If the time-signature
comprises a numerator and a denominator (e.g., 1~ ),

then the numerator is stored in TSNUM and the de-
nominator is stored in TSDEN: storage of both is in the
binary-coded data representation, left-justified with trail-
ing spaces. (Hence, pursuing this example, TSDEN
would contain the number denoted by "010660606060"
in the octal system, because octal "01," octal "06," and
octal «60," are the binary-coded data representations for
the alphanumeric symbols "I," «6," and "b," respec-
tively.) If the time-signature comprises a sequence of
one Or more Arabic numerals (e.g., 3), then that se-
quence is stored in TSNUM in the binary-coded data
representation, left-justiRed with trailing spaces, and
TSDEN contains bbbbbb. If the time-signature is C, 0,
q;, or $, then TSDEN contains bbbbbb and TSNUM con-
tains Cbbbbb, 0bbbbb, Czbbbb, or 0/bbbb, respec-
tively. (Representation of other time-signatures or men-
suration signs could be handled similarly if needed.)
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TSVNUM
TSVDEN

INSTRN

INSDIR
INSREG
INSN0T

NUMLYN

The "value" of the time-signature affecting the current
note is considered to be a rational number of whole-note
units and is stored as a fraction in lowest terms: numer-
ator in TSVNUM and denominator in TSVDEN. (For
example, corresponding to the time-signature ~2,

TSVNUM would contain 3 and TSVDEN would cou-
tain 2.)

The musical transposition of the instrument or voice
scheduled to perform the Current note is stored in
INSTRN as a signed number 18 of semitones: the sign
is negative if the instrument or voice "sounds lower than
written"; otherwise, the sign is positive. Thus, if the
current note were scheduled to be performed by a B-flat
clarinet, INSTRN would contain -2.

The musical transposition of the instrument or voice
scheduled to perform the Current note is stored in
INSDIR, INSREG, and INSN0T, as follows, If the
instrument or voice "sounds lower than written" then
INSDIR contains 1; otherwise, INSDIR contains o. The
amount of the transposition, in terms of register~c1asses
and note classes, is stored "properly" in INSREG and
INSN0T, respectively: "properly" signifying that the
contents of INSN0T is not greater than eleven. Thus, if
the current note were scheduled to be performed by a
B-flat clarinet, INSDIR, INSREG, and INSN0T, would
contain 1, 0, and 2, respectively.

The total number of lynes in the system of staves con-
taining the current note.

18 An unsigned number and a positively signed number are stored in computer
words as identical sequences of binary digits if the magnitudes of the two num-
bers are the same. A negatively signed number is stored in a computer word in
the same way that the number's absolute value would be stored, except that the
left-most bit of the computer word containing a negatively signed number is set
to one. The MIR arithmetic instructions introduced below all are algebraic in the
sense that the usual rules for computing with signed numbers apply: the MIR
programmer using just these and no other arithmetic instructions can be indiffer-
ent to the way that negative numbers are stored.
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DATE

P0SER
P0SER+l
P0SER+2
Pf1lSER+3
P0SER+4

AUTH0R
through
AUTH0R+4

USHER
through
LISHER+3

EDIT0R
through
EDIT0R+4

RANGER
through
RANGER+4

PLACE
through
PLACE+3

TITLE
through
TITLE+S

I.M.L.l9 allows the keypuncher to include a certain
amount of external-evidential information about the
composition being processed, and this information is re-
tained for use in MIR programs. If the year of compo-
sition or the year of publication or some other date
associated with the composition being processed has been
entered suitably onto the punched cards, this number will
be stored in DATE; otherwise, DATE will contain o.

The first thirty letters of the name of the composer of the
current note are stored in these consecutive computer
words, six letters per word with trailing spaces. If the
keypuncher has not keypunched appropriately a com-
poser's name, then each of P0SER through P0SER+4
will contain bbbbbb.

Similarly, the name of the writer of the text that ac-
companies the current note is stored here.

Similarly, the name of the publisher of (the composition
containing) the current note is stored here.

Similarly, the name of the editor of (the composition
containing) the current note is stored here.

Similarly, the name of the arranger of (the composition
containing) the current note is stored here.

Similarly, the name of some place associated with (the
composition containing) the current note--e.g., the place
of publication, is stored here.

Similarly, the title of (the composition containing) the
current note is stored here. It is required that every
composition being processed have a title: hence, when
a note is made current, TITLE will not contain bbbbbb.

19 Jonesand Howe, op. cit.
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SUBTIT
through
SUBTIT+3

TEMP0
through
TEMP0+2

PUNXER
through
PUNXER+4

INTVL

INTDlR
INTREG
INTN0T

Similarly, the subtitle of (the section or movement COI1*

taining) the current note is stored here. When a note
is made current, SUBTIT may contain bbbbbb, as it is
not required that a subtitle affect every note of the com-
position being processed. However, the presence of dif-
ferent subtitles for different parts of the composition
allows effective use of the T0SECT instruction de-
scribed below.

Similarly, a tempo indication (e.g., ADAGI0) affecting
the Current note is stored here.

Similarly, the name of the person who keypunched the
portion o~ the musical composition containing the cur-
rent note is stored here.

The musical interval between the current note and the
immediately previous current note is stored in INTVL
as a signed number of semitones: the sign is negative if
the current note is "lower in pitch than" the immediately
previous current note: otherwise the sign is positive."
Exceptions to the above: if the current note is a rest, or
if the immediately previous current note is a rest, or if
there is no immediately previous current note (as at the
start of a MlR program), then INTVL contains bbbbbb.

The interval between the current note and, the immedi-
ately previous current note is stored in INTDIR,
INTREG, and INTN0T, as follows. If tbe current note
is «lower in pitch than" the immediately previous cur-
rent note, then INTDIR contains 1; otherwise, INTDlR
contains o. The amount of the interval, in terms of
register-classes and note-classes, is stored in INTREG
and INTN0T, respectively. For the computation of

20 More precisely-letting wand x denote the register-class and note-class,
respectively, of the current note, and letting y and z denote the register-classan~
note-class, respectively, of the immediately previous current note-the sign J5

negative if and only if (12W+x) is less than (12y+Z).
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INTDIR, INTREG, and INTN0T, only, the "pitch" of a
rest is considered to be: register-class 0, note-class o. E.g.,
if the immediately previous current note were Middle C
and the current note were an eighth-rest then INTDIR,
INTREG, and INTN0T, would contain 1, 4. and 0, re-
spectively. If there is no immediately previous current
note, then INTDIR contains 2, INTREC contains the
register-class of the current note, and INTN0T contains
the note-class of the current note.

D1NTVL
GENUS
DIQlCT

If the current note is a rest, or if the immediately previ-
ous current note is a rest, or if there is no immediately
previous current note, then DINTVL contains 0 and
GENUS contains 0 and DI0CT contains o. Otherwise,
the "diatonic interval" between the current note and the
immediately previous current note is represented in
DINTVL, GENUS, and DI0CT, as follow",

Contents of
DINTVL Interval

1 Unison, octave, double octave, etc.
2 Second, ninth, etc.

3 Third, tenth, etc.

4 Fourth, eleventh, etc.

5 Fifth, twelfth, etc.
6 Sixth, thirteenth, etc.
7 Seventh, etc.

Contents of
GENUS Interval

1 Doubly diminished
2 (Singly) diminished

3 Minor

4 Perfect

5 Major
6 (Singly) augmented
7 Douhly augmented
8 Some other interval
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Contents of
DI0CT Interval

DINDIR

o Smaller than an octave ~l

1 An octave or larger but smaller than
two octaves

11 n octaves or larger but smaller than
(n+l) octaves

Let z denote the current note and y the immediately
previous Current note. If z or y is a rest, or if there is no
immediately previous current note, then DINDIR con-
tains 2. Otherwise, roughly, DINDIR contains 1 if z is
"diatonically lower" than y and 0 otherwise. More pre-
cisely: if the diatonic interval between z and y is greater
than a fourth (of any genus) -this is meant "absolutely":
a tenth is greater than a fourth-then DINDIR contains
1 or 0 according as z is or is not "lower in pitch than" y.
Also, if the diatonic interval between z and y is a unison
(of any genus) then DINDIR contains 1 or a according
as z is or is not "lower in pitch" than y. In all other situ-
ations, DINDIR contains 1 or 0 according as the diatonic
note-class of z is or is not one of the three letters preced-
ing (any instance of) the diatonic note-class of y in the
following sequence of letters: aaABC D E F GAB G.

Twenty consecutive computer words are reserved for the
MIR programmer to use as "work areas." Each of WAl
through WAzo is set to 0 before the first instruction of
any MIR program is executed. Additional "work areas"
may be introduced in any MIR program by use of the
FAP BSS pseudo-operation.

WAI
WAz
WA3
WA4
WAS
WA6
WA7
WAS
WAg

21 The term "octave" here refers not to pitch but to notation. The diatonic in-
terval from Middle C to the B.double.sharp thirteen semitones away is a doubly
augmented seventh and hence an interval smaller than an octave (in this sense
of this term}.

22 It should be apparent--e.g., from the preceding footnote-that there are
cases in which, when a note is made current, the contents of DINDIR and
INTDIR will not be identical.
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WAlO
WAll
WAl2
WA13
WA14
WA,S
WA,6
WA,?
WA,S
WA,g
WA20

MIR instructions consist of three fields: a location field, an opera-
tion field, and a variable field. Each MIR instruction is to be key-
punched, following the standard FAP Format, on a separate So-column
Hollerith punch card." The content of the operation field of each MIR
instruction and the types of variable field that legitimately can follow
each such operation field are described next. The location field of a
MIR instruction may be entirely blank or may contain a MIR sym-
bolic address-s-i.e., any catenation of up to six capital roman letters or
Arabic numerals that does not consist entirely of Arabic numerals-
other than a symbolic address that names a computer word described
above. An instruction whose location field is not blank will be said to
be located at the symbolic address contained in the instruction's
location field. The existence of the location field permits departure, in
the way described below, from the normal mode of operation wherein
the instruction executed after executing instruction i is the instruction
next after i in the presented program.

23The folJowing acceptable but not immutable format specification allows use
of a "program card" on standard IBM keypunch machines; location field com-
prising columns 1-6, column 7 blank, operation field comprising columns 8-13,
columns 14 and 15 blank, variable field comprising columns 16-72, optional
numeric sequencing (of the punched cards) comprising columns 73-80. Key-
punching of each field of a MIR Instruction then should begin at the leftmost
column allocated for that field; if not all allocated columns are filled, trailing
blanks are permissible. If desired, comments-ignored when a MIR program is
executed_may be punched in columns allocated for the variable field of a MIR
instruction provided that at least one blank column separates the beginning of
the comment from the end of the regular variable-field data.
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MIR instructions that make a note current and bring data representa-
tive of it into the computer words described above
Operation field: T0SECT (mnemonic for "To section")
Variable field: Within parentheses, the name of a subtitle of the compo-

sition being processed.

Effect: If the subtitle so named has been defined properly in the key-
punched representation of the composition being processed then
the first note on the first lyne in the first measure of the section
named by this subtitle becomes the current note. Otherwise,
computation terminates and an appropriate error message is
provided on the printout from the computer. (For example, the
instruction: T0SECT (ET IN TERRA) presumably would
-cause an error message to appear if the composition being P'v>
essed were Beethoven's Fifth Symphony.)

Operation field: T0MEAS (mnemonic for "To measure")
Variable field (direct.address type): A sequence, of one through five Arabic

numerals, possibly preceded immediately by + or by -r--.
Effect: Let n be the number denoted by the sequence of numerals ac-

cording to the decimal system. Suppose that, before this instruc-
tion is executed, the current note is in measure numbered m.
(If there is no current note before this instruction is executed,
m is presumed to be 0.) Then execution of this instruction causes
the new Current note to be, if such exists, the first note on the
first lyne in measure numbered m+n, m-n, Or n, according as
the sequence of numerals is preceded (in the variable field) by
-i-, by -, Or by no sign, If no such note exists in the composition
being processed (e.g., if the instruction: T0MEAS 99999 is
given when the composition being processed belongs to Bartok's
Mikrokosmos set), then computation terminates and an appropri-
ate error message is provided.

Operation field: T0MEAS

Variable field (indirect-address type): Within parentheses-the left paren-
thesis preceded immedi~tely by -j-, by -, or by C-a MIR sym-
bolic address defined in the MIR program.>

Effect: Let n be the unsigned number stored in the computer word
whose symbolic address is given in the variable field. Suppose

24 ~ MIR symbolic address is defined in a MIR program if it constitutes the
loc~ti~n.field of a M~R Or FAP instruction (or pseudo-instruction) in the program,
or If It IS the symbohc address of One of the computer words described above. In
any MIR program, a symbolic address cannot be used to name more than onecomputer word.
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that, before this instruction is executed, the current note is in
measure numbered m. (If there is no current note before this
instruction is executed, m is presumed to be 0.) Then, execution
of this instruction causes the new current note to be, if such
exists, the first note on the first lyne in measure numbered m+n,
Tn-fl. or n, according as the left parenthesis is preceded in the
variable Reid by -t-, by -, or by C. If no such note exists in the
composition being processed (e.g., if the instruction: T0MEAS
C(WA13) is given when WA13 contains 999999 and the compo-
sition being processed belongs to Bartok's Mikrokosmos set),
then computation terminates and an appropriate error message
is provided. (The letter "C" may be thought of 3S an abbrevia-
tion of the phrase "the contents of.")

Operation field: T0LYNE (mnemonic for "To lyne")
Variable field (direct-address type): A sequence, of one through five Arabic

numerals, possibly preceded immediately by + or by -.
Effect: Let n be the number denoted by the sequence of numerals

according to the decimal system. Suppose that, before this in-
struction is executed, the current note is on Iyne numbered ]J in
measure numbered m. Then, execution of this instruction causes
the new current note to be, if such exists, the first note in measure
numbered m on the lyne numbered p-i-n, p-n, or n, according
as the sequence of numerals is preceded in the variable field by
-t-, by -, or by no sign. If no such lyne exists in measure num-
bered m, or if there is no current note before this instruction is
executed, then computation terminates and an appropriate error
message is provided.

Operation Reid, T0L YNE
Variable field (indirect-address type): Within parentheses-the left paren-

thesis preceded immediately by -j-, by -, or by C-a MIR sym-
bolic address defined in the MIR program.

Effect: Let n be the unsigned number stored in the computer word
whose symbolic address is giver. in the variable field. Suppose
that, before this instruction is executed, the current note is on
lyne numbered p in measure numbered m. Then, execution of
this instruction causes the new current note to be, if such exists,
the first note in measure numbered m on the lvne numbered
p+n, p-n, or n, according as the left parenthesis is preceded in
the variable field by -t-, by -, or by C. If no such lyne exists in
measure numbered m, or if there is no current note before this
instruction is executed, then computation terminates and an ap-
propriate error message is provided.
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Operation field: T0N0TE (mnemonic for «To note")
Variable field (direct-address type): A sequence, of one through fiveArabic

numerals, possibly preceded immediately by + or by -.
Effect: Let 11 be the number denoted by the sequence of numerals ac-

cording to the decimal system. Suppose that, before this instruc-
tion is executed, the current note is note numbered q on lyne
numbered p in measure numbered m. if the sequence of numer-
als is preceded in the variable field by no sign then execution of
this instruction causes the new current note to be, if such exists,
the note numbered n on lyne numbered p in measure numbered
m. If the sequence of numerals is preceded in the variable field
by + or by - then execution of this instruction causes the new
current note to be, if such exists, the nth note on lyne numbered
p after or before, according as the sign is + or -, the note num-
bered q on lyne numbered p in measure numbered m. (Observe
that the new Current note need not be in measure numbered sn
if the sequence of numerals is preceded in the variable field by
+ or-; only for sufficiently small 11 will the new current note be
the note numbered q+11 or q-n on lyne numbered p in measure
numbered m. However, if the sequence of numerals is preceded
in the variable field by no sign then the new current note, if it
exists, will be in measure numbered tn.) If no such new current
note exists, or if there is no current note before this instruction
is executed, then computation terminates and an appropriate
error message is provided.

Operation field: T0N0TE
Variable field (indirect-address type); Within parentheses-the left paren-

thesis preceded immediately by -t-, by -r-, or by C-a MIR sym-
bolic address defined in the MIR program.

Effect: Let n be the unsigned number stored in the computer word
whose symbolic address is given in the variable field. Suppose
that, before this instruction is executed, the current note is note
numbered q on lyne numbered p in measure numbered m. If the
left parenthesis is preceded in the variable field by C then exe-
cution of this instruction causes the new current note to be, if
such exists, the note numbered 11 on lyne numbered p in measure
numbered m. If the left parenthesis is preceded in the variable
field by + or by - then execution of this instruction causes the
new current note to be, if such exists, the nth note on lyne num-
bered p after Orbefore, according as the sign is + or -r-, the note
numbered q on lyne numbered p in measure numbered m. {Ob-
serve that the new Current note need not be in measure num-
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bered m if the left parenthesis is preceded in the variable field
by + or by -, but will he in measure numbered m (if the new
current note exists) if the left parenthesis is preceded in the
variable field by C.) If no such new current note exists, or if
there is no Current note before this instruction is executed, then
computation terminates and an appropriate error message is pro-
vided.

Operation field: T0CURN (mnemonic for "To current note")
Variable field: A MIR symbolic address defined in the MIR program.
Effect: If the computer word whose symbolic address is given in the

variable field contains the note index of some note in the compo-
sition being processed then execution of this instruction causes
. that note to be the new current note. Otherwise, computation
terminates and an appropriate error message is provided. (For
example, if execution of the instruction: M0VE CURN,WA6
is followed when executing a MIR program by execution of the
instruction: T0CURN WA6 and if the execution of all inter-
mediate instructions has not caused alteration of the contents
of WA6, then execution of: T0CURN WA6 causes the new
current note to be that note which was the current note when:
M0VE CURN,WAfi was executed." It will be seen that the
inclusion of CURN and T0CURN in the MIR system makes
convenient the determination of the musical interval between
any two notes in the composition being processed.)

Operation field: N0TEU (mnemonic for "Note up")
Variablefield: A symbolic address at which some MIR (or FAP) instruction

is located in the program.
Effect: Suppose that, before this instruction is executed, the current

note is on Iyne numbered p and has system attack-time x in some
system 8 of staves. Then, if p> I, execution of this instruction
causes the new current note to be that note, on lyne numbered
P-l in system s, whose system attack-time y has the following
property: y is the greatest of all system s, lyne numbered p-l
system attack-times that are less than or equal to x. (Le., if p > I,
the new current note "attacks simultaneously with" or "holds
through the attack of' the current note before this instruction
is executed.") If p = 1 then execution of this instruction does not

2~In general, transferring data from a computer word does not alter the contents
of that word, but transferring data to a computer word is destructive of the
previous contents of that word.

28 None of this terminology is meant to suggest that any of the various notes
mentioned cannot be a rest.
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alter the current note (or the contents of any computer word)
and the instruction to be executed after this instruction is the
one located at the symbolic address given in the variable field.
(If P> 1.the instruction to be executed after this instruction is-
as is normally the case-the one next in sequence.')

Operation field, N0TED (mnemonic for "Note down")
Variable field: A symbolic address at which some MIR (or FAP) instruc-

tion is located in the program.
Effect: Suppose that, before this instruction is executed, the current note

is on lyne numbered p and has system attack-time x in somesys-
tem s of staves. Let t be the total number of lynes in s. Then, if
p<t, execution of this instruction causes the new current note
to be that note, on lyne numbered p+ 1.in system s, whosesys-
tem attack-time y has the following property: y is the greatest
of all system s, lyne numbered P+l system attack-times that are
less than or equal to x. If P = t then execution of this instruction
does not alter the current note (or the contents of any computer
word) and the instruction to be executed after this instruction
(only if p = t) is the one located at the symbolic address given
in the variable field.

320

Operation field: SN0TEU (mnemonic for "Simultaneous note up")
Variable field: A symbolic address at which Some MIR (or FAP) instruc-

tion is located in the program.
Effect: Suppose that, before this instruction is executed, the current note

is on lyne numbered p and has system attack-time x in somesys-
tem s of staves. Then, execution of this instruction causes the
new Current note to be, if such exists, that note n, in system$ at
system attack-time x, such that 11 is on the greatest-numberedof
alllynes in s having a lyne number less than p and havinga note
whose system attack-time is x. (I.e., n, if it exists, is the element,
of a «chord" of simultaneously attacked notes, next "higher"to
the note that is the current note before his instruction is exe-
cuted-where "higher" is short for "having lesser Iyne number";
but see note 26 above.) But if no such note n exists-e.g., jf
p = 1.-then execution of this instruction does not alter the cur-
rent note (or the contents of any computer word) and the in-
struction to be executed after this instruction (in this case only)
is the instruction located at the symbolic address given in the
variable field.

Operation field: SN0TED (mnemonic for "Simultaneous note down")
Variable field: A symbolic address at which same MIR (or FAP) instruc-

tion is located in the program.
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Effect,
321

Suppose that, before this instruction is executed, the current
note is on Iyne numbered p and has system attack-time x in some
system s of staves. Then, execution of this instruction causes the
new current note to be, if such exists, that note n, in system s at
system attack-time x. such that n is on the least-numbered of all
!ynes in s having a lyne number greater than p and having a
note whose system attack-time is x. But if no such note exists-
e.g., if l' is equal to the total number of lynes in s-then exe-
cution of this instruction does not alter the current note (or the
contents of any computer word) and the instruction to be exe-
cuted after this instruction (in this case only) is the instruction
located at the symbolic address given in the variable field.

At IR arithmetic inst.,ucUons 2.

Operation field: ADD3 (mnemonic for "Three-address add")
Variable field: A symbolic address defined in the program, immediately

followed by a comma, which is immediately followed by a sym-
bolic address defined in the program, which is immediately fol-
lowed by a comma, which is immediately followed by a symbolic
address defined in the program.

EHect: The algebraic Sum of the contents of the computer words whose
symbolic addresses are the first two given in the variable field is
stored in the computer word whose symbolic address is the third
given in the variable field. (E.g., if the contents of WAl, WAz,
and WAIZ, just before execution of the instruction: ADD3
WAl,WAz,WAlZ are, respectively, 3, -z, and 167, then the
contents of WA1, WAz, and WAIZ, just after execution of this
instruction are, respectively, 3, -2, and L)

Operation field. SUB3 {mnemonic for "Three-address subtract")
Variable field: A symbolic address defined in the program, immediately

followed by a comma, which is immediately followed by a sym·
belie address defined in the program, which is immediately
followed by a comma, which is immediately followed by a sym-
bolic address defined in the program.

Effect: The algebraic difference of the contents of the computer word
whose symbolic address is given second in the variable field from
the contents of the computer word whose symbolic address is
given first there is, stored in the computer word whose symbolic
address is given third there.

27 These instructions perform the arithmetic operations of addition, subtraction,
and multiplication, on signed integers only (including zero). To perform these
operationsOn other mathematical entities, or to perform the operation of division
Onsigned integers, FAP subroutines can be written.
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Operation field, MPY3 (mnemonic for "Three-address multiply")
Variable field: A symbolic address defined in the program, immediately

followed by a comma, which is immediately followed by a sym"
bolie address defined in the program, which is immediately
followed by a comma, which is immediately followed by a sym-
bolic address defined in the program.

EHect: The algebraic product of the contents of the computer words
whose symbolic addresses are the first two given in the variable
field is stored in the computer word whose symbolic address is
given third there.

Observe that none of these arithmetic instructions alters the current
note.

MIR logical instructions
Operation field: TRA (mnemonic for «Transfer") 2B

Variable field: A symbolic address at which some MIR (or FAP) instruc-
tion is located in the program.

Effect: An "unconditional" transfer: in every case, the instruction to be
executed immediately after this instruction is executed is the
instruction located at the symbolic address given in the variable
field.

The Following four MIR logical instructions, which effect "condi-
tional" transfers, are described together because of their similarity each
to each other.

Operation fields: TRGTH (mnemonic for «Transfer if greater than")
TRGEQ (mnemonic for "Transfer if greater than or equal to")
TRLTH (mnemonic for "Transfer if less than")
TRLEQ (mnemonic for "Transfer if less than or equal to")

Variable field (for each instruction): A symbolic address defined in the
program, immediately followed by a comma, which is immedi-
ately followed by a symbolic address defined in the program,
which is immediately followed by a comma, which is immedi-
ately followed by a symbolic address at which some MIR (or
FAP) instruction is located in the program.

Effects: Let band c be, respectively, the unsigned numbers stored in the
computer words whose symbolic addresses are the first and
second symbolic addresses given in the variable field. The in-
struction located at the symbolic address given third in the
variable field is to be executed immediately after executing this

28 This is a FA P instruction.
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instruction if b>c and the operation field contains TRGTH, or
if b~c and the operation field contains TRGEQ, or if b «;c and
the operation field contain TRLTH, or if b5;c and the operation
field contains TRLEQ. In all other cases, the instruction exe-
cuted immediately after executing this instruction is the one next
in sequence.

Operation field: C0MPAR (mnemonic for "Compare")
Variable field. A symbolic address defined in the program, immediately

followed by a comma, which is immediately followed by a sym-
bolic address defined in the program, which is immediately fol-
lowed by a comma, which is immediately followed by a symbolic
address at which some MIR (or FAP) instruction is located in
the program; all this mayor may not be followed immediately
by a Comma and the letter F.

Effect: The contents of the computer words whose symbolic addresses
are the first two symbolic addresses given in the variable field
are compared. ]f they are equal and the symbolic address given
third in the variable field is not followed there by ",F" or if they
are unequal and that symbolic address is followed there by ",F"
then the instruction executed immediately after executing this
instruction is the instruction located at the symbolic address
given third in the variable field. In all other cases, the instruc-
tion executed next is the one next in sequence.

Operation field: C0MPTR (mnemonic for "Compare and transfer")
Variablefield: A symbolic address defined in the program, immediately fol-

lowed by a comma, which is immediately followed by a symbolic
address defined in the program, which is immediately followed
by a comma, which is immediately followed by a symbolic ad-
dress at which some MIR (or FAP) instruction is located in the
program, which is immediately followed by a comma, which is
immediately followed by a symbolic address at which some MIR
(or FAP) instruction is located in the program.

Effect: The contents of th~ computer words whose symbolic addresses
are the first two symbolic addresses given in the variable field
are compared. If they are equal then the instruction executed
immediately after executing this instruction is the instruction
located at the symbolic address given third in the variable field.
If they are unequal then the instruction executed immediately
after executing this instruction is the instruction located at the
symbolic address given fourth in the variable field.

Operation field: M0VE (mnemonic for "Move")
Variable field: A symbolic address defined in the program, immediately
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followed by a comma, which is immediately followed by a
symbolic address defined in the program.
The contents of the computer word whose symbolic address is
given first in the variable field are stored in the computer word
whose symbolic address is given second in the variable field.
(So, immediately after executing this instruction, both computer
words have equal contents.) 29

Operation field: L00KUP (mnemonic for "Look up")
Variable field: A symbolic address defined in the program, immediately fol-

lowed by a comma, which is immediately followed by a symbolic
address defined in the program, which is immediately followed
by a comma, which is immediately followed by a sequence of
one, two, or three, Arabic numerals not all of which are 0, which
is immediately followed by a comma, which is immediately fol-
lowed by a symbolic address at which some MIR (or FAP) in-
struction is located in the program.

Effect: Let n be the number denoted by the sequence of numerals ac-
cording to the decimal system. Execution of this instruction
causes (in effect) the contents of the computer word whose
symbolic address is given first in the variable field to be com-
pared with the contents of the computer word w whose symbolic
address is given second in the variable field and with the con-
tents of each of the n-l computer words that follow w con-
secutively in computer memory. If the computer word whose
symbolic address is given first in the variable field has contents
equal to that of any of the 11 computer words with which it is
compared, then the instruction executed next is the one located
at the symbolic address given last in the variable field. Other-
wise, the instruction executed next is the one next in sequence.

Effect:

Observe that none of these logical instructions alters the current note,

MIR output instructions

Operation field: CALL (mnemonic for "Call") 30

Variable field: EXIT

Effect: This instruction should be the last instruction executed in any
MIR program. It accomplishes necessary terminal bookkeeping.

29~fit is desired merely to store zero in a computer word, the FAP instruction
STZ t~ recommended; if it is desired merely to store a nonzero number (to whose
~agmtude. the programmer is indifferent) in a computer word, the FAP instruc-
bon STL IS recommended. A symbolic address of the particular computerword
constitutes the variable field of each of these f instru ti

30 A', e rwo lOS c tons.e LL is a FAP Instruction; EXIT is a FAP subroutine.
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To have data that have been processed in a MIR program printed
out, it is possible to write for this purpose a special subroutine in FAP

or to utilize (by calling an already prepared FAP subroutine) a stand-
ard FORTRAN "write output tape» procedure. In addition, one may use
an output routine recently incorporated into the MIR system: the
operation field consists of MPRINT; the variable field consists of a
sequence, enclosed by parentheses, of comma-separated mnemonics
for each type of data to be printed out. For example, execution of the
instruction: MPRINT (MEAS,LYNE,N0TE) would cause a printout
of the measure number, the Iyne number, and the note number (in
that order) of the note that is the current note when the instruction is
executed. Labelling the columns of data (e.g., with "MEAS NO" if
appropriate), determining the number of spaces between columns on
the printout, and several other features, can be controlled by the
programmer. The MPRINT routine is, at least in part, dependent upon
the peripheral equipment to be used, and is not described further
here.

Two MIR programs-exclusive of input and output procedures-
are presented next." The first program locates the highest and lowest
(in terms of pitch) notes in lyne numbered two of the composition
being processed (Figure XX-I). The second program counts the
number of times that a rising second is followed by a rising third, in
both Iyne numbered one and Iyne numbered two of the composition
being processed (Figure XX-2). A third illustration of a MIR pro-
gram, together with a flow chart descriptive of it, has appeared in my
article, "Toward Musical Information Retrieval," referred to in foot-
note 1.

The results of the first progsam are stored as follows: the measure
number, note number, register-class. note-class, and semitone number
(i.e., above a note in register-class a and note-class 0) of the extremal
notes are stored in WAlO through WAI4, respectively, for the highest
note, and in WAI5 through WAIg, respectively, for the lowest note.
The results of the second program are stored as follows: the number
of times a Iyne-I rising second is followed by a Iyne-I rising third is
stored in WAIO; the number of times a lyne-2 rising second is fol-
lowed by a lyne-z rising third is stored in WAll; and in WAIZ is
stored the sum of the final WA,O and WAll totals.

31 In Figures XX-l and XX-2 the letter 0 is distinguishable from the Arabic
numeral 0 without the use of the slashed O.



TOMEAS
TOLYNE

ONWARD COi\'IPAR
MOVE
I\'!OVE
MOVE
!\'1QVE
MOVE

NEWLO MOVE
MOVE
MOVE
MOVE
MOVE

RETURN COMPAR
TONOTE
COMPAR
TROTH
TRLTR
TRA

NEWHI l\'1QVE
MOVE
I\'!OVE
l\'1QVE
MOVE
TRA

STOP CALL
REST COl\'IPAR

TONOTE
TRA

Figure XXM1. Program 1
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1
2
REGCL, =14,REST TO LOCATION REST IF C.N, A REST
1\1EASNO, WA10
NOTENO,WAII
REGCL,WAI2
NOTECL,WAI3
SEi\HTO,WAI4
MEASNO,WA15
NOTENO, WA 16
REGCL,WAI7
NOTECL,WAI8
SE1'\'IITO,\VAI9
BARLIN, =3,STOP STOP IF AT DOUBLE BARLINE
+1 TO NEXT NOTE
REGCL, ~14,RETURN TO RETURN IF C.N. A REST
SEl\HTO,WA14,NEWHI TO NEWHI IF ON NEW HIGH
SEi\'IITO,\VAI9,NEWLO TO NEWLO IF ON NEW LOW
RETURN GO TO RETURN
I\IEASNO,WAIO
NOTENO,WAII
REGCL,wAI2
NOTECL,WAI3
SEM ITO, \VA14
RETURN
EXIT
BARLIN, -3,STOP
+1
ONWARD

Both programs make use of a convenient feature of FAP, If s is a
sequence of Arabic numerals that denotes, according to the decimal
system, a number n less than 236, then the so-called decimal literal
consisting of an equal sign followed directly by the numerals of s in
order may be used in variable fields of instructions in place nf a

TOMEAS 1
TOLYNE I

CHK42D COM PAR BARLIN. =3,STOP STOP IF AT DOUBLE BARLINE
TONOTE +1

RETRY COMPAR DINTVL, =2.CHK42D,F
COM PAR DTNDIR, =O,CHl\:42D,F ON A SECOND
CO!\[PAR BARLIN, =3,STOP ON A RrSING SECOND
TO NOTE +1
CO.i\1PAR DINTVL, =3,RETRY,F
CO:\1PAR DINDIH., =O,RETRY,F ON A THIRD
COi\1PAR LYNENO, =2,LYNE2 ON A IUSING THIRD
ADD3 WAW, =1,WAIO INCREi\IENT WAW
TRA CHK42D

LYNE2 f\DD3 WAll,=I,WAIl INCREMENT WAll
TRA CHK42D

STOP COMPAR LYNENO, =2,ADD
TOLYNE 2
TRA CHK42D

ADD ADD3 WAIO.WAl1,WAI2
CALL EXIT

Figure XXM2. Program 2
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symbolicaddress of a computer word containing a representation of n.
(The Arabic numeral sequence may be preceded by a minus sign if a
negative integer is to be represented by a decimal literal.) For exam-
ple. execution of the instruction: ADD3 =6.=-59.WA1 would cause
the contents of WA, to become -53. Also available for use by the
MIR programmer is the "Hollerith literal" capability of FAP: this
would be especially useful in searching the text of vocal music for the
Occurrenceof a particular syllable."

3~After this article was completed, my attention was directed to an article by
Tobias Robison, entitled "IML-MIR: A Data-processing System for the Analysis
of Music," recently published in Harald Heckmann (ed.), Elektronische Daten-
verarbeitllllg in. der Musikuitssenschait, Regensburg, Gustav Bosse Verlag, 1967.
The reader of both the present article and the Robison article will find a few
tenninological discrepancies and will find some other than nominal differences
where the MIR system described by Robison is a development from the MIR
systemdecnbed here. For the record, I would note that Robison's statement that
the IML representation for keypunchers "was originally designed by" me is un-
true: IML was designed by Alexander M. Jones. Arthur Mendel's recent article,
"SomePreliminary Attempts at Computer-assisted Style Analysis in Music (Com-
pIlfers and the Humanities, Vol. 4, no. I, September 1969. pr. 41-52), describes
some initial musicological results obtained at Princeton University with MIR
programs applied to [osquin's Missa L'homme anne super voces musicales, and
SOme nomnuslcological problems encountered in implementing the MIR system
there.
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An Automated Music

Library Catalog for

Scores and Phonorecords

by JOHN W. TANNO, ALFRED G. LYNN,
and ROBERT E. ROBERSON

Our purpose in this article is to give the reader some understanding
of how an automated score and phonorecord catalog can benefit the
university community. We shan describe the general attributes of the
system, the process involved in implementing it, and the benefits over
the traditional catalog in cost and service which accrue from it. We
will not go into the history of the system or how one catalogs using the
system. OUf aim is to create an interest in a system that has increased
service at a reduction of cost at the State University of New Yorkat
Binghamton.

There are three viewpoints represented in the development of this
system, and each of us will discuss it as it relates to his viewpoint.

MUSIC LIBRARIAN

Before the music librarian can begin to automate a score and
phonorecord catalog, he has to define the attributes of the catalog:

(1) The kind of catalog that is desired;
(2) What special ways he wants to be able to draw on the vari-

ous attributes of SCOres and phonorecords;
(3) The way in which the information of the entry is to be used;

and

(4) The entry and how each entry will be orderd in the cata-
log.

In the vernacular of the computer world, the input and the output
must be defined. The systems analyst can then devise the necessary
programming and formats for producing the desired output from the
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input, while the manager of the data-processing center determines the
feasibility of developing such a catalog in view of his total commit-
ment to the university. The music librarian need not know how this is
done, but the system will be more effective if the librarian and analyst
work closely together with a sympathetic knowledge of each other's
requirements.

In a conventional card catalog, two types of entries are made: (1)
the main entry which contains the call number, the composer (au-
thor), standard (conventional) title, actual (distinctive) title, pub-
lisher, collation, and additional descriptive information as required,
and (2) all other entries which are formed by adding a header (such
as subject, title, editor, and so on) to the main entry. All entries are
filed alphabetically in the catalog, first by header (composer if main
entry), then by composer, title, call number, and so forth.
To generate the two basic types of entries, the automated system

makes use of two files: (1) a code file which is an authority file, and
(2) a document file. The code file may be thought of as an alphabeti-
cal list of headers by category. A two-digit code represents the cate-
gory and a six-digit code represents each header. A category is an
attribute of a score or phonorecord that a user of the catalog might
utilize in looking for an entry. The code file is divided into the ten
categories shown below:

01 Composer 07 Performer
03 Instrument 08 Librettist
04 Subject 09 Editor
05 Translator 10 Compiler
06 Transcriber 11 Arranger

An entry to the code file is made by filling out the code file transmittal
shown in Figure XXI-l,
Each line in the transmittal represents a card. Eight cards are availa-

ble for each entry to the code file. This allows space to include
biographical or explanatory information as needed. The complete
information would only be printed in the catalog once; only carel 0
will be used as the header for an entry after the first occurrence.
Once a name, subject, or Instrument is assigned a code, it need never

be written again. This insures that the name and date, subject, or
instrument will be standardized, since they will be called for only by
code from the single listing in the code file. By the same virtue, all
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correctionsOr changes to that name may be executed by a single
changein the code file.
The document file is generated from the transmittal shown in

FigureXXI-2.
This transmittal serves both for main entries and cross references.

Eachentry to the document file is assigned a control number. Each of
theten cards (lines) that make up the entry is also numbered, so that
anypart of the entry may be defined throughout the processing. Two
areasmaybe defined in the transmittal: (1) the code area, cards a to
3, and (2) the text area, cards 4 to g. The code area allows for
forty-sixdifferent six-digit codes from the code liIe to be entered,
namely:

~l
I,
,
,

I

1 Composer code 3 Transcriber codes
4 Librettist codes 3 Translator codes
4 Editor codes g Performer codes
3 Compiler codes 3 Arranger codes
6 Subject codes 10 Instrument codes

A six-digit code in the' appropriate code area on the document file
transmittalwill enable an entry to be generated in the catalog. The
headercalled for by code will be taken from the code file and placed
abovethe text area taken from the document file. In this manner, a
total of forty-six entries could be generated using the same text with
diHerentheaders.
Because both standard (conventional) and actual (distinctive) ti-

tlesare'used in cataloging music, a way of handling both titles had to
be developed. Three possibilities in title configuration exist:

Case A: Both a standard and actual title are used.
Case B: The standard title is identical to the actual title.
Case S: Only a standard title is used.

To enable the computer to discriminate among these cases, a box
(labelled T on card 3 01 the document file form) has to be filled in
with the appropriate case designator. In case A, the standard !it~ is
used only to sort entries under the composer's name, while the actual
title is the one used for the title entry. The title entry is formed, then,
by using the title in card 5 as a header over the text area. As a further
refinement in case A, a cross reference (from the actual title to the
standard title) will be automatically generated for the composer
catalog. This will enable a user who would not know the conventional
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title to find the entry through the distinctive title. In case S, no title
entryis generated. In case B, the title found in card 4 is used to also
generatea title entry. This avoids entering the identical title twice. In
thismanner all unique titles will be used as headers to generate a title
listing.
The input, then, consists of a code file and a document file. From

both files the information necessary to form a catalog entry is gener-
ated.

For output) it was decided to generate twelve separate catalogs,
rather than a dictionary catalog:

Composer Instrumentation Arranger
Title Librettist Transcriber
Subject Editor Translator
Performer Compiler Shelf list

Thiswill permit the user to find easily any particular type of entry,
and will make it easy to ascertain how the catalog is being used. Since
it is possible to generate any type of catalog one would want, if this
arrangement is not effective, it will be changed.

The formats for entries made in each of these catalogs may be seen
fromthe sample catalog (Figure XXI -3) at the end of this article. All
entries have basically the same format as the composer entry, with the
addition of the appropriate header. The shelf-list entry is identical to
the composer entry, but it is sorted by call number.

The instrumentation catalog is unique, in that it lists not only solo
works for a particular instrument) but also all chamber music that
includes any particular instrument, arranged by groups (duo, trio,
quartet, and so on) under that instrument. For example) a quartet for
Bute,oboe, violin, and piano would be alphabetically listed under the
following headers in the instrumentation catalog:

FLUTE-OB, PF, VN
OBOE-FL, PF, VN
PIANO-FL, OB, VN
VIOLIN---:-FL, OB, PF

This same procedure is followed for up to nine different Instruments,
with a further distinction being made for works that are concertos,
sonatas, or suites.

To date there have been 5)000 entries made in the document file and
3,000 entries in the code file. Eight entries in the catalog are generated
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from the average document entry, resulting in a series of twelve
catalogs containing 40,000 entries. The catalog is to be printed semi-
annually with supplements as required. The cost of cataloging an
item in this system has been $2.45, as compared to $5.50 by traditional
cataloging methods.
Other advantages offered to the music librarian bv such a system

are manifold. Once the catalog data is in machine-readable form, a
great flexibility is suddenly available. Specialized programming ena-
bles the librarian to request specialized catalogs. For example, a
catalog of all cantatas on file, written between 1700 and 1750, could be
written, or a list of all chamber works including a part for violin
edited by Calamian could be made, or a list of works by Beethoven
for which a record and a score are on file could be generated. There is
no end to the ways one might generate catalogs, be it a merged
dictionary catalog, a card catalog, or a separate listing. When the time
arises that on-line inquiries can be made, then the user will be able to
make his own specialized requests. In looking ahead, the same system
could be enlarged to catalog books On music as well, which would
pave the way for general information retrieval in the field of music.
The system enables the authority file (code file) actually to gener-

ate the entries, guaranteeing that each name or subject be correctly
listed. All changes in the authority file would be reflected in all entries
at the next print time. There is no limit to the number of added entries
that could be made, and the labor necessary to add them consists of
looking up the code for each one.

Cataloging by computer enables the librarian to analyze the proceSS
by computer. Accurate logs can be kept on the amount of material
cataloged, making cost analysis over any period of time possible.
Specialized machine checks on the data processed can assure uniform-
ity and correctness of all entries to the two files. Update programs
reject data incorrectly entered and make routine verifications of codes
entered on the transmittal file forms.
In short, a greater efficiency in the cataloging process along with a

greater diversity of service results from this system.
Now that the input and output have been defined, the systems

analyst will show how the former begets the latter.

SYSTEMS ANALYST

The Music Library Catalog System design is based upon two
presumptions which, trivial as they may seem, are critical to the appli-
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cabilityof automated library cataloging in a small-machine environ-
ment.Firstly, each document in the library will have associated with
it some set of entries distributed throughout the printed catalog. In
the main, these entries are identical, showing, in the case of music
librarydocuments, the same composer, title, and publishing informa-
tion.The differences among these entries are primarily in the heading
informationby which the individual entries are filed. These headings
associate with the document some attribute common to many other
documents in the library, such as a particular subject, artist, or instru-
mentation.
Secondly, given a computer with capabilities of random associative

access to high-volume storage, it is possible to sort much larger
volumes of data than would otherwise be the case. In computer
sorting, the only significant data is that being used as sort-control
necessary only to sort the control data itself, plus providing a short
information-any other data in the file is just so much wasted space
during sorting. When random-access storage is available, it becomes
referencecode by which the complete source record may be recovered
after sorting. In the present system this technique affords a virtual
increase in storage capacity of 8-tO-l over a conventional sort, with a
corresponding improvement of processing time. An additional divi-
dend of this method is that corresponding sort data need not be
constrained to fixed fields in the sorted records, since this data may be
reorganized as it is selected for sorting.

Machine Configuration
From the outset it was planned to design the MLeS system for the

smallest practical machine configuration, since it was recognized that
in view of the perennial conversion problem confronting large, estab-
lished libraries, the greatest appeal of an automated cataloging system
would be to the smaller and newer libraries whose access to large-
scale computing equipment might be severely limited. Compromise of
this goal with the practical considerations of local needs led to a
design configuration of a two-tape, two-disk, card/print system with
medium core storage capacity. The Harpur computer is au IBM
System/36o-40 with 256K core storage (although this large core ca-
pacity is not exploited) and two 2311 disk drives having nominal
capacity as used of 6.75 million characters each. The design goals
satisfied by this configuration are 10,000 documents in the library and
up to 10,000 attribute codes on file, although it is expected that
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additional capacity will become available before these limits are ap-
proached. Index generation rates approximate 40,000 entries per hour,
corresponding to about 8 hours of catalog printing time per hour of
generation. With the exception of standard sorting programs supplied
by the system manufacturer, the entire system is programmed in basic
COBOL, and is executed under IBM's standard Disk Operating Sys-
tem.
The capacity of the system is directly related to available disk

storage, and is virtually independent of all other machine parameters
except, of course, machine time. At current rates generally available to
academic users, and assuming 8 entries (average) per library docu-
ment, cost of computer time for cataloging 10,000 documents would
be approximately $1,200, using the machine configuration described.

The Code File
Each line of the Code Transmittal Form (Figure JL'CI-l) represents

one punched card, and ultimately a line of print. Eight such lines (560
text characters) comprise one code file record. The first of these lines
expresses a distinctive attribute common to multiple documents in the
library, that is, a particular subject, composer, instrument, performer,
and so aD. Subsequent lines provide for notation of such biographical,
bibliographical, or other supplementary information as may be appro-
priate. The complete code record is printed only once in the catalog,
immediately preceding the first appearance of the corresponding at-
tribute. Thereafter, only the first line of the code record appears as the
heacling line of subsequent catalog entries, until all documents refer-
encing the attribute have been listed.
Major attribute categories, such as composers, librettists, subjects,

and so on are assigned arbitrary two-digit numbers, and each category
appears in final form as a distinct subcatalog. rather than disseminated
alphabetically throughout an integrated file as in the conventional
library card catalog. Within each category unique attributes are as-
signed six-digit code numbers such that the codes correspond to the
desired ordering of the alphabetic text which they represent. There-
after these codes proxy for the alphabetic data throughout catalog
generation until they are decoded for listing. The complete code,
therefore, is comprised of a two-digit category prefix and a six-digit
code number. However, the complete code, supplemented by a card
number to facilitate file maintenance. is carried only in the code
master file. Elsewhere in the system, the card number is not appIi-
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cable, and the prefix is implied by the position of the six-digit code
number within the record, resulting in a 30 per cent saving of space
required for coding. It is evident that the prefix may be reinstated at
any time on the basis of code position, and that arrangement of any
set of code numbers in ascending numeric order implies a correspond-
ing arrangement of the equivalent text in ascending alphabetic order.
The use of six numeric digits for each code provides a potential

capacity of one million different entries in each code category. In
practice, only a fraction of this capacity is employed, with the codes
distributed throughout the available number set in such a way as to
minimize the probability that additional code en tires will be forced
out of proper alphabetic sequence by lack of available code numbers.
To this end, a supplementary program performs reorganization of
each category into correct alphabetic sequence, with automatic reas-
signment of code numbers for optimum distribution, and appropriate
update of code invocations elsewhere in the document file.
In this program, the first lines of all entries within each category are

ordered in "natural" sequence, ignoring spaces between words and all
punctuation except left parentheses. The first three digits of each code
are then reassigned through reference to tahles of frequency of occur-
rence of surnames as derived by the University of Oregon (1935)· Sets
of entries having identical partial codes are then distributed evenly
within the remaining interval of 1,000 integers, thus completing the
six~digit code. This process allows adequate space within the code set
for interim manual assignment of additional codes. Heorganization
may be performed immediately prior to each catalog run in order to
rectify any possible errors in manual selection of codes.
The code BIe is maintained as a serial file, ordered in ascending

category, code, and card sequence. Because the code master file is
arranged, by definition, in the same order as the final catalog, the file
lUay be processed in its serial format during catalog generation, with
the reservation that no single catalog entry may invoke more than one
code. In the Harpur system this restriction is transgressed by the
requirement for a cross-indexed instrumentation catalog, wherein
each catalog entry may require decoding of up to 10 separate instru-
ment codes. Thus the file must be processed in a randomly accessible
format. However, serial processing offers moderate advantages of time
and equipment in systems where the one-code restriction can be

tolerated.
The present machine system is storage-bound with respect to the
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equipment available for sorting and random-access files, and this
factor has had a siguificant effect upon program design. It was ini-
tially suggested that major storage economies could be realized
through utilization of alphanumeric coding, whereby three characters
could serve in place of the present six-digit coding scheme. However,
it soon became evident that the validity-checking capability aflorded
by a limited ten-digit coding set offered advantages ~f reliability
which far outweighed considerations of storage capacity.

The Document File
The Document Transmittal Form (Figure XXI-z) contains three

types of basic data, in addition to the control information used for file
maintenance. The upper part of the form is partitioned into fixed fields
for entry of code invocations, each of which ultimately creates an
entry in the final catalog. The lower part of the transmittal is used for
entry of free-form textual data descriptive of the individual document,
which data appears essentially unaltered as the text of each catalog
entry generated by the codes above. Within the area are three fields
reserved for standard title, actual title (if any), and call number. The
first of these is used to control the order of catalog entries within
composer, while the other two generate one entry each in the title
and shelf list catalogs, respectively. The third basic data type (to the
left of the first call-number segment) is used for internal notation of
the type and format of the document record, the error status of the
record, and the medium upon which the subject document is re-
corded.
Early definitions of the document record transcription scheme pro-

vided for essentially free-form text entry, primarily in default of
realization that format consistencies and transcription rules were ap-
plicable to the data at hand. However, it soon became painfully
obvious that mechanical editing of free-form text could not reliably
recover the context of the material, and that a moderate amount of
format consistency could afford significant margins of reliability
through programmed auditing of each input transmittal. Subse-
quently, coding rules and the transmittal form itself were gradually
modified and improved to the point that it is presently possible to
identify 30 types of significant errors in the input data without impos-
ing any objectionable degree of "computentis" upon library personnel.
The importance of programmed auditing of data cannot be overern-

phasized. The input path from cataloger to keypuncher to unit-record
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processingto the file-update program is fraught with hazard, as evi-
dencedby the fact that upon first audit of approximately 1,500 origi-
naldocument records nearly 30 per cent were discovered to contain
errorswhich would have significantly degraded the usefulness of the
finalcatalog, while the rate of data rejection by the file maintenance
programis still commonly as high as 10 per cent.

CatalogGeneration
Themusic library catalog as defined here consists of a large number

of catalog entries, each containing data derived from a document
record,a code record, or some combination of the two. With the
documentand code files at hand in randomly accessible format, the
:emainingtask is to develop appropriate control records for recovery,
IOtegration,formating, and arrangement of the desired combinations
of basic data. This function is performed by an index generation
program,which creates a simplified representation of each entry to
appear in the final catalog. These index records contain reference
numbers for code- and document-record recovery, control codes
de6ning the format of the catalog entry, and sort-control data for
determining the relative position of the entry within the catalog
listing.
. In order that the cataloging system may remain responsive to varia-
lionsof input-output format and to future requirements for special-
ized catalogs, the index generator is written as a general-purpose
IOterpretiveprogram which depends upon an external table-of-control
commands for its processing logic. In response to the parameters
suppliedby these commands, the program transfers selected data from
masterdocument records to index records. Such data may be left- or
right-justifiedto any selected boundary in the index record, and may
optionallybe packed, with deletion of spaces and punctuation. The
number of characters transferred may be defined by either input or
output field limits, and fixed data or padding fields may be inserted
directly from the control deck. In addition, the program may make
logicaldecisions about the issuance and format of the index record,
basedupon variable data in the document record. Control commands
may be continuously chained where extensive control data is re·
qUiredfor generation of a complex index record, but in practice1 ten
Or fewer commands on a single control card usually suffice.
Each command string generates one type of index record whenever

the current document record satisfies the criteria for generatIOn. The
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present catalog requires approximately 70 command strings for gener-
ation of the complete catalog. Each document record is tested against
the entire set of command statements, and each resuJts in generation
of an average of 7.8 index records. The index records are 120 charac-
ters in length, comprised of 20 characters of fixed identification data
and up to 100 characters of sort information which is used to arrange
the raw index file in final catalog sequence.
The conunand set may be altered by the librarian to suit his

immediate needs, without requiring the attention of the system pro-
grammer. Thus the librarian is afforded independent control of the
content and organization of the catalog, and through the use of
multiple control decks he may create any number of distinctive cata-
logs using the same base data.

Catalog Production

The raw index file produced by the index generation program is
sorted on the loa-character field of control information, after which it
represents a much-abbreviated form of the final catalog. The order of
signiRcance of sort data from most to least signilicant is, in general:
attribute category, attribute, composer, standard title, recording me-
dium, and call number, although various other arrangements are
employed for special-purpose catalogs such as shelf lists.
The sorted index file is passed to a print-file-generation program

which contains a formating subroutine for each type of catalog listing,
selected by identification data in the index record itself. This program
recovers any required code and document records from the random-
access files, combines selected data from these records in a predeter-
mined format, and issues a print-image record of the catalog listing to
a magnetic tape flle for subsequent printing as time permits, This file
may of course be saved for later reproduction of all or part of the
catalog, and allows production of the hard-copy catalog to be seg-
mented at the convenience of computer operations personnel, avoid-
ing commitment to long print runs on the order of 10 to 15 hours.

MANAGER-DATA PROCESSING CENTER

Music Holding-System Justification

The willingness of a computer center in an academic setting to
undertake as a project to devise a music-holdings system may be for the
same reasons which dictate industrial efforts: low cost, better
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efficiency, speed, and accuracy; or the project may be accepted for
more subtle reasons: to gain knowledge while trying to accomplish a
specific project, to determine if the approach is sound through the use
of actual data, and, in some cases, to determine whether a different
approach is required because of the failure of the project.
The Music Library Catalog System presented a real challenge to

this center. It gave the center an opportunity to work on the develop-
ment of a particular kind of cataloging system, one which is unique
and for which we anticipate further refinements. The music data base
was identifiable, limited, but expanding, and, since much effort was
being exerted aloug the same lines at other institutions, the future
possibilities for information retrieval were wide. If successful, we were
confident that more information at greater speed, reduced cost, and
higher accuracy would be available. This conclusion was based on the
fact that once initial data was input to the system, changes would be
required only of the cataloger, mistakes because of haviug to redo
what was already accurate data would be eliminated, and errors in
constant repetitious data (such as composer's name) would be
avoided since any composition would use the same entry from a
SOurcefile. Furthermore, looking forward to inquiry systems in many
areas of activity, the Music Library Catalog System offered a data
base which would prove readily accessible to any such inquiry. In
other words, we could foresee the possibility, with what was being
developed, of a typewriter terminal being used to inquire as to the
nature of our music holdings.

One of the prime considerations was how to deal with the informa-
tion related to the holdings, such as author (composer), title, editor,
instruments, performers, and so on. It was agreed finally that as much
information as possible would be coded. This conclusion was reached
because the size of the existant holdings was limited, the on-line files on
the computer could he better handled with numerical data of limited
size, and we were looking for limited discrepancies, many of which
could occur because of spelling errors if coding were not used. Al-
though it is possible that in time we may elect to use actual names in
this system, for the present we are confident that accuracy is enhanced
through coding, speed is not lost (after a process of learning occurs
for the personnel doing the work on the transmittals), and the proc-
essing of data in the Computer Center is expedited.
Cost considerations are ever present. We now know our machine

cost will be less than we anticipated; our programming cost higher. To
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obtain our first catalogs, which will include approximately 5,000hold-
ings, the costs break down as follows:

Keypunching
Programming
Machine time

$ 2,000

Transmittal labor by
Mustc Department

Total cost

Obviously, the programming cost is a one-time cost for accomplish-
ing our present objective and will not be repeated. Most of tile
machine cost is for testing and development and will not be repeated.
Therefore, our cost for the catalogs for the next 5,000 holdings, which
will be integrated with our present 5,000 holdings for a combined
catalog of 10,000, will be:

Keypunching $ 1,800
Machine time 1,200

$ 3,000
Transmittal labor by
Music Deparbnent

Total cost
8,000

$ll,OOO

(It should be noted that, since the first time around, considerable
change in the transmittal form and a period of leaming by the people
involved have allowed for less redoing and more expeditious process-
ing, which reduces Our costs in these areas. )
These costs must be compared to a totally manual system. The

Music Department estimates the cost to assimilate the data and type
the multitude of catalog cards in the same variations as the computer
system would cost $55,000 for 10,000 holdings, exclusive of the learn-
ing and programming cost, and operational cost for the computer
system for 10,000 items would be $22,000, or $33,000 less than a totally
manual system. From this point alone it is obvious what merit exists in
computerization of this data. However, we wish to emphasize that in
the long run what appeals even mare to us than the present catalogs
and data are the myriad of information possibilities inherent in the
data base being developed.

The fOllowing pages (Figure XXI-3) illustrate the various types of
entries that could be generated from the information shown on the
document transmittal form (Figure XXI-2).
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• JIlUSIC LIBRARY CATALOG BY lI8RETTIST •

11782-1811 ,
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BY SCltIBE. II TALI AN/ENGLI SHI.

•
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"15Dl
AIH5
F1

MUSIC LIBRARY CATALOG BY EDITOR •
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PfTTJIlAN. JOSIAH 111116-111861
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ENGLISH VERSION "'Y SULLIVAN.
PIANO-VOCAL Sr.ORE.
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11782-18111
ACTS.
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SULLIVAN. ARTHUR SEYMOUR lSIR) 11842-1<;1001
AUSER, DANIEl FRANCOIS ESPIRfT 11782-18111
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EO SULlIVA.N ANO PITTMAN. LIB F.lY SCRI8E. IITAlIAN/ENGllSHI.
ENGLISH VERSfON BY SUlLiVAN.
PIANO-VOCAL SCORE.
LONDON. BOOSEY AND HAWKES. N. O.

"1503
M75
F7

• ~USIC LIBRARY C4T4LOG 8'1' TRANSLATOR

•• •••• 000001 .

•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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SULLIVAN, ARTHUR SEYMOUR ISIRI 11842-19001
AURER. OANIFl FRANCOIS ESPIRIT 11782-18711
FRA OIAVOLO. COMIC OPERA IN 3 ACTS.
ec SULl!V4N ANO PITTM4N. LI8 BY SCRIBE. lITALTAI'(/ENGlISHI.
ENGLISIol VERSION BY SULLIVAN.
PIANO-VOCAL SCORE.
LONDON. BOOSEY AND HAWI(FS. ~. O.

"1'50l
A87'5
F1

•••• •• 000001 • ..•• ..••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••

Figure XXI-3. Sample entries from music library catalog (continued on
page 344)
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• MUSIC 1I8RARY CAUlOC In' IN$H1UMEHTS................................................................... .,..
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1'1
••• ~•• 000002 .

• MUSiC URRARY CATALOG 8'1 SHElF LIST

•~UBE~:'DAN iEl· ;~ANcoTs·Es;rR iT· j i1S2':j87i;·······.·.· .... ·····
FRA OIAVOLO. COMiC OPERA IN 3 ACTS.
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ENGliSH VERS[QN By SULLIVAN.
PIANO-VOCAL SCORe.
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•G~iEG?O~g~~RD·HAGERUp·;i84j': i~07i ·oooo~~;
QUARTET. STRING OP 27 IN G MIN FOR lVN. VA, VC. vIC
GUARNF.RI QUARTET. STerNHAROT_VN. DALlEY-VN. TREE-VA. LSC
SOVER-VC. 1'1108

........,
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"

III......• ••••• 000002 ••••••••••• ' •• " .

Figure XXI-3 (continued)
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• ~USIC LIBRARY CATALOG BY COMPOSER •

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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AUBER. DANIEL FRANCOIS ESPIRIT II 182-1B711 ~

FRA DUVOLO. COMIC OPERA IN ] ACTS. 1503
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PUNO-VOCAL SCORE.
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QUARTET. STRING OP 21 IN G MIN FOR 2VN. VA, VC.

GUARNERI OUARTET. STEINHARDT-VN. OALLEY-VN. TREE-VA.
SOYER- VC.

00001t42

VIC
LSr.
2948

lSI N
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AUBER, DANIEL FRANCOIS ESPIRIT 117BZ-18111
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"1503
A815
F7

• ~USIC LIBRARY CATALOG BY TITLE •
f~" oi;vo~o:·CO~it'O;E~;';~'i'ACTS:··········· .

AUBER. DANIEL FRANCOiS ESPIRIT II"1B2-l81l1 ,14
FRA OIAVOLO. COMIC OPERA IN 3 ACTS. 1503

EO SULLIVAN AND PITTMAN. LIB BY SCRI6E. lITAlIAN/ENGlISH). A875
ENGLISH VERSION BY SULLIVAN. F7
PUNO-VOCAL SCORE.
LONDON. 800SEY AND HAWKES. N. D.

•• •••• 000001 •••••••••••••• • .. •••••••• ..

Figure XXI-3 (continued)
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• MUSIC lIBRARY CATALOG BY PERFORMER •
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